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1

Preamble

The primary purpose of the PbS Interface Specification is to provide sufficient information (when read in
conjunction with the relevant ACORD Reference Guides) to allow Brokers to develop their systems to interact
with the new Central Services submission channels. Additionally, the Lloyd’s and IUA Systems, Processes
& Procedures (SP&P) must be read in conjunction with this document, as PbS is not a replacement for
processes and procedures documented therein, which are contractual between the Bureaux and the Market.
The information has been presented in a way that should also enable premium and claims technicians to
gain a reasonable understanding of the processes that will be adopted in PbS. However, there are a variety
of broking systems which will have slightly different approaches when interacting with Central Services, and
business users should therefore review the user guides prepared by their own software developers for more
detailed information.
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2

Introduction
Background

Post-bind Submission (PbS) will enable Brokers to use ACORD messages to process accounting
transactions addressed to Carriers for handling by London Market bureau(x).
The use of these messages will remove the need for the Broker to submit London specific information through
current eAccounts, A&S and ECF2 channels and to use a global standard method of submission instead.
Although PbS will use components of the eAccounts; A&S and CLASS infrastructure, the development for
PbS will not affect the current services. Brokers who have not migrated may continue using eAccounts, A&S
and ECF2 until such date that these services are retired as long as they had not previously made a
submission using the new method for the risk in question. The service is designed on the basis that Brokers
will not revert to old channels for individual risks and claims, but this can be supported in exceptional cases.

Purpose of Document
The intention is for this document to serve as an Interface Specification for PbS. In the majority, guidance
and specification on the messaging interface is provided by the EBOT & ECOT Quick Reference Guides and
the Ruschlikon Global (Re)insurance Best Practice Guide. This document provides supplementary
information to define the precise handling in respect of London Market business handled by the bureau(x).
It describes the use of ACORD Technical Account (TA); Settlement (Financial Account (FA)); Claim
Movement (CM) and Acknowledgement messages to advise the details of premium and claim accounting
transactions addressed to Carriers for handling by London Market bureau(x) on their behalf.
The PbS Interface Specification is a working document and this version contains information on functionality
delivered by PbS thus far.
This document is targeted at:
•

Business Users who should obtain a reasonable understanding of the PbS process by reviewing
sections 4 to 8.

•

Operations Staff and Project Managers who should consider the implications for their organisation
for the items highlighted in sections 9 and 10.

•

Solution Providers who would benefit from reviewing sections 3 to 10 and Appendices E to J.

Although Carriers do not need to make any system enhancements for PbS (other than the PbS flag for
WriteBack), there will be some process changes that they should be aware of. The Carrier Bulletin (Appendix
A – Carrier Bulletin) provides an explanation of the impact to Carriers of those process changes.
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PbS Full Release 1 Service Scope and Exclusions
This section covers the full scope of requirements and functionality for PbS Release 1 that is being delivered
in incremental releases. This section is provided here for overall context and information.
The primary requirement of PbS is to follow the global ACORD EBOT / ECOT standard for the interchange
of existing submissions through the Accounting and Settlement and Electronic Claims channels between
Broker and Carrier participants in the London Market for all products in the London Market. There are no
exclusions of activity where it would be appropriate or within the ACORD standards to use EBOT/ECOT or
associated submissions (e.g. declarations) that currently occur in these channels between Broker and Carrier
except for those considerations described in the rest of this section.
Deferred Scheme Considerations:
-

This scheme is an acknowledged ‘Londonism' which the Brokers have asked to be phased out. It
was previously agreed that Brokers using eAccounts could drop the Deferred Scheme (with its
automatic settlement on pre-determined dates). This is taken a stage further in PbS, where it will not
be possible for Brokers to submit entries that are subject to the Deferred Scheme.

-

EBOT/ECOT does support TA early notification of premium instalments followed by release through
a subsequent FA message at the appropriate time. This is described in the Interface Specification
and is supported by PbS.

There are a number of areas where there are specific considerations with guidance provided in the Interface
Specification. These are split into three areas below.
Area 1) The following are items where there are non-payment submission / non-claim notification activities
that will not be changed by PbS (i.e. are not accomplished via EBOT / ECOT messaging), but the related
payments and claims submissions will be supported by PbS EBOT/ECOT messages:
-

Consortia registration and fee payments. Processes for the initial registration of the Consortium and
recovery of fees by the Consortium Leader (which cannot be supported by EBOT/ECOT).

-

Scheme Canada. Applies to ECOT messages only where ECOT will support the advising of claims
outside authority. The initial contract set up is achieved via the Lineage system operated by Lloyd’s
Canada and the relevant bordereau are submitted directly to CLASS and LIDS by Lloyd’s Canada
(i.e. there is no Broker involvement). Consequently, these elements are unchanged by PbS Release
1.

Intended future action. PbS does not envisage any specific action on these items although the LM TOM may
bring Scheme Canada within the umbrella of overall international and claims initiatives.
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Area 2) The following items are necessary existing interactions between Broker and Bureau that are not (and
should not) be accomplished by EBOT/ECOT. PbS is making process arrangements to support these
interactions and enable the EBOT/ECOT channel. Note. These are sometimes called 'out-of-band'
transactions because they are not supported by ACORD EBOT/ECOT processes (and may never be
supported):
-

Non-Premium Endorsements. A form of contract submissions. These are changes to contracts that
do not require a premium change but are useful to receive early because they affect reporting needs.

-

Post Signing Correction requests. Brokers can use EBOT cancellation and replacement
arrangements provided through ACORD to notify changes. These may be used where, currently in
the existing channels, the special correction request process is mandated. There are some
circumstances (e.g. error made by the bureau which needs correction, these are about 3% of current
correction requests) where notification is better and more conveniently supported out-of-band. We
anticipate the standard will support Correction requests in the future.

Intended future action. Any future changes within these individual areas were expected to be picked up by
future CSRP phases. These will now be incorporated into the wider LM TOM initiatives.
Area 3) Enhanced claims handling. The claims community is in the process of designing some enhanced
services for claims notification and management. These are particularly in the area of Bordereau to deal with
some of the limitations of only notifying at aggregated Bordereau levels. The initial implementation is on an
on-line user interface basis only (i.e. not through messaging protocols). PbS will align with these enhanced
services wherever possible. The full Interface Specification will identify the detailed cases and will offer two
broad options for submission:
-

Specialist Brokers will be able to use the new services to provide an enhanced service (i.e. PbS does
not interfere with these developments).

-

Brokers with a broad range of business who wish to use EBOT/ECOT for all business activity can
use PbS with submissions at the same ‘level’ as exists presently (i.e. aggregated).

Intended future action. The claims community have limited initial introduction of these new facilities but are
considering moving to a messaging protocol for these if demand justifies this. This work may now come
under the wider umbrella of the LM TOM Claims initiative and also has a direct dependency of the Delegated
Authority initiative. It should also be noted that PbS Release 2 has, in any case, always anticipated a shift to
holding Bordereau data at the detailed line (i.e. individual risk) level. A combination of these two elements
would allow Claims to move to individual notification using ECOT for the provision of these enhanced
services. This is a particular case that will require overall design coordination (through the LM TOM Design
Authority) across these programmes / initiatives.
Finally, there are a number of items / interactions in the market with Central Services that are not within the
scope for PbS Release 1 because the form of the financial notification is either quite different to that or does
not involve the Broker:
-

Outwards Reinsurance. Transactions between a Reinsured and their reinsurance Broker (e.g.
Lloyd’s Outward Reinsurance Scheme). These are quite different transactions and financial
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relationship being between insured customer and broker. For this reason, replacement of LORS was
placed outside the scope of PbS TOM.
o

-

Direct submission by Coverholders or (Re)Insured’s (see also above). Kept outside scope of the PbS
TOM and R1 to avoid perceived risk of disintermediation of Brokers. It is anticipated that submission
arrangements could be extended in due course to Coverholders (particularly with Binders and
Bordereau) with the agreement and supervision of Brokers.
o

-

Intended future action: The LM TOM will be addressing the area of Claims and Claims
management as a priority initiative. As part of this, consideration is likely to be given to the
use of EBOT for ‘internal’ use between Carrier and the bureau.

Expert fees, which are not normally submitted or collected by the Broker (i.e. the fees collected by
the experts themselves, those that Brokers usually collect are in scope). With the implementation of
PbS Release 1, experts will still be required to submit invoices themselves or via a collection agent,
using the Expert Fee user interface (service) with XCS which will remain unaltered.
o

-

Intended future action: The LM TOM is now addressing this wider area of party interaction
with the Market. For coverholders, this will be as part of the Delegated Authority initiative
(presently designated as a priority area).

General Average, where transactions are generated by and settled to the Average Adjuster. There
is no Broker involvement in notifying the transaction. Currently, XCS act directly on instructions by
the adjuster.
o

-

Intended future action: PbS TOM anticipated this would be picked up by the next phase of
the CSRP. CSRP future phases are now being included within the LM TOM and we expect
that this will be prioritised within the overall Market Modernisation Agenda.

Intended future action: As with the preceding point, The LM TOM will be addressing the
area of Claims and Claims management as a priority initiative and this may also be covered
in the wider review of accessibility of services to other participants.

Claims Payable Abroad, where transactions are generated by and settled to the Lloyd’s Agent. Once
again, there is no Broker involvement in these transactions.
o

Intended future action: The LM TOM may pick this up as part of International Initiatives
although, at this stage of development, it is unlikely that any specific consideration has been
given to this topic.

As a consequence of the above approach, all transactions currently going through the bureau will still be
able to go through the bureau. All payment notifications supported by A&S and eAccounts or 'paper' will be
supported by EBOT including some that cannot be supported electronically by eAccounts (e.g. Prop Treaty).
Similarly, for ECOT, PbS is where the support for electronic messaging is being extended over that currently
in ECF2. Out-of-Band approaches are only used where ACORD cannot or chooses not to support ancillary
processes within EBOT/ECOT.
Intended future action: LM TOM has an identified priority workstream that will be addressing the potential
need for additional messaging and data needs in collaboration with the global community through ACORD.
The areas identified above for new messaging protocols would be fed into this process; though it should be
noted that for some of these, participants may feel that there is not a case for volume automation through
messaging.
PbS Interface Specification v10.0 for CSRP Release 1
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It will be apparent from the noted ‘intended future action’ that most of the actions to enhance and develop
interactions between Brokers and Carriers through the bureau (Central Services) are now, quite
appropriately, within the scope of LM TOM’s market modernisation activity. In some cases, this was originally
envisaged to be within future CSRP phases and in others the PbS TOM (agreed in November 2015)
anticipated that other new programmes (e.g. a Delegated Authority) or existing initiatives (e.g. Claims) were
appropriate vehicles for this work.
The scope of CSRP PbS was signed off in December 2014 by the CSRP Steering Group and is currently
fixed as described above and based on the ACORD 2015-04 standard. Any changes to bring further elements
into scope (e.g. from LM TOM) will need to go through a formal change request process and be ratified by
the CSRP Steering Group.
There are some areas not covered in the preceding sections that the programme is actively pursuing potential
changes that the programme will aim to implement as soon as possible. These require changes to the
ACORD EBOT / ECOT standard itself, and the programme is working with ACORD on these. Notwithstanding
any changes that can be implemented following agreement, the Interface Specification already describes
how the new PbS service can and will operate in compliance with the 2015-04 current standard.
Changes listed and currently logged with ACORD are:
-

-

The ability to advise details of financial transactions against the TA message without requiring
settlement. ACORD have implemented a ‘settled direct’ option in the next version of the standard
(2016-10) which would be needed to process:
o

Service Company business - Lloyd’s Managing Agents need to process transactions through
Central Services for reporting purposes only.

o

Claims settled directly to (Re)Insured – There are some circumstances (primarily
catastrophe claims) where Brokers advise Central Services of financial transaction details,
but request that funds are paid directly to the (Re)Insured.

ACORD status information in Business Acknowledgements and two-way business query messaging
to allow for dialogue and resolution of queries.
o

This protocol is now part of EBOT/ECOT standards. However, query resolution is handled
‘out-of-band’, at present. The programme has built a PbS Online application to provide this
dialogue with an appropriate audit trail. The participants will initially receive notification
directing them to the PbS Online application; thus allowing Brokers and Carriers to link this
to internal workflow if they wish to do so (i.e. it will not be mandatory to do so).

o

Carriers have indicated they would like a full ACORD messaging facility to be developed.

o

Intended current and future action: The programme will be developing a set of requirements
alongside market engagement with Carrier and Broker workshops with the intention of
incorporating 2-way query messaging and new type of acknowledgement message(s) to
communicate status information.

On agreement with ACORD, the programme would raise change requests for agreement by the Steering
Group for inclusion of these changes.
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Apart from these changes we do not believe there are any other enhancements that should be considered
as mechanisms exist for all other scenarios or will be picked up in other modernisation initiatives under LM
TOM.
The following table explains the areas of PbS scope and delivery.
Functional Area

Theme

Submission of TA – Open Market Individually-Accounted Reinsurance

Premium

Submission of TA – Open Market Individually-Accounted Direct

Premium

Submission of FA – Open Market Individually-Accounted Reinsurance

Premium

Submission of FA – Open Market Individually-Accounted Direct

Premium

Settlement Currencies

Premium

Submission of CM/TA – Open Market Individually-Accounted Reinsurance

Claims

Submission of CM/TA – Open Market Individually-Accounted Direct

Claims

Submission of FA – Open Market Individually-Accounted Reinsurance

Claims

Submission of FA – Open Market Individually-Accounted Direct

Claims

Settlement Currencies

Claims

Non Settlement Currencies – Cash

Claims

Non Settlement Currencies – Delinked

Premium

Premium Transfers

Premium

Annual Re-signing

Premium

Cancellation of Risk

Both

Mid Term Market Change

Both

Differing Commercial Terms

Both

New Query Handling Process (to Carriers and Brokers) – Removal of
Londonism

Queries

Bulk Contract Submission (FDO)

Premium

Binder Premium Bordereaux Submission (TA/FA)

Premium

Binder Claim Bordereaux Submission (CM/TA/FA)

Claims

Binder Individual Claim (CM/TA/FA)

Claims

Cash TA

Both

ECF2 Binders Enhancements (CM/TA/FA)*

Claims

Lloyd’s

Payments settled directly to Policyholders / Reinsureds i.e. Settle Direct

Claims

Lloyd’s

Service Company business

Both

Lloyd’s

Consortia - One Message per Consortium

Both

Lloyd’s

Nil Premium Adjustments

Premium

All

Mid Term Broker Change (MTBC)

Both

All
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3

Technical Standards
ACORD Standards Versions

The following combination of ACORD standards versions will be supported:
•

Reinsurance & Large Commercial EBOT Quick Reference Guide - version 2015-04

•

Reinsurance & Large Commercial ECOT Quick Reference Guide - version 2015-04

•

ACORD Messaging Service XML Specification and SOAP Implementation Guide v1.4.3

•

Reinsurance & Large Commercial XML Message Specification version 2015-04

The latest DRI version supported by Ruschlikon is:
•

Document Repository Interface (DRI) Reference Guide v1.2.3 (schema 1.2.1)

However, the PbS R1.1 implementation will support:
•

Document Repository Interface (DRI) Reference Guide v1.2.2 (schema v1.2.0)

The difference between the two DRI versions is outlined in the v1.2.3 releases notes (see Appendix B
ACORD DRI 1.2.3 Release Information).
There are some new elements being added to the EBOT Quick Reference Guide in 2016-10 that CSRP will
support immediately. Ruschlikon participants have agreed to adopt an amended version of the 2015-04
validator to allow CSRP to accommodate these new features.

Note: An appendix has been added to this document to outline the variances in use of the EBOT / ECOT
standards between Ruschlikon and CSRP.

PbS Interface Specification v10.0 for CSRP Release 1
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Ruschlikon Guide & Protocols
The following Ruschlikon Guide and protocols will be supported:
Guide
•

Global (Re)insurance Best Practice Guide – Accounting, Settlement & Claims v1.0 (April 2015)

Protocols
It is intended that in future the current version and immediate previous version of the published ACORD
standards will be supported, subject to the following:
o
o

o

Release 1.1 in April 2016 will support the April 2015 standards only.
Latest and immediate previous standards to be supported in future releases. The release schedule for
Ruschlikon has recently changed from a 12 to 18-month cycle, and the next version is scheduled for
2016-10.
When future releases are published, the aim will be to support the latest release as early as possible
and retire the oldest version at the same time, this maintaining the support of current plus immediate
previous.

Proposed ACORD Enhancements
PbS will support specific extensions to the ACORD April 2015 standard, to incorporate additional functions
that have been agreed with ACORD and Ruschlikon for inclusion in 2016. Most of these functions would be
of benefit to both non-bureau and bureau communities, and discussions regarding future enhancements are
ongoing.
The last positions following discussions with Ruschlikon’s Business Implementation Group (BIG) are included
in Appendix C – Proposed ACORD Enhancements of this document.

Additional Reference Documentation
The following documentation / guides are referenced in this Interface Specification:
•

Electronic Claims File – Lloyd’s Systems Processes & Procedures

•

Electronic Claims File – IUA Systems Processes & Procedures

•

The IMR User Guide (v1.1)

•

eAccounts Implementation Guide (v1.1)
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4

Premium Processing Procedures

The details contained within sections 4 to 9 of the Interface Specification are items where the use of EBOT
and /or ECOT standard data requires some clarification over and above the Global Standard Guidelines
when handling London Market bureau business.
Each topic will contain narrative to explain the circumstance together with details of the options available to
the sender and the relevant actions that Central Services would take in those circumstances.
Whenever appropriate, Technical Elements
(predominantly ACORD data dictionary refs and Xpath
definitions) will be noted to provide clarity for solution providers as to the specific data items involved.
Assumptions

that have been made by Central Services may also be documented.

The scenarios identified as being Standard Practice are those that are common to existing procedures
and/or have been expressed by market participants as the most likely to be used in PbS.
This section provides an overview of the primary business process, from creation of the premium transaction
in a Broker’s system through to receipt of Acknowledgements confirming successful completion of the
transaction. The subsequent process to instigate settlement is covered in section 7.4.

Premium Process Overview
In general, the ACORD EBOT / ECOT standard process will be followed as stated in the Quick Reference
Guides identified in section 3.1 (ACORD Standards Versions) of this document. This section will provide an
overview of EBOT / ECOT processing in relation to PbS and specifically to the handling in respect of the
London Market business handled via the Bureau(x).
All messages will be transmitted via The Message Exchange Limited (TMEL), where the appropriate ACORD
strict validator will be applied. If the message passes validation it will be forwarded to Central Services,
otherwise an application level rejection will be sent to the Broker.
Premium Technical Account / Financial Account and Response

Broker

Phase

Generate and
Send EBOT
Compliant
Messages

Receive Business
Level
Acknowledgement

Receive Application
Level Ack / Reject

PbS
(Central Services)

EBOT TA/FA
via TMEL

Receive EBOT
Messages

Receive Output

Business Level Ack

Generate ACORD
Application Level
Response

Review EBOT Messages &
Generate eAccounts
Submission

Generate ACORD Business
Level Response

Query Resolution
Process

BSM

Process eAccounts
Submission(s)

Carrier

eAccounts / A&S
(Central Services)

Yes
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Send Responses
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Broker Submissions
Brokers will use their in-house systems to create their premium transactions and may elect to generate
transactions at either the fundamental or non-fundamental accounting level. In the short term, Brokers will retain
responsibility for ensuring that a sufficient level of documentation is provided (please see note below) to enable
PbS technicians to identify the number and type of accounting entries that need to be generated. For premium
submissions, this should include a copy of the MRC, signed line details and any associated schedules.
Documentation may be submitted using a variety of methods (being In Stream; Direct Load or DRI
messaging), and for Direct Load and DRI, Brokers are requested to ensure that supporting documents are
loaded on to the IMR in a timely fashion. If documents are not available on the IMR when PbS technicians
review the submission, they will need to raise a query with the Broker.
It is to be noted that when submitting the MRC, it is the Broker’s responsibility to ensure that the Bureau
Lead and the Slip Lead fields are completed. The Market Reform Contract Implementation Guide states that
D2.1 Slip Leader – is a mandatory field. D2.2 Bureau Lead is conditional and is always required when the
Slip Lead is not also the Bureau Lead.
If the Broker has not completed the above fields, the XIS premium technician will trigger an L4 Business
Query back to the Broker who will need to establish and submit the missing information.
As required by the ACORD standards, a separate message must be sent for each Carrier that participates
on the contract, and separate messages must also be sent for each Carrier when the premium is to be paid
in multiple currencies or instalments.
PbS will also need a separate transaction reference to be applied to each instalment and currency.
In order to meet the processing requirements of the Xchanging legacy applications, Technical Accounts will
be grouped into Premium Advices, based on a number of common factors:
•

UMR

•

Bureau (Lloyd’s, LIRMA, or ILU)

•

Broker Number

•

Original Currency

•

Settlement Currency

•

Broker Reference 1

•

Broker Reference 2

•

Correction Indicator

Where Technical Accounts contain the same values for all of the above elements, XIS will group them into
one Premium Advice and one bureau signing.
Where any Technical Account contains a different value for any of the above elements, XIS will create a
separate Premium Advice and a separate bureau signing.
Note: The eAccounts Accounting Splits Service Definition contains details of the accountabilities that
Brokers are requested to uphold. A copy of this document can be obtained from the A&S section of the LMG
website (http://www.londonmarketgroup.co.uk/index.php/current-resources/a-a-s/e-accounts), where it is
produced as an appendix to the eAccounts Implementation Guide.
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Central Service Activities
The details in this section are for reference purposes only and are included to give an insight into the activities
within PbS and the order in which they are completed.
The Central Service activities can be broken down into a number of segments, namely:
Message validation (application level)
Document handling
Pre-processing
Processing
eAccounts (APIX)
Response handling
Response output.

Message validation (application level) includes:
ACORD validation of Technical Account and Settlement messages to verify that messages conform
to standard and that parties can be identified
Additional PbS validation, for example to ensure the party is registered for the service and/or the
message type is supported.
Identification of related messages where Broker grouping or CM/TA linking relationships are in place
Responding with application level acceptance or rejection

Note: Application level validation does not consider the relationship of different Carriers on the same
transaction – this is addressed during pre-processing.
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Document Handling:
Identifies when the same document is sent in more than one message relating to the same risk,
claim or transaction and only stores a single version on the IMR
Recognises where the messages of the different Carriers contain different documents, and stores
each document maintaining the relevant confidentiality
Pre-processing:
Identifies all information available (i.e. XIS risk history and claim history, message content and
supporting documents)
Accumulates messages relating to the same transaction reference (i.e. collates messages for all
Carriers on a transaction)
Collates messages linked through grouping
Assembles all information required for processing
Establishes work packages (one per set of grouped items or one per transaction reference for
ungrouped items)
Instigates operational intervention when unable to find a risk record and one is expected (e.g. for a
claim submission) or if there is a major discrepancy with the market against XIS history or when
unable to determine a Carrier stamp code and therefore establish the relevant bureau involved.
Processing:
Validates the information supplied
Derives London Market specific information
Applies precedence rules, where more than one version of the same information exists (this is
particularly relevant for claims)
Instigates splits triage to determine whether the submission will need to have splits allocated
Instigates operational intervention if the eAccounts submission cannot be created without it (i.e.
where certain fundamental information is missing or incorrect). A technician would review any issues
arising in an effort to resolve rather than raise queries
eAccounts (APIX)
Assembles the PbS generated eAccounts messages that can be fed into APIX
Data supplied within the eAccounts message is auto-loaded into APIX
Initiates premium technical processing using the same systems and processes as existing.
eAccounts responses produce feedback to PbS where the PbS status is updated
Response Handling
Recognises key outcomes of eAccounts handling and updates the PbS status;
Notes when issues have arisen during processing
Identifies when premium accounting for each bureau is complete
Response output
Generates ACORD business level query response (and/or out of band email notifications) or
acknowledgements
PbS Interface Specification v10.0 for CSRP Release 1
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Premium Specific Topics
Premium Instalments
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

PremiumInstalmentNumber

R014

TA: Subaccount/TechAccountAmtItem
[@Type='instalment_premium']/
InstalmentNbr/Count

London
O

Where a premium is to be split into a number of instalments, it may not be possible from the EBOT submission
for Central Services to determine the sequence of instalments intended by the Broker, as the use of
instalment numbers is optional.
For PbS the transaction reference must be different for each instalment, but this requirement will be removed
in a future release. Note: multi-currency premiums must also have a separate transaction reference per
currency.
Where instalment numbers are not provided, PbS will use the due date of each instalment to determine the
sequence. If any due dates are the same, the timestamp allocated when the messages arrive at the
Xchanging ACORD Gateway will be used to determine the sequence. Brokers should consider providing the
optional instalment numbers to avoid any discrepancy when determining sequences.
Note: The EBOT standard does not support the deferred scheme and it has been agreed that this scheme
will not be supported by PbS. Deferred premiums will be submitted as a group of technical accounts (one
per instalment) and the Broker will release funds into settlement at the appropriate time by submitting the
applicable FA item. The first instalment will be processed as an original premium by Central Services, with
the remainder being processed as additional premiums (as is the case for eAccounts when the Broker elects
not to use the deferred scheme). Until a differential charging mechanism has been negotiated in the service
contracts by the LMA and IUA with Xchanging, Carriers will continue to be charged per instalment where the
deferred scheme is not used. A circular issued by LIIBA regarding the deferred scheme is included (Appendix
D – Deferred Scheme).
If the terms of the contract require the use of the deferred scheme, then submissions must be made via
another channel. Premiums payable in deferred instalments should be submitted with an individual TA
message for each instalment (EBOT mandates that instalment premiums are identified by including a
TechAccountAmtItem with Type of ‘instalment_premium’ and recommends that the instalments are grouped).
Settlement for each instalment would not be automatically triggered by Central Services (as is the case for
the deferred scheme), they would be only be submitted for settlement once the corresponding FA items are
received.
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Tax Handling

Technical Elements
ACORD
Name

Ref.

XPath (All TA)

C574

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/@Type (must
contain one of the values shown against A462 to A 552 below
(tax added to gross premium etc.)

C575

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Provision/TaxClass

C576

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Provision/TaxType

C578

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Provision/TaxAuthorityLocation/ Location/Country

C579

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Provision/TaxAuthorityLocation/ Location/Subentity

C582

nt/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/TaxCalculatio
n/ RiskTaxBoundLocation/ Location/Country

C583

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Calculation/ RiskTaxBoundLocation/ Location/Subentity

T311

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Provision/TaxTypeDescription

C580

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Provision/TaxRateBasis

A457

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Calculation/TaxBaseAmount

P041

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Calculation/Taxpercentage/Rate

Q035

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Calculation/ NumberOfUnits/Dec

A456

Subaccount/ContractSection/TaxApplications/TaxApplication/Tax
Amount
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A462

Subaccount/TaxAmtItem[@Type='tax_added_to_gross_premium
']/Amt[@Share='receiver_share' and
@CcyIndic='reference_currency']

A463

Subaccount/TaxAmtItem[@Type='tax_deducted_from_gross_pre
mium']/Amt[@Share= 'receiver_share' and
@CcyIndic='reference_currency']

A550

Subaccount/TaxAmtItem[@Type='tax_deducted_from_commissi
on']/Amt[@Share='receiver_share' and
@CcyIndic='reference_currency']

A551

Subaccount/TaxAmtItem[@Type='tax_deducted_from_brokerag
e']/Amt[@Share='receiver_share' and
@CcyIndic='reference_currency']

A552

Subaccount/TaxAmtItem[@Type='tax_deducted_from_profit_co
mmission']/Amt[@Share= 'receiver_share' and
@CcyIndic='reference_currency']

A553

Subaccount/TaxAmtItem[@Type='tax_deducted_from_loss_cost
s']/Amt[@Share='receiver_share' and
@CcyIndic='reference_currency']

The existing Central Service functions offer limited tax handling capabilities, where taxes are supplied as UK
IPT or non UK IPT. EBOT messaging facilitates the use of tax aggregates, where tax data items and the
applicable authority are identified individually.
The longer term aim for Central Services would be to use the individual tax data items, but until the
dependency on certain parts of the existing infrastructure is removed, the data will be aggregated by Central
Services from TA submissions and recorded as UK IPT, non UK IPT or Tax Deductions. Business rules will
identify which amounts apply to the UK IPT and Non UK IPT through the data contained within the EBOT TA
fields:
TaxClass
TaxType
TaxAuthorityLocation/Location/Country
TaxAuthorityLocation/Location/Subentity
TaxRateBasis

UK IPT and non UK IPT are recorded in APIX, with “Overseas Added Tax” in a CSM being equivalent to non
UK IPT.
Where tax information is included on existing EDI messages, in particular those advised to Carriers, the
information will appear exactly as it does today.
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Nil Premium Adjustments
Nil Premium Adjustment (NPA) processing will be included in PbS for Lloyd’s and Company bureaux.
NPAs should preferably be submitted to PbS as cash (PaymentMeans ‘in_cash’). Where brokers must submit
NPAs using TA/FA pairs (PaymentMeans ‘as_per_financial_account’), due to broker system restrictions for
instance, the FAs will be rejected because the TAs will have been converted to cash by PbS to enable
processing by downstream systems.
For transactions to be regarded as NPAs by PbS, each TA message must have nil values for each
subaccount balance (Subaccount/BalanceAmtItem), the overall balance (BalanceAmtItem) and each
individual amount item (Subaccount/TechAccountAmtItem/Amt). The submission will be queried if the market
is different to the original premium. Nil balance transactions will be treated according to bulk accounting rules
where PaymentMeans is “not_applicable” or Proportional Treaty rules (not yet delivered) rather than as
NPAs. PbS will accept NPAs for other recognised PaymentMeans values this includes ‘in_cash’,
‘as_per_financial_account’ or ‘settled_direct.”
The successful submission of an NPA will result in the Premium transaction being processed, and on
completion by business operations, the Broker will receive an L4 acknowledgment as for any other premium
transaction.
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5

Claims Processing Procedures

The details contained within this section follow the same guidelines as section 4, where the intention is to
provide clarification over and above the Global Standard Guidelines.

Claim Process overview
This document provides an overview of the primary business process, from creation of the claim transaction
in a Broker’s system through to receipt of Acknowledgements confirming successful completion of the
transaction.
In general, the ACORD EBOT / ECOT standard process will be followed as stated in the Quick Reference
Guides identified in section 3.1 of the PbS Interface Specification (ACORD Standards Versions). This section
will provide an overview of EBOT / ECOT processing in relation to PbS and specifically to the handling in
respect of the London Market business handled via the Bureau(x).
All messages will be transmitted via The Message Exchange Limited (TMEL), where the appropriate ACORD
strict validator will be applied. If messages pass validation, they will be forwarded to Central Services,
otherwise application level rejections will be sent to the Broker.
Claim First Advice and Response
Phase

If Required

Generate and
Send ECOT
Messages
Broker

If required

Receive Rejection or
Business Level Query

Review and Action
Rejection / Query

ECOT CM/TA
via TMEL

Receive Business
Level
Acknowledgement

Review LIMCLM
Responses (Including
Queries From leader)

ACORD L3 Reject
/ L4 Query

PbS

Receive ECOT
Messages

Messages Valid and
CLASS Records Can be
Generated?

No

Business Level Ack

Raise Rejection or
Business Level Query
and Generate
Messages

Business Level Query

Yes
Generate Business
Level Response

Generate CLASS
Load File

Carrier

CLASS / ECF

LIMCLM

Create and Release ECF
Records and Generate
Notifications

CWT/CWS/
Claims
Awaiting
Action

ACORD ‘Out of Band’
LIMCLM Response

Review Transaction add
Required Information
and Issue Instructions
and/or Raise Queries
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Broker Submission
Brokers will use their in-house systems to create their claim transactions and will continue to supply all
documentation relevant to the claim. Documentation may be submitted using a variety of methods (In Stream
or DRI via messaging, or On-line submission via IMR). For Direct Load and DRI, Brokers are requested to
ensure that supporting documents are loaded on to the IMR in a timely fashion, otherwise they are likely to
receive a query from Carriers when they review the submission.
As required by the ACORD standards, a separate message must be sent for each Carrier that participates
on the contract, and for each currency in which the claim is advised.
In order to meet the processing requirements of the Xchanging legacy applications, Claim Movement /
Technical Accounts will be grouped into claim transactions, based on a number of common factors:
•

UMR

•

UCR

•

TR (unless grouped)

•

Up to 3 currency pairs (original and settlement)

•

Same 100% equivalent

Note: Carriers have indicated that should documents be loaded directly to the IMR after a claims submission
has been made, then the Broker must notify any Carriers that have made a response in line with existing
guidance in the Electronic Claims File – Systems Processes & Procedures. This could be completed by:
•

Re-release of a claim (replacement CMs / TAs)

•

A new movement on the claim (new CMs / TAs)

•

Advising the Agreement Party of the new documents via means outside of ECF2 (e.g. telephone,
email etc.).
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Central Service Activities
The details in this section are for reference purposes only and are included to give an insight into the activities
within PbS and the order in which they are completed.
The Central Service activities can be broken down into a number of segments, namely:
Message validation -application level (see section 5.3.1 below)
Document handling (see section 0 below)
Pre-processing (see section 0 below)
Processing (see section 5.3.4 below)
CLASS / ECF (this is incorporated in the processing flow – see section 5.3.4 below)
Response handling (Response Handling is an integral part of the Application, Pre-Processing and
Processing flows. See the relevant sections below)
Response output (Response Output is an integral part of the Application, Pre-Processing and
processing flows. See the relevant sections below)
Issue / Query Handling (Issue / Query handling is an integral part of the Application, Pre-Processing
and Processing flows. See the relevant sections below).
TMEL

Application
Level

Document
Handling

Pre
Processing

Processing

Issue / Query
Handling

ECF / CLASS

Response
Handling

Response
Output
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Message Validation - Application Level
Message validation (application level) includes:
ACORD validation of Claim Movement, Technical Account and Settlement (Financial Account)
messages to verify that they conform to standard and sender and receiver parties can be identified.
Additional PbS validation (i.e. over and above the ACORD validator checks), for example to ensure
the sender is registered for the service and/or the message type is supported.
Identification of other related messages where Broker grouping or CM/TA linking relationships are in
place, in order to apply consistent application level responses across the grouped / linked messages.
Responding with application level acceptance or rejection
Note: Application level validation does not consider the relationship between different Carriers on the same
transaction – this is addressed during pre-processing.
Application Level Stage - All types of messages
Application Level

Broker

Claim Advice
Received

Create Claim
Transactions

Receive L 3
Application Level
Rejection

Generate Message
Output
ECOT & EBOT Via TMEL

Receive L 3
Application Level
Acknowledgment

Receive Handshake
Response L1

XAG

Generate L3
Application Level
Rejection

No Action

No
Generate Hand
Shake L1
Acceptance
Message

Valid
Submission?

No

Yes

Documents
Instream?

Yes

Detach Documents

Process L3
Application Level
Acknowledgement

Process L3
Application Level
Rejection

Transfer Message to
PbS

Generate L3
Application Level
Rejection For
Messages

PbS

Receive ACORD
Messages

Time Expires

Time Expires

No
Receive ACORD
EBOT / ECOT
Message

Valid
Submission?

Yes

Other Related
Messages ?

Yes

Linked Messages
Complete?

Yes

Group Complete

Yes

Generate L3
Application Level
Acknowledgement

XMA

No

Receive Documents
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Document Handling
Document handling:
Identifies when a document with the same Unique Document ID is sent in more than one message
relating to the same risk, claim or transaction and only stores a single version on the IMR

Notes:
1. In PbS, there is no facility for a Broker making claims submissions and loading claims documents
either in-stream or via DRI to specify confidential documents. The consequence of this approach is
that if a Broker adds an instream document for only one Carrier, the document will be made available
to all Carriers on the claim. Hence Brokers should use the online facility on the IMR for confidential
documents as they do in ECF2 today.
2. In the case where a multi-currency claim has been submitted with different TR’s which are grouped,
PbS will use the first transaction reference that has reached it to create the claim transaction. If the
broker has not used this reference for loading the documents into the IMR when using DRI, the
documents will be available under a different reference then the one used for the claim. If the broker
wants to ensure the same reference as used for the transaction the Broker needs to upload the
documents after PbS has notified ECF/CLASS.
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Pre Processing Stage
Pre-processing:
Identifies all information available (i.e. XIS risk history and claim history, reference data, message
content and supporting documents)
Accumulates messages relating to the same transaction reference (i.e. collates messages for all
Carriers on a transaction for a set wait time, currently 1 hour)
Collates messages linked through grouping
Assembles all information required for processing
Establishes transaction record (one per transaction reference, and cross referred when grouping is
supplied)
Instigates operational intervention when unable to find a risk record, or there are messages for more
or fewer Carriers than the risk record expects.

Pre-Processing Stage – Claims Movement and Technical Accounts
Phase

XAG

Broker

Receive L4 Busi ness
Query

Process Business
Level Query

Application

No

London Format
UCR/ UMR?

Manually Intervene
to Determine Cause

Generate Business
Level Query

No

Justification
Found?

No

Generate Business
Level Query

No
Yes

Yes

PbS

Manually Intervene
to Determine Cause

Look For Risk
History

Risk Record
Found?

Justification
Found?

Yes

Yes

Accumulate
Participant Carriers

Claims Case Created

Valid
Participants?

Update Records to
Reflect Intended
Approach

No

No

Create Risk Details

Yes

Expected
Number of
Participants?

No
Yes

Error Free

Yes
Look For Claim
History

Create Transaction
Record Ready For
Processing

Processing

IMR

Trigger IMR
Document Upload
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Processing Stage
Processing:
•

Validates the information received from all sources

•

Derives London Market specific information

•

Applies precedence rules, where more than one version of the same information exists (this is
particularly relevant for claims)

•

Uses data supplied and history to generate CLASS load file to create the required CLASS
transactions

Processing Stage – Claims Advice and Technical Accounts

Broker

Receive L4 Business
Level Query

XAG

Processing

Process L4 Business
Query

PbS

PreProcessing

Generate
Corrections
(Resume at
Application Level)

Correction
Needed?

Generate L4
Business Query

Update PbS Trx

Receive Out of
Bound
Communication

Receive Business
Level Query

Receive Business
Level Acceptance

Yes

Record and Evaluate
Query / Proposed
Change

Valid Choice?

FA
Process

Process Business
Level Acceptance

Generate Business
Level Query

Generate Out of
Bound Message

Generate L4
Business Level
Acknowledgement
& OOB

Signed Up for
OOB?

Signed Up for
OOB?

No
Create Claim
Transaction Record
For each Bureau

Create CLASS Load
File

XDH

Correct?

Correction
Required?

Process Business
Level Query

No
Perform Data
Derivation &Apply
Data Precedence
Rules

Yes

Release PbS Trx for
Legacy Processing

CLASS update
needed?

PbS Correction
Processing

CLASS

Release CLASS Load
File

No

Create CLASS
Transaction

Successful?

CLASS Query
Response

CLASS Acceptance
Response

Carrier Requests
Record Correction

Carrier makes query
response

Carrier makes
positive response

No

No

Final CLASS
Response

Yes

Final CLASS
Acceptance
Response

Carrier

Yes

No

Support

Claims Record
Correct

Yes

Advice Accepted

Yes

Resolve LIMRES
issue

Response Handling / Output:
Receives Carrier responses from CLASS / ECF and generates appropriate ACORD responses to
Broker (plus out of band notifications if registered)
Recognises key outcomes of claims handling and updates the PbS status and triggers any follow on
actions required;
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Financial Account Processing Stage
Following application validation:
•

Checks transaction history and validates that transaction is ready for processing

•

Collates messages relating to all Carriers involved

•

Evaluates the status of the transaction to establish whether the transaction can be released for
settlement

•

Where settlement grouping has been applied to the corresponding TAs, holds FA items pending
receipt of complete group of messages

•

Generates ACORD business level rejection or acknowledgements

•

Instigates settlement

Pre-Processing and Processing Stage – Financial Account

Application
Level for FA

XAG

Broker

Phase

Receive Business
Level Rejection

Receive Business
Level Rejection

Receive Business
Level
Acknowledgement

Process Business
Level Rejection

Process Business
Level Rejection

Process Business
Level
Acknowledgement

Generate Business
Level Rejection

Generate Business
Level Rejection

PbS

No
Look For
Transaction History

Transaction
Found?

No

Yes

Validate Transaction
Ready For
Processing

Valid
Transaction

Yes

Evaluate Status of
Transaction(s)

Ready For
Settlement

Yes

Generate
Settlement Release
File(s)

Business Level
Acknoweldgement

ILU&LIRMA?

No
Yes
Hold Awaiting
Status Change

XCS TP

Function

No
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Claim Specific Topics

Allocation of Currency for Claim No Amounts
Claims submissions can include three different styles of CM message. These are:
•

CM messages on their own, for advice only submissions

•

CM and TA combinations, for claims settlements

•

“no amounts” CM, where there is a minor change to the claim, but not to the financial position of the
claim

Use of ‘no_amounts’ messages with no reference currency at first advice is strongly discouraged. In the
event that the Broker does submit such a message and PbS is unable to reliably deduce the intended
currency then a query will be generated. Replacement messages stating a reference currency would then
need to be submitted by the Broker.
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6

Bulk Accounting Processing Procedures

This section of the PbS Interface Specification covers contract creation and binding authority premium and
claim submissions. It should be read in conjunction with the EBOT & ECOT Quick Reference guides and the
Global (Re) insurance best practice guide.
Broadly, Broker submissions of ACORD EBOT and ECOT messages for binding authority business will follow
the approach detailed in earlier sections of the interface specification. Any variance from this will now be
presented.
In addition to Binding Authority ACORD EBOT Premium and ACORD EBOT and ECOT Claim messages,
this section also describes the new approach for the submission of ACORD EBOT contract creation
messages for all types of bulk accounted business.
Contract submissions will be required for those contracts that feature some form of bulk accounting of
premium and/or claim as premium and/or claim transactions can only be processed once the contract record
is created.
It should be noted that some Brokers and Carriers have arrangements where certain binding authorities have
premiums collected via premium bordereau i.e. bulk accounted, but all claims are advised and settled on an
individual basis. This arrangement is supported by PbS

ECF2 Enhancements
The ECF service is undergoing change in the way Lloyd’s bureau binding authority claims are processed
as part of the ECF2 Binder Enhancements project. This change is driven by the ECF User Group and
sponsored by the AAC.
The changes allow Brokers to optionally classify the claim (as a bordereau, loss fund or individual outside
authority claim) and to cross reference the individual or loss fund records to the Bordereau and vice-versa
which is in scope of PbS. It also brings Master Cover and Co-Lead business processing from paper to ECF2
however this is not in scope of PbS.
New data items will need to be completed by the Broker if they choose to make use of the functionality. The
key benefits to do so are as follows:
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Table 1: Summary of changes and benefits
Type of
claim

Problem

Solution

Benefits-Broker

Benefits- Carrier

Individual
outside
Authority
(IOA)

There is currently no mechanism to
distinguish outside authority claims from
Bordereau claims or to link related
Bordereau and outside authority claims.
In addition, the currently paid and
outstanding amounts on an outside
authority claim must be zero in order to
avoid duplication of amounts with the
parent Bordereau

Provide ability to identify IOA claims

Improved processing leading to better client
experience

Ability to clearly identify IOA claims regardless of
whether a Write Back, Claims Workflow Triggers
(CWT) or Claims Workflow Service (CWS) user

Provide ability to state financial amounts
for agreement only, held separately on
CLASS

Improved MI- classification displayed on
ECF Reporting

The broker is currently required to
generate two simultaneous transactions
– one on the individual (outside
authority) claim and another on the
Bordereau claim record. Both require
agreement by the leader before the
settlement can be processed.
Furthermore, any outstanding
transactions on the Bordereau have to
be agreed before the cash loss
transaction can be agreed and settled.

Provide ability to request Cash loss by
creating a single transaction and for it to
be integrated with the Bordereau
eliminating the current workaround

Improved processing leading to better client
experience

Ability to clearly identify IOA claims regardless of
whether a Write Back, CWT or CWS user

Ability to view the latest financial position of
claims for a given Binding Authority UMR

Ability to view the latest financial position of claims
for a given Binding Authority UMR

Improved MI- classification displayed on
ECF Reporting

Improved MI- classification displayed on ECF
Reporting

Loss funds acts as a float to cover the
cost of anticipated claims on a contract,
and can be set up for both Coverholders
and TPAs. Currently loss funds are
raised through as a separate UCR but
cannot be properly identified in ECF.

Explicit identification of a loss fund
payment to allow carriers to properly track
and manage these payments

Improved processing leading to better client
experience

Ability to clearly identify Loss Fund claims
regardless of whether a Write Back, CWT or CWS
user

Individual
outside
AuthorityCash Loss

Loss Fund

Provide ability to link IOA claim to the
Bordereau against which settlement will
occur

Provide ability to link IOA claim to the
Bordereau against which settlement will
occur

Ability to view the latest financial position of
claims for a given Binding Authority UMR

Ability to view the latest financial position of claims
for a given Binding Authority UMR
Improved MI- classification displayed on ECF
Reporting

Prioritise the agreement and payment of a
cash loss independent of the status of
outstanding movements on the Bordereau.

Ability to view the latest financial position of
claims for a given Binding Authority UMR
Improved MI- classification displayed on
ECF Reporting
Warn the broker at an appropriate point
when the outstanding (reserve) on the
Bordereau has gone below the paid to date
of the linked loss fund
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Ability to view the latest financial position of claims
for a given Binding Authority UMR
Improved MI- classification displayed on ECF
Reporting
Warn the Carrier at an appropriate point when the
outstanding (reserve) on the Bordereau has gone
below the paid to date of the linked loss fund

Brokers can choose to provide this new data via ACORD EBOT and ECOT message which is detailed in the
next section.
Ahead of go live of the ECF2 Enhancements project, PbS will continue to store the complete XML message
within the PbS data store – and any ECF2 Enhancement new data items will not be loaded into ECF
downstream systems for presentation to the Carriers. This will also be the de-facto approach for ILU and
LIRMA bureau submissions where the Broker has provided the new data. This may be favourable to Brokers
as it means one process for all bureau messages.
Once ECF2 Enhancements project goes live, the new data supplied for Lloyd’s bureau binding authority
claims will be loaded into ECF and made visible to Carriers. ILU and LIRMA Carriers will not be able to view
the new data items in ECF.
It is recommended that Brokers build their systems to supply the new data items – however Brokers retain
the option to follow the existing process. This is not restated here but broadly claims are not classified, links
between the claim bordereau and individual outside authority claims and loss funds are not provided, and
the onus is on the Broker to ensure no double counting of financials occurs.

Binders Summary

In Scope
•

Submission of those contracts that feature some form of bulk accounting of premium and/or claim and
thus require the creation of a contract record before any premium or claim transaction can be processed;

•

Premium bordereau submission;

•

Contract creation through submission of a premium;

•

Submission of a new contract section;

•

Binding Authority Claim bordereau (BDX) submission;

•

Binding Authority Individual outside authority (IOA non-cash loss) claim submission;

•

Binding Authority Individual outside authority cash losses (IOA cash loss);

•

Binding Authority Loss fund submissions;

•

Bulked Contract (FDO) creation through claim submission;

•

Simultaneous settlement (SIM SETT) of premium and claim bordereaux submissions on a delinked
basis.

Out of Scope
•

Submission of the ACORD XML standard bordereau message;

•

Non-Bureau submissions - i.e. not Lloyd’s, ILU or LIRMA;
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•

Direct submission by the coverholder, managing general agent or third party administrator;

•

Co-lead or master cover submissions;

•

Proportional treaty submissions;

•

Scheme Canada contract creation, premium or claim submissions except individual outside authority
claims.

•

Simultaneous settlement (SIM SETT) of premium and claim bordereaux submissions on a Cash TA
basis.

Additional Information – Broker systems
ECF Binders provides the following additional online functionality that cannot be replicated via a message
based submission channel. It may be appropriate for Brokers to consider replicating this functionality within
their own systems, for example:
•

Claims Financial Summary report- provides summary view of a Binding Authority UMR

•

Online view of the Bordereau and the claims linked to it

•

Replicate system warnings which are out of scope of business level responses such as:
•

A warning to the Broker at an appropriate point in the transaction creation process, when
the outstanding (reserve) on the Bordereau has gone below the paid to date of the linked
loss fund

•

A warning to the Broker where Individual Outside Authority claims exist but have not been
linked to a Bordereau

•

View of Individual Outside Authority claims which have been agreed but not yet settled via
a claim Bordereau

Business Scenarios
There are 10 basic scenarios that are supported as follows:

Contract submissions
1. The submission of a new contract
2. The submission of a first transaction with a new contract attached
3. The submission of a new contract section

Premium submissions
4. The submission of a premium bordereau
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Claim submissions
5. The submission of a new bordereau claim file
6. The submission of an individual outside of the Coverholder’s authority claim (IOA)
7. The submission of a cash loss transaction on a IOA claim
8. The submission of a loss fund request
9. The submission of a subsequent claim

Simultaneous settlement of premium and claim submissions
10. Simultaneous settlement of premium and claim

These are explained in the following sections together with the applicable data items and business rules.
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Contract Submissions
This section relates to contracts on which underwriting and/or claims handling is delegated and the
accounting of the premiums and/or claims are handled primarily via bordereau. Before these bordereau
submissions can be processed through Central Services, the contract checks must be completed via a
contract submissions process.
There are 3 options available to Brokers:

Option 1: The zero-balance technical account – described in section 6.3.1

Option 2: No specific contract submission and instead provide the MRC or equivalent on the first
accounting entry – described in section 6.3.2.
The contract submission will be automatically generated and completed before the accounting entry is
processed.
Brokers electing to take this approach should be aware of the risk of delay to the transaction being processed.
If the first transaction is a premium bordereau or claim bordereau advice, it will be necessary for the contract
records to be created first which may take a few days. For claims, this could result in a delay of several days
before the claim can be advised.

Option 3: Direct load facility
The back-up option for Brokers that cannot generate a zero-balance technical account would be to use the
existing direct load facility, via A&S to upload the contract information.
This is an interim solution, and a similar facility would be provided in the future before the existing channels
are retired.
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The submission of a new contract
Contract submissions are required for those contracts that feature some form of bulk accounting of premium and/or claim. Premium and/or claim transactions
can only be processed once the contract record is created.
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Zero-Balance Technical Account
Technical elements: How the contract is identified
A new contract submission is identified as:
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.
PRM

Header

TA:<AccountTransactionType>

C076

no_activity

M

Payment
Terms

TA:<PaymentMeans>

C148

not_applicable

M

Brokers must supply an MRC or equivalent
Upon receipt, PbS will validate the message and proceed to create a corresponding eAccounts FDO
Technical Account message and pass the submission to XIS workflow for contract creation and technical
processing
Central Services expect to receive a message for each Carrier on the contract. For multi-currency
submissions, at least one currency must be supplied but it is not necessary to supply all currencies.

Technical elements: Other key items
In addition to the mandatory data elements for an ACORD EBOT TA, the Broker must provide the:
Area

Field

Data
Required Values
dict ref.

Sub Account

TA:<TechAccountAmtItem Type="" > Entry for premium
each
amount Amount =0.00

Classif.
PRM
CM

type
Sub Account

TA:<BalanceAmtItem Type =””><Amt> A014

Sub Account

TA:<TechAccount><BalanceAmtItem A013
Type =””>

Type =
M
technical_account_subaccount
_balance_due_by_sender
Amount = 0.00
Type =
M
technical_account_settlement_
balance_due_by_sender
Amount = 0.00

A Financial Account must not be submitted for the entry (PbS will L3 reject if received).
No financials are expected for contract setup submissions; PbS will query the submission if amounts are not
zero.
In addition to the above, the submission must include an MRC and/or any relevant documentation, otherwise
PbS will query the submission.
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The use of an AccountTransactionType of no_activity requires AccountPeriod Start and End Dates to be
supplied.
Area

Field

Data
Required Values
dict ref.

Classif.
PRM

Acct Info

TA:<AccountPeriod><StartDate>

D023

Start date of account period
(used where the account is
reported on a periodical basis
(e.g. a monthly, quarterly or
half-yearly account)).

CM

Acct Info

TA:<AccountPeriod><EndDate>

D121

End date of account period
(used where the account is
reported on a periodical basis
(e.g. a monthly, quarterly or
half-yearly account)).

CM

For contract creation submissions, there isn’t an account period being supported and we therefore
recommend that the Contract Start and End dates are supplied instead. PbS will not use these dates and
processing will continue to use the contract dates supplied in the following fields:
Area

Field

Data
Required Values
dict ref.

Classif.
PRM

Sub Account

<ContractPeriod><StartDateTime>

D002

Date and time when coverage CM
commences under the contract
/ contract section.

Sub Account

<ContractPeriod><EndDateTime>

D005

Date and time when coverage CM
ends.

Example XML snippets are provided in the Appendix J – Contract creation XML
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No specific contract submission
The submission of a first transaction with new contract attached
Brokers can supply the new contract with the first transaction submission as follows:
ACORD EBOT Technical Account message along with an MRC or equivalent, classified in such a way
as to confirm that the submission is a premium submission, or
ACORD ECOT Claim Movement message or CM/TA messages along with an MRC or equivalent,
classified in such a way as to confirm that the submission is a claim submission
The first accounting entry could be a premium identified as:
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.
PRM

Header

TA:<AccountTransactionType>

C076

account_statement

M

or
any valid premium related value

A bulk accounted premium submission that has no previous risk history will be assumed to require a
contract submission. The submission must include an MRC and/or any relevant documentation. Where
this hasn’t been provided, Central services will query back to the sender.
Alternatively, the first accounting entry could be a claim identified as:
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

Header

TA:<AccountTransactionType>

C076

Any valid claim related value
(ACORD A17 codeset)

M

Claim
Movement

CM:<ClaimTransactionIndicator>

C437

Any valid claim related value

CM

(ACORD A25 codeset)

When processed by PbS, if there is no Risk History or markets don’t match, Central services will
commence contract creation activity. The submission must include an MRC and/or any relevant
documentation. Where this hasn’t been provided, Central Services will query back to the sender. This is
further described in the next section.
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6.3.2.1

Operational intervention and manual paper process
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When receiving a binding authority or lineslip claim with no Risk History, PbS will raise an issue and create
an XIS entry in XIS workflow - to notify the XIS technician for Operational Intervention.
The XIS technician will need to decide that the claim with no risk history is for contract creation and is not an
unsigned risk claim advice or in error. The technician can initiate the contract creation process by selecting
the resolution action: ‘Initiate Contract Paper process’ or select the existing resolution for an unsigned risk
or in error.
The creation of the contract will be entered directly to the mainframe managed outside of PbS or eAccounts
via a new paper process.
The XIS Technician will download any supporting documents provided by the Broker for the submission. The
PbS technician will consider the supporting documentation and if determined that no MRC or equivalent
documentation is provided raise a L4 business level query back to the Broker providing a suitable query
description (e.g. MRC not submitted, MRC illegible, etc.) The Broker will then need to send the XIS
technician the MRC via query portal, direct upload or cancel and replace messaging accompanied by a
comment on the query portal.
Where the MRC or equivalent documentation has been provided, the XIS technician will indicate that the
PbS claim package is to be held without creating the CLASS record until such time the contract record is
created. In this case PbS will pend the claim. Once a claim package has been pended it will be removed
from the XIS technicians work list.
PbS will detect when the contract has been created on the mainframe and automatically release the claim
package for processing i.e. once the mainframe batch run is complete. Once the pended claim package is
released for processing, PbS will re-validate the message.
For a claim with Risk History but having errors with market match, PbS will continue to notify the Broker of
the issue. The Broker will need to then action any required new section contract creation activity out-of-band.
For non-binding authority or lineslips, claims with no risk history will continue to be processed as follows.
Claims with settlements will continue to be L4 auto queried back the broker. Should an FDO be required for
such claims, the broker can submit an MRC and notify the Technician, out-of-band, to process the FDO
manually through the existing paper process. Brokers will need to cancel the original message and send a
new message after the FDO is signed. Claim advices will continue to flow to manual intervention and should
an FDO be required, the new paper process can be initiated.
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6.3.2.2

Limitations

Delay in premium processing
The contract record will need to be created before either the premium can be processed, or the claim can be
advised to the leader for a response. This can result in delays and any queries raised against the contract
will lead to further delays in starting the premium or claim processing.

Query referencing
Any queries raised in PbS will only relate to the message received. For e.g. if the generated contract creation
TA is queried (in premium submission), the query will relate to the Premium TA message when presented to
the Broker.
BSM reconciliation
Once the PbS generated contract creation submission is processed to the mainframe, a BSM will be issued
for a transaction that does not exist within the Broker system.
The referencing applied by Central Services will allow the Broker to immediately identify these items when
they fail the Broker reconciliation processes.
For contract creation submissions generated from a premium EBOT TA message, once processed, the
resulting BSM reference will be an internally generated reference defined as below:

For contract creation submissions generated from a claim EBOT TA / ECOT CM message, via the manual
paper contract creation process, the resulting BSM reference will be decided by the XIS technician based on
the contents of the MRC or equivalent received.
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The submission of a new contract section
The zero-balance Technical Account
The Broker should provide the zero-balanced ACORD EBOT Technical Account message together with
the new contract section document
The technical elements required are as per those for the submission of a new contract.
Upon receipt, PbS will validate the message and then proceed to create a corresponding eAccounts
FDO Technical account message and pass the submission to XIS workflow for contract creation and
technical processing

A subsequent premium transaction with contract attached
The ACORD EBOT Technical Account messages along with the new contract section document,
classified in such a way as to confirm that the submission is a premium submission
The risk will already exist in PbS but the markets will not match.
PbS will create an eAccounts FDO and AP message or OP message depending on the cover type and
the Technician will use the new section document provided to complete processing
The Technical elements required are as per those for the submission of a first transaction with new
contract attached.
Example XML snippets are provided in the Appendix J – Contract creation XML
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Premium submissions
The submission of a premium bordereau
Brokers can supply premium bordereau via ACORD EBOT Technical Account message. Upon receipt, PbS
will validate the submission and will create a corresponding eAccounts Technical Account AP message and
pass the submission to XIS workflow for technical processing.

Premium bordereau submission solution overview
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Technical elements: How the premium bordereau is identified

Recommended practice
A premium bordereau is identified as follows:
Area

Field

Data dict Required Values
ref.

Classif.
PRM

Header

TA:<AccountTransactionType>

C076

M

account_statement

Alternate processing option(s)
Any accepted TA:<AccountTransactionType> value which signifies a Premium

Technical elements: Other key items
In addition to the mandatory data elements for an EBOT TA, where the broker has used
TA:<AccountTransactionType> value of ‘account_statement’ then they must also provide:
Area

Field

Data dict Required Values
ref.

Classif.
PRM

Acct Info

TA:<AccountPeriod><StartDate>

D023

Start date of account period (used where the
account is reported on a periodical basis (e.g. a
monthly, quarterly or half-yearly account)).

CM

Acct Info

TA:<AccountPeriod><EndDate>

D121

End date of account period (used where the
account is reported on a periodical basis (e.g. a
monthly, quarterly or half-yearly account)).

CM

The submission must include the bulked transaction amount with the individual premium breakout in the
supporting bordereau documentation.
Example XML snippets are provided in the Appendix J – Premium bordereau XML
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Claim submissions
Binding Authority Claim submissions overview
In pursuit of the stated scope, Brokers have a number of options available to them. Against each option,
brokers have the further option to use the following message types:
1. Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders approach (Standard binder): The approach pre-introduction of 2018 ECF2
enhancements project for binder claims, makes no differentiation between binder claims, i.e. whether
the claim is a binder claim bordereau, individual claim or a loss fund claim. If details are provided, they
are usually done so as unstructured data within loss narrative fields. Additionally, brokers have to ensure
that financials are not double counted when raising UCRs for Individual Outside authority claims.
2. Post-2018 ECF2 Binders approach (Enhanced Binder): The post 2018 ECF2 binders approach allows
brokers to classify a submission as a claim bordereau, Individual Outside authority claim or Loss Fund
claim. Also, the ability to provide links between Claim bordereau and Individual Outside Authority claims
and Loss funds. Lastly, brokers can provide for agreement for financials for Individual Outside authority
claims.
The options available to brokers are set out in the table below:
Broker Aim

Options

Pre-2018
ECF2 Binders
approach
(Standard
binder)

Post-2018
ECF2 Binders
approach
(Enhanced
binder)

Submit a binding
authority claim
bordereau

First advice CM only

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic bordereau CM + TA

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including
settlement of IOA non-cash loss CM+TA

Yes

No

First advice with settlement of IOA cash losses CM+TA

Yes

No

Subsequent advice CM only

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau CM + TA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including
settlement of IOA non-cash loss CM+TA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including
links to previously settled IOA cash losses CM+TA

No

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of IOA cash losses CM+TA

Yes

No

First advice CM only with financials for agreement only

No

Yes

First advice CM only with zero financials

Yes

No

Subsequent advice CM only with financials for agreement only

No

Yes

Subsequent advice CM only with zero financials

Yes

No

Submit a binding
authority IOA noncash loss
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Broker Aim

Options

Pre-2018
ECF2 Binders
approach
(Standard
binder)

Post-2018
ECF2 Binders
approach
(Enhanced
binder)

Submit a binding
authority IOA cash
loss

First advice with settlement CM+TA

No

Yes

First advice CM only with zero financials

Yes

No

Subsequent advice with settlement CM+TA

No

Yes

Subsequent advice CM only with zero financials

Yes

No

First advice CM only

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement CM+TA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice CM only

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement CM+TA

Yes

Yes

First advice claims bordereau CM only

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic claim bordereau CM + TA

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of claim periodic bordereau including
settlement of IOA non-cash loss CM+TA

Yes

No

First advice with settlement claim bordereau of IOA cash losses
CM+TA

Yes

No

First advice loss fund CM only

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement loss fund CM+TA

Yes

Yes

First advice lineslip claim ECOT CM

n/a

n/a

First advice with settlement lineslip claim ECOT CM and EBOT TA
message

n/a

n/a

First advice CM + PTA

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic bordereau CM + TA + PTA

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including
settlement of IOA non-cash loss CM+TA + PTA

Yes

No

First advice with settlement of IOA cash losses CM+TA + PTA

Yes

No

Subsequent advice CM + PTA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau CM + TA
+ PTA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including
settlement of IOA non-cash loss CM+TA + PTA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including
links to previously settled IOA cash losses CM+TA + PTA

No

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of IOA cash losses CM+TA +
PTA

Yes

No

Submit a binding
authority loss fund

Submit a claim
submission
requiring a bulked
contract (FDO)
creation

Submit a binding
authority premium
and claim
bordereaux for
simultaneous
settlement (SIM
SETT) on a delinked
basis
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Moving to PbS Release 1
6.6.2.1

Message versions

PbS supports the pre-2018 ECF2 Binders approach (Standard binder). These messages contain data as per
the existing approach.
Alternatively, brokers can supply the post-2018 ECF2 Binders approach (Enhanced binder). This message
includes additional binder data such as classification and validations detailed for each claim type in the
sections below.
6.6.2.2

Bureau applicability

CLASS stores the additional binder data supplied on the post-2018 ECF2 Binders approach message for
Lloyd’s bureau submissions only.
Brokers have the option to supply the enhanced binder data for ILU and LIRMA bureaux, however this
enhanced data will neither be processed nor stored within the CLASS system.
6.6.2.3

Claim transitioning

Brokers can transition to PbS on new claims or on a subsequent transaction on an existing claim.
For new claims, both the Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders approach (Standard binder), and the Post-2018 ECF2
Binders approach (Enhanced binder) versions are supported.
For subsequent transactions on an existing claim, where the prior transactions were Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders
approach, brokers must continue on this basis in PbS. If the Post-2018 ECF2 Binders approach is provided,
PbS will strip out all the enhanced fields and create claim based on the Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders approach.
For subsequent transactions on an existing claim, where the prior transactions were Post-2018 ECF2 Binders
approach, brokers must continue on this basis in PbS.
In all cases, brokers will need to transition all related claim bordereau, IOA non-cash losses, IOA cash losses
and loss funds under a particular binder. The subsequent claim bordereau submission should be sent first
followed by subsequent IOA non-cash losses, IOA cash losses or loss funds.
Once transitioned, claims will not be available to brokers to edit in CASA CLASS. Also, linking PbS
transitioned claims with claims not yet transitioned will not be possible.
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The submission of a bordereau claim file
Pre-requisites
Binder contract (FDO) signed and processed to mainframe (See section Contract Submissions).
Result
Once processed the binding authority claim bordereau unique claim reference and transaction (UCR-TR) is
created in CLASS.

Options

Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders
approach (Standard
binder)

Post-2018 ECF2 Binders
approach (Enhanced
binder)

First advice CM only

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic bordereau CM + TA

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including settlement of
IOA non-cash loss CM+TA

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including links to
previously settled IOA cash losses CM+TA

No

Yes

First advice with settlement of IOA cash losses CM+TA

Yes

No

Subsequent advice CM only

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau CM + TA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including
settlement of IOA non-cash loss CM+TA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including links
to previously settled IOA cash losses CM+TA

No

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of IOA cash losses CM+TA

Yes

No

6.6.3.1

Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders approach

The approach pre-introduction of 2018 ECF2 enhancements project for binder claims, makes no
differentiation between binder claims, i.e. whether the claim is a binder claim bordereau, individual claim or
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a loss fund claim. If details are provided, they are usually done so as unstructured data within loss narrative
fields.
Brokers will raise the Claim bordereau via ACORD ECOT CM only or ACORD ECOT CM and EBOT TA on
its’ own UCR TR. The minimum requirement for Brokers will be to state the cover type, and provide bordereau
period dates.
Area

Field

Claim Section CM:<ContractSecton><CoverType>

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

C022

binding_authority,

M

limited_binder
Claim

CM:<LossPeriod LossDateBasis>

C465

bordereau_period

M

Claim

CM:<LossPeriod><StartDate>

D066

Start date of bordereau period

M

Claim

CM:<LossPeriod><EndDate>

D124

End date of bordereau period. If M
this date is the same as the
start date, then set
CM:<LossPeriodLossDateBasis
> = ‘dateperiod_of_loss_other’

6.6.3.1.1

Settlement of periodic Bordereau

Settlement of the periodic bordereau requires submitting an ECOT CM and EBOT TA stating the bulked
financials at the end of each bordereau period, result in the creation of CLASS UCR TR.
The Pre-2018 binder approach does not add any new requirements relating to this, and brokers should follow
existing claim processes.
6.6.3.1.2

Settlement of an Individual Outside Authority Claim

Settlement of the Individual Outside Authority Claim(s) are made as part of the periodic bordereau by
submitting an ECOT CM and EBOT TA stating the bulked financials, result in the creation of CLASS UCR
TR. Brokers will include these claims once the Individual Outside Authority Claim(s) presented on their own
UCR are agreed by the carrier. The raising of the Individual Outside Authority is detailed in section 6.6.5.1.
6.6.3.1.3

Settlement of Cash Loss

Settlement of a Cash loss is made against the bordereau UCR, and should only be requested once the Cash
Loss on its’ own UCR has been agreed by the carrier. The raising of the cash loss is detailed in section
6.6.6.1.
Settlement of the Cash loss requires submitting an ECOT CM and EBOT TA with the required financials.
The Pre-2018 binder approach does not add any new requirements relating to this, and brokers should follow
existing claim processes.
Submissions can be made as and when required and are not restricted to the end of each bordereau period.
Once processed, they result in the creation of TR against the Bordereau UCR for presentation to carriers for
agreement.
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6.6.3.1.4

Bordereau documentation

The submission must state the bulked transaction amount with the individual claim breakout in attached
supporting bordereau documentation supplied instream or via DRI document upload.
6.6.3.2

Post-2018 ECF2 Binders approach

The post 2018 ECF2 binders approach allows brokers to classify a submission as a claim bordereau and
provide links to any agreed Individual Outside Authority claims to be settled or links to IOA Cash losses
already settled.
6.6.3.2.1

Claim bordereau classification

A Claim bordereau is classified as follows:
Area

Field

Claim Section CM:<ContractSecton><CoverType>

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

C022

binding_authority,

M

limited_binder
Claim
Movement

CM:<ClaimTransactionIndicator>

C437

bulked_account

CM

When CM:<ClaimTransactionIndicator> is set to ‘bulked_account”, the following fields also become
mandatory
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

Claim

CM:<LossPeriod LossDateBasis>

C465

bordereau_period

M

Claim

CM:<LossPeriod><StartDate>

D066

Start date of bordereau period

M

Claim

CM:<LossPeriod><EndDate>

D124

End date of bordereau period. If M
this date is the same as the
start date, then set
CM:<LossPeriodLossDateBasis
> = ‘dateperiod_of_loss_other’

Once classification is provided, the Broker must continue to do so on subsequent transactions, else PbS will
issue L4 Auto Query: Claim Transaction Identifier is invalid for this type of Binding Authority claim.
6.6.3.2.2

Linking to agreed Individual Outside Authority claims to be settled

Settlements can cover inside authority claims paid in the period or separately agreed individual outside
authority (IOA) claims.
The ECF2 Binder enhancements project delivers functionality to link claim bordereau to individual outside
authority claims being settled.
The Broker will do this by stating the UCR and TR of all the linked individual outside authority claims within
repeats of the IndividualClaimAmtItem aggregate:
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Area

Field

Data dict Required Values
ref.

Classif.

Sub Account

<IndividualClaimAmtItem><Claim> R031
<BrokerReference>

Reference allocated to a claim by the
broker.

CM

Sub Account

<IndividualClaimAmtItem><Claim R167
Entry><BrokerReference>

The unique reference assigned by the
Broker to the Claim Entry that triggers
generation of business documents or
claims related transactions to the
market.

CM

Sub Account

<IndividualClaimAmtItem
Type=”xxxxx” AmtStatus=””>

Entry for Code identifying the status of the
CM
each
amount “xxxxx”. Value should be set to
amount ‘Informational’ (705)
status

Multiple individual outside authority claims can linked in this aggregate.
6.6.3.2.3

Linking to agreed and settled Individual Outside Authority Cash Loss claims

The Broker will also do this by stating the UCR and TR of all the linked individual outside authority cash loss
claims within repeats of the IndividualClaimAmtItem aggregate:
Area

Field

Sub Account

<IndividualClaimAmtItem><Claim> R031
<BrokerReference>

Reference allocated to a claim by the
broker.

CM

Sub Account

<IndividualClaimAmtItem><Claim R167
Entry><BrokerReference>

The unique reference assigned by the
Broker to the Claim Entry that triggers
generation of business documents or
claims related transactions to the
market.

CM

Sub Account

<IndividualClaimAmtItem
Type=”xxxxx” AmtStatus=””>

6.6.3.2.4

Data dict Required Values
ref.

Classif.

Entry for Code identifying the status of the
CM
each
amount “xxxxx”. Value should be set to
amount ‘Informational’ (705)
status

Binding Authority L4 Auto-Queries

PbS will validate the following whenever linked IOAs are presented on the claim bordereau settlement
submission:
1. The referenced claims exist, and if not, for each missing Claim, raise an L4 Auto Query: Linked Claim
<Claim><BrokerReference> <ClaimEntry><BrokerReference> does not exist
2. The referenced claims have been identified as an IOA Claim or Cash Loss (valid binder classifications)
and if for each non IOA Claim or Cash Loss, raise an L4 Auto Query: Linked Claim
<Claim><BrokerReference> <ClaimEntry><BrokerReference> is not an Individual Outside Authority
Claim
3. The referenced claims UMR matches the UMR provided on the Claim Bordereau and if for each
unmatched claim, raise an L4 Auto Query: Linked Claim <Claim><BrokerReference>
<ClaimEntry><BrokerReference> UMR does not match Claim Bordereau UMR
4. The referenced claim transaction is agreed by the carrier and if for each claim not having this status,
raise an L4 Auto Query: Linked Claim <Claim><BrokerReference> <ClaimEntry><BrokerReference>
has not been agreed by the Carrier
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5. The referenced claim transaction is ready for settlement and if for each claim not having this status raise
an L4 Auto Query: Linked Claim <Claim><BrokerReference> <ClaimEntry><BrokerReference> is not
ready for Settlement
6. The referenced claim transaction isn’t already settled and for each that have been settled, raise an L4
Auto Query: Linked Claim <Claim><BrokerReference> <ClaimEntry><BrokerReference> has already
been settled
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The submission of an individual outside of the coverholder’s authority claim
(IOA)
Pre-requisites
Binder contract (FDO) signed and processed to mainframe (See section Contract Submissions).
Result
Once processed the binding authority IOA non-cash loss unique claim reference and transaction (UCR-TR)
is created in CLASS.

Options

Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders
approach (Standard
binder)

Post-2018 ECF2
Binders approach
(Enhanced binder)

First advice CM only with financials for agreement only

No

Yes

First advice CM only with zero financials

Yes

No

Subsequent advice CM only with financials for agreement only

No

Yes

Subsequent advice CM only with zero financials

Yes

No

6.6.4.1

Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders approach

The approach pre-introduction of 2018 ECF2 enhancements project for binder claims, makes no
differentiation between binder claims, i.e. whether the claim is a binder claim bordereau, individual claim or
a loss fund claim. If details are provided, they are usually done so as unstructured data within loss narrative
fields.

Brokers will raise the IOA non-Cash loss via ACORD ECOT CM only on its’ own UCR TR, stating the cover
type as follows:
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Area

Field

Claim Section CM:<ContractSecton><CoverType>

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

C022

binding_authority,

M

limited_binder

6.6.4.1.1.

Individual Outside Authority non-cash loss claim financials

As per existing processes, the broker must ensure that claim financials are not double counted, and to do
this, they are only provided within the claim narrative fields or in supporting documents, for agreement by the
Carrier.
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

Claim
Movement

CM:<LossDescription>

T086

Financials to be agreed by the
carrier

R

The claim incurred is zero and brokers should state the current outstanding and any settlement request in
the Loss description.
6.6.4.1.2.

Individual Outside Authority non-cash loss claim settlements

Once the claim is agreed, the settlement submission will need to be made against the UCR that has been
set up to process the claim bordereau as detailed in section 6.6.3.1.2.
6.6.4.2

Post-2018 ECF2 Binders approach

The post 2018 ECF2 binders approach allows brokers to classify a submission as an individual outside
authority and provide references to the first advice claim bordereau.
6.6.4.2.1.

Individual Outside Authority non-cash classification

An Individual Outside Authority non-cash is classified as follows:
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

Claim
Movement

CM:<ClaimTransactionIndicator>

C437

Any one of:

CM

complex,
exceeds_monetary_authority,
liability_claim,
no_handling_authority,
subrogation
See Appendix 1 for definitions

6.6.4.2.2.

Linking to the claim bordereau first advice

The ECF2 Binder enhancements project delivers functionality to link individual outside authority claims to the
claim bordereau first advice.
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The Broker will do this by stating the UUID(s) and/or Broker Reference of the claim bordereau as follows:
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Claim
Movement

CM:<ReferredBordereau><Uuid>

R105

The Uuid of the claim bordereau CM
where settlement will occur

Claim
Movement

CM:<ReferredBordereau><BrokerRefer R069
ence>

The Broker Reference of the
claim bordereau where
settlement will occur

Classif.

CM

The Broker Reference is the unique reference on the incoming EBOT Claim Bordereau CM message. Where
both have been provided, <ReferredBordereau><Uuid> will always take precedence.
For multi-Carrier and multi-currency individual outside authority claims, each ECOT CM individual outside
authority claim submission should only reference the UUID and Broker Reference of the claim bordereau
belonging to the same Carrier and currency.
Once an individual outside authority submission has been linked to a claim bordereau, subsequent advices
of that claim must continue to refer to the same claim bordereau, otherwise it will be queried back to the
Broker as L4 Auto Query: It is not possible to change the linked claim bordereau on a subsequent claim
movement
Where no link is provided on a subsequent transaction, PbS will link as advised on the prior transaction.
6.6.4.2.3.

Individual Outside Authority Settlements

Once agreed by the Carrier, the Broker can then raise CM/TA settlement request on the associated claim
bordereau as detailed in section 6.6.3.2.2.
Where a link has not been established correctly between the claim bordereau and individual claim advices,
when the claim bordereau transaction is settled, the individual outside authority financials will not be
accurately reflected.
6.6.4.2.4.

Claim classification on subsequent submissions

For individual outside authority submissions including cash losses subsequent transactions can take any
CM:<ClaimTransactionIndicator>: value in this group:
- complex
- exceeds_monetary_authority
- liability_claim
- no_handling_authority
- subrogation
Or TA:<AccountTransactionType>=’Cash Loss’
Otherwise PBS will issue the L4 Auto Query: Claim Transaction Identifier is invalid for this type of Binding
Authority claim.
6.6.4.2.5.

Binding Authority L4 Auto-Queries

PbS will validate the following for IOA submission:
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1. If after the standard accumulation time, PbS receives a CM/TA pair for a Binding Authority Individual
Outside Authority Claim, PbS will L4 Auto query both submissions back to the sender with the following
narrative: Claim Movement / Technical Account pair not expected for a Binding Authority Individual
Outside Authority Claim
2. The linked Claim bordereau must be classified as a Claim Bordereau. Where it has not been classified
as bordereau issue L4 Auto Query “Linked claim is not a bordereau”
3. The referred Bordereau UMR matches the UMR provided on the IOA Claim and if for each unmatched
claim, raise an L4 Auto Query: UMR does not match Claim Bordereau UMR
4. The linked Claim bordereau status is valid and if for each claim not having this status, raise an L4 Auto
Query: The status of the linked claim bordereau is not valid
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The submission of a cash loss transaction on a IOA claim
Pre-requisites
Binder contract (FDO) signed and processed to mainframe. (See section Contract Submissions)
Result
Once processed the binding authority IOA cash loss unique claim reference and transaction (UCR-TR) is
created in CLASS.

Options

Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders
approach (Standard
binder)

Post-2018 ECF2
Binders approach
(Enhanced binder)

First advice with settlement CM+TA

No

Yes

First advice CM only with zero financials

Yes

No

Subsequent advice with settlement CM+TA

No

Yes

Subsequent advice CM only with zero financials

Yes

No

6.6.5.1

Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders approach

The approach pre-introduction of 2018 ECF2 enhancements project for binder claims, makes no
differentiation between binder claims, i.e. whether the claim is a binder claim bordereau, individual claim or
a loss fund claim. If details are provided, they are usually done so as unstructured data within loss narrative
fields.
Brokers will raise the IOA Cash loss via ACORD ECOT CM only on its’ own UCR TR, stating the cover type
as follows:
Area

Field

Claim Section CM:<ContractSecton><CoverType>

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

C022

binding_authority,

M

limited_binder
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Alternatively, the Broker can supply the individual outside authority cash loss via ACORD ECOT CM & EBOT
TA combination raising the transaction on the existing bordereau UCR. The Carrier then retains the right to
instruct XCS to process separately if required.
6.6.5.1.1.

Individual Outside Authority cash loss claim financials

As per existing processes, the broker must ensure that claim financials are not double counted, and to do
this, they are only provided within the claim narrative fields or in supporting documents, for agreement by the
Carrier.

Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

Claim
Movement

CM:<LossDescription>

T086

Financials to be agreed by the
carrier

R

The claim incurred is zero and brokers should state the current outstanding and any settlement request in
the Loss description.
6.6.5.1.2.

Individual Outside Authority cash loss claim settlements

Once the claim is agreed, the settlement submission will need to be made against the UCR that has been
set up to process the claim bordereau as detailed in section 6.6.3.1.3.
6.6.5.2

Post-2018 ECF2 Binders approach

The post 2018 ECF2 binders approach allows brokers to classify a submission as an individual outside
authority cash loss claim and provide references to the first advice claim bordereau.
6.6.5.2.1.

Individual Outside Authority cash loss classification

An Individual Outside Authority Cash loss claim is classified as follows:

Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

Header

TA:<AccountTransactionType>

C076

cash_loss

M

6.6.5.2.2.

Linking to the claim bordereau first advice

The ECF2 Binder enhancements project delivers functionality to link individual outside authority cash loss
claims to the claim bordereau first advice.
The Broker will do this by stating the UUID(s) and/or Broker Reference of Claim bordereau as follows:

Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.
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Claim
Movement

CM:<ReferredBordereau><Uuid>

R105

Claim
Movement

CM:<ReferredBordereau><BrokerRefer R069
ence>

The Uuid of the claim bordereau CM
where settlement will occur
The Broker Reference of the
claim bordereau where
settlement will occur

CM

The Broker Reference is the unique reference on the incoming EBOT Claim Bordereau CM message. Where
both have been provided, <ReferredBordereau><Uuid> will always take precedence.
For multi-Carrier and multi-currency individual outside authority claims, each ECOT CM individual outside
authority cash loss claim submission should only reference the UUID and Broker Reference of the claim
bordereau belonging to the same Carrier and currency.
Once an individual outside authority cash loss submission has been linked to a claim bordereau, subsequent
advices of that claim must continue to refer to the same claim bordereau, otherwise it will be queried back to
the Broker as L4 Auto Query: It is not possible to change the linked claim bordereau on a subsequent claim
movement
Where no link is provided on a subsequent transaction, PbS will link as advised on the prior transaction.
6.6.5.2.3.

Individual Outside Authority Cash loss settlements

Settlement of the Individual Outside Authority Cash loss claims are made by submitting an ECOT CM and
EBOT TA message against the Cash loss UCR stating the financials, which results in the creation of CLASS
UCR TR.
Once settled, brokers are advised to provide the UCR and TR of all settled individual outside authority cash
loss claims in the next periodic claim bordereau submission as detailed in section 6.6.3.2.3.
6.6.5.2.4.

Claim classification on subsequent submissions

For individual outside authority submissions including cash losses subsequent transactions can take any
CM:<ClaimTransactionIndicator>: value in this group:
- complex
- exceeds_monetary_authority
- liability_claim
- no_handling_authority
- subrogation
Or TA:<AccountTransactionType>=’Cash Loss’
Otherwise PBS will issue the L4 Auto Query: Claim Transaction Identifier is invalid for this type of Binding
Authority claim.
6.6.5.2.5.

Binding Authority L4 Auto-Queries

PbS will validate the following for IOA Cash Loss submission:
1. The linked Claim bordereau must be classified as a Claim Bordereau. Where it has not been classified
as bordereau issue L4 Auto Query “Linked claim is not a bordereau”
2. The referred Bordereau UMR matches the UMR provided on the IOA Claim and if for each unmatched
claim, raise an L4 Auto Query: UMR does not match Claim Bordereau UMR
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3. The linked Claim bordereau status is valid and if for each claim not having this status, raise an L4 Auto
Query: The status of the linked claim bordereau is not valid
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The submission of a loss fund request
Pre-requisites
Binder contract (FDO) signed and processed to mainframe (See section Contract Submissions).
Result
Once processed the binding authority loss fund unique claim reference and transaction (UCR-TR) is created
in CLASS.

Options

Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders
approach (Standard
binder)

Post-2018 ECF2
Binders approach
(Enhanced binder)

First advice CM only

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement CM+TA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice CM only

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement CM+TA

Yes

Yes

6.6.6.1

Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders approach

The approach pre-introduction of 2018 ECF2 enhancements project for binder claims, makes no
differentiation between binder claims, i.e. whether the claim is a binder claim bordereau, individual claim or
a loss fund claim. If details are provided, they are usually done so as unstructured data within loss narrative
fields.
Brokers will raise the Loss fund loss on its’ own UCR TR, stating the cover type as follows:
Area

Field

Claim Section CM:<ContractSecton><CoverType>

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

C022

binding_authority,

M

limited_binder
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6.6.6.1.1.

Binding authority Loss Fund financials and settlements

As per existing processes, brokers can raise advice only or advice with settlement loss funds, providing the
financials for settlement on the Loss fund UCR TR.
6.6.6.2

Post-2018 ECF2 Binders approach

The post 2018 ECF2 binders approach allows brokers to classify a submission as Loss fund and to optionally
provide references to the first advice claim bordereau.
6.6.6.2.1.

Binding Authority loss fund classification

A Loss fund is classified as follows:
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

Header

TA:<AccountTransactionType>

C076

claim_transaction

M

Claim
Movement

CM:<ClaimTransactionIndicator>

C437

Any one of:

CM

Coverholder_loss_fund,
third_party_administrator_loss_f
und
See Appendix 1 for definitions

6.6.6.2.2.

Linking to the claim bordereau first advice

The ECF2 Binder enhancements project delivers functionality to link the loss fund claims to the claim
bordereau first advice.
The Broker will do this by stating the UUID(s) and/or Broker Reference of Claim bordereau as follows:
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Claim
Movement

CM:<ReferredBordereau><Uuid>

R105

The Uuid of the claim bordereau CM
where settlement will occur

Claim
Movement

CM:<ReferredBordereau><BrokerRefer R069
ence>

The Broker Reference of the
claim bordereau where
settlement will occur

Classif.

CM

The Broker Reference is the unique reference on the incoming EBOT Claim Bordereau CM message. Where
both have been provided, <ReferredBordereau><Uuid> will always take precedence.
For multi-Carrier and multi-currency individual outside authority claims, each ECOT CM Loss Fund
submission should only reference the UUID and Broker Reference of the claim bordereau belonging to the
same Carrier and currency.
Once the Loss Fund submission has been linked to a claim bordereau, subsequent advices of that claim
must continue to refer to the same claim bordereau, otherwise it will be queried back to the Broker as L4
Auto Query: It is not possible to change the linked claim bordereau on a subsequent claim movement
Where no link is provided on a subsequent transaction, PbS will link as advised on the prior transaction.
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6.6.6.2.3.

Loss fund settlements

Settlement of Loss Fund claims are made by submitting an ECOT CM and EBOT TA message against the
Loss Fund UCR stating the financials, which results in the creation of CLASS UCR TR.
6.6.6.2.4.

Claim classification on subsequent submissions

For loss fund submissions, subsequent transactions can take any CM:<ClaimTransactionIndicator>: value in
this group:
- third_party_administrator_loss_fund
- coverholder_loss_fund
Otherwise PBS will issue the L4 Auto Query: Claim Transaction Identifier is invalid for this type of Binding
Authority claim.
6.6.6.2.5.

Binding Authority L4 Auto-Queries

PbS will validate the following for Loss fund submissions:
1. The linked Claim bordereau must be classified as a Claim Bordereau. Where it has not been classified
as bordereau issue L4 Auto Query “Linked claim is not a bordereau”
2. The referred Bordereau UMR matches the UMR provided on the Loss Fund Claim and if for each
unmatched claim, raise an L4 Auto Query: UMR does not match Claim Bordereau UMR
3. The linked Claim bordereau status is valid and if for each claim not having this status, raise an L4 Auto
Query: The status of the linked claim bordereau is not valid
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Bulked Contract (FDO) creation through claim submission
Pre-requisites
No Binder contract (FDO) signed and processed to mainframe (See section Contract Submissions).
Result
Once processed the FDO is created in LIDS/POSH and the unique claim reference and transaction (UCRTR) is created in CLASS.
Options

Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders
approach (Standard
binder)

Post-2018 ECF2
Binders approach
(Enhanced binder)

First advice claim bordereau CM only

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic claim bordereau CM + TA

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of claim periodic bordereau including
settlement of IOA non-cash loss CM+TA

Yes

No

First advice with settlement claim bordereau of IOA cash losses CM+TA

Yes

No

First advice loss fund CM only

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement loss fund CM+TA

Yes

Yes

First advice lineslip claim ECOT CM

n/a

n/a

First advice with settlement lineslip claim ECOT CM and EBOT TA
message

n/a

n/a

Where no bulked contract (FDO) exists at the time of processing the claim, PbS assesses that there is no
risk history. This needs to be resolved before any claim processing can start. The data to undertake this task
is included in the attached MRC or equivalent that Brokers must provide with each claim submission.
For each of the claims options in the above table, the claim will be pended while PbS processes the contract,
and once the contract is created in LIDS/POSH, the pended claim will resume and on completion the unique
claim reference and transaction (UCR-TR) is created in CLASS.
See section 6.3.2 The submission of a first transaction with new contract attached for further
information.
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Simultaneous settlement (SIM SETT) of premium and claim bordereaux
submissions on a delinked basis
Pre-requisites
Binder contract (FDO) signed and processed to mainframe (See section Contract Submissions).
Result
Once processed the Premium bordereau is created in LIDS/POSH and the unique claim reference and
transaction (UCR-TR) is created in CLASS.
Options

Pre-2018 ECF2 Binders
approach (Standard
binder)

Post-2018 ECF2
Binders approach
(Enhanced binder)

First advice CM + PTA

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic bordereau CM + TA + PTA

Yes

Yes

First advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including settlement
of IOA non-cash loss CM+TA + PTA

Yes

No

First advice with settlement of IOA cash losses CM+TA + PTA

Yes

No

Subsequent advice CM + PTA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau CM + TA +
PTA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including
settlement of IOA non-cash loss CM+TA + PTA

Yes

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of periodic bordereau including links
to previously settled IOA cash losses CM+TA + PTA

No

Yes

Subsequent advice with settlement of IOA cash losses CM+TA + PTA

Yes

No

A broker can request premium and claims to be settled simultaneously. This means that the settlement
processing shouldn’t start until all items within the settlement group are received.
The submissions can be received in any order and all will state a Settlement Group Reference and the
expected number of submissions under this reference.
Once all submissions are received they are processed independently and upon receiving the L4 Business
level acknowledgements, the broker may either submit FA’s for each corresponding TA or wait and submit
the FA’s together.
Simultaneous settlement is only supported for delinked claims and hence payment means needs to be
set to as per Financial Account.
Whilst PbS will ensure that the group will be settled simultaneously on the same accounting day, the premium
and claim L4 Business level acknowledgments will be sent back to the Broker separately. The claim FA L4
acknowledgements will be sent in the evening immediately following the CLASS settlement release and the
premium L4 acknowledgements will be sent the following morning after the overnight batch runs on the
mainframes.
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The broker issues a Claim ECOT CM & EBOT TA and Premium EBOT TA with:
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Header

TA:<SettlementGroupReference>

R138

Reference allocated to a group of CM
transactions for that are linked for
settlement purposes.

Header

TA:<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>

Q016 Total number of items in a
settlement group.

Payment terms TA:<PaymentMeans>

C148

“as_per_financial_account”

Classif.

CM

M

See section 7.3.4 Simultaneous settlement of premiums and claims for further information
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Binding Authority Multiple message combinations
For first advice: Claim Bordereau with Individual Outside Authority and Loss Fund message combinations
Where the broker sends any of the following combinations of messages where the Individual Outside
Authority claim(s) (including Cash Losses) and Loss funds refers to the Claim bordereau using the
CM:<ReferredBordereau><Uuid> and CM:<ReferredBordereau><BrokerReference> tags:

•

Claim bordereau and Individual Outside Authority claim(s) (including Cash Losses)

•

Claim bordereau and Loss Fund(s)

•

Claim bordereau and Individual Outside Authority claim(s) (including Cash Losses) and Loss Fund(s)

And, where the sender does either of the following:
1. First send the Claim Bordereau. The Claim Bordereau isn’t fully processed to the mainframe, and is
in some interim state in PbS
2. Send the Claim Bordereau and Individual Outside Authority claim(s) (including Cash Losses) and /
or Loss Fund(s) at the same time and all are received within the 1hr Accumulation wait time window
3. Send the Claim Bordereau after the Individual Outside Authority claim(s) (including Cash Losses)
and / or Loss Fund(s) outside of the 1hr Accumulation wait time window

On receipt of any of these messages PbS will continue to wait for the standard accumulation wait time of 1hr
before processing. Once elapsed, PbS will:
1. For scenarios 1 and 2, PbS will pend the processing of the Individual Outside Authority claim(s)
(including Cash Losses) or Loss funds until the Claim Bordereau is processed.
2. If the Claim bordereau is subsequently loaded into Class with Status (10), the Individual Outside
Authority claim(s) (including Cash Losses) or Loss funds will then be processed in the normal way,
either resulting in an L4 Acknowledgment or auto query.
3. If PbS finds an issue with the Claim bordereau and it can’t be processed, then the Individual Outside
Authority claim(s) (including Cash Losses) or Loss funds will also be L4 Auto-queried, stating: “The
referred Claim Bordereau can’t be processed”
4. For scenario 3, the Individual Outside Authority claim(s) (including Cash Losses) or Loss funds will
also be L4 Auto-queried, stating:
“The referred Claim Bordereau has not been received”
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Binding Authority Multi Carrier Submissions
Where PbS submissions are split per carrier but all relate to the same CLASS UCR TR, brokers must ensure
the use of enhanced fields or not is consistent across the group of submissions. Where a mixture has been
provided, they will all be L4 auto-queried back to the broker stating:
Carrier messages do not all contain Binding authority data items
Similarly, for IOAs, Cash losses and Loss fund, the broker must ensure they all link to the same Claim
Bordereau UCR. Otherwise all the submissions will be L4 auto queried back to the Broker stating:
It is not possible to link to multiple claim bordereau.
In addition, the CM:<ClaimTransactionIndicator> must be consistent otherwise all the submissions will be L4
auto queried back to the Broker stating, in the case of IOAs:
Carrier messages do not all contain the same type of Individual Binding Authority Claim
Or in the case of Loss Funds:
Carrier messages do not all contain the same type of Binding Authority Loss Fund
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Binding Authority Multi Bureau Claims
Brokers can send in Lloyd’s Bureau Binder submissions as either Enhanced or Standard claims which will
be presented to carriers as Enhanced or Standard claims respectively.
On the other hand, ILU and LIRMA Bureau Binder submissions, whether specified as Enhanced or Standard,
will always be presented to Carriers as standard claims. This is because the Enhanced Binder claims are
applicable to Lloyd’s Bureau only, but to assist broker business processes, brokers have the option to follow
a single approach and provide Enhanced fields for ILU and LIRMA bureau.
This will also work in the case of Multi Bureau submissions.
Broker can send in multi bureau submissions within the same accumulation window, which will either be
presented on the same UCR / TR for all Bureaux, or separate UCR / TRs. In both cases, PbS will accept the
submissions, and once processed, will result in the creation of separate CLASS claims per bureau for carrier
review.
Brokers can also send multi bureau submission outside of the accumulation window. In this instance, brokers
will need to ensure that when using the same UCR, distinct TRs are used which PbS processes to create
separate CLASS claims per bureau for carrier review. Where the same UCR TR is used, brokers will receive
an L4 Auto Query advising them that the UCR TR has already been used.
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Binding Authority Cancel and Replace
Claims cancellation and replacement will be in line with the functionality developed in prior phases and
detailed in the User Guide section 7.1.15 Claims Cancellation & Replacement. The cancellation message
does not need to restate all the details of the transaction except those that a required to identify it.
The latest release changes are detailed below which sit alongside this existing functionality. These changes
are a result of the changes made by the ECF2 Enhancement.
Changing an IOA, Cash Loss or Loss Fund Claim Bordereau link
It is currently best practice for brokers to submit a bordereau UCR as part of the binder set up following
placement, before the first individual claim is released for agreement. In accordance with this, a referred
bordereau will need to be populated for IOA claims, including Cash Losses, and Loss Funds.
It will be mandatory for a user to link to a claim bordereau on all individual outside authority claims, including
on cash losses, in advance of releasing the claim advice for agreement. For loss funds, it will be optional.
If a broker has incorrectly linked an IOA, Cash Loss or Loss fund to a Claim Bordereau UCR, they can change
their selection via a Cancel and Replace message. This is also the case where the broker has incorrectly
linked the Claim Bordereau UCR TR to one or more IOA, Cash Loss or Loss funds UCR TR(s).
Caveats:
The IOA, Cash Loss, Loss Fund, claim bordereau transaction hasn’t been agreed and completed.
o If fully agreed and completed, brokers can only seek a refund and then set up a new UCRTR
with the correct links
There are no prior linked TRs (because of the requirement that an IOA, Cash Loss or Loss Fund can
only be settled on a single Claim bordereau UCR)
o If this occurs, PbS will issue the L4 Auto query ‘Links exist at transaction level, this action
cannot be completed for the selected UCR.’
Worked example
Step 1: Broker issues the Claim Bordereau first advice
Message

UCR / TR

Links

Claim Bordereau

BDX1TR1

none

Step 2: Broker issues 5 IOAs and 1 Cash Loss all linked to the same Claim Bordereau UCR:
Message

UCR / TR

Links

Individual Outside Authority

IOA1TR1

BDX1

Individual Outside Authority

IOA2TR1

BDX1

Individual Outside Authority
Cash loss

CL3TR1

BDX1

Individual Outside Authority

IOA4TR1

BDX1

Individual Outside Authority

IOA5TR1

BDX1

Individual Outside Authority

IOA6TR1

BDX1
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Step 3: Broker issues a cancel and replacement message for IOA6 to link to a different claim bordereau:
Message

UCR / TR

Links

Individual Outside Authority
Cancellation

IOA6TR1

BDX1

Individual Outside Authority
Replacement

IOA6TR1

BDX2

Step 4: Carrier agrees the IOAs. Cash Loss settlement occurs. Status is now fully agreed and the broker
has received the L4 acknowledgement messages
Step 5: Broker issues Claim bordereau with links to 4 IOAs and 1 Cash Loss for settlement of IOAs (noncash loss only)
Message

UCR / TR

Links

Claim Bordereau

BDX1TR2

IOA1TR1
IOA2TR1
CL3TR1
IOA4TR1
IOA5TR1

Step 6: Broker issues Cancellation message on Claim bordereau, and replaces to link to first 4 claims only
Message

UCR / TR

Claim Bordereau Cancellation BDX1TR2

Links
IOA1TR1
IOA2TR1
CL3TR1
IOA4TR1
IOA5TR1

Claim Bordereau Replacement BDX1TR2

IOA1TR1
IOA2TR1
CL3TR1
IOA4TR1

The IOA claim, IOA5, retains its link to BDX1 at UCR level, established on step 2.
Step 7: Broker wants to Settle the IOA5 on the same Claim Bordereau, but on the next transaction:
Message

UCR / TR

Links

Claim Bordereau

BDX1TR3

IOA5TR1
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If instead the broker wants to link IOA5 to a different claim bordereau, as this is fully agreed by the carrier,
they will need to send a refund transaction and close the claim, and then submit a new IOA claim linked to
the correct claim bordereau.
Message

UCR / TR

Links

Individual Outside Authority
Refund (with contra)

IOA5TR1

BDX1

New Individual Outside
Authority

IOA7TR1

BDX2
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Simultaneous settlement of premiums and claims
A Broker can request premium and claims to be settled simultaneously. This means that the settlement
processing shouldn’t start until all items within the settlement group are received.
The submissions can be received in any order and all will state a Settlement Group Reference and the
expected number of submissions under this reference.
Once all submissions are received they are processed independently and upon receiving the L4 Business
level acknowledgements, the Broker may either submit FA’s for each corresponding TA or wait and submit
the FA’s together.
Whilst PbS will ensure that the group will be settled simultaneously on the same accounting day, the premium
and claim L4 Business level acknowledgments will be sent back to the Broker separately. The claim FA L4
acknowledgements will be sent in the evening immediately following the CLASS settlement release and the
premium L4 acknowledgements will be sent the following morning after the overnight batch runs on the
mainframes.
Recommended practice
The Broker issues a Claim ECOT CM & EBOT TA and Premium EBOT TA with:
Area

Field

Data
dict
ref.

Required Values

Classif.

Header

TA:<SettlementGroupReference>

R138

Reference allocated to a group of CM
transactions for that are linked for
settlement purposes.

Header

TA:<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>

Q016 Total number of items in a
settlement group.

CM

Alternate processing option(s)
Submissions may also be made using individual TAs for Premium and Claim without grouping, but this
scenario relies on the Broker submitting all FAs on the same day (and there being no issues with any of the
FAs), otherwise the scenario may not lead to the entries being settled simultaneously.
Example XML snippets are provided in the Appendix J – XML snippets
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7

Functions Common to Multiple Themes

The major themes that will ultimately be documented in this Interface Specification are Premium and Claim
submissions for Open Market/Lineslip and Binding Authority contracts. This section contains the functions
that would be applied consistently across more than one of those themes.

Queries & Corrections
Queries and the corrective action applied to the submission to resolve the Query, are an intrinsic part of the
EBOT and ECOT processes. However, beyond the initial notification of an ACORD Business Level Query
and the final Business Level Acknowledgement of the message submission EBOT / ECOT processes, the
communication between Broker and Carrier to resolve the Query is being handled ‘out-of-band’. This is
because the system was built on the then available ACORD standard (2015-04) which did not support these
messages. Since then the ACROD standard (2016-10) has been updated to include this mechanism.
PbS includes within its scope the implementation of a standard process for this activity otherwise handled
“out of band” to maintain the same level of process support offered by legacy bureau solutions. This section
describes how this changes for PbS with the introduction of the PbS Online application and further
communication channels that are being made available between PbS parties.
A new PbS Online application will provide a repository of submission related Queries and this will be
integrated where appropriate (predominantly for Claims) with existing processes and systems (e.g. PbS,
Claims ECF2 on-line / CAS).
This will provide the capability for recipients of notifications (whether an ACORD Query, an e-mail, a CWT
or Writeback message) to be able to access additional information or to progress Query resolutions through
the PbS Online application. In most cases, notifications which contain the substance of the Query are also
able to direct the recipient to the specific Query within the PbS Online application which will then provide a
mechanism to review &/or respond to the Query. It is to be noted however, that URLs within e-mails are
not supported due to security constraints.
Please see the PbS Online User Guide document for additional details regarding the PbS Online application.

PbS also introduces a new business model for managing Queries. This places Central Services behind the
Carrier in the interaction with Brokers. This means that:
•

Carriers will receive those Central Service Queries that they are better placed to resolve, removing
the burden from Brokers for dealing with a significant proportion of Queries. For example, Brokers
will continue to receive those Queries that relate directly to the message (e.g. where there is a conflict
between the message and MRC data content), but the Carrier will receive Queries when information
is missing or requires clarification (e.g. incorrect risk codes being applied for the Class of Business,
or missing regulatory data).

•

Within Central Services itself, intervention or ‘Triage’ takes place when a submission anomaly has
been identified. This is aimed at reducing the number of Queries raised with a participant, ensuring
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it is logical, appropriately described and classified and therefore consequently routed to the most
appropriate party.

A Query can consist of one or more Issues that have been identified during processing of a submission.
There may be occasions when the same submission requires the need to raise more than one Issue, with
more than one party. For example, one Issue is for a Carrier to resolve and the other for the Broker. In most
circumstances, it is likely to be beneficial to generate these Issues at the same time within the same Query
to avoid unnecessary delay.

Query
Issue 1 – Carrier

Issue 2 – Broker

Where a Query contains multiple Issues for different parties, the Query will be assigned and routed to just
one party at a time. The party to which the Query is assigned is based upon the Issues within the Query that
have yet to be responded to at that time. The sequence that the Query will be routed will always be in the
order of Bureau Lead (where known), other Carriers and then the Broker.
The Query will remain with a Party until they have provided a Query response.
For example, a Query containing Issues for the Bureau Lead, another Carrier and the Broker would be routed
1st to the Bureau Lead, then the other Carrier and finally the Broker (assuming they each just respond to the
Issues assigned to them).

Query – Bureau Lead

Query – Other Carrier

Query – Broker

Issue 1 – Bureau Lead
Status = Open

Issue 1 – Bureau Lead
Status = Responded To

Issue 1 – Bureau Lead
Status = Responded To

Issue 2 – Broker
Status = Open

Issue 2 – Broker
Status = Open

Issue 2 – Broker
Status = Open

Issue 3 – Other Carrier
Status = Open

Issue 3 – Other Carrier
Status = Open

Issue 3 – Other Carrier
Status = Responded To
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However, it will be possible for any recipient of the Query to respond to any Issue that has yet to be responded
to, regardless of whether that Issue has been assigned to them or not, provided they are associated to the
Issue.
For example, in the above scenario if the Bureau Lead is associated to all the Issues, then they would be
able to respond to all 3 Issues within the Query, resulting in the Query not needing to be assigned to and
routed to the other parties. The intention of this is to allow Carriers to resolve all Issues (where they are
capable of doing so) and therefore reduce the delay in Central Services processing the PbS submission.

Query Process Overview
This section provides, in the form of descriptions and process flows, an overview for various scenarios of the
Query lifecycle through creation, review and response to the query.
The Query scenarios covered in this section are:
Premium Transaction Processing
Query raised by Central Services to Carrier(s) / Broker

Claim Transaction Processing
Query raised by Central Services to Broker or Carrier (Pre-Claim Agreement and Lloyd’s XCS TP)
Query raised by Bureau Lead / Other Agreement Party to Broker

Settlement Release
Query raised by Central Services to Broker

7.1.1.1

Premium Transaction Processing

There are several different failure points throughout the process for a PbS Premium submission.
The first is at the ACORD Application Validation stage of the process, where data supplied within the EBOT
TA message(s) could be deemed to not comply with the ACORD standards and therefore cause the EBOT
TA message(s) to be rejected back to the Broker. If this occurs the Broker must submit new EBOT TA
message(s).
After Application Level Validation is completed Business Level Validation starts. Initially this will be an
automated validation and those Issue that would prevent any further progress are raised automatically at this
time. Otherwise processing proceeds to the point where a Central Service Technician is involved. At this
stage, the Technician may identify Issues and raise Queries. In the case of an automated Query this will
always be raised with the Broker via an ACORD Business Validation Query Message and E-mail (Please
see Section 7.1.4 for further details).
In the case of Issues that are identified by the Technician, the nature of the Issue will determine whether it is
to be routed to the Carrier or to the Broker.
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Please see Appendix F for the lists of the Issue Descriptions, the routing of those Issues and the actions that
can be taken to resolve them.
For additional details about these failure points, please see Section 7.1.14

The following diagram and scenario description outlines how Queries will be communicated against Premium
submissions.
Scenario – Query raised by Central Services to Broker or Carrier

The following is an exception to the process shown in the diagram above – Where issues are assigned to different parties within
the same Query, when a party Provides a Query Response, the process will move back to the Query Raised stage of the process to
communicate the Query to the next party.

When a Business Level Issue(s) is identified by Central Services it will be placed within a Query for
communication to the Carrier or Broker, as required. Additionally, other stakeholders may be informed of the
Query (for example the Broker is informed when the Query has been raised with the Carrier).
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The party that the Query has been assigned to is notified by the PbS Service:
a. If the Query is assigned to a Carrier, the PbS Service notifies the Carrier via E-mail that a Query has
been assigned to them to review and make a response. Also, the Broker is sent an E-mail to notify
them that a query has been raised with a Carrier in relation to their Premium submission.
b. If the Query is assigned to the Broker, the PbS Service notifies the Broker via an ACORD Business
Validation Query Message and E-mail.
Please see Section 7.1.12 – Communication Messages for further details regarding the routing and content
of the messages
The party assigned the Query must then make a response either via the PbS Online application or
alternatively the Broker can make a submission of Cancellation and Replacement EBOT message(s) (Please
see Section 7.1.6 – Responses to Queries for further details about the various responses that are possible)
Once a Query response has been provided, the Broker will be notified via E-mail, notifying them the Query
response has been received by Central Services.
Once all issues within the Query have been responded to, the Central Services Technician who raised the
Query will be automatically notified. They will review the responses provided to ensure the Issues have now
all been resolved, then close the Query and continue to process the Premium submission. The Broker will
be notified via an E-mail that the Query response has been accepted and the Query is now closed.
Upon completion of the Premium submission, the PbS Service will notify the Broker via ACORD Business
Acknowledgement message(s) that the processing of the EBOT TA has been completed.

Multiple Issues on the same Submission
In some cases, there may be multiple issues on a submission, some of which require action by the Carrier
and others by the Broker.
If there are any further Issues that need to be responded to by another party, the Query will be automatically
routed to that party for them to make a response, once the previous person has completed their response.
The Broker will be notified via E-mail whenever the Query is assigned to another party.

Re-Assignment of Query
If the Broker or Carrier deems that the Issue raised is not the root cause of the problem, they could recategorise the Issue to another Issue Description, which may in turn cause the Query to be reassigned to
another Party. When the Query is routed to the new party, the applicable communications will be sent as per
above.
If the Central Service Technician deems the response provided does not resolve the Issue(s) they raised,
the Query will be re-raised and the applicable communications sent as per above.
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7.1.1.2

Claim Transaction Processing

There are several different failure points throughout the process for a PbS Claim submission.
The first is at the ACORD Application Validation stage of the process, where data supplied within the EBOT
TA or ECOT CM message(s) could be deemed to not comply with the ACORD standards and therefore
cause the EBOT TA & ECOT CM message(s) to be rejected back to the Broker. If this occurs the Broker
must submit new EBOT TA &/or ECOT CM message(s).
After Application Level Validation is completed business level validation starts. Initially this will be automated
validation and those Issue(s) that would prevent any further progress are raised automatically at that time.
Otherwise processing proceeds to evaluate whether all other aspects of the submission are valid. If
discrepancies remain at this point, intervention is initiated and the technician may identify issues and raise
queries. In the case of queries that prevent the successful creation of an ECF transaction it will be raised
with the Broker via an ACORD Business Validation Query Message and E-mail (Please see Section 7.1.4
for further details).
Please see Appendix F for the lists of the Issues Descriptions, the routing of those Issues and the actions
that can be taken to resolve the Issue.
For additional details about these failure points, please see Section 7.1.15.

Queries Following ECF Transaction Release
1. Once the ECF transaction has been created and released, the Carrier(s) may raise Queries with the
Broker through existing ECF functionality. PbS will generate the applicable Query communications
to the Broker*.
2. Following Carrier claim agreement responses, in the case of Lloyd’s claim, XCS may raise Queries
with the Leader. Such Queries will be communicated to the Leader and a status change will be
communicated to the Broker to inform them that the transaction has been Queried.
3. XCS may raise Queries with the Broker, when instructed to do so by the Leader. PbS will generate
the applicable Query communications to the Broker.

* Please note - Queries that ECF2 automatically raises on behalf of LIRMA Carriers, will be interpreted as
additional issues and added to the Query which is raised with the Broker
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The following diagrams and scenario descriptions outline how Queries by Central Services and Carriers will
be communicated against Claims submissions.

Broker

Central Services

Carrier

Scenario – Query raised by Central Services to Broker or Carrier
Pre-Claim Agreement (i.e. pre-CLASS / ECF2) and Lloyd’s XCS TP

The following is an exception to the process shown in the diagram above – Where issues are assigned to different parties within
the same Query, when a party Provides a Query Response, the process will move back to the Query Raised stage of the process to
communicate the Query to the next party.

When a Business Level Issue(s) is raised, they will be placed within a Query for communication to the Carrier
or Broker, as required. Additionally, other stakeholders may be informed of the Query (for example the Broker
is informed when the Query has been raised with the Carrier).
The party that the Query has been assigned to is notified by the PbS Service:
a. If the Query is assigned to a Carrier, the PbS Service notifies the Carrier via CWT / Writeback
(for XCS TP raised Queries only) and E-mail that a Query has been assigned to them to
review and make a response. Also, the Broker is sent an E-mail to notify them that a Query
has been raised with a Carrier in relation to their Claim submission.
b. If the Query is assigned to the Broker, the PbS Service notifies the Broker via an ACORD
Business Validation Query Message and E-mail.
Please see Section 7.1.12 – Communication Messages for further details regarding the routing and content
of the messages
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The party assigned the Query must then make a response either via the PbS Online application or
alternatively the Broker can make a submission of Cancellation and Replacement EBOT / ECOT message(s)
(Please see Section 7.1.6 – Responses to Queries for further details about the various responses that are
possible)
Once a Query response has been provided, the Broker will be notified via an E-mail, notifying them that the
Query has been received by Central Services.
The Central Services Technician who raised the Query will be automatically notified. They will review the
responses provided to ensure that the Issues have now been resolved, then close the Query and the Claim
submission will:
a)

be loaded into CLASS / ECF for the Claim Agreement stage to begin (if Query raised Pre-Claim
Agreement)
b) continue to be processed by Lloyd’s XCS TP
The Broker will be notified via an E-mail that the Query responses have been accepted and the Query is now
closed.
Upon completion of the Claim submission, the PbS Service will notify the Broker via ACORD Business
Acknowledgement message(s) that the processing of the EBOT TA has been completed. The Carrier will be
notified via the existing ECF2 CWT / Writeback message(s).

Multiple Issues on the same Submission
In some cases, there may be multiple Issues on a submission, some of which require action by the one
Carrier and others by another Carrier.
If there are any further Issues that need to be responded to by another party, the Query will be automatically
routed to that party for them to make a response, once the previous person has completed their response.
The Broker will be notified via E-mail whenever the Query is assigned to another party.

Re-Assignment of Query
If the Broker or Carrier deems that the Issue raised is not the root cause of the problem, they could recategorise the Issue to another Issue Description, which may in turn cause the Query to be reassigned to
another Party. When the Query is routed to the new party, the applicable communications will be sent as per
above.
If the Central Service Technician deems that the response provided does not resolve the Issue(s) they raised,
the Query will be re-raised and the applicable communications sent as per above.

Re-Release of Claim Transaction
The Leader could instruct XCS TP to re-release the Claim Transaction within CLASS / ECF2, so that they
can review the Claim Transaction again and raise a Query themselves. In this scenario, the Central Services
Technician will manually close the Issue(s) & Query raised with the Leader and initiate a re-release of the
Claim Transaction within CLASS / ECF2.
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Scenario – Query raised by Bureau Lead / Other Agreement Party to Broker
Claim Agreement - Lloyd’s / ILU / LIRMA Carriers

When a Business Level Issues(s) is raised, they will be placed within a Query for communication to the
Broker via an ACORD Business Validation Query Message and E-mail.
The Broker must then make a response either via the PbS Online application or alternatively they can make
a submission of Cancellation and/or Replacement EBOT / ECOT message(s) (Please see Section 7.1.6 –
Responses to Queries for further details about the various responses that are possible)
-

If the Broker makes a Query response via the PbS Online application and the Claim Transaction can
be re-released in CLASS / ECF2, then the Claim Transaction is re-released and the Broker’s Query
response narrative is added into the Broker Narrative field of the Claim Transaction. Where there is
insufficient room to add this narrative, a document containing the Query response will be
automatically added into the UCR / TR folder in the IMR. The Bureau Lead is notified via an existing
ECF2 CWT / Writeback message that the Claim Transaction has been re-released.

-

In the case of a LIRMA claim, if the Claim Transaction has been circulated by the Bureau Lead to
the other LIRMA Carriers on the Claim, then the Claim Transaction cannot be re-released in CLASS
/ ECF2. Therefore, the Carrier who raised the Query is notified that the Broker has made a Query
response via a CWT / Writeback message and E-mail which is their trigger to review the Claim
Transaction again. A document containing the Query response will also be automatically added into
the UCR / TR folder in the IMR.
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-

If the Broker submits Cancellation & Replacement EBOT / ECOT message(s), the Claim Transaction
will either be re-released or a new Claim Transaction created. For further details about this, please
see Section 7.1.15

Once a Query response has been provided, the Broker will be notified via E-mail, notifying them that the
Query response has been received by the Carrier and where applicable the notification that the Claim
transaction has been re-released.
The Bureau Lead / Other Agreement Party who raised the Query will then review the Claim Transaction
again within CLASS / ECF2 and determine if the Claim Transaction can be Authorised.
If the Query response is accepted and the Leader accepts the notification, the Broker will be notified via Email that the Query response has been accepted and the Query is now closed. Additionally, they will receive
another E-mail notifying them of the Carrier’s Claim Transaction Response.
For ILU Claim Transactions, if the final agreement party has Authorised the claim, the PbS Service will notify
the Broker via ACORD Business Acknowledgement message(s) that the processing of the EBOT TA &/or
ECOT CM has been completed.
For LIRMA Claim Transactions, the PbS Service will notify the Broker via ACORD Business
Acknowledgement message(s) when the processing of the EBOT TA &/or ECOT CM has been completed
for each LIRMA Carrier. For further details about this, please see Section 7.6.2.
For Lloyd’s Claim Transactions, if the final agreement party has Authorised the claim, the Broker will receive
a status update to that effect but will not receive the EBOT/ECOT acknowledgement(s) until the XCS Claim
Processing is complete.

Multiple Issues on the same Submission
If a Query has been raised by a Carrier (e.g. Bureau Lead) in ECF2 and another Carrier (e.g. Other
Agreement Party) also raises a Query in ECF2, a second Issue will be added under the original Query and
the Query re-raised with the Broker, but now containing the updated Query details and Issues from each of
the Carriers that raised a Query. The Broker will be notified of this via an ACORD Business Validation Query
Message and E-mail.

Re-Assignment of Query
If the Bureau Lead / Other Agreement Party deems that the response provided does not resolve the Issue(s)
they raised, the Query will be re-raised by the re-released Claim Transaction being Queried within CLASS /
ECF2. The applicable communications sent as per above.
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7.1.1.3

Settlement Release

There are several different failure points throughout the process for a Settlement Release of a Premium or
Claim submission.
The first is at the ACORD Application Validation stage of the process, where data supplied within the EBOT
FA message(s) could be deemed to not comply with the ACORD standards and therefore cause the EBOT
FA message(s) to be rejected back to the Broker. If this occurs the Broker must submit new EBOT FA
message(s).
If the EBOT FA message(s) pass ACORD Application Validation, the PbS Service then automatically applies
Business Validation against the message content and where issues are identified, the PbS Service will
automatically reject the FA message(s) back to the Broker via an ACORD Business Validation Rejection
message. If this occurs the Broker will be required to submit new EBOT FA message(s) with the Issue
rectified within the new message(s).
For additional details about these failure points, please see Section 7.4.
The final stage of the process is where the PbS Service automatically applies Business Validation against
the message content and where issues are identified it presents the submission for Operational Intervention
by a Central Service Technician. If the issue cannot be resolved manually by the Central Service Technician,
that a Query will be raised.
Please see Appendix F for the lists of the Issues Descriptions, the routing of those Issues and the actions
that can be taken to resolve the Issue.
The following scenario looks at this type of Query in further detail.
Scenario – Query raised by Central Services to Broker

The following is an exception to the process shown in the diagram above – Where Queries are not responded to or where the
Broker requests it via their Query Response, the FA message(s) will be ACORD Business Validation Rejected.
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When a Business Level Issue(s) is identified by Central Services it will be placed within a Query for
communication to the Broker via E-mail.
The Broker must then make a response via the PbS Online application (Please see Section 7.1.6 –
Responses to Queries for further details about the various responses that are possible)
Once a Query response has been provided, the Broker will be notified via an E-mail, notifying them that the
Query has been received by Central Services.
The Central Services Technician who raised the Query will be automatically notified. They will review the
responses provided to ensure that the Issues have now been resolved, then close the Query and continue
to process the Settlement Release submission. The Broker will be notified via an E-mail that the Query
responses have been accepted and the Query is now closed.
Upon completion of the Settlement Release submission, the PbS Service will notify the Broker via ACORD
Business Acknowledgement message(s) that the processing of the EBOT FA has been completed. The
Carrier will be notified of the Premium or Claim Transaction(s) being released into Settlement via existing
EDI message(s).

Alternative Processes
If the Central Service Technician deems that the response provided does not resolve the Issue(s) they raised,
then the Query will be re-raised and the applicable communications will be sent as per above.
If the Broker responds to the Query and request that the FA message(s) are rejected then, the Central
Service Technician will manually reject the FA message(s) back to the Broker via an ACORD Business
Validation Rejection message
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Accessing PbS Online
Users will be permitted to login through existing Single Sign On (SSO) channels. Logons will be maintained
by existing support teams and processes. Existing ECF2 and IMR recognised user ID’s will be automatically
extended to grant access to PbS Online.
Please see the PbS Online User Guide document for additional details regarding access to the PbS Online
application and SSO login registration.

Query / Issue – Data Security
Access to a Query within the PbS Online application will be based upon the London Market Broker and
Carrier Codes that are associated to the Issues within a Query. When Central Service raises an Issue against
a Premium PbS submission, it is possible for the Issues to be associated to just a subset of the Carriers.
This will restrict the Issue narrative and the ability to respond to the Issue to just those Carriers in the subset.
This is to prevent confidential information which was included as part of the issue narrative (Question being
asked) or the issue response (answer being given) being visible to Carriers not within the subset associated
to the issue. An example of this is vertical placements where a query is being raised regarding the commercial
terms of one Carrier and therefore should not be made public to other Carriers.
If Brokers are in any doubt about Carrier visibility to confidential information that they need to supply in an
issue response, then they should upload the answer within a document that is loaded to the IMR with an ACL
set to the applicable Carrier(s) and provide an issue response within PbS Online stating "please see
document xxx loaded to the IMR for details
Broker PbS Online application users will be registered for specified London Market Broker Codes. Each user
will be able to view and respond to all Issues within a Query that are associated to the Broker codes for which
they are registered.
Carrier PbS Online applications users will be registered for specified London Market Carrier Codes. Each
user will be able to view and respond to all Issues within a Query that are associated to the Carrier codes for
which they are registered.
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Automatic Queries
An automatic query is one that is generated by the system without human intervention. If an automatic Query
is sent to Broker prior to the Premium being loaded into eAccounts or a Claim being loaded into CLASS, the
expectation is that this can only be rectified by the Broker replacing the TA / CM / FA message(s). Automatic
Queries fall into the following broad categories:
•

Data consistency errors across a group of messages that constitute a premium or claims case
in PbS
o

•

Failed validation against risk data or claim history
o

•

e.g. Carrier Id not found on PbS Contract

Data consistency errors across linked CM and TA messages
o

•

e.g. Class of Business is not consistent across all Carrier messages received for a single
claim transaction

e.g. Reinsurer Share Percentage is inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an
EBOT Claim TA

Amounts that exceed an agreed number/decimal places
o

e.g. Outstanding Amount Exceeds number/decimal point allowed

Note: A table showing the range of automatic Queries has been included in Appendix F

Settlement Release Queries
EBOT rules do not support the communication of Issues identified through ACORD EBOT Query
Acknowledgements against a settlement release submission via ACORD EBOT FA message(s). The only
message option would be to reject the message.
When Central Services identify an Issue against a Settlement Release submission (e.g. rate of exchange is
outside of the agreed tolerances or a Premium Warranty has expired), the Broker will be notified via an email communication. Please refer to Appendix G for additional details of this communication type.
The Broker is then required to make a response to the Query via the PbS Online application. Based upon
the response Central Services will either accept or reject the settlement release submission as applicable.
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Responses to Queries
7.1.6.1

Broker Responses to Queries

Brokers are expected to provide responses to Queries by one of the following means:
•

Submitting cancellation and replacement message(s)

•

Via the PbS Online application (please refer to separate PbS Online User Guide for details)

•

Submitting supplementary supporting documentation and responding to the Query via the PbS
Online application

•

Contacting Carrier(s) directly to advise next actions for a claim

Query Raised by Central Services (Premium and Claims)
Where the Query is raised by Central Services, the XIS or XCS operations team will process
responses to Queries utilising the PbS application. This may include updating and/or resolving any
Issue(s) which make up the Query and allow the transaction to continue processing.
When the Query has been resolved/closed, there will be an e-mail notification sent to the Broker to
communicate this status update.

Query Raised by Carrier (Claims only)
Where the Query is raised by the Carrier as part of the Claim Agreement process in ECF2, the PbS
application will automatically re-release the Claim Transaction following a response to the Query
from the Broker via the PbS Online application. Any narrative provided for that response (whether
manually entered by the Broker or default text entered automatically by the PbS Online application)
will be added into the Broker Narrative field within the Claim Transaction that is re-released. Where
the narrative exceeds the 350 characters available within this data field, the Query Response
narrative will be written into a PDF document and uploaded to the IMR into the application UMR / TR
folder. This is as per the existing ECF2 SP&P’s which apply to non PbS submissions.
Where the Claim Transaction cannot be re-released (i.e. in the LIRMA post circulation scenario), the
Carrier will be notified via CWT / Writeback and E-mail that the Broker has made a response to the
Query they raised via the PbS Online application. The Carrier is then required to review the Query
Response and then action the Claim appropriately within ECF2 (i.e. authorise the Claim / re-raise a
Query).
Please note that changes have been made to CWT, Writeback and CWS to accommodate this
scenario. Please refer to the specific interface specification for each for further details.
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7.1.6.2

Carrier Responses to Queries

Carriers are expected to provide responses to Queries by one of the following means:
•

Via the PbS Online application (please refer to separate PbS Online User Guide for details)

•

Submitting supplementary supporting documentation and responding to the Query via the PbS
Online application

Query Raised by Central Services (Premium and Claims)
Where the Query is raised by Central Services, the XIS or XCS operations team will process
responses to Queries utilising the PbS application. This may include updating and/or resolving any
Issue(s) which make up the Query and allow the transaction to continue processing.
When the Query has been resolved/closed, there will be an e-mail notification sent to the Broker to
communicate this status update.
The Carrier could also instruct Central Services through their narrative response to the Query:
•

that the Claim Transaction should be re-released (i.e. should the Bureau Lead now wish to
raise a Query themselves). Central Services will then re-release the Claim Transaction within
in CLASS / ECF2 via PbS.

•

that the Query should be directed to the Broker in order to provide a response. Central
Services will then close the Query and raise a new Query to the Broker via the existing ECF2
functionality.

Issue Re-Categorisation
Premium
For Issues raised manually by Central Services against a Premium submission, where the Broker or Carrier
assigned as the party responsible for responding to the Issue, determines that the Issue category and
description chosen by Central Services is not the root cause of the Issue, they have the ability to re-categorise
the Issue to a different category &/or description. This would be done where the root cause of the issue is
different to that stated in the issue description.
Changing the issue description may result in the Issue being assigned to a different party.
Where the Issue has been assigned to a different party, PbS will automatically route the Query as described
in Section 7.1.1 of this document.

Claims
For Claims issues raised with the Broker (by a Carrier or XCS TP), the Broker can amend the Issue
description in the PbS Online application, but all Issues are assigned to the Broker
For Claim Issues raised with the Carrier (by XCS TP), the Carrier can amend the Issue description and assign
the Issue to another Carrier on the Claim transaction.
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Closure of Issues / Queries
Issue(s) and the Query that they are associated to will be automatically set to a closed status by PbS if either
the EBOT / ECOT message(s) to which they relate are Cancelled by the Broker (i.e. through Cancellation
&/or Replacement messages), the transaction(s) to which they are related moves past the processing stage
at which the Query was raised (i.e. Claim is authorised by the Carrier who raised the Issue, or Central
Services complete processing of the transactions).
Central Services will have the ability to manually close individual Issues when a sufficient response has been
provided to the Issue raised. They will also have the ability to invalidate Issues if incorrectly raised (in order
to remove them from MI reporting).

Supplementary Document Submission
Brokers and Carriers will be able to supply documentation as a response to a Query via the PbS
Online application. Please refer to separate PbS Online User Guide for details
Where the document is supplied by another method (i.e. DRI / Direct Load / Native IMR), the Broker
or Carrier must also provide a narrative response via the PbS Online application in order to prompt a
trigger that a response to the Query has been made. In the narrative response, they must reference
the document that has been loaded to the IMR.
If a Broker provides the document as part of Cancellation & Replacement EBOT / ECOT message(s),
the Query will be automatically closed (as per Section 7.1.8 – Closure of Issues / Queries of this
document), and therefore a narrative response is not required to the Query in the PbS Online
application.
Please see Section 7.5.2 – Document Access Control List of this document in relation to the setting
of Access Control Lists (ACL) for documents uploaded via the PbS Online application.

Aged Queries
There were no changes to existing external market reports produced against queried items for
PbS R1.1. Additionally, there will be no functionality provided to chase Brokers on Query items
that have been open for an extended period of time. However, PbS technicians will have
functionality to search for the Queried item when the response is received. Additionally, Brokers
and Carriers will be able to view the status and all actions performed against open and closed
Queries from within the PbS Online application. Please refer to separate PbS Online User Guide
for details

Specific Premium Query Considerations
7.1.11.1

Broker Query Tracker

With the current PbS implementation the use of Tracker for managing premium Queries will be
removed and as such, no Tracker e-mails are Issued to Brokers for PbS submissions.
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7.1.11.2

Carrier Query Report

When using PbS to process transactions, queries can be raised for both Brokers and Carriers,
either automatically by the system or manually by the Technician (Premiums and/or Claims) or by
a participant Carrier (Claims). With regards to Claims queries, Carriers can register to receive
notifications by CWS, CWT and/or Writeback. However, for Premium queries the only way that
Carriers were previously informed was through an email to the Carrier’s generic mailbox. A report
has now been introduced to enable Carriers to receive notification of Queries relating to Premium
transactions, enabling automation of routing within their organisation.

Carrier Organisation Registration
A Carrier Organisation should contact the Xchanging Service Desk to register for the report, please
note that there is a 10-day lead time before registration will complete. The report can only be
produced from a future date after registration has completed.
Either one or multiple syndicates/company codes can be registered to be included in the report, so
that a firm can receive all their Bureaux queries in the one report.
The Carrier Organisation can register to receive the report either Daily, Weekly or Monthly and the
report will be delivered to the registered email address. The report will be delivered as a csv file.
Once registration is completed in Xchanging systems, a confirming email will be sent to the
registered email address with all relevant registration details.

Carrier Query Report Content
The Carrier Query Report will contain details about all issues that have been raised on Premiums
for syndicate numbers or stamp codes that have been registered and where they are part of the
related transaction’s insuring Market. This means that even if the Carrier Organisation is not the
owner of the Query, nor the assignee of the associated issue(s), the Query with all its details will
be included in the report.
The first time the report is run for an Organisation, all previously PbS processed closed queries
and their issue(s) will be included in the report along with all open PbS processed queries and their
issue(s).
For subsequent Report runs, all open queries and their issues together with all queries that were
closed since the last report run will be included in the report. The “Null” report will be delivered
where no queries have been raised for the registered syndicates or stamp codes.
The following fields are included in the report:
•

Issue ID

•

Issue Owner

•

Issue Status

•

Issue Category

•

Issue Description

•

Syndicate/Company Code
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•

Carrier Reference

•

Raised By

•

Query ID

•

Query Status

•

Date Query Last Updated On

•

Date Query Created/Assigned

•

Query Owner

•

Class of Business

•

UMR

•

Transaction Reference

•

Broker Name

•

Broker Email

•

Broker Phone

Please refer to Appendix I for an example of the report layout and the Registration Form to be
completed and returned to the Xchanging Services Desk.
Note: This form can also be used to adjust/modify a firm’s registration details.
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Communication Messages
This section provides the reader with an overview of the communication messages that will be output by
PbS.
PbS Queries requires the introduction of a Carrier e-mail notification and the need for some existing forms
of Query communications to change. These are:
•

ACORD EBOT / ECOT Query Acknowledgement

•

CWT Messages

•

Writeback Messages

•

Broker e-mail Notifications

The tables below provide an overview of all communication messages output by the PbS Service to Brokers
and Carriers based upon the submission and transaction type. Later sections of this document provide more
details about when each of the messages are triggered and their content.

TA / CM - Transaction Processing
Premium

Broker

Claim

ACORD Application Validation Message (L3)

ACORD Application Validation Message (L3)

- Rejection
- Acknowledgement

- Rejection
- Acknowledgement

ACORD Business Validation Message (L4)

ACORD Business Validation Message (L4)

- Query
- Acknowledgement

- Query
- Acknowledgement

E-mail Notification

E-mail Notification

Action Required Notifications
- Query Notification
Status Notification (Premium Transaction)
- Business Acknowledgement
Status Notifications (Query)
- Query raised with the Carrier by Central Services
- Query raised with Carrier, now answered
- Query raised with Broker, now answered
- Query reassigned to Broker by Carrier
- Query reassigned to Carrier by Broker
- Query responses accepted and Query closed

Action Required Notifications
- Central Services have raised a Query with the broker relating to a missing
message
- Query Notification
Status Notifications (Claim Transaction)
- Claim being held up due to premium not yet signed
- Central Services have created ECF transaction
- Claim transaction updated by Central Services
- Carrier response received
- Business Acknowledgement
Status Notifications (Query)
- Query raised with the Carrier by Central Services
- Query raised with Carrier, now answered
- Query raised with Broker, now answered
- Query responses accepted and Query closed

PbS Online
- Query Status

PbS Online
- Query Status

E-mail Notification

CWT / Writeback Messages

Action Required Notifications
- Query raised with the Carrier by Central Services

- Existing CWT / Writeback communication messages
- Query raised with the Carrier by Central Services
- Query raised with Broker, now answered

PbS Online

Carrier

E-mail Notification

- Query Status

Action Required Notifications
- Query raised with the Carrier by Central Services
- Query raised with Broker, now answered

PbS Online
- Query Status

FA - Settlement
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Premium

Broker

ACORD Application Validation Message (L3)

ACORD Application Validation Message (L3)

- Rejection
- Acknowledgement

- Rejection
- Acknowledgement

ACORD Business Validation Acknowledgement (L4)

ACORD Business Validation Acknowledgement (L4)

- Rejection
- Acknowledgement

- Rejection
- Acknowledgement

E-mail Notification

E-mail Notification

Action Required Notifications
- Central Services have raised a Query with the Broker relating to the
settlement of a transaction
Status Notification (Premium Transaction)
- Business Acknowledgement

Action Required Notifications
- Central Services have raised a Query with the Broker relating to the
settlement of a transaction
Status Notifications (Claim Transaction)
- Business Acknowledgement

PbS Online

PbS Online

- Query Status

- Query Status

PbS Online
- Query Status

Carrier

Claim

CWT / Writeback Messages
- Existing CWT / Writeback communication messages

PbS Online
- Query Status

7.1.12.1

Broker Communications

Brokers will receive notification of a Query via the same channel and presented in the same way regardless
of whether it is raised by a Carrier or by Central Services, whilst making it clear from which source it came.
The following methods are available to Brokers to notify them of a Query requiring their action:
•
•

Business Level Query to the ACORD message(s) they have sent
An additional e-mail trigger, addressed to the Broker’s nominated mailbox.

There are some circumstances for which an EBOT / ECOT Business Level Query cannot be used, and the
only notification method currently available is out-of-band (i.e. an e-mail). Examples of these circumstances
are as:
•
•

The item subject to Query has already been fully processed and an EBOT / ECOT Business Level
Acknowledgement has already been made
The Query relates to the absence of a message and consequently there is no message to Query
against
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The Broker is also provided with status update communications in relation to either the Query or Transaction
and the only notification method currently available is out-of-band (i.e. an e-mail). Examples of these
circumstances are:
•
•
•
•

When the Query is raised with the Carrier, the Broker will receive a notification to make them aware
of a potential processing delay
When a Query has been responded to
When a Claim Transaction has been created, or updated in ECF2
When processing of a Premium or Claim, Transaction has been completed

Please see Appendix G for diagrams and additional details regarding the different types of communications
output by the PbS Service.

7.1.12.2

Carrier Communications

All Queries received by the Carrier will have been raised by Central Services.
The following methods are available to Carriers to notify them of a Query requiring their action:
•

E-mail trigger, addressed to the Carriers nominated mailbox.

•

Claims Workflow Triggers (CWT) or Writeback Messages (for Queries related to Claim Transactions)

Please see Appendix G for diagrams and additional details regarding the different types of communications
output by the PbS Service.

Communication Message Formats
This section explores each of the message formats that can be created as a consequence of a Query being
raised or responded to by a relevant party or a status update regarding the Query or transaction. It is intended
that this section provides enough information for message recipients to be able to determine how to interpret
the message that they have received.

7.1.13.1

ACORD EBOT / ECOT Business Query Acknowledgement Message

The EBOT / ECOT Business Query Acknowledgement Message is generated by PbS whenever a Query is
to be routed to the Broker and can be communicated via the use of this message (some Queries cannot and
so will be output via e-mail only). Appendix G of this document provides details of when the Query
Acknowledgment message(s) will be produced and sent to the Broker.
The ACORD EBOT / ECOT Query Acknowledgement Message content is as per the ACORD 2015-04 EBOT
/ ECOT Quick Reference Guide which should be read in conjunction with this document.
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For PbS, the message will contain the following Query details in the <QueryDescription> element of this
message:
•

Query ID

•

Query Narrative

•

Issue Category (repeated per Issue)

•

Issue Description (repeated per Issue)

•

Issue Narrative (repeated per Issue)

•

URL of the View Query Details screen within PbS Online for this Query ID

<Query>
<QueryDescription>Query Details</QueryDescription>
<Query>
The text should be made up of headers and data.
Between the header and its corresponding data, a colon ‘:’ is used to divide the text.
Between the data and the next header, a double pipe ‘||’ is used to divide the text.
The Issue ID / Issue Category / Issue Description / Issue Narrative data field should be repeated per issue
within the Query.
Example
<QueryDescription>
Query ID:query id data||Query Narrative:query narrative data||Issue ID:issue id data||Issue Category:issue
category data||Issue Description:issue description data||Issue Narrative:issue narrative data||PbS Online
URL:url address||Contact Details:contact details data name, e-mail, phone
<QueryDescription>

The message(s) are communicated to the Broker and addressed based upon the input from the EBOT /
ECOT message(s) received by PbS.
The instance of messages being sent when the triggering event occurs remain unchanged from previous
PbS releases.
Message cross referencing will follow the ACORD EBOT / ECOT standards to identify which original
transaction(s) the message relates to.
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7.1.13.2

Claims Workflow Triggers / Writeback Messages

The Claims Workflow Trigger (CWT) and Writeback messages are being used to communicate to the Carriers
for two specific reasons:
1. When a Carrier is required to access the PbS Online application and make a response to the
Issue / Query raised – i.e. when a Query was raised by XCS TP to the Bureau Lead
2. When a Carrier is required to access the PbS Online application to review the Brokers Query
response because the Claim Transaction cannot be re-released in CLASS / ECF2 – i.e. Claim
Transaction is post circulation to other LIRMA Carriers, so the Brokers Query response cannot
be put into a ‘re-release’ status of the claim transaction in CLASS / ECF2

The content of the CWT / Writeback message will remain unchanged apart from the addition of data fields to
accommodate:
the Query Status relating to the above two reasons
the Query / Issue details when Query raised by XCS TP (1)
the Brokers Query response (2)
the URL of the View Query Details screen within PbS Online for the Query ID

A single CWT / Writeback message will be sent to the Carrier who needs to be notified (i.e. the Bureau Lead
who the Query is directed to or the LIRMA Carrier who needs to review the Broker Query response) and
existing CWT / Writeback functionality will determine the address to which it is sent.
Existing content within the CWT / Writeback message provides details about the Claim Transaction the
message relates to.
Please note that changes have been made to CWT, Writeback and CWS to accommodate this scenario.
Please refer to the specific interface specification for each for further details.
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7.1.13.3

E-mail Notifications

E-mail notifications will be sent to the Broker and/or Carrier when an action needs to be performed in relation
to a Query, or to provide a status update in relation to a Query or Transaction. Appendix G of this document
provides details about when each E-mail type will be triggered and sent to the applicable recipient.
The content to be provided within the E-mails is dependent upon the type of message being communicated.
Please see Appendix G for details regarding the specific content of each E-mail.
Below is a summary of the message content which will be used as required:
•

E-mail Subject Heading (specific to the message being communicated)

•

Subject Line summarizing the content of the e-mail

•

Status Summary (action required or status update)

•

Bureau

•

UMR

•

UCR

•

Class of Business

•

Transaction Reference(s)

•

Carrier or Claim Reference(s)

•

Query Details
o

Query Status

o

Query ID

o

Query Narrative

o

Issue Category (repeated per Issue)

o

Issue Description (repeated per Issue)

o

Issue Narrative (repeated per Issue)

•

Contact details of the Central Service user who raised the Query (minimum of E-mail address)

•

Claim Transaction Details (i.e. Status, Date Transaction Loaded, Carrier Details / Response)
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E-mail Recipients - Broker
The recipient e-mail address used within the ‘To’ field will be determined by a combination of; Broker contact
details in the incoming EBOT/ECOT message(s), the Broker’s registration details for out-of-band Queries &
Corrections mailbox address and the option of whether to include the out-of-band Queries & Corrections
mailbox address on all e-mails specified in their PbS registration preferences.
The following business rules will be applied to determine the Broker e-mail address(es) to utilise in the ‘To’
field:
•

IF there is an e-mail address in the message AND the Queries & Corrections mailbox address option
is set to ‘NO’ THEN the e-mail will be sent to the e-mail address specified in the message(s) ONLY

•

ELSE, IF there is an e-mail address in the message AND the Queries & Corrections mailbox address
option is set to ‘YES’ THEN the e-mail will be sent to the e-mail address specified in the message(s)
AND the Queries & Corrections mailbox address

•

ELSE, IF there is an e-mail address in the message which is inconsistent across the messages
THEN the e-mail will be sent to the Queries & Corrections mailbox address AND the e-mail
address(es) specified in the message(s)

•

ELSE, (i.e. no e-mail address in the message(s)) THEN the e-mail will be sent to the Queries &
Corrections mailbox address ONLY

The above business rules will therefore allow the Broker to elect whether all Queries are sent to the Queries
& Corrections mailbox specified in their PbS registration preferences or otherwise.
Additionally, for Queries raised by Central Services, the e-mail address of the Central Services Technician
who raised the Query will be populated in the ‘cc’ field.

E-mail Recipients - Carrier
The recipient e-mail address used within the “To” field will be the Carrier’s registration details for out-of-band
Queries & Corrections mailbox address, plus where available for XCS TP Queries to Carriers the individual
underwriters e-mail address (i.e. if available in ECF2).
A single E-mail will be output only to the Carrier organization and individual (if entered by XCS TP) to which
the Issue / Query has been assigned.
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E-mail Sent from Address
PbS will utilise mailboxes to distribute e-mails. A copy of all e-mails sent will be retained and stored against
the Query record within the PbS system. The mailboxes are as follows:
Submission Type

Query from Address

Premium

pbspremiums.Query@xchanging.com

Claims

pbsclaims.Query@xchanging.com

E-mail Security
All outbound e-mails generated from Central Services will be sent over a Transport Layer Security (TLS)
encrypted channel.
While the default configuration of e-mail TLS encryption is that it will use opportunistic TLS; which is where
it will first try to establish a secure TLS connection and if that fails it will attempt to establish an unsecure
connection, this will be overridden for PbS and we will enforce TLS encryption for the Broker’s e-mail domain,
such that PbS will try to send the e-mail securely. Therefore, Brokers must support TLS before registering
for the PbS service.
If the Broker e-mail server is not responding, SMTP server will attempt to retry delivery of the e-mail. Once
the timeout of retries is reached, the SMTP server will send an ‘undelivered’ notification to the ‘From’ address
of the original PbS generated e-mail.
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Premium Cancellation & Replacement
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

AccountCorrectionIndicator

Ref.

XPath

R132

TA: ReferredTechAccount/UUId

C073

TA: CorrectionIndicator = ‘reversal’

Londo
n

N/A

With the implementation of PbS there are a number of situations where cancellation and replacement
transactions can be submitted, and two main stages at which business queries would be raised with the
Broker. Firstly, when PbS processes incoming EBOT messages to create submissions to downstream
Central Services systems on behalf of the Broker, issues may arise that result in a query being raised.
Secondly, once PbS has made submissions to downstream systems (e.g. eAccounts or ECF2), then a query
may arise from further processing within those systems. Where applicable, PbS will raise these queries with
the Broker and in certain circumstances the action from the Broker to resolve the query will be to submit
cancellation and/or replacement messages. Additionally, the Broker may decide to initiate cancellation and/or
replacement at any stage without receiving a prior business query (for example, the Broker identifies a
problem with their submission before Carriers or Central Services do).
Note: This section refers to cancel and replace in the context of premiums only. See Section 7.1.15 for
Cancellation and Replacement of claims.

C&R scenarios covered in this section
•

Pre-Signing
o Cancellation of a Premium Pre-Signing
o Correction of a Premium Pre-Signing
o Resolution of query via the provision of documentation &/or a narrative response through
PbS Online.

•

Post-Signing
o Cancellation of a Premium Post-Signing
o Correction of a Premium Post-Signing
o Correcting non-Technical Account Data Post-Signing
o Correcting XIS-Generated Split Signings
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7.1.14.1

Pre-Signing

Cancellation of a Premium Pre-Signing

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to cancel messages relating to a premium transaction that has not yet
been signed
The original messages will have been Application Acknowledged by PbS.

Example(s)
(i)

if the Broker has identified an error in the submission of the premium and wishes to cancel
it

(ii)

Where PbS has business query acknowledged the originals and the Broker decides to
cancel those transactions and start again

Recommended Practice
The Broker submits reversal technical account messages for all of the original messages relating to
a single transaction in a Bureau
PbS will link the reversal messages to the original messages and cancel the appropriate transactions
in central systems

Alternative Processing Option(s)
None
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Correction of a Premium Pre-Signing

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to correct messages relating to a premium transaction that has not yet
been signed
The original messages will have been Application Acknowledged by PbS.

Example(s)
(i)

if the Broker has identified an error in the submission of the premium and wishes to correct
it

(ii)

Where XIS has business query acknowledged the originals and the Broker decides to correct
those transactions

Recommended Practice
The Broker submits reversal technical account messages for all of the original messages relating to
a single transaction in a Bureau
At the same time, the Broker submits new technical account messages grouped with the reversal
technical accounts.
PbS will link the reversal and the new messages to the original messages and update the existing
entries in central systems.

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker submits reversal technical account messages for all of the original messages relating to
a single transaction in a Bureau
At the same time, the Broker submits new technical account messages but these are not grouped
with the reversal technical accounts.
PbS will link the reversal messages to the original messages and cancel the appropriate transactions
in central systems.
PbS will create a new transaction based on the data contained in the new Technical Account
messages which will receive a new Presentation Date and be processed independently of the
reversals.
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Resolution of query via the provision of documentation &/or providing a narrative response through
PbS Online

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to respond to a query raised by XIS by providing supplementary
documentation
The original messages will have been Application Acknowledged by PbS. Business level query
messages will be sent for all Technical Account messages relating to the Premium bureau
transaction.

Example(s)
(i)

XIS raise a query on the Premium submission due to lack of information within the MRC.
The Broker or Carrier supplies additional documentation to resolve the query &/or a narrative
response to the issue(s) raised.

Recommended Practice
The Broker or Carrier logs into the PbS Online application and navigates to the query. Against the
query or specific issue(s), they upload a document or provide a narrative response

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker or Carrier logs on to the IMR and navigates to the work package view under the UMR in
question. The Broker uploads the additional document(s) to the Work Package and also logs into
the PbS Online application and provides a narrative response to the Query or specific Issue(s) that
the document was uploaded in relation to the Query.
The Broker uploads the additional document(s) to the Work Package via DRI and also logs into the
PbS Online application and provides a narrative response to the Query or specific Issue(s) that the
document was uploaded in relation to the Query.
Broker submits reversal and new Technical Account messages for all the original messages on the
transaction with the missing document ‘in-stream’ or via DRI. PbS generates an ‘update’ to the
entries in central systems (which will not contain any new information, unless the replacement
messages have altered the original message content), which will re-start the Premium checking
process. The document is loaded to the IMR as part of the PbS processing.
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7.1.14.2

Post-Signing

Cancellation of a Premium Post-Signing

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to cancel messages relating to a premium transaction that has been signed
The original messages will have been Application Acknowledged and Business Acknowledged by
PbS.

Example(s)
(i)

The risk is cancelled so the Broker submits cancellations of the signed premium

Recommended Practice
The Broker submits reversal technical account messages for all of the original messages relating to
a single transaction in a Bureau
PbS identifies that this is a cancellation of a signed premium and creates a cancellation transaction.
An Xchanging technician cancels the Premium in central systems

Alternative Processing Option(s)
None
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Correction of a Premium Post-Signing

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to correct messages relating to a premium transaction that has been signed
The original messages will have been Application Acknowledged and Business Acknowledged by
PbS.

Example(s)
(i)

the Carrier has identified an error with the signed premium and contacts the Broker to correct
it

Recommended Practice
The Broker submits reversal technical account messages for all of the original messages relating to
a single transaction in a Bureau
At the same time, the Broker submits new technical account messages grouped with the reversal
technical accounts.
PbS will ascertain that this is a correction in respect of signed premium and will create a cancellation
transaction based on the reversal TAs and a replacement transactions based on the information
contained in the new TAs which XIS will process accordingly.

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker submits reversal technical account messages for all of the original messages relating to
a single transaction in a Bureau
At the same time, the Broker submits new technical account messages but these are not grouped
with the reversal technical accounts.
PbS will create a cancellation transaction based on the reversal TAs and a replacement transactions
based on the information contained in the new TAs in separate work packages. XIS will endeavour
to process these together but this may cause a delay in processing or result in the cancellation being
processed in advance of the replacement.
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Correcting non-Technical Account data Post-Signing
If a correction is required post-signing for data that is not part of the technical account message, Brokers
are able to use one of the following legacy channels:
Through A&S Corrections
Brokers do not need to submit reversal and replacement Technical Account messages to correct
certain types of data – e.g. to correct / update Settlement Due Dates. There may also be situations
where agreed changes to contract details, such as inception dates, may result in some form of data
correction needing to be processed by XIS.
For PbS, this could follow the same process as currently being used, i.e. Brokers could submit these
correction requests by using the A&S correction process. This involves the Broker generating a Work
Order and submitting a Correction Request Form to XIS which can be performed on IMR. A
correction work package will be automatically created within the XIS Workflow System and an A&S
Work Package Reference will be allocated to the work item.
As Mailbox Corrections
If the Technical Account messages and documentation supplied with them are unchanged, but the
Broker realises that the details captured by Central Services are incorrect, then the Broker can use
the correction mailbox to notify Central Services that the data captured by them requires correcting.

Correcting XIS-Generated Split Signings
It is assumed that for PbS, the corrections to splits will follow the process as-is for correcting XIS
generated split signings.
There will be circumstances under which XIS-generated split signings will need to be corrected. There
are a number of different scenarios – examples are provided below:
a) Delete CSNDs - Individual split signings may have been created in error;
b) Add CSNDs - Additional split signings may need to be created (because an insufficient
number of accounting splits were originally created);
c) Amend CSNDs (1) - The premiums that were originally allocated to the split signings
may need to be adjusted (because the premium was not correctly apportioned over the
split signings);
d) Amend CSNDs (2) – CSNDs may need to be amended due to an agreed contract
change (e.g. the allocation of an additional risk code or an extension of the insurance
coverage);
e) Data Corrections - R&A data changes may be needed on CSNDs.
Validation will be applied within XIS’ processing systems to ensure that the net premium amount that
is being debited from the Broker and credited to the Carriers does not change as a result of these
types of corrections being performed.
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Claims Cancellation & Replacement
With the implementation of PbS there are a number of situations where cancellation and replacement
transactions can be submitted, and two main stages at which business queries would be raised with the
Broker. Firstly, when PbS processes incoming ECOT/EBOT messages to create submissions to downstream
Central Services systems on behalf of the Broker, issues may arise that result in a query being raised.
Secondly, once PbS has made submissions to downstream systems (e.g. eAccounts or ECF2), then a query
may arise from further processing within those systems. Where applicable, PbS will raise these queries with
the Broker and in certain circumstances the action from the Broker to resolve the query will be to submit
cancellation and/or replacement messages. Additionally, the Broker may decide to initiate cancellation and/or
replacement at any stage without receiving a prior business query (for example, the Broker identifies a
problem with their submission before Carriers or Central Services do).
Note: This section refers to cancel and replace in the context of claims only.

C&R scenarios covered in this section
•

Claim Advice
o Replacement of a claim movement message prior to the CLASS load
o Replacement of claim movement messages after the originals have achieved CLASS load
– CLASS Transaction can be updated
o Replacement of claim movement messages after the originals have achieved CLASS load
– CLASS Transaction can no longer be updated – All Bureaux
o Replacement of claim movement messages after the originals have achieved CLASS load
– CLASS Transaction can no longer be updated – LIRMA specific
o Replacement of claim movement messages after the originals have achieved CLASS load
– Mixed-Market Claims
o Resolution of a query via the provision of documentation &/or a narrative response through
PbS Online
o Cancellation of Claim Advices

•

Claim Settlement
o Reversal of Settlement messages prior to the originals achieving a CLASS Load
o Reversal of Settlement after CLASS load – CLASS Transaction can be updated
o Reversal of Settlement messages after CLASS load – CLASS Transaction can be no longer
be updated
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7.1.15.1

Principles

The sub sections below contain the principles that PbS are expecting to be applied:

Broker Transaction Reference (BTR)
The BTR used by PbS in the CLASS submission will be taken from the following fields:
•

CM – R167 - Claim Entry Broker Reference

•

TA – R248 – Technical Account Entry Broker Reference

Linked Claim Movement (CM) messages and Claim Technical Account (TA) messages will share the
same BTR, and PbS will extract the value from the CM message.
The first BTR received under the Unique Claim Reference (UCR) will be used as the Unique Transaction
Reference (UTR) for the CLASS submission
Brokers will always supply Replacement / Reversal messages that contain a different BTR to the original
message. If the original message was part of a bureau transaction that did not generate a CLASS
transaction, or the CLASS transaction can still be updated then the original BTR will be used for the
CLASS record.
The same BTR will be used across Carriers within a bureau for a single claim transaction

Correction Message
Brokers will always supply a new BTR in Reversal and replacement messages (i.e. one that is different
to the referred, “original” message)
A message must contain the relevant correction indicators to be recognised as a replacement or
cancellation message
Reversal TA messages will always be linked to replacement CM messages (see section 7.1.15.3 for
further details)
The use of the “Void claim indicator” will not be supported by PbS (as it will be removed from the next
version of the ECOT Quick Reference Guide)
It will not be possible to ‘reverse’ a reversal TA message within PbS
It will be possible to ‘replace’ an advice replacement CM message within PbS
PbS requires a full market (not a partial) of correction messages for a bureau submission.
A submission of messages that do not contain any correction indicators will always create a new CLASS
submission (i.e. an update will not be inferred when receiving a combination of new and reversal
messages on the same UCR’).
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7.1.15.2

CLAIM ADVICE

Technical Elements
The tables below show the attributes of the ECOT message relating to the correction of a claim advice
ACORD Name

DD

Replacement Message

Ref

Classification

Required Value

CM*

“Replacement”

CM
ReplacementClaimTransactionIndic
ator/Correction Indicator

C1
75

ACORD Name

DD

Classification

Replacement Message

Ref

Required Value sourced
from

DD

Classification

Ref

ACORD Name
Original Message
CM
ReferredClaimMovement/
BrokerReference

CM
R041

CM*

CM
ReferrredClaimMovement
/Uuid

ClaimMovement/BrokerR
eference

R036

CM*

R105

M

CM
R133

CM

ClaimMovement/Uuid

*Note: Where a field is classified as ‘CM’ (conditional mandatory), it is given as found in the ACORD guide which accommodates
different business processes. For the purposes of replacing claim advices these fields are regarded as mandatory, other than the
referred claim movement Uuid, which is supplementary to the mandatory provision of referred claim movement.

The replacement of a Claim Advice is dependent on the state of the original message it seeks to replace.
Per the ACORD messaging standard, if a claim movement message needs to be corrected while it’s still
being processed, this is done by sending a replacement claim movement message. If replacement messages
are received after the original to which they refer have been business acknowledged, then the replacement
messages will be business query acknowledged by PbS.
As PbS must operate in conjunction with the CLASS system for each Bureau, there are points prior to the
issue of an ACORD Business Acknowledgement that prohibit the processing of a replacement message for
a Claim Advice. This is only a limitation whilst the CLASS system is still in use.
The following section will outline the different scenarios and standard practice recommendations for the
replacement of Claim Advices.
Note: For a PbS submission, if Brokers submitted a claim movement message with the
<ClaimAdviceInitialOrSubsequentIndicator> set to subsequent_advice, but for any reason the first
notification had not been processed in CLASS, PbS will attempt to establish if there is a claim history already
in existence for the Claim and process the advice accordingly.
For example:
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•

If a subsequent transaction is submitted before an initial transaction has loaded to CLASS, PbS will
hold the subsequent advice and process once the initial advice has loaded rather than querying the
messages

•

If a cancel and replace submission is made for an initial advice but the
<ClaimAdviceInitialOrSubsequentIndicator is set to ‘subsequent_advice’ on the replacement
messages, PbS will process the replacement rather than querying the messages

Note: if no claim history can be found (i.e. PbS has never received an initial transaction from that Broker via
the ECOT channel), the advice will be L4 business queried back to the broker due to ‘No Claim on File’.
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Replacement of a claim movement message prior to the CLASS load

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to replace messages relating to a transaction that has not yet been passed
to CLASS (they are still being accumulated in PbS).
The original messages will have been Application Acknowledged by PbS.

Example(s)
(iii)

if the Broker has immediately identified an error in their original messages that they wish to
rectify

(iv)

Where PbS has business query acknowledged the originals as, for example, an issue with
an inconsistency of the outstanding amount in the messages was found

Recommended Practice
The Broker submits replacement claim movement messages for all of the original messages relating
to a single transaction in a Bureau
PbS will link the replacement messages to the original messages. The replacement messages will
retain the originally supplied broker transaction reference, and the claim advice data will be taken
from the replacement message to generate the CLASS submission.

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker submits ‘new’ claim movement messages containing the new information
PbS will process the new messages and generate a new CLASS transaction. The Carrier will have
two transactions under the same UCR, one containing the error, one resolving the error. For ILU and
Lloyd’s, CLASS restrictions mean that the Carrier(s) will have to agree both claim transactions in
sequence – the one that contains the error and the subsequent that contains the update (LIRMA
Carriers have the option of responding ‘out of sequence’ on transactions under a UCR and may
therefore choose not to respond to the original transaction. However, the Lead will still be required
to circulate all transactions in order).
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Replacement of claim movement messages after the originals have achieved CLASS load – CLASS
Transaction can be updated

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to replace messages that have resulted in a CLASS transaction being
released, and the CLASS Submission can still be updated.
For Lloyd’s and ILU, a CLASS transaction can be updated up until the point that all agreement parties
have responded positively (for Lloyd’s this includes Technical Processing agreement).
For LIRMA, a CLASS transaction can be updated before the Lead has circulated to all other Carriers
on the transaction, or when the Lead has rejected the transaction prior to circulation.
The original messages will have been Application Acknowledged by PbS

Example(s)
(i)

If the Broker identifies an issue with their original submission and wishes to remedy the
problem prior to any market responses e.g. it is identified that the Date of Loss is incorrect.

Recommended Practice

The Broker will submit replacement claim movement messages for all original messages relating to
the CLASS Transaction.
PbS will link the replacement messages to the original messages. It will immediately block any
agreement party response on the original CLASS transaction.
An update to the original CLASS transaction will be generated, using the original transaction
reference and claim advice data from replacement messages. The CLASS transaction will be
‘unblocked’ so agreement parties are able to respond.

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker submits ‘new’ claim movement messages containing the new information.
PbS will process the new messages and generate a new CLASS transaction.
The Carrier will have two transactions under the same UCR, one containing the error, one resolving
the error. For ILU and Lloyd’s CLASS restrictions mean that Carrier(s) will have to agree both claim
transactions in sequence– the one that contains the error and the subsequent that contains the
update. (LIRMA Carriers have the option of responding ‘out of sequence’ on transactions under a
UCR and may therefore choose not to respond to the original transaction. However, the Lead will
still be required to circulate all transactions in order)
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Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to replace messages for Lloyd’s or ILU CLASS Transaction that has been
queried by an agreement party (see section 7.3.9 for LIRMA query scenario and practices)
The Lead Carrier claim movement message will have received a business query acknowledgement
response all other Carrier messages for the bureau transaction will not have received any further
response since the application acknowledgement response. Note: it is possible for another
agreement party to agree with the Lead query

(i)

For example, if the Lead in Lloyd’s bureau identifies an issue with the reserve amount and
makes a query response in ECF2 with comments outlining that the reserve is too large.

Recommended Practice
Following the query response in ECF2, PbS will issue a Business Query acknowledgement on the
underlying Lead claim movement message.
The Broker submits replacement claim movement messages for all the original messages underlying
the queried CLASS transaction
On receipt of the replacement messages, PbS will immediately block any further response in CLASS
from any agreement party.
An update to the original CLASS transaction will be generated, using the original transaction
reference and claim advice data from replacement messages. The transaction will be ‘unblocked’ so
agreement parties are able to respond.

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker submits a replacement message for the Lead Carrier message (and not for the other
Carriers involved on the original transaction), OR, the Broker submits a replacement message for
the Lead Carrier message and ‘new’ messages for the other Carriers involved on the original
transaction.
PbS will auto business query as it is expecting a full market of one type of message, not a subset,
or a mixture.
The Broker submits ‘new’ claim movement messages containing the new information.
PbS will process the new messages and generate a new CLASS transaction.
The Carrier will have two transactions under the same UCR, one containing the error, one resolving
the error. For ILU and Lloyd’s, the Broker is reliant on the Carrier agreeing both claim transactions –
the one that contains the error and the subsequent that contains the update (LIRMA Carriers have
the option of responding ‘out of sequence’ on transactions under a UCR and may therefore choose
not to respond to the original transaction. However, the Lead will still be required to circulate all
transactions in order)
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Replacement of claim movement messages after the originals have achieved CLASS load – CLASS
Transaction can no longer be updated – All Bureaux

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to replace messages relating to a CLASS transaction that can no longer
be updated

Example(s)
(i)

the Broker receives a query on another Claim transaction that may change the suitability of
the section the current claim transaction is against, but the final agreement party on the
CLASS transaction has agreed and PbS are in the process of generating the L4
Acknowledgement messages for all Carriers (Lloyd’s and ILU) and remaining Carrier/s
(LIRMA)
(This is largely going to be a ‘timing’ issue and is unlikely – the replacement messages would
need to be sent just prior to the business acknowledgements being received by the Broker.
This example is modelled so Brokers are aware of the PbS system behaviour)

Recommended Practice
The Broker submits replacement claim movement messages for all original messages relating to a
CLASS Transaction.
PbS will issue business query acknowledgement messages for all replacement messages
requesting that the Broker provide new messages as the originals can no longer be updated (for
specific scenarios relating to LIRMA, refer to the next section).
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Replacement of claim movement messages after the originals have achieved CLASS load – CLASS
Transaction can no longer be updated – LIRMA specific

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to replace messages relating to a CLASS transaction that can no longer
be updated.
Example(s)
(i)

For example, if the Broker identifies an issue with their original submission and wishes to
remedy the problem prior to any market responses in LIRMA. (However, the Lead has
already circulated the CLASS transaction meaning that it can no longer be updated).
The original messages for the LIRMA bureau transaction will have received the application
acknowledgement

(ii)

For example, if the Lead queries the CLASS transaction and the Broker wishes to remedy
the problem prior to any further Carrier response.
The original messages for the LIRMA bureau transaction will have received the application
acknowledgement. The original messages for the LIRMA Lead will have received a business
query acknowledgement, all other Carriers on the LIRMA bureau transaction will not have
received any further acknowledgement since the application acknowledgement

Recommended Practice
Broker asks the Lead to cancel the CLASS transaction
Broker submits a new set of claim movement messages, and PbS processes and submits a new
CLASS submission using the BTR provided in the new claim movement messages
Note: If the Broker is asking a LIRMA lead to cancel a first advice, the next set of CM movements
received in PbS be submitted as an initial advice (i.e. <ClaimAdviceInitialOrSubsequentIndicator>
must equal initial_advice

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker submits replacement claim movement messages for all original messages relating to a
LIRMA CLASS Transaction that has been circulated.
PbS will issue auto business query acknowledgement messages for all replacement messages
requesting that the Broker provide new messages as the originals can no longer be updated. No
update to CLASS will be made.
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Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to replace messages relating to a CLASS transaction that can no longer
be updated
Example(s)
(i)
For example, if the Broker receives a Carrier query on a LIRMA transaction that already has
Carriers that have fully agreed to the transaction.
Some Carrier messages will have received business acknowledgement messages, some
may not have received anything since application acknowledgment and one Carrier
message has received a business query acknowledgment.

Recommended Practice
Broker will discuss the query with the LIRMA Carrier and agree a course of action – this may be to
provide an explanation that satisfies the query, OR to provide a document
OR
Broker discusses the query with the Carrier in question and agrees to provide an update to satisfy
their query
Broker submits a new set of claim movement messages, and PbS processes and submits a new
CLASS submission using the BTR provided in the new claim movement messages

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker submits replacement claim movement messages for all original messages relating to a
LIRMA CLASS Transaction.
PbS will issue business query acknowledgement messages for all replacement messages
requesting that the Broker provide new messages as the originals can no longer be updated.
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Replacement of claim movement messages after the originals have achieved CLASS load – MixedMarket Claims

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to replace messages relating to a CLASS transaction that is part of a mixed
market submission due to a query by Lloyd’s or ILU carrier

Example(s)
(i)

For example, if the Broker receives a Carrier query on the Lloyd’s transaction, no responses
have yet been made on the ILU transaction, LIRMA transaction has been circulated
The Lloyd’s Lead Carrier claim movement message will have received a business query
acknowledgement response. All other Carrier messages for the bureau transaction will not
have received any further response since the application acknowledgement response. All
Carrier messages for the ILU and LIRMA have application acknowledgement

Recommended Practice
Following the query response in ECF2, PbS will issue a Business Query acknowledgement on the
underlying Lead claim movement message.
The Broker submits replacement claim movement messages for all the original messages underlying
the queried CLASS transaction for that Bureau
On receipt of the replacement messages, PbS will immediately block any further response in CLASS
from any agreement party.
An update to the original CLASS transaction will be generated, using the original transaction
reference and claim advice data from replacement messages. The transaction will be ‘unblocked’ so
agreement parties are able to respond.
The transactions for the other bureau are unchanged.

Alternative Processing Option(s)
Following the query response in ECF2, PbS will issue a Business Query acknowledgement on the
underlying Lead claim movement message.
The Broker submits replacement claim movement messages for all the original messages underlying
the queried CLASS transaction for that Bureau. The Broker also submits replacement claim
movement messages for any other Bureau that is still in an updateable state or new messages if the
transaction cannot be updated.
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On receipt of the replacement messages, PbS will immediately block any further response in CLASS
from any agreement party.
An update to the original CLASS transactions will be generated for the replacement messages, using
the original transaction reference and claim advice data from replacement messages. The
transaction will be ‘unblocked’ so agreement parties are able to respond.
A new transaction will be created based on the information contained within any of the ‘new’
messages. This transaction will be loaded under a different transaction reference in CLASS.

Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to replace messages relating to a CLASS transaction that is part of a mixed
market submission due to a query by a LIRMA carrier

Example(s)
(i)

For example, if the Broker receives a Carrier query on the LIRMA transaction, the Lloyd’s
and ILU transactions are not fully agreed
The LIRMA Carrier claim movement message will have received a business query
acknowledgement response. All other Carrier messages for the bureau transaction will not
have received any further response since the application acknowledgement response. All
Carrier messages for the ILU and Lloyd’s have application acknowledgement

Recommended Practice
Following the query response in ECF2, PbS will issue a Business Query acknowledgement on the
underlying Lead claim movement message.
The Broker submits new claim movement messages for all the original messages underlying the
queried CLASS transaction for the LIRMA Bureau
A new CLASS transaction will be generated, using a new transaction reference an
The transactions for the other bureau are unchanged.
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Alternative Processing Option(s)

Following the query response in ECF2, PbS will issue a Business Query acknowledgement on the
underlying Lead claim movement message.
The Broker submits new claim movement messages for the LIRMA Bureau. The Broker also submits
replacement claim movement messages for any other Bureau that is still in an updateable state or
new messages if the transaction cannot be updated.
On receipt of the replacement messages, PbS will immediately block any further response in CLASS
from any agreement party.
An update to the original CLASS transactions will be generated for the replacement messages, using
the original transaction reference and claim advice data from replacement messages. The
transaction will be ‘unblocked’ so agreement parties are able to respond.
A new transaction will be created based on the information contained within any of the ‘new’
messages. This transaction will be loaded under a different transaction reference in CLASS.

Following the query response in ECF2, PbS will issue a Business Query acknowledgement on the
underlying Lead claim movement message.
The Broker submits new claim movement messages for the LIRMA Bureau. The Broker also submits
new claim movement messages for the other Bureaux.
A new transaction will be created based on the information contained within any of the ‘new’
messages. This transaction will be loaded under a different transaction reference in CLASS.
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Resolution of a query via the provision of documentation and/or a narrative response through PbS
Online

Scenario
Where there is a query on a claim transaction that the Broker wishes to resolve by uploading additional
documentation
Example(s)
i.

The Lead Carrier in Lloyd’s bureau queries the advice as they need to have a loss adjuster report
that has been missed off the transaction in error
The original message for the Lead will have received a business query acknowledgement, and
all other Carrier messages within the Bureau transaction will not have received anything further
than the Application acknowledgement response

Recommended Practice
The Broker logs into the PbS Online application and navigates to the query. Against the query or
specific issue(s), they upload a document or provide a narrative response.

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker logs on to the IMR and navigates to the claim transaction view under the UCR in question.
The Broker uploads the additional document(s) to the claim transaction and also logs into the PbS
Online application and provides a narrative response to the Query or specific Issue(s) that the
document was uploaded in relation to the Query
The Broker uploads the additional document(s) to the Work Package via DRI and also logs into the
PbS Online application and provides a narrative response to the Query or specific Issue(s) that the
document was uploaded in relation to the Query.
Broker submits replacement messages for all the original messages on the transaction with the
missing document ‘in-stream’.
PbS generates an ‘update’ to the CLASS transaction (which will not contain any new information,
unless the replacement messages have altered the original message content) therefore re-starting
the agreement process. The document is loaded to the IMR as part of the PbS processing.
Broker submits new messages for a new transaction on the UCR, with the missing document ‘instream’ PbS generates a new CLASS transaction. The agreement parties will be required to agree
the original CLASS transaction against which they raised the query, and review and respond to the
new CLASS transaction which contains the missing documentation
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Cancellation of Claim Advices
Technical Elements
The tables below show the attributes of the ECOT message relating to the cancellation of a claim advice

ACORD Name

DD

ACORD

Required Value

Replacement Message

Ref

Class.

C175

CM*

Replacement

<ClaimClosedOrReopenedIndicator
>

C172

CM*

closing_advice

ACORD Name

DD

ACORD

Required Value sourced from

DD

ACORD

Replacement Message

Ref

Class.

ACORD Name

Ref

Class.

R036

CM*

R105

M

CM
ReplacementClaimTransactionI
ndicator/Correction Indicator
CM

Original Message
CM

CM

ReferredClaimMovement/Broker
Reference

R041

CM*

CM

ClaimMovement/BrokerReference
CM

ReferrredClaimMovement/Uuid

R133

CM

ClaimMovement/Uuid

ZERO FINANCIALS

Zero Outstanding amount*
Zero Current Estimate (LIRMA)*
Zero Current
(LIRMA)*

Estimate

See Financial Fields section in this document to view the specific ACORD
fields that contain these amounts

FGU

* Attributes are mandatory to indicate a cancellation
Within a claim movement message, if the following attributes are present in the claim movement message,
PbS will recognise this as a ‘cancellation’ – i.e. the Broker sent the original message in error:
is a replacement
contains a Zero Financial position for the Outstanding or Current Estimate (LIRMA) amount
is a ‘closing_advice’ (where the original message was not a ‘closing_advice’)
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Scenario
Where a Broker wishes to indicate that the advice messages sent were ‘sent in error’ after the
transaction has been loaded to CLASS
Example(s)
i.

Where a Broker submits messages for an initial advice on the wrong section of the risk, the
messages have generated a CLASS transaction, which the Lead has queried (Lloyd’s or ILU).
The Lead original message will have been business query acknowledged, all other messages
on the transaction will have been application acknowledged.

Recommended Practice
Broker submits cancellation messages for all the original messages relating to the CLASS
Transaction.
PbS generates a ‘cancellation’ for the CLASS transaction.
Note: if the Broker submits new claim movement messages (i.e. CorrectionIndicator does not equal
replacement) and the CMs reduce the financials to zero and have the closing advice indicator set, PbS will
generate a new transaction in CLASS which will be a closing advice.

Scenario
Where a Broker wishes to indicate that the advice messages sent were ‘sent in error’ before the
transaction has been loaded to CLASS
Example
i.

Where a Broker submits messages for an initial advice, and almost immediately realises he has
sent them in error (the messages have not generated a CLASS transaction)
All messages on the transaction will have been application acknowledged.

Recommended Practice
Broker submits cancellation messages for all the original messages relating to the CLASS
Transaction.
PbS cancels the original messages and does not go on to generate any CLASS transaction

Alternative Processing Option(s)
Broker submits messages for a new transaction under the same UCR that reduces the financials to
zero and sets the closing advice indicator
PbS generates both CLASS transactions.
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7.1.15.3

CLAIM SETTLEMENT

Technical Elements
The tables below show the attributes of the ECOT/EBOT message relating to the reversal of a claim
settlement
ACORD Name

DD

Class.

Required Value

Replacement/ Reversal Message

Ref

C175

CM*

“Replacement”

C073

CM*

“Reversal”

CM
ReplacementClaimTransactionIndicator/Correcti
on Indicator
TA
CorrectionIndicator

ACORD Name

DD

Replacement CM/Reversal
Message TA

Ref

Class.

R041

CM*

R133

CM*

ClaimMovement/BrokerReference

R036

CM*

ClaimMovement/Uuid

R105

M*

R020

CM*

R105

M

TA
R022

CM*

TA
ReferredTechAccount/Uuid

Ref

CM

TA
BrokerReferredAccountTransactio
nReference

ACORD Name

Class.

CM

CM
ReferrredClaimMovement/Uuid

DD

Original Message

CM
ReferredClaimMovement/BrokerR
eference

Required Value

ReferredTechaccount/BrokerRefe
rence
TA

R132

CM

Uuid

*Note: Where a field is classified as ‘CM’ (conditional mandatory), it is given as found in the ACORD guide
which accommodates different business processes. For the purposes of reversing settlements, these fields
are regarded as mandatory, other than the referred Uuid fields, which is supplementary to the mandatory
provision of referred account transaction ref and referred claim movement broker reference.
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The following diagram shows the expected behaviour for the cancellation and replacement of claim
settlement transactions, it shows how a Replacement CM and Reversal TA links reverses the original (and
a new position is advised via new messages). This is in line with the approach adopted by Ruschlikon:
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Reversal of Settlement messages prior to the originals achieving a CLASS Load
Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to replace messages relating to a settlement transaction that has not yet
been passed to CLASS (they are still being accumulated in PbS).
Example(s)
i.

If the Broker has immediately identified an error in the settlement amount they provided in the
original messages

ii.

PbS issued business query acknowledgement messages on the original messages as it had,
for example, identified an inconsistency in financial amounts across the messages supplied
within a Bureau

Recommended Practice
The Broker submits replacement claim movement messages linked to reversal technical account
messages that refer to all of the original messages relating to the original transaction.
The Broker submits a suite of new claim movement linked to technical account messages, stating
the correct settlement amount.
PbS will identify the original messages that the replacement and reversal messages refer to. No
submission will go forward to CLASS as the replacement/reversal messages ‘net out’ the original
messages.
PbS will generate a CLASS submission based on the ‘new’ settlement information contained in the
new claim movement and technical account messages the Broker has submitted.

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker submits a new suite of claim movement messages linked to technical account messages
that contain a ‘contra’ figure (rather than submitting replacement CM and reversal TA messages as
described above). They then submit a further suite of settlement messages that contain the correct
settlement figures.
PbS will generate two new CLASS submissions, one a contra entry for the original transaction and
the second based on the settlement information with the correct figures.
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Reversal of Settlement after CLASS load – CLASS Transaction can be updated
Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to reverse a settlement that has been submitted to CLASS and the CLASS
Submission can still be updated.
For Lloyd’s and ILU, a CLASS Transaction can be updated up until the point that all agreement parties
have responded positively.
For LIRMA, a CLASS transaction can be updated before the Lead has circulated to all other Carriers on
the transaction, or when the Lead has rejected the transaction prior to circulation.

Example(s)
i.
ii.

if the Broker identifies an issue with the settlement amount they have provided
if the Lead identifies an issue with the settlement amount and queries

Recommended Practice
The Broker will submit replacement claim movement messages linked to reversal technical account
messages that refer to all of the original messages relating to the original transaction.
The Broker immediately sends a suite of new claim movement linked to technical account messages,
stating the correct settlement amount.
PbS will detect the receipt of a suite of reversal and replacement messages followed by a new suite
of settlement messages, and create an update to the original CLASS transaction with the data found
in the ‘new’ messages.

The Broker will submit replacement claim movement messages linked to reversal technical account
messages that refer to all of the original messages relating to the original transaction.
PbS will send a cancellation of the original CLASS transaction
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Reversal of Settlement messages after CLASS load – CLASS Transaction can be no longer be
updated
Scenario
Where the Broker wishes to reverse settlement transaction, and the CLASS Submission can no
longer be updated.
For Lloyd’s and ILU, a CLASS Transaction can be updated up until the point that all agreement
parties have responded positively.
For LIRMA, a CLASS transaction can be updated before the Lead has circulated to all other carriers
on the transaction, or when the Lead has rejected the transaction prior to circulation.

Example(s)
i.

ii.

If the Broker identifies an issue with the settlement amount that has been settled, perhaps by
virtue of a query on a different claim transaction changing the view of the section of the risk that
is liable to the claim
A LIRMA agreement party has queried a settlement transaction

Recommended Practice
The Broker submits replacement claim movement messages linked to reversal technical account
messages that refer to all of the original messages relating to the original transaction.
The Broker immediately submits a suite of new claim movement messages linked to reversal
technical account messages with a ‘correct’ settlement amount.
PbS will generate two new CLASS submissions – one based on the replacement/reversal
information which will be a refund, and another based on the information in the new suite of
messages.

The Broker submits replacement claim movement messages linked to reversal technical account
messages that refer to all of the original messages relating to the original transaction.
PbS will generate a new CLASS submission, containing a refund amount (based on the reversal and
replacement messages received)

Alternative Processing Option(s)
The Broker submits a new suite of claim movement messages with a ‘contra’ amount.
PbS generates a new CLASS submission
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Expected Message Interaction for C&R Scenarios
The following table describes the states of Original messages, Broker Actions and expected Messages to be generated in each scenario. Note: table shows
expected interaction for Claim Advices only

Bureau

State of
Transaction
that original
messages
relate to

Original Message Broker Action
acknowledgement
status

Expected Messages for all
carriers on transaction for
Bureau

PbS Action

All
Bureau

Pre-CLASS
Load

L3 Ack

Replacement

Information of the original
messages is superseded by the
replacements.

Broker initiated correction
‘Update’ to original data
created
This may require a warning to
users to check that a LIRMA
original transaction is not
loaded to CLASS and
circulated

LIRMA

Loaded to
CLASS, not
circulated

L3 Ack

Original Transaction reference is
used to load an update to the
original CLASS Transaction.

Broker initiated cancellation

Replacement with attributes of a
cancellation

Original messages are cancelled
and no CLASS Transaction is
created

Broker initiated correction

Replacement

Update made to original TR in
CLASS

Update to original data sent
This may require a warning to
users to check that the original
transaction is not circulated
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Bureau

LIRMA

State of
Transaction
that original
messages
relate to

Circulated
(No carrier
responses)

LIRMA

Rejected by
Lead
(pre-circulation)

Original Message Broker Action
acknowledgement
status

L3 Ack

Email sent to
Broker on
circulation –
Broker
Preference

Expected Messages for all
carriers on transaction for
Bureau

PbS Action

Broker has new information he New
wishes to present in a New
Claim transaction

New TR submitted to CLASS

Broker initiated correction

New TR submitted to CLASS

Broker wishes to
update/correct original data

‘NEW’ messages rather than
‘Replacement’ messages
required by PbS
Note: Replacement messages
cannot be handled due to
CLASS constraint and will be
queried back to Broker

(Note, a LIRMA carrier can respond
‘out of sequence’ to loaded
transactions)

Broker has new information
they wish to present in a New
Claim transaction

New

New TR used to load a new to
CLASS transaction

L4 Query on Lead
Carrier Original
message only

Broker wishes to
update/correct original data

Replacement

Original TR re-used to reload to
CLASS – claim data sourced from
replacement messages

Any other carrier
messages remain
at L3 Ack

Broker ‘starts again’ and
creates new claim transaction

New

New TR used to load a new CLASS
transaction
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Bureau

State of
Transaction
that original
messages
relate to

Original Message Broker Action
acknowledgement
status

Expected Messages for all
carriers on transaction for
Bureau

PbS Action

LIRMA

Circulated and
Cancelled by
Lead

L4 Query on Lead
carrier original
message only

Broker wishes to
update/correct original data

Replacement

Original TR re-used to reload to
CLASS – claim data sourced from
replacement messages

Broker ‘starts again’ and
creates new claim transaction

New

New TR used to load a new CLASS
transaction

Broker wishes to
update/correct original data

‘NEW’ messages rather than
‘Replacement’ messages
required by PbS

New TR submitted to CLASS

All other carrier
messages remain
at L3 Ack

LIRMA

Loaded to
CLASS,
circulated and
Lead Query
response

Lead Carrier
messages L4
Query
All other carriers
remain at L3 Ack

No other
responses
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Bureau

State of
Transaction
that original
messages
relate to

Original Message Broker Action
acknowledgement
status

LIRMA

Loaded to
CLASS,
circulated and
different
responses have
been made by
different carriers

For example:
Lead Carrier has
made CAA
response: L4 Ack

Expected Messages for all
carriers on transaction for
Bureau

PbS Action

Broker wishes to
update/correct original data

‘NEW’ messages rather than
‘Replacement’ messages
required by PbS

New TR submitted to CLASS

Broker initiated correction

Replacements

Information of the original
messages is superseded by the
replacements.

Carrier has queried
– L4 Query
Carrier has made
no response –
remains at L3 Ack

Lloyd’s & Loaded to
ILU
CLASS

All messages
remain L3 Ack

Update to original data sent

No Responses

Original Transaction reference is
used to load an update to the
original CLASS Transaction.
Lloyd’s & Loaded to
ILU
CLASS
Lead Query
Response

Lead Carrier
message L4 Query

Broker action is to update
original data sent

Replacement

All other carrier
messages remain
at L3 Ack
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Original TR re-used to reload to
CLASS – claim data sourced from
replacement messages

Bureau

State of
Transaction
that original
messages
relate to

Lloyd’s & Loaded to
ILU
CLASS
Lead Agrees
And 2nd
agreement party
queries

Original Message Broker Action
acknowledgement
status

Lead Carrier
message remains
at L3 Ack

Expected Messages for all
carriers on transaction for
Bureau

PbS Action

Broker action is to update
original data sent

Replacement

Original TR re-used to reload to
CLASS – claim data sourced from
replacement messages

Broker action is to update
original data sent

Replacement

Original TR re-used to reload to
CLASS – claim data sourced from
replacement messages

2nd Agreement
party carrier
message is L4
Query

Any other following
market remain at
L3 Ack

Lloyd’s

Loaded to
CLASS

Lead Carriers
remains at L3 Ack

Lead Agrees

All carriers that
have not made an
agreed response
are L4 Query

XCS TP Queries
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Bureau

State of
Transaction
that original
messages
relate to

Original Message Broker Action
acknowledgement
status

Expected Messages for all
carriers on transaction for
Bureau

PbS Action

Lloyd’s

Loaded to
CLASS

Lead Carriers
remains at L3 Ack

Broker action is to update
original data sent

Replacement

Original TR re-used to reload to
CLASS – claim data sourced from
replacement messages

Broker action is to create a
new transaction with further
information

New

New TR used to load new CLASS
transaction

Lead Agrees
2nd Agreement
Party Agrees

2nd Agreement
party is L4 Query

No other carriers
on the bureau
claim transaction
XCS TP Queries
All
Bureau

Fully Agreed
Advice

All Carriers L4
Ack
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Grouping, Accumulation and Synchronised Processing

CSRP Definitions
The ACORD EBOT / ECOT Quick Reference Guides make recommendations in respect of grouping for
related messages, and specify how the grouped messages should be treated during application (L3) and
business (L4) validation.
Although recommended, use of these grouping functions is not mandatory. This document details the
recommendations within the ACORD Quick Reference Guides for grouping, and highlights the differences in
process for CSRP when receiving grouped messages as opposed to receiving them ungrouped.
The following sections describe a number of different mechanisms / processes whereby the Broker and/or
Central Services identify that different ECOT / EBOT messages should be processed and/or settled at the
same time within PbS. A definition is provided below of all the terms used to describe elements within the
process that collate EBOT / ECOT messages.

Grouping
Wherever there is mention of grouping, the intention is to denote the use of an ACORD function that provides
a mechanism for a number of related messages to be associated (e.g. <GroupReference> or
<SettlementGroupReference>). Business users may not be aware of this activity as the function is most likely
to be system generated based on the business process being followed.
ACORD recommend that grouping is applied when the sender (Broker) wishes to indicate to the receiver
(Carrier or Central Services) that they would like a number of messages to be reviewed and processed
together, and/or for those messages to be settled simultaneously. For processing purposes, this could be by
using <GroupReference> to indicate that a number of currencies or instalments on the same contract should
be considered at the same time, or could also be applied across a set of cancellation and replacement
messages to indicate they should be processed together. For settlement, it would be by using
<SettlementGroupReference> to indicate that there is a desire to settle the items together (e.g. for an
adjustment premium that might have debits in one currency and credits in another).
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Accumulation
The term accumulation refers to the Central Service (XIS / XCS) function that identifies messages for different
Carriers that should be processed together (i.e. it collates messages for all Carriers so that they can be
processed together).
One of the major benefits for Carriers using Central Services is the ability for a process to be run once on
behalf of a group of Carriers. To facilitate this, Brokers have historically been required to amalgamate all
Carrier shares for a specified bureau (Lloyd’s / ILU / LIRMA) via use of LPANs (A&S or paper) or Service
Provider Grouping mechanisms (eAccounts messages). Brokers adopting EBOT / ECOT messaging for
bureau submissions will no longer amalgamate the Carrier shares, but in order to retain the principle of
running a process once for a group of Carriers, Central Services will accumulate the relevant messages and
continue to process at a bureau level. When full CSRP has been delivered, the existing mainframe constraint
of ensuring that all bureau participants are received before processing can be completed is likely to be lifted
for premium submissions, but Central Services will continue to accumulate Carrier shares as much as
possible. This would also become technically feasible for claims, but the extent to which it is allowed will be
governed by the prevailing claims scheme(s).
Carrier messages will be accumulated within PbS by comparing various attributes. For example, claim
submissions will use attributes of UMR, Carrier Code and Carrier line percentage provided in the ECOT /
EBOT messages to compare against the risk information held within Central Services systems. If PbS is
unable to establish the full market using this matching criteria, other data items on the message will be
compared with the risk information.
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This accumulation of Carrier messages will mean that any issue discovered with an individual Carrier share
(e.g. XIS premium checking identifies that the MRC has a missing or invalid Carrier reference) will result in
all other Carrier shares for the bureau in question being held until the issue is resolved (as is the case for the
existing A&S / eAccounts / CLASS / ECF2 submissions). Where practicable, other aspects of the submission
would be reviewed before generating the query to reduce the risk of further queries arising and to minimise
the effort required once the issue had been resolved.

Future phases of CSRP will provide a much greater level of automation together with removing the
dependence on the existing infrastructure. At this point, Central Services would be able to process Carrier
messages independently for premiums and for claims (if the relevant claims agreement scheme allowed).
Removal of the requirement on Brokers to amalgamate Carrier shares, could lead to instances where not all
Carrier messages for a transaction are received at the same time. Central Services will instigate processing
at the earliest opportunity, and if the individual Carrier messages have not been received at the point when
no further activity can be completed, a query will be raised with the Broker.
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Synchronised Processing
Synchronised processing is a Central Service action that emulates grouping when the Broker has chosen
not to use the ACORD function (e.g. where messages for different currencies are received, Central Services
will attempt to collate those messages so that they can be processed together).
The synchronised processing in PbS will be limited to the following scenarios:
Premium TA messages being received for the same UMR for different currencies, providing that the
same transaction reference is used for all currencies. All TAs received within a specified period will
be synchronised, so that all currencies are collated within a single work package.
CM and TA messages being received for the same UCR and the same transaction for different
currencies, providing that the same transaction reference is used for all currencies, and that there
are no more than 3 currencies. These messages will be synchronised within PbS so that a single
CLASS record can be generated for consideration by Carriers.
Brokers that do not allocate the same transaction reference or cannot provide grouped messages
for currencies should take multi-currency contracts out of scope for PbS submissions as a CLASS
record would be generated for each currency.

Support for other synchronised processing scenarios such as premium instalments or multi-currency
premium or claim transactions that use different transaction references will be considered for future releases.

Note: Please refer to section 9.4.3 for clarification on the different use of ‘transaction’ between the London
market and ACORD.
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Collating
Irrespective of whether messages have been associated via use of grouping, accumulation or synchronised
processing (as previously defined), subsequent actions are described as being applied to all of the collated
messages. For instance, a submission could contain multiple currencies that are grouped per Carrier, and
multiple Carriers where messages are accumulated per bureau. Any subsequent actions taken against these
grouped and accumulated messages would be referred to as being made against the collated messages.
Queries relating to collated messages will generally be applied to all messages within a specific bureau.
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ACORD Grouping Functions
ACORD provides a number of mechanisms for grouping messages of a single type. This grouping indicates
that there is a business requirement for the receiver to consider the items together. Where these mechanisms
are used there is a time limit within which all messages must be received in order to initiate processing. The
time limit to be applied is generally agreed on a bi-lateral basis between trading partners, but following
consultation with the market, it has been agreed that PbS service registration will enable Brokers to select a
preference for message wait time of either 1 or 3 hours. Brokers registered for a 3 hour wait time should be
aware of any detrimental impact that this may have on Client service.
The EBOT recommendations for grouping of TA messages are where:
Two or more instalment premium messages are sent at the same time, for the same contract and
contract period.
Two or more adjustment premium messages are sent at the same time, for the same contract and
contract period.
Two or more messages are sent at the same time, related to the same proportional treaty and the same
accounting period (please note that PbS currently does not support proportional treaties).
A claim payment and related reinstatement premium are being sent at the same time, the claim payment
TA and reinstatement TA should be grouped (the claim payment TA will also be cross referenced to the
related CM message).
Please note, due to the addition of Settlement Group Reference, the CSRP recommendations for
related claim and reinstatement TAs are slightly different.
Two or more messages are sent to break out amounts for an account over multiple lines of business.
ECOT notes that CMs may be grouped using the <GroupReference>.
An additional scenario (which will form part of the EBOT recommendations in 2016) where consideration
should be given to grouping is:
Where messages for two or more currencies are sent at the same time, for the same contract and
contract period. This is of particular value where those messages are a mixture of amounts being due
to the sender (return premium) in one currency and from the sender (additional premium) in another
(e.g. premium adjustments or reapportionments).
Please note, multi-currency grouping for CSRP is recommended and can be applied against the 2015
standards used in PbS.
PbS would also recommend grouping TAs for:
Cancellation and Replacement messages that are submitted at the same time. If C&R submissions are
not grouped, there is a chance that the replacement will be handled as a new transaction rather than an
update to the existing transaction (i.e. both the existing and new transaction will have to be agreed).
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Note: Although the recommendation within EBOT / ECOT is for grouping to be used where there are two or
more messages, it is fairly common for a <GroupReference> to be applied even when there is only a single
message being transmitted. Where PbS receives a ‘Group’ with an <ItemsInGroupTotal> count of 1, the PbS
grouping rules will still be applied.
ACORD also notes that a group should be unique within a Broker’s system, but there is no validation to
support this recommendation. If a Broker used the same <GroupReference> on multiple risks and/or claim,
PbS would be able to process the submissions. If however the same <GroupReference> were used on
multiple submissions for the same risk / claim, then PbS would process the first complete group and then
submit application level rejections for all of the others as the group would already be complete.

ACORD strongly recommends that a consistent response is provided to all messages within a group at
application level (L3). If any of the messages within the group are not received within the message wait time
or one or more of the messages fails application level validation, then all messages within the group will be
rejected.

The same rules apply to related CM and TA messages, so even where only one message type is grouped
(e.g. the TAs), if there is an issue with the TA group, all TAs and related CMs will be rejected.
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The EBOT / ECOT Quick Reference Guides note that once a group is complete, the messages may be
released immediately for business processing (i.e. receivers are not required to wait the agreed period). PbS
will be taking this approach and, as per ACORD guidelines, in the unlikely event that additional messages
with the same <GroupReference> and/or <SettlementGroupReference> are received after the group is
complete, the time limit is restarted and a new group is formed for these additional messages.

Until recently there were two types of grouping functions that could be used within EBOT messaging, a
<GroupReference> which is used to link messages on a single UMR (e.g. a number of instalments or
currencies), and <BrokerGroupReference> which is used to link messages for more than one UMR (e.g.
different years of account on proportional treaties). The adoption of a third grouping function
(<SettlementGroupReference>) has now been agreed by Ruschlikon, and will be used to provide an
indication that related messages should be settled simultaneously. This function could be on a single UMR
or across multiples.
Group
Validation
Applies

Includes No
of Items in
Group

Indicates
Process
Together

Group
Reference
Broker Group
Reference

X

X

Settlement
Group
Reference
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<GroupReference>
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

AccountTransactionGroupRefere
nce

R023

TA: GroupReference

AccountItemsInGroupTotal

Q011

TA: ItemsInGroupTotal/Count

ClaimMovementGroupReference

R137

CM: GroupReference

ClaimMovementItemsInGroupTot
al

Q015

CM: ItemsInGroupTotal/Count

Londo
n

Where a sender chooses to group a number of messages using <GroupReference>, ACORD notes that they
must be sent at the same time (i.e. they must be transmitted in such a way that one closely follows another,
so that they are all available to be processed by the receiver soon after receipt).
Therefore further items sent later will not be added to a previously sent group (the Broker preference wait
time of 1 or 3 hours will be used to collate grouped items), and will be treated as an incomplete group which
would be rejected during application validation.
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<BrokerGroupReference>
Technical Element
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

BrokerContractGroupReference

R026

CM|TA: Contract/BrokerGroupReference

Londo
n

The <BrokerGroupReference> functions do not require specific grouping validation to be applied. They are
used to provide an indication to the receiver that items across multiple UMRs should be considered together
(e.g. for proportional treaty years of account).
As, the validation rules that exist for the other grouping functions do not apply to <BrokerGroupReference>,
the Broker preference wait time will not be used against this type of group reference.

This particular grouping function is not in scope for PbS, but will be supported when proportional treaty
business is introduced.
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<SettlementGroupReference>
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

AccountTransactionSettlementGr
oupReference

R138

TA: SettlementGroupReference

AccountItemsInSettlementGroup
Total

Q016

TA: ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal/Count

Londo
n

Where Brokers have a requirement for specific transactions to be settled simultaneously (e.g. proportional
treaty years of account; simultaneous reinstatements or premium adjustments / reapportionments), the
<SettlementGroupReference> will be used to ensure that this requirement is met. Central Services will
ensure that all TAs received for a particular Carrier that share the same <SettlementGroupReference> are
settled simultaneously. If the Carriers are either Lloyd’s or ILU Carriers, then the simultaneous settlement
will take place at bureau level and PbS will coordinate this.
The proposals for use of <SettlementGroupReference> are that they apply the same rules as those used for
<GroupReference>, except the restriction of being used within a single UMR which will not apply to
settlement grouping. The settlement grouping function will contain a number of items element
(<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal/Count>) that will allow receivers to collate the relevant messages and apply
the rules regarding consistent response at application level (L3).
At the Technical Account stage, the inclusion of a settlement group reference will provide an instruction to
Central Services to ensure that the transactions for all of the associated messages are released to Central
Settlement at the same time. The settlement group reference itself will not have any influence over
processing, if group reference and broker group reference are not present, then each message could be
processed individually (though CSRP will choose to synchronise processing in certain circumstances).
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When the FA items that relate to settlement group items are submitted, they will not be processed until all of
the related FA items have been received. Central Services will provide a consistent response, either
accepting or rejecting all messages corresponding to the settlement group.

All accepted

All rejected
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Grouping for Processing Only
This section includes a number of business scenarios and identifies the different treatment of messages that
are grouped and ungrouped. It should be noted that the use of process grouping functions will have no impact
on the settlement. Regardless of whether the TAs had a processing group applied or not, receipt of a full set
of FA items that make up a ‘signing’ (i.e. a message for each Carrier for the transaction within a bureau) will
trigger the release for settlement (further details can be found in the settlements section of the PbS Interface
Specification).

Any requirement to co-ordinate the release of related transactions (e.g. multiple currencies) would be
accommodated via use of the <SettlementGroupReference>.

Premium Instalments
Where the Broker submits a number of instalments with the same <GroupReference>, Central Services will
create a single work package containing all of the instalments. The first instalment will be processed as the
‘original premium’, and subsequent instalments processed as ‘additional premiums’.
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For a PbS submission, if the instalments are submitted without grouping applied, each instalment will
generate a separate work package. XIS will attempt to make the association when allocating work to
technicians, but there may be occasions when they are allocated to different technicians, which may result
in a query being sent to the Broker.

In future releases, consideration will be given to introducing additional business rules to allow Central
Services to synchronise processing of these items and create a single work package. However, even with
these additional business rules if there is a validation failure for any of the instalments, XIS will not recognise
that one is missing and will create a work package for just those received. This may result in a query being
sent to the Broker, and consequently the use of <GroupReference> to associate premium instalments is
recommended.

Note: If instalments are not grouped there will be a delay to the signing of subsequent instalments due to a
mainframe constraint which means only one Original Premium work package can be processed on a single
day. Any subsequent work packages will not be processed until the next working day. However, the Broker
will still be able to initiate settlement of the first instalment even though processing of the subsequent
instalments would be delayed.
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Premium Adjustments
Where the Broker submits a number of premium adjustments for various currencies with the same
<GroupReference>, Central Services will create a single work package containing all of the currencies.

For a PbS submission, if the adjustments are submitted without grouping applied, each currency will generate
a separate work package. XIS will attempt to make the association when allocating work to technicians, but
there may be occasions when they are allocated to different technicians, which may result in queries being
sent to the Broker.

In future releases, consideration will be given to introducing additional business rules to allow Central
Services to synchronise processing of these items and create a single work package. However, even with
these additional business rules if there is a validation failure for any of the adjustments, XIS will not recognise
that one is missing and will create a work package for just those received. This may result in a query being
sent to the Broker.
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Multi-Currency Claim
Similar to the multi-currency premium adjustment process, where the Broker submits a claim with two or
three currencies using either the same <GroupReference> or the same transaction reference on all
currencies, Central Services will create a single CLASS record.

For a PbS submission, if the claims are submitted without grouping applied and using different transaction
references, each currency will generate a separate CLASS record. This may lead to queries being raised by
Carriers who may not be aware that the submission has been made via PbS.

In future releases, consideration will be given to introducing additional business rules to allow Central
Services to synchronise processing of these items and create a single CLASS record. However, even with
these additional business rules if there is a validation failure for any of the claim items, Central Services will
not recognise that one is missing and will create a CLASS record for just those received. This may result in
a query being raised by Carriers.
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Cancellation and Replacement

Premiums
Pre Signing Correction
For pre signing corrections where cancellation and replacement messages are grouped, Central Services
will be able to associate the new messages with the existing XIS work package.

For un-grouped items, the cancellation message will contain data that links the message back to the item
being cancelled, and therefore can be associated with the original XIS work package. However, the
replacement does not contain a specific link back to the original message, and therefore a separate work
package would be generated. XIS will attempt to make the association when allocating work to technicians,
but there may be occasions when they are allocated to different technicians, which may result in queries
being sent to the Broker.

In future releases, additional business rules will be implemented to allow Central Services to synchronise
processing of these items and attach the replacement to the existing work package.
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Post Signing Correction
Where the Broker submits the cancellation and replacement messages with the same <GroupReference>,
Central Services will create a single work package containing all of the messages.

For a PbS submission, if the cancellation and replacements are submitted without grouping applied, each
message will generate a separate work package. XIS will attempt to make the association when allocating
work to technicians, but there may be occasions when they are allocated to different technicians, which may
result in queries being sent to the Broker.

In future releases, additional business rules will be implemented to allow Central Services to synchronise
processing of these items and create a single work package.
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Claims
The examples used below are for a set of reversal and replacement messages on a claim settlement for a
Lloyd’s or ILU submission. The various scenarios covering all bureaux and both advice and settlement are
included in section 7.1.15 (Claims Cancellation and Replacement).

Pre CLASS Load

Post CLASS Load – but transaction is ‘updateable’
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Post CLASS Load – and transaction is NOT ‘updateable’
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Grouping for Settlement Only
Proportional Treaty (Single Currency)
Proportional Treaties will be included in a future release, but the potential use of settlement grouping has
been noted in this document to allow solution providers the opportunity to consider developing the option.
Where the only grouping function used is the <SettlementGroupReference>, application validation will be
applied to all messages in the group (and must be consistent for all contracts). However, the business
processing (PbS Processing) for each year of account can be completed independently.

When the related Financial Account items are received, Central Services will ensure that all items are
released to Central Settlement on the same day (i.e. none of the items making up the settlement group will
be released for Central Settlement until they have all been received and verified).
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If any FA Items making up part of a settlement group fail validation or do not arrive within a specified period,
all messages within that group will be rejected.
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Grouping for Both Processing & Settlement
Where grouping functions are used for both processing and settlement, application validation will be applied
to messages across all groups, and the response will be consistent for every message. An issue in one
processing group (e.g. GroupRef 789 below) will lead to all related grouped messages being rejected.

If all messages pass application validation, XIS Work Packages and/or CLASS records will be generated per
processing group.
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Multi-Currency or Mixed Debit / Credit Transactions
Where related transactions contain a mixture of debits and credits, Brokers may want to instruct Central
Services to process and settle the items together. For instance, a periodic bordereau on a proportional treaty
year of account may have more claims than premiums in one currency, and more premiums than claims in
another.
The use of the process <GroupReference> will indicate that there is a business requirement for the receiver
to consider the items together, but this would not have any impact on settlement processes. Adding a
<SettlementGroupReference> to the same set of messages will ensure that the items are both processed
and ultimately settled at the same time.
Premium Adjustment

Proportional Treaty Years of Account
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Simultaneous Reinstatements
There are a number of business scenarios which require claim and/ or premium activities to be handled
together and for claims and premium transactions to be processed through central systems simultaneously.
These include proportional treaty years of account; simultaneous reinstatements (SIMRIPs) or
reapportionments (multiple currency premium adjustments).
The solution for these transaction types will be very similar, with Central Services using a combination of
Grouping, Accumulation and Synchronised Processing.
This section focusses on the specific processes for simultaneous reinstatements, where the business
requirement that needs to be met is:
To ensure that the claim and reinstatement premium parts of the transaction are settled between the
Carrier and the Broker on the same accounting day, ensuring a net effect for both the Broker and
the Carrier.
This requirement applies irrespective of the Bureau in which the business was written (i.e. Lloyd’s, ILU, or
LIRMA) and for LIRMA, must be met for individual Carriers irrespective of the behaviour or choices made by
other Carriers on the same risk.
With regards to currencies, the reinstatement premium and claim does not need to have the same settlement
currency since the requirement is only to ensure that the claim and reinstatement premium are settled on the
same day.

Scope for SIMRIPs
SIMRIPs are supported if the premium and claim are within the same UMR and are both delinked. A solution
to cover SIMRIPs where the claim and premium are in cash, or a combination of the two (e.g. claim in cash
and reinstatement delinked) is not available and will be handled over to BAU and prioritised for delivery as
part of ongoing maintenance of the service.
Any convertible currency transaction will remain out of scope under release 1 of PbS.
If SIMRIP transactions are received that incorporate Cash TA messages, they will be queried and will result
in the Broker needing to cancel and replace the transactions.
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Simultaneous Reinstatement Process Overview
The simultaneous reinstatement (SIMRIP) process will generally follow the same steps applied during
premium and claim processing. The details contained within this section are the additional steps that are
specific to the simultaneous reinstatement process.
The existing method for processing simultaneous reinstatements involves the Broker submitting claims and
reinstatement premium documents together in a single Work Package. This method extends the claims
settlement cycle as the premium is only processed once the claim has been agreed.
The PbS solution allows for the independent processing of the claim and reinstatement transactions. A
SIMRIP scenario is identified when the Broker provides the association between the relevant claims and
reinstatement messages via use of a <SettlementGroupReference>. The reinstatement messages must
have a Transaction Type of ‘reinstatement’ to be recognised as a SIMRIP. As the reinstatement is processed
while the claim is being reviewed, the overall time taken to settle SIMRIP claims could be reduced.
The diagram below provides an overview of the primary business process, from submission of the
simultaneous claim and reinstatement transactions through to receipt of Acknowledgements confirming
successful completion of business processing and subsequent settlement of the transactions.
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7.3.1.1

Message Validation - Application Level

Application validation for simultaneous reinstatements will work in the same manner as existing application
validation. The additional complexity for SIMRIPs is that there may be a combination of processing groups
(<GroupReference>) and settlement groups (<SettlementGroupReference>), and PbS must collate all linked
/ grouped messages to provide a consistent response (i.e. messages for both claim and reinstatement are
either all acknowledged or all rejected).
Note: Application level validation does not consider the relationship between different Carriers on the same
transaction – this is addressed during pre-processing.

7.3.1.2

Pre Processing Stage

Additional pre-processing activities for simultaneous reinstatements include:
Providing the ability to recognise when a Broker has grouped a number of TA’s via ACORD grouping,
that may span both Premium and Claims
PbS will establish when at least one of the TA’s in the settlement group is linked to a CM and the
premium element is a reinstatement premium
Use the TA <IndividualClaimAmtItem><ReferredClaimMovement><UUId> to link the TA
within the <SettlementGroupReference> back to the CM
If this tag is not blank on any TA’s in the group and the referred CM can be found in PbS
and the Account Transaction Type on the premium TA = ‘reinstatement’ then this group
should be flagged as a SIMRIP group
To cater for future reporting requirements, a SIMRIP indicator will be stored against the claim and
premium TA’s and/or the settlement group

7.3.1.3

Grouping and Accumulation

The grouping and accumulation for simultaneous reinstatements will:
Maintain a grouping structure within PbS after application validation to ensure that Settlement can
be synchronised for premium and claim across the group
Accumulate the various Carrier groups at bureau level, and:
For Lloyd’s and ILU ensure that settlement is synchronised for all bureau participants
For LIRMA, initiate a PbS settlement group per Carrier to allow for individual agreement and
settlement if required
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7.3.1.4

Processing Stage

Business validation for simultaneous reinstatements will be applied to each transaction individually, and
acknowledgements will be sent independently even if a processing group has been applied across the
reinstatement and claim messages.
During CLASS load, PbS will set the ‘SIMRIP Required’ and ‘RIP Present’ flags to Yes. The carriers will not
be permitted to amend these flags.

7.3.1.5

Financial Account Processing Stage

Where <SettlementGroupReference> has been used to notify a SIMRIP, Brokers may either submit FAs to
PbS as soon as the business level acknowledgement has been received for the corresponding Technical
Account (reinstatement premium or claim), or wait until both premium and claim TA have been
acknowledged, and submit the FAs together.

Whilst PbS will ensure that the SIMRIP group will be settled simultaneously on the same accounting day the
reinstatement premium and claim business level acknowledgments will be sent back to the Broker
separately. The claim FA acknowledgements will be sent in the evening immediately following the CLASS
settlement release and the reinstatement acknowledgements will be sent the following morning after the
overnight batch runs on the mainframes.
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Combinations of Broker Issued Settlement and Process Groups
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

AccountTransactionGroupReference

R023

TA: GroupReference

AccountItemsInGroupTotal

Q011

TA: ItemsInGroupTotal/Count

ClaimMovementGroupReference

R137

CM: GroupReference

ClaimMovementItemsInGroupTotal

Q015

CM: ItemsInGroupTotal/Count

AccountTransactionSettlementGroup
Reference

R138

TA: SettlementGroupReference

AccountItemsInSettlementGroupTota
l

Q016

TA: ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal/Count

Londo
n

Note: Rather than indicating the specific ACORD grouping elements that are required for each grouping
function, this document generally uses the terms:
‘processing group’ or ‘processing group ref’ to indicate the use of <GroupReference> and the
associated <ItemsInGroupTotal>
‘settlement group’ or ‘settlement group ref’ to indicate the use of <SettlementGroupReference> and
the associated <ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>
There are a number of combinations of Processing and Settlement grouping that could be applied by a
Broker. These combinations are effectively irrelevant for an initial SIMRIP submission as PbS will need to
generate a single CLASS record and a single work package for each bureau. However, the combinations
are more meaningful when applied to cancelling and replacing entries, as well as other simultaneous
settlement scenarios that will be introduced in future releases (e.g. proportional treaty years of account, or
loss review premiums calculated at a programme level).
The following submission combinations for simultaneous reinstatements will be possible:
Broker submits claim and reinstatement messages with just a settlement group
PbS would use the transaction type to separate the claim and reinstatement messages and generate
the relevant CLASS record(s) and eAccounts Work Package(s). The claim and reinstatement
transactions would be processed and acknowledged independently, but the settlement would be
synchronised.
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Broker submits claim and reinstatement messages with a settlement group and a processing group
for the reinstatement premiums
PbS would use the transaction type to separate the claim and reinstatement messages and generate
the relevant CLASS record(s) and eAccounts Work Package(s). The claim and reinstatement
transactions would be processed and acknowledged independently, but the settlement would be
synchronised.
Use of the processing group within transaction type for a SIMRIP would have no effect (it will be
more significant in other simultaneous settlement scenarios that are to be introduced in future
releases).

Broker submits claim and reinstatement messages with a settlement group and a processing group
for the claim (via grouping of CMs and/or TAs)
PbS would use the transaction type to separate the claim and reinstatement messages and generate
the relevant CLASS record(s) and eAccounts Work Package(s). The claim and reinstatement
transactions would be processed and acknowledged independently, but the settlement would be
synchronised.
Use of the processing group within transaction type for a SIMRIP would have no effect (it will be
more significant in other simultaneous settlement scenarios that are to be introduced in future
releases).
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Broker submits claim and reinstatement messages with a settlement group and different processing
group references for the reinstatement premium and the claim (via grouping of all TAs)
PbS would use the transaction type to separate the claim and reinstatement messages and generate
the relevant CLASS record(s) and eAccounts Work Package(s). The claim and reinstatement
transactions would be processed and acknowledged independently, but the settlement would be
synchronised.
Use of the processing group within transaction type for a SIMRIP would have no effect (it will be
more significant in other simultaneous settlement scenarios that are to be introduced in future
releases).
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Broker submits claim and reinstatement messages with a settlement group and the same processing
group reference for the reinstatement premium and the claim (via grouping of all TAs)
PbS would use the transaction type to separate the claim and reinstatement messages and generate
the relevant CLASS record(s) and eAccounts Work Package(s). The claim and reinstatement
transactions would be processed independently, but the settlement would be synchronised.
Use of the processing group within transaction type for a SIMRIP would have no effect (it will be
more significant in other simultaneous settlement scenarios that are to be introduced in future
releases).
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Allocation of PbS Settlement Group
The various group references applied by the Broker will be at individual Carrier level. The ACORD
<SettlementGroupReference> below associates the Claim and Reinstatement TAs for each Carrier (as
EBOT / ECOT messages cannot be grouped across Carriers).
The message transaction type is used to separate the TAs into claim and reinstatement submissions, and
PbS accumulates the Carrier shares to generate the CLASS load file and eAccounts Work Package
During the accumulation phase (in pre-processing), PbS Settlement Group References will also be allocated.
These will be consistent for all Carrier messages that constitute a simultaneous reinstatement transaction
within a bureau for Lloyd’s & ILU. For LIRMA, the PbS Settlement Group Reference will be applied at Carrier
level, to accommodate the LIRMA agreement scheme (LIRMA Carriers are able to agree claims and settle
independently of each other).
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The diagram below shows the details for a single currency submission. The Carrier shares for each bureau
(Lloyd’s - Syndicates A & B / ILU - Carriers C & D / LIRMA – Carriers E & F) are accumulated to generate
the relevant CLASS records and eAccounts work packages.
PbS also establishes the relationship between the various FA items that will subsequently be received, and
allocates PbS Settlement Grouping accordingly (see section 7.3.4 Simultaneous Settlement for rules
implemented on receipt of FA Items)
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A multi-currency submission would be generated on the same basis as the single currency submission, with
the currencies being combined into the relevant CLASS record, eAccounts work package and PbS
Settlement Group.
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Simultaneous Settlement
The Settlement messages (containing Financial Accounts (FAs)) can only be submitted once the claim is
fully agreed by the Carriers and/or the reinstatement is successfully signed and the relevant business level
acknowledgements to the TAs have been received by the Broker.
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PbS will synchronise FAs to ensure that if a Broker were to submit one element of a SIMRIP FA ahead of
the other, then synchronised settlement of both can still be ensured. Brokers can therefore:
Submit FAs to PbS as soon as possible (i.e. automatically release the claim FAs even though the
reinstatement has not been signed, or vice versa). Please note that if the SIMRIP is subsequently
cancelled and replaced, this option would create an issue for FA handling. The resolution is likely to
involve manual intervention to overcome Broker reconciliation and/or XIS housekeeping issues.
Hold and then release both the claim and reinstatement FAs to PbS together. This option may be
the preferred choice for those Brokers that maintain funding reports, as the release of one element
ahead of the other may trigger negative records on their reports.
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If there is a business validation error (see section 7.3.5 for further details) on either a claim or reinstatement
FA item, PbS will only reject the FA’s for the transaction (claim or reinstatement) that has the error.
The settlement process documented in section 7.2 of the PbS Interface Specification will be initiated as soon
as at least one FA item has been received for both claim and reinstatement, and will apply the Broker
preference for message wait time.
The submissions in the diagram below represent the following:
•

Lloyd’s – The Broker has submitted FAs for both claim and reinstatement together. PbS receives all
of the claim FAs, but does not start the timer relating to Broker preference for message wait time
until the first of the FAs for the reinstatement is received.

•

ILU – The Broker has submitted the claim FAs even though the bureau processing of the
reinstatement is incomplete. PbS will accept the claim FAs, but will not initiate settlement. The FAs
will be held pending receipt of the reinstatement FAs.

•

LIRMA – Carrier E has agreed the claim and indicated that it can be settled independently of others,
while Carrier F has not yet agreed. The reinstatement has been processed at the bureau and the
Broker submits all FAs that are available for release. PbS will accept all FAs and will initiate
settlement for Carrier E. The reinstatement FAs for Carrier F will be held pending receipt of the
associated claim FAs.
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If there is a missing FA item from either the claim or reinstatement transaction, then PbS will assess the
overall group and will ultimately reject all FA’s in the settlement group with the business response quoting
the reason for rejection.
The manual interventions identified will follow the process outlined in section 7.4.4 (Settlement Blocks) of the
PbS Interface Specification.

Note: Convertible currencies can only be submitted via Cash TA, whereas simultaneous reinstatement can
only be processed via delinked submissions. This means that there will not be any convertible currency
SIMRIP submissions until the functionality, to support convertible currency submissions for delinked claim
transactions, is delivered as part of BAU. As a consequence, the rate of exchange outside of tolerance issue
will not be encountered for the SIMRIP process.

As noted in section 7.3.1.5, whilst PbS will ensure that the SIMRIP group will be settled simultaneously on
the same accounting day, the reinstatement premium and claim business level FA acknowledgments will be
sent back to the Broker separately.
The claim acknowledgements will be sent in the evening immediately following CLASS settlement
The reinstatement acknowledgements will be sent the following morning after the overnight batch
process runs on the Central Service mainframes.
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FA Business Validation Errors
The errors listed below are those that could be encountered as a result of validations that PbS performs. In
the case of reinstatements, the validations are completed before the FAs are released to eAccounts to ensure
there are no failures at the time of final settlement release. The items listed below are not specific to SIMRIP,
but could be encountered in a SIMRIP scenario.

•

The suffix “due_by_sender” or “due_to_sender” in BalanceAmtItemType must match the suffix in
FinancialAccountItem/BalanceAmtItemType

•

The settlement balance amount must equal the Financial Account Item balance in target currency

•

Insurer/Reinsurer Party Id in the Financial Account is not the same as the Technical Account

•

Broker Party Id in the Financial Account is not the same as the Technical Account

•

If Target Currency in the Technical Account exists, and Settlement Currency in Financial Account is
not the same

•

The Financial Account Item Reference Currency is not the same as the Reference Currency in the
Technical Account

•

The Financial Account Item value in reference currency is not the same as balance of the Technical
Account in reference currency

•

The Financial Account item balance type (due by sender or due to sender) is not the same as the
Technical Account

•

A Financial Account has already been processed for the Referred Technical Account UUID

•

The Referred Technical Account has been cancelled (the information to identify that the Premium
TA is cancelled is currently in eAccounts and this check is not currently carried out for claims)

•

The Referred Technical Account is a cancellation

The following validation errors would result in operational intervention
•

Brokers cannot release de-linked signings where the calculated exchange rate is in excess of 10%
more or less than the exchange rate held on the XIS currency table.

•

Brokers cannot release an ILU or LIRMA de-linked signing if a block has been added after the date
of signing that prevents it, or any of its related split signings, from being settled.

•

Any other exceptional circumstance where the Xchanging technician has flagged the signing to
prevent
the
broker
from
being
able
to
release
it
for
settlement.
Note – this is a catch-all for future unforeseen conditions.
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Cancellation & Replacement
If a Carrier (or XCS) disagrees with the Broker’s decision on whether to process the claim with a
reinstatement or not, they will raise a query to the Broker within ECF during the claims agreement process
as per the standard query procedures. It is then the responsibility of the Broker to amend the SIMRIP
grouping as required and submit the cancelling and replacing entries for the claim and reinstatement
premium.

7.3.6.1

C&R Principles

The reinstatement premium TAs should have an ‘AccountTransactionType’ of ‘reinstatement’. This is
particularly important when replacing a reinstatement and the Broker does not use the
<GroupReference> to link the cancelling TA with the replacing TA, as PbS will use this information in an
attempt to infer the replacing reinstatement, i.e. if a reinstatement premium for the same UMR arrives in
PbS at the same time (within the Broker registered preference period) as a cancelling reinstatement,
PbS will assume that it is a replacement.
Note: When a reinstatement premium is cancelled and replaced it is recommended that the cancelling
and replacing TAs are linked via <GroupReference> (within Carrier) to avoid potential queries
If one currency should require cancelling and replacing within the SIMRIP group, and the
<GroupReference> has been used to associate a number of currencies together for processing, then all
currencies within the group should be cancelled and replaced.
When cancelling and replacing, all Carriers within a bureau must be treated the same way.
If a reinstatement is submitted after the claim has already been submitted (i.e. the Lead signifies to the
Broker that a SIMRIP is required), then the Broker must either:
o

Cancel the original Claim and replace it grouped with the RIP, or

o

Submit the RIP with an <AccountTransactionType> of ‘reinstatement’ and the
<ReferredTechAccount><UUId> and <ReferredTechAccount><BrokerReference> referring to
the original CM that the Lead queried

If a reinstatement premium is submitted ungrouped with a claim (even if the policy has a provision for
SIMRIP’s), it will be processed and settled as a stand-alone reinstatement premium, and settlement will
not be synchronised with the claim transaction. This may be queried by a Central Services technician,
but they may assume that the claim has already been settled.
Should the Carrier identify that a reinstatement premium should be settled simultaneously, it will be the
Broker’s responsibility to cancel the premium and replace it grouped with the claim. There will not be a
provision within PbS to retrospectively attach reinstatement premium or claim TA’s to a group.
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7.3.6.2

C&R Processes Following Queries

The Broker elements for query or cancellation and replacement (C&R) processes will be the same as those
detailed in section 7.1. The following sections highlight the additional complexities in Central Service activities
when a SIMRIP query leads to cancelling and replacing submissions being received.

Reinstatement Premium Queried
SIMRIP – Premium Queried

Broker

Broker submits
simultaneous
reinstatement to
PbS

Receive business
query (L4)

See claim
queried flows

Correct
premium only?

Y
Submit reversal/
replacement TAs for
Premium

PbS identifies
SIMRIP submission

PbS settlement
group reference
applied across
premium and claim

Premium work
package submitted
to eAccounts

Generate business
query (L4)

Reversal/
replacement
grouped?

Broker responds to
query

N

Infer reversal/
replacement
group?

N

Route to OI

Receive business
acknowledgements
for Premium

Receive business
acknowledgements
for Claim

Send FAs for
Premium and Claim

Generate business
acknowledgements
for Premium

Generate business
acknowledgements
for Claim

FA flow (see
previous
diagram)

PbS

Y

Apply original PbS
settlement group
reference

Claim transaction
sent to CLASS

Remove premium
from PbS
settlement group

Y

Remove work
package from
processing

Updated work
package sent to
eAccounts

Y

PbS Technician

Y
Contact broker to
establish intent

Cancel
reinstatement?

Apply PbS
settlement group
reference to
replacements

Establish grouping
of reversal/
replacements

eAccounts

Premium checking

Query?

ECF

N

Review claim

Agree claim

N

Premium signed

PbS will attempt to attach a reinstatement to the original claim in order to maintain the synchronised
settlement by implementing the following actions:
•

Where the Broker has applied a processing group (GroupReference) across both the cancelling and
replacing entries, PbS will be able to add the new items to the existing work package within
eAccounts, and update the details in the associated PbS Settlement Group (i.e. to delete the
placeholders for FAs against the original TA and replace them with placeholders for FAs relating to
the replacement TAs).

•

Where the processing group has not been used and any new reinstatement TAs are received in PbS
at the same time (i.e. within the Broker preference) as cancelling TAs for the reinstatement for the
same UMR, PbS will assume that they are the replacements.

•

If PbS fails to identify the replacing TAs, the submission will be routed to operational intervention:
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o

if it is established that the Carrier identified that a reinstatement was not applicable, PbS will
update the CLASS record to amend the RIP required and RIP present flags to No

o

if there is no documentation to explain the lack of a replacement, a business level query will
be issued to the Broker to establish the Broker’s intent.

Claim Queried – Lloyd’s / ILU
When a claim query leads to the cancellation and replacement of the claim transaction, it is likely that the
reinstatement premium will also be cancelled and replaced.

Broker

SIMRIPs – Claim queried Lloyd’s or ILU
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N
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Generate business
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Claim transaction
re-released
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Claim
The expectations for a Broker submission in this event are as outlined in the Cancel & Replace paper (section
7.1.15.3 – Reversal of Settlement after CLASS load, CLASS Transaction can be updated).

Reinstatement
The implications of cancelling and replacing the reinstatement elements of a SIMRIP are exactly as specified
in section 7.3.7 – Reinstatement Premium Queried.
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Claim Queried – LIRMA
The LIRMA claims agreement scheme allows individual Carriers to agree and settle their proportion of a
claim independently of other Carriers within the same bureau. This facility makes the cancellation and
replacement of LIRMA submissions extremely complex, because as soon as a LIRMA Lead has circulated
details of the claim to other Carriers, the CLASS entry cannot be updated.
It is therefore strongly recommended that the processes outlined in the Cancel & Replace section (7.1.15.2
– Replacement of claim movement messages after the originals have achieved CLASS load, CLASS
Transaction can no longer be updated, LIRMA specific).is followed.

Broker

SIMRIPs – Claim queried LIRMA
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Please note that should a LIRMA Carrier determine that a reinstatement is not required after the claim has
been circulated, or agreed/settled by one or more LIRMA Carriers, and the Broker subsequently cancels the
reinstatement then LIRMA CLASS restrictions will prevent the update of the RIP Required indicator in ECF.
In this edge scenario the circulated claim would continue to incorrectly reflect that a RIP is required however
the claim would still be settled as normal.
Similarly, should a LIRMA Carrier advise that a reinstatement is required but the claim is circulated then if
the Broker chooses to link the reinstatement to the original claim using the <ReferredTechAccount><UUId>
and <ReferredTechAccount><BrokerReference> as described above, then the LIRMA CLASS restrictions
will also prevent the update of the RIP Required indicator in ECF. In this instance the RIP Required indicator
would remain as ‘N’ but PbS would still ensure the claim and reinstatement settled simultaneously. In this
edge scenario the Broker would be recommended to request the lead Carrier cancel the claim and submit
the claim as new grouped with the reinstatement.
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Identification of SIMRIP in ECF
The various ECF screens contain ‘Simultaneous RIP Required’ and/or ‘RIP Present’ flags. These will be set
to ‘Yes’ by PbS and will be read-only. The following screens contain examples of these flags.
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Settlements
The details contained within this section follow the same guidelines as Section 4, where the intention is to
provide clarification over and above the Global Standard Guidelines.

Financial Account Types
Most of the Financial Account type options allow for a business response to be provided, and these will be
supported by PbS. The one option that doesn’t allow a business response is the type ‘settlement_advice’
which is intended to be used in bi-lateral arrangements for premium or small claim payments that have
already been agreed at the TA stage. The lack of a business response means that this option is not suitable
for processing subscription market business and any settlement messages received with a Financial Account
type of ‘settlement_advice’ will be automatically rejected at application level.

Financial Account Line Amounts
The EBOT standard notes that a Settlement message can contain many financial amount items (each relating
to a previously sent TA), and that the Settlement message must contain at least one financial amount item.
The non-bureau community generally use the many items in a single Settlement message option as they run
a periodic settlement cycle (generally weekly and aligned with their previous paper statement processes),
where a single Settlement message is transmitted for each currency containing all of the individual line
amounts that have become due for settlement within the periodic cycle.
The existing use of Settlement messages within Central Services applies a rule where a single financial
amount item is contained in each Settlement message, which is then released into the daily settlement cycle.
Brokers may adopt either of these methods for PbS. However, consideration should be given to the impact
of using multiple FA items in a message when the Central Service time limit is applied for receiving all FA
items that make up a transaction.
Each Settlement message relates to a single settlement currency and single Carrier and EBOT no longer
permits the use of <GroupReference> elements equivalent to those used in TA and CM messages to be
used in Settlement. Hence it does not provide direct support for the linking of multi-currency settlements (e.g.
some premium reapportionment or simultaneous claims and reinstatement premium transactions). The
option to specify simultaneous settlement for claim and reinstatements is provided in PbS currently, while
other simultaneous settlement scenarios will be supported in future releases.
Note: In EBOT, an acceptance response to a FA item implies it is ready for settlement but does not in itself
trigger the movement of money.
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#

PbS Action

Scenario

1

If the Financial Account type is
“Settlement_Advice”

Application level (L3) reject

2

If Financial Account Type is
"request_to_agree_listed_items"

Amend to payment request or remittance
advice and continue processing

3

If an FA Item is received but the TA
doesn’t exist

Business level (L4) reject

4

If an FA Item is received and the TA
exists, but the TA/Claim has not been
agreed

Business level (L4) reject

Duplicate Settlement message

Application level (L3) reject of whole
message

6

Duplicate FA Item

Business level (L4) reject of FA Item

7

Multiple Target currencies in the same
Settlement payload

Application level (L3) reject of whole
message

5
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Settlement Process
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

FinancialAccountType

C310

FA: FinancialAccountType

Londo
n

Upon receipt of Settlement messages, Central Services will:
•

Validate each settlement message

•

Respond with application level acceptance or rejection

•

If accepted, attempt to match each FA Item within the settlement message against a previously
processed TA message

•

Respond with business level acceptance or rejection

•

Accumulate all of the related FA items and check that a complete set of items has been submitted

The expected scenarios are as follows:
Standard Practice
A FA item is submitted for the applicable settlement(s) for which a business level validation has been
received to the corresponding TA and no discrepancies are identified in the message.
Central Services will process the FA item and respond with a business level acknowledgement.
A FA item is submitted for the applicable settlement(s) for which a business level validation has been
received to the corresponding TA. However, there is a discrepancy in the message, such as Rate of
Exchange outside of tolerance (see Section 7.4.4 Settlement Blocks).
The message would be routed for operational intervention by XIS operations, which may result in a
query being raised with the Broker via an out-of-band email.
A FA item is submitted for the applicable settlement(s) for which a business level acknowledgement has
not been received to the corresponding TA.
The FA item(s) will be rejected by Central Services.
Note: In the vast majority of cases, TAs will be processed well in advance of premiums being settled. In the
few instances where settlement is required at the same time as technical processing, there will be a one day
delay in the settlement cycle (i.e. settlement would take four days instead of three). This is because the
delinking process does not allow a Broker to submit the Settlement message until they have received a
business level acceptance of the TA. Central Services issue business responses to TAs on the day following
processing (as part of the overnight batch process), so it will be impossible for Brokers to submit a TA and
FA item on the same day.
Additionally, the Delinked Premium Settlement Trigger function cannot be used to release delinked PbS
transactions into settlement.
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For Lloyd’s claims, it should be noted that any delay in the sending of the FA could impact the settlement or
notification of subsequent transactions in the following scenarios:
•

An outside authority claim for a Binder is submitted under a separate UCR in ECF but is processed
under the bordereau UCR in XCS CLASS where there is still a pended settlement transaction on the
bordereau claim (i.e. the Broker has not yet submitted the FA). The outside authority transaction will
not be settled until the Broker has sent the FA for the bordereau.

•

A subsequent advice is submitted following a settlement where the settlement is pended awaiting
FA. The SCM will not be released to the Carrier for advice until FAs for settlement had been received

•

Transactions requiring the Currency Conversion Service (see below for details)

In these instances, the transactions will be processed in the order in which they are received by XCS and
the Broker is responsible for ensuring prior transactions are resolved (i.e. an FA is sent in a timely manner)
to avoid any undue delay in the notification or settlement of subsequent transactions.

Currency Conversion Service (CCS)
CCS Exchange Rates are supplied by the Lloyd’s Treasury Department as part of the end of day process
using the market rates for the day. To process a CCS transaction to completion, the transaction needs to
have been processed through the end of day process and hence on to settlement for the correct CCS
Equivalent Amounts and CCS Exchange Rate to be calculated and populated in XCS CLASS. Until that
point, a subsequent transaction cannot be processed as it requires the financial amounts in the prior
transaction to be completed.
For a delinked claim, the end of day process will only be triggered on receipt of the FA. Therefore, the ability
for XCS to process subsequent transactions where a prior transaction requires the Currency Conversion
Service may be impacted if the FA is not supplied in a timely fashion.
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Settlement Blocks
There are some business scenarios where an attempt by the Broker to trigger settlement of a delinked item
has traditionally been blocked by Central Services. The signings cannot be released for entries where:
A Premium Payment Warranty exists and the Settlement Due Date has expired
A Prompt Payment Discount exists (even if the PPD has not expired)
The calculated exchange rate exceeds a 10% tolerance of the rate held in the XIS currency table.
A Carrier has initiated a settlement block
XIS has initiated a settlement block (a facility that is available for future unforeseen conditions)

XIS will now intervene to try to resolve any submissions that could not be automatically released due to any
of the above business conditions.
In these circumstances:
•

A Level 3 Acknowledgement message will be returned to the Broker for each Settlement message,
to confirm that the Settlement message is valid.

•

A workflow item will be created for the XIS Corrections team, who will attempt to resolve the
business condition that prevents the signing being released.
o

PPD blocks may be released by the technician if the relevant date has not passed.

o

The technician may raise an out of band query with the Broker to request the necessary
information or evidence of Carrier agreement to allow XIS to release the settlement.

Four outcomes are possible:
1. The Broker may provide the necessary information/evidence of agreement to allow XIS to release
the settlement. Overnight a business level (L4) Acknowledgement message will be sent to the Broker
for each related FA item.
2. The Broker may request that XIS reject the FA item(s), as they were incorrect. A business level (L4)
rejection message will be sent to the Broker for each related FA Item.
3. XIS may reject the FA item(s), if the Broker fails to respond to the query within a suitable timeframe.
A business level (L4) rejection message will be sent to the Broker for each related FA Item.
4. The Broker may submit reversal and replacement TAs. A business level (L4) rejection message is
immediately sent to the Broker for each related FA Item. Once the TAs for the post signing
corrections have been processed, FA items for the original, reversal and replacement should be
submitted.
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Document Submission

Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

SupportingInformationDo
cumentId

R149

CM:
ac:SupportingDocument/ac:SupportingDocumentId

Londo
n

TA:
Subaccount/ac:SupportingDocument/ac:SupportingD
ocumentId
SupportingInformationDo
cumentReference

R051
T282

SupportingInformationDo
cumentVersion

CM:
ac:SupportingDocument/ac:SupportingDocumentRef
erence
ac:SupportingDocument/ac:SupportingDocumentVer
sion
TA:
Subaccount/ac:SupportingDocument/ac:SupportingD
ocumentReference

SupportingInformationCo
mmunicationChannel

C196

Subaccount/ac:SupportingDocument/ac:SupportingD
ocumentVersion
Subaccount/ac:SupportingDocument/ac:
CommunicationChannelCd

Assumption: Multiple messages can be submitted for the same risk or transaction, addressed to more than
one Carrier. These messages will be accumulated by the PbS system. If these messages reference
supporting documentation, Central Services will compare only the document attributes (technical elements)
above, to create a list of unique documents to be stored on the IMR. There will be no further comparison of
document content or any other document attributes to confirm the uniqueness of each document. If either of
the following are the same, then Central Services will assume it is the same document;
1. Document Id; or
2. Document Reference & Document Version
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Document Submission Methods
CM and TA messages can include details regarding supporting documents, but Settlement and
Acknowledgement messages cannot. Where supporting documents are to be supplied, there are four
methods identified in EBOT / ECOT, which are:
Document Repository Interface (DRI) – This is an automatable method for document transfer and is
specified by ACORD. It allows a computer to retrieve supporting documents from the counterparty’s
document repository using DRI commands. This process is independent of PbS and must be
completed first. There are two ways to achieve this:
i.

DRI upload (Push) – where the document is directly sent as an attachment within a DRI
Upload message for loading to the IMR.

ii.

DRI Notify/Upload (Pull) – where a DRI Notify is sent that contains metadata related to the
document that needs to be loaded. Xchanging then generates a DRI Download which
retrieves the document and loads it to the IMR.

The PbS customer must receive confirmation that documents have been loaded successfully before
the corresponding CM or TA messages are submitted. This is to ensure that supporting documents
are available on the IMR when Central Services processing commences. For premiums, if the
relevant documents are not available, a query will be required to resolve the issue. For claims, PbS
will provide a warning to the Carrier that documents have not been loaded to the IMR at the time the
CLASS load file is generated. If documents are still not available when the Carrier reviews the claim,
they will be able to raise a query.
In Stream - The supporting documents are sent together with the EBOT / ECOT message. In this
instance, once the submitted messages have been routed from TMEL to XAG, XAG will separate
the supporting documents from the EBOT / ECOT business messages. Supporting documents will
be loaded to a temporary location (XMA) before transferring to the IMR. Technical details regarding
this method are included below (see Section 7.5.3 Treatment of In Stream Documents).
Out of Band – No details are incorporated with the EBOT / ECOT message but are supplied via
another method (e.g. IMR by Direct Load or DRI independent of the business message).
URL link to a repository - A link in the business message points to the supporting document on the
internet. This link could be either
i.

A link to a relevant area of a document repository requiring a logon and password or

ii.

A direct link to a document.

The URL option is being phased out by the Ruschlikon community and will therefore not be supported
by PbS.
Full details regarding the DRI and In Stream methods are covered within the ACORD Guides identified in
section 3.1 (ACORD Messaging Service XML Specification and Document Repository Interface Reference
Guide).
An organisation using one method for the standard submission may use a different method to resolve a query
or to provide a missing document.
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Note: There are no restrictions placed on accepted file formats when supplying supporting documents with
EBOT / ECOT. However, there are a restricted number of file formats supported by the Document File Viewer
(DFV), which can be found within the additional reference documentation identified in section 3.4 (Electronic
Claims File – Lloyd’s Systems Processes & Procedures, section 5). These restrictions do not necessarily
apply to supporting documentation for premium submissions, but it should be noted that any file types which
are not normally expected as supporting documentation may give rise to a query (i.e. the Xchanging
technician is unable to open the file type in question). Finally, supporting documents must not be part of a
.zip file, as the IMR does not support .zip or similar file formats.
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Version Control
Documents either associated with or referenced within ECOT / EBOT messages will be uploaded to the
IMR. Messages relating to different Carriers on the same risk or transaction will be accumulated together by
Central Services. The following approach will be taken to manage versions and/or duplicate documents
submitted within individual messages which have been accumulated:
•

When there is more than one occurrence of the same document, it will be assumed that the
documents are identical. Only the document attributes (technical elements) above will be compared
to confirm duplicate documents. Subsequently, just one instance of the document will be loaded to
the applicable folder on the IMR and used for Central Service processing.

Consequently, Brokers are strongly advised to use identical document references in messages for identical
shared documents in related messages for EBOT/ECOT submissions. This will minimise unintended
interventions and, possibly, resulting queries back to the Broker on the submission.

Loading Documents to IMR
Central Services have a Direct Load facility (a web browser application that allows Brokers to load documents
directly onto the structured area of the IMR). This is an “Out of Band” method and will not be available for
PbS submissions. Details of how to use the Direct Load can be found within The IMR User Guide (section 8,
page 92 onwards) at the following location:
https://www.ecfinfo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/IMR-User-Guide-v1.1.pdf

Confidential Documents
The existing Direct Load Central Service facilities include two options for Brokers when supplying confidential
documents:
1. The document is flagged as confidential but no access control list (ACL) is specified by the Broker.
The document is loaded to the relevant folder on the IMR dependant on the document type. The
document can only be viewed by the Broker and XIS.
2. The document is flagged as confidential and an ACL is specified by the Broker. The document is
loaded to the relevant folder on the IMR dependant on the document type. The document can be
viewed by the Broker, XIS and any Carriers specified by the Broker on the ACL.
Similarly, the existing DRI Central Service facilities include two options for Brokers when supplying
confidential documents:
1. The Broker specifies an Access Control List (ACL) of just Xchanging. The document is loaded to the
confidential document folder on the IMR which restricts access to the document to just the Broker
and XIS. It should be noted that for documents loaded for PbS, Brokers should not refer to the
confidential document on any of the TAs if Brokers wish to maintain access to the document to just
themselves and XIS.
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2. An ACL is specified by the Broker which contains a subset of the Carriers on risk. The document is
loaded to the relevant folder on the IMR dependant on the document type. The document can be
viewed by the Broker, XIS and any Carriers specified by the Broker on the ACL.

At the point the premium is signed, system validation cross-checks the organisations on the supplied ACL
against the Carriers on the relevant risk record. If a document is loaded with a supplied ACL that does not
match the market held, the Broker receives an exception report detailing the discrepancy. The Broker should
submit a correction to resolve the discrepancy. Until the correction is processed only the Broker and XIS will
have access to the document.
Note: For a PbS submission, there is no facility for a Broker making claims submissions and loading claims
documents either in-stream or via DRI to specify confidential documents. The consequence of this approach
is that if a Broker adds an instream document for only one Carrier, the document will be made available to
all Carriers on the claim. Hence Brokers should use the online facility on the IMR for confidential documents
as they do in ECF2 today.

Document Access Control List (ACL)
7.5.2.1

Premium

With the introduction of Queries being routed to Carriers, the documents supplied by the Broker and loaded
into the IMR must be visible to the Carriers. Currently Carriers are only granted visibility of documents loaded
to the IMR in relation to a Premium submission, when that submission has been completed.
Therefore, documents supplied by the Broker in relation to a Premium submission will have the ACL set
when they are loaded to the IMR.
For documents supplied by the method of DRI or Direct Load, the ACL for the document will be set based
upon one supplied by the Broker, or where none is supplied, based upon the Carrier EBOT message(s)
which reference to that document.
For document supplied by the method of In-stream, the ACL will be set based upon the Carrier EBOT
message(s) which reference that document.
For documents supplied through the PbS Online application, the ACL will be set based upon the Carrier
EBOT message(s) associated to the Query or Issue that the document is uploaded in response to.

7.5.2.2

Claim

For documents associated to a claim submission Carriers will have visibility of the documents based upon
the existing IMR / ECF2 functionality for granting access to documents through the Claim folders.
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Treatment of In Stream Documents
The details in this section will not be relevant to business users, they are included to give solution providers
an insight into the activities within PbS relating to In Stream documents together with information regarding
the use of different document attributes.
As a PbS ClaimMovement or TechAccount message arrives with in-stream documents, validation takes
place to ensure that the <AttachmentPackage> information in the SOAP Body matches the Supporting
Document aggregates in the RLC business message. This is to ensure that the PbS DRI Upload Adaptor
can successfully locate each document in the Temporary Document Store.

Xpaths
The Xpaths for the RLC Supporting Document aggregates to be assessed are as follows:
<ClaimMovement><ac:SupportingDocument>
<TechAccount><Subaccount><ac:SupportingDocument>
Please note that, whilst the namespace prefix used for the RLC Supporting Document aggregates
is usually “ac:” (xmlns:ac="http://www.ACORD.org/Standards/AcordMsgSvc/1), the sender may
choose to use a different namespace prefix
Please note also that there are other RLC Supporting Document aggregates permitted within the
TechAccount message with different Xpaths, but these are not used in EBOT

At this point in the processing, XAG will already have verified that each AttachmentPackage aggregate has
a corresponding MIME Part.
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The validations for each AttachmentPackage aggregate are as follows:
•

The document identity (DocumentId or DocumentReference / DocumentVersion) in the SOAP
Attachment Package must match a document identity in a RLC Supporting Document aggregate.
Note that, when there are multiple in-stream documents, the iterations of the AttachmentPackage
aggregates are not necessarily in the same sequence as the iterations of the SupportingDocument
aggregates

•

The CommunicationChannelCd in the RLC Supporting Document aggregate must be set to
“in_stream”, as this will identify when the PbS DRI Upload Adaptor needs to be invoked

Additionally, there must be an AttachmentPackage aggregate present for each RLC Supporting Document
with CommunicationChannelCd set to “in_stream”.
If no errors are found, each in-stream document is filed in the Temporary Document Store by calling the
existing Oracle stored procedure (“sp_xag_register_attachment”), with the following parameters:

Parameter

Mandatory

Description

busmsg_id_in

Mandatory

The RLC business message UUID

busmsg_provider_in

Mandatory

The provider of the business message in the form
“urn:duns:123456789”

busmsg_type_in

Mandatory

Always “RepositoryOperationRq” concatenated with
“RepositoryUpload”

doc_id_in

Conditional

Attachment’s Document ID UUID as supplied in the
business message Supporting Document aggregate.

doc_ref_in

Conditional

Attachment’s Document Reference as supplied in the
business message Supporting Document aggregate.

doc_vers_in

Conditional

Attachment’s Document Version as supplied in the
business message Supporting Document aggregate.

document_in

Mandatory

The document attachment to be stored

If errors are found, the messages will be rejected at application level (L3) with an <ErrorIndicator> value of
“inconsistency between soap and business message”.
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Process Overview for In Stream Documents

Process Steps

•

XAG receives ECOT/EBOT messages with instream documents attached in it. Message can contain
multiple documents

•

XAG detaches the documents and stores them into the XMA database using existing procedures.

•

XAG passes the business message to PbS (without documents)

•

PbS handles the process steps within the workflow.

•

PbS workflow will have a process step to accumulate the messages, identify the duplicate document
across the message transaction and upload the document to the IMR once for each document (along
with the relevant Access Control Lists).
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Response Handling
Principles
The principles that will followed for responses within PbS are:
To apply the ACORD messaging standard for communicating responses wherever possible
o

ACORD Acknowledgement

Wherever the ACORD standards cannot be applied, use a consistent method to communicate
business events back to the Broker
o

Out of Band Communication
•

Email (Brokers will need to register to receive these)

•

Out of band message options are being considered for a future release of PbS
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Timing of Business Level Acknowledgements
In general, a business level acknowledgement is made on completion of the back-office processing by the
Carrier. Interim status updates regarding the response of the Lead and Agreement Parties is provided to the
Broker via other means. R1.2 will provide an out of band message approach to the interim status updates.

For Lloyd’s, the completion of back office processing is when XCS technical processing has finished. This
means that;
The service is protected against the circumstances where the response can be reversed.
The Leader is still able to make a query with the Broker via their back office processing (XCS
technical processing). For example, the Lead has agreed the transaction but the Business Level
Acknowledgement is not sent immediately, allowing XCS TP to raise a query (as the Lead’s back
office) if, for example, there is inadequate / incorrect data for XCS processing.

For ILU, the completion of back office processing is when the last Agreement Party responds positively to
the submission. Delaying the transmission of the ACORD Acknowledgements means that;
The service is protected against the circumstances where the response can be undone
The Leader is still able to make a query with the Broker as a consequence of an Agreement Party
response.

With LIRMA, the scenarios are more complex.
It is to be noted that LIRMA Carriers can settle individually at any time following circulation or respond
positively to a transaction which will trigger settlement after 5 days as long as no other Carrier has responded
with a ‘NO’. The scenarios below describe outcomes based on the Carrier responding in CLASS and PbS
interpreting that response.
In the case of there being no leader, all participants can settle independently (the 5 day rule is
therefore obsolete). For clarification, the Bureau Lead can be set to ‘None’ for LIRMA; which affects
the settlement rules in that where Bureau Lead is indicated as ‘None’, any CES or YES response
will settle regardless of any other settlement ‘rule’ that applies when Bureau Lead is not ‘None’.
Following Circulation and at the point when settlement would ordinarily take place, the Lead must
have responded with YES, CES, or ACC in order for that settlement to proceed. If the Lead has not
responded positively, then settlement will not take place.
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There are two flags in CLASS that impact settlement on a multi Carrier claim transaction. Prior to the
Lead circulating the claim transaction, they can set either the ‘Precautionary’ or the ‘CCS’ flag.
Following circulation, when the Carrier subsequently responds with a ‘Yes’, all other Carrier
responses are automatically set to ‘YES’. In this case, the business acknowledgement will be
generated that day. If the item is a cash TA, settlement will also be triggered that day for the Lead
only. For a typical TA, settlement will be triggered upon successful processing of the corresponding
FA item (“Cash TA” and “Settled Direct” items being the exceptions). The other Carriers will have
their business level acknowledgements sent at the end of the following business day, with the same
approach to settlement as described above.
At any point following circulation, if any Carrier responds with ‘CES’ (responds Yes and checks
Partial Collection Indicator Flag) an out of band email is returned immediately. A Business
Acknowledgement is triggered at end of day after which the Carrier cannot change their mind and
decide not to CES. Once a Carrier has responded with ‘CES’, they are not impacted by any
subsequent negative responses from other Carriers.
Within 5 business working days of circulation - For a single LIRMA claim settlement, at the point prior
to the 5 day circulation period ending, if all Carriers have responded with ‘YES’ or ‘ACC’ or ‘CES’,
Business level Acknowledgements will be sent to the Broker for each corresponding inbound
message that have responded with ‘YES’. When a full set of responses 'YES' or 'ACC' have been
received from the Carriers, Business Acknowledgments are returned corresponding to those Carriers
that have responded 'YES'.
The accompanying out of band email will show any Carriers that have responded 'ACC' indicating
that they agree with the claim transaction but are awaiting financial reconciliation.
Within 5 business working days of circulation - For a single LIRMA claim settlement, at the point prior
to the 5 day circulation period ending , if any Carrier responds with ‘INF’, ‘FIL’ or ‘ NO’ Business
Level queries will be sent for those Carriers that have queried.
At any point - If any Carrier responds with ‘ACC’ an out of band communication showing the status
of all Carriers will be sent to the Broker. This gives the Broker the opportunity to liaise with the Carrier
who has responded 'ACC' if they wish to. Within 5 days working days of circulation - For a settlement,
if a Carrier responds with ‘INF’, ‘FIL’ or ‘DIS’ a business query will be sent to the Broker
corresponding to those carriers that have queried.
At any point following circulation - For a Claim Advice, if there are only ‘CAA’ (Claim Advice Agreed)
responses and other Carriers have not responded, send Business Level Acknowledgements for
those that have responded ‘CAA’ at the time the response is made. If a Carrier responds with ‘INF’,
‘FIL’ or ‘DIS’ a business query will be sent to the Broker corresponding to those Carriers that have
queried
At 5 working days following circulation - For a Claim Settlement, if there are only ‘YES’ responses
and all other Carriers have not responded or there are no ‘No’ responses, send Business Level
Acknowledgements for those that have responded ‘YES’. If the item is a cash TA, settlement will
also be triggered that day. For a typical TA/FA process settlement will be triggered upon successful
processing of the corresponding FA item (“Cash TA” and “Settled Direct” items being the exception).
If there is any ‘NO’ response, settlement is held up until the ‘NO’ becomes ‘YES’
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At 5 working days following circulation - For a Claim Settlement, if there are ‘YES’ responses and
‘ACC’ responses, send Business Queries corresponding to the ‘ACC’ responses if they have not
been sent prior to the 5th day. Send Business Level Acknowledgements corresponding to the ‘YES'
responses. If the item is a cash TA, settlement will also be triggered that day. For a typical TA/FA
process, settlement will be triggered upon successful processing of the corresponding FA item
(“Cash TA” and “Settled Direct” items being the exception).
Following the end of 5 days since circulation, if any Carrier responds ‘YES’ and there are no ‘NO’s–
send a Business Level Acknowledgement out immediately for that Carrier. If a Carrier responds
‘NO’,’INF’,’DIS’ or ‘FIL’ send a Business Level Query corresponding to those Carriers that have
queried.
Lead Rejects before circulation. On the basis that other Carriers may have seen this transaction
although they cannot act, it may be that the Broker will need to send replacement inbound messages
for the transaction and therefore L4 Business Level Queries should be triggered for all corresponding
inbound messages which made up the original bureau submission. If the Lead cancels a transaction
following circulation (Event 45) a Business Level query is sent to the Broker on behalf of all Carriers
with an appropriate message. The submission case in PbS is cancelled.
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Response Handling Overview
To support the C&R solution business acknowledgement responses will normally be sent to the Broker once
the claim is fully agreed. In a subscription market there is often more than one agreement party, and
consequently an acceptance by one party is not always the final position. Within ACORD messaging, once
an acceptance has been transmitted no further response can be given for the transaction. It has therefore
been agreed that ACORD Acknowledgements (other than queries) will not be transmitted whilst the
transaction can still be updated by the Broker.
Brokers have indicated that they would like to receive the individual business acknowledgement message
as soon as each Carrier responds. The current process is therefore an interim solution which will be reviewed
for subsequent releases.
Where Carriers provide comments in their response to Brokers (e.g. reservation of rights or instructions to
appoint surveyor etc.), the details are included in the ACORD Acknowledgement message (within the
<ResponseDescription> (T181))
The white comments boxes in the diagrams on the following pages explain the reason for returning a
response to the Broker.

7.6.3.1

Lloyd’s

Advice & Settlement – Business Acknowledgement

For query responses, a single business level query message will be generated for the Carrier concerned. An
email will also be generated to provide additional information about the query, and to identify the other
Carriers will be impacted as a result of the query.
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7.6.3.2

ILU

Advice & Settlement – Business Acknowledgement

For query responses, a single business level query message will be generated for the Carrier concerned. An
email will also be generated to provide additional information about the query, and to identify the other
Carriers that will be impacted as a result of the query.
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7.6.3.3

LIRMA

Advice Following Circulation – Business Acknowledgement & Business Query
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Status Table
7.6.4.1

Lloyd’s

CLASS
Event

Role

Response

PbS Action

10

Lead

Query

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Lead
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the query;
what the query is, and identifying the other Carriers that will be
impacted as a result of the query

14

Lead

Seen / Action A single email is generated showing the new position of all Carriers
within this bureau, as well as any narrative that the Carrier has
supplied.

14

Lead

Agree Pay

A single email is generated showing the new position of all Carriers
within this bureau, as well as any narrative that the Carrier has
supplied.

10 / 14 & Agreement
15
Party

Query

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Carrier

14

Agreement
Party

Seen / Action A single email is generated showing the new position of all Carriers
within this bureau, as well as any narrative that the Carrier has
supplied.

14

Agreement
Party

Agree Pay

A single email is generated showing the new position of all Carriers
within this bureau, as well as any narrative that the Carrier has
supplied.

10

XCS

Query

See scenarios on following pages

15

XCS

Seen / Action A single email is generated showing the new position of all Carriers
within this bureau, as well as any narrative that the Carrier has
supplied.

15

XCS

Agree Pay

40

XCS

A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the query;
what the query is, and identifying the other Carriers that will be
impacted as a result of the query

A single email is generated showing the new position of all Carriers
within this bureau, as well as any narrative that the Carrier has
supplied.
Transaction Complete: ACORD Business Level acknowledgement is
generated for all Carriers within the bureau
A single email is also generated indicating that the transaction has
been successfully processed
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XCS Query Scenarios
In the existing process, XCS perform technical checks on Lloyd’s claims and when required, query on ECF2
via an update LIMCLM back to the Broker.
In PbS, where XCS need to send a query there will no longer be the option of sending an update LIMCLM.
The position agreed with the PbS Process Group is that PbS must send a Business Level (L4) query and out
of band email (where registered to receive) to the Broker for the following Carriers present on the market that
haven’t already agreed.
Solution:
Where:
there are multiple followers for a Lloyd’s claim, and where the Lead has responded and XCS raise a
Query - A Business Level (L4) query and out of band email (where registered to receive) is to be
sent to the Broker on behalf of all Carriers that have not responded either "Agree Pay" or
"Seen/Action". As per examples 1 and 2.
Example 1
Carrier

Role

Response

Carrier 1111

Lead

Agree Pay

Carrier 2222

Follower

None

Carrier 3333

Follower

None

Carrier 4444

Follower

None

XCS

XCS

Query

Business Level (L4) queries and out of band emails (if applicable) will be sent for Carriers 2222,
3333 and 4444

Example 2
Carrier

Role

Response

Carrier 1111

Lead

Agree Pay

Carrier 2222

Agreement
Party

Agree Pay

Carrier 3333

Follower

None

Carrier 4444

Follower

None

XCS

XCS

Query

Business Level (L4) queries and out of band emails (if applicable) will be sent for Carriers 3333 and
4444
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there are 2 Carriers for a Lloyd’s claim, and where the Lead and the follower have responded, then
XCS raise a Query - A Business Level (L4) query and out of band email (where registered to receive)
is to be sent to the Broker on behalf of the single follower. As per example 3.
Example 3
Carrier

Role

Response

Carrier 1111

Lead

Agree Pay

Carrier 2222

Agreement
Party

Agree Pay

XCS

XCS

Query

Business Level (L4) queries and out of band emails (if applicable) will be sent for Carrier 2222

there is 1 Carrier for a Lloyd’s claim, and the Lead has responded, then XCS raise a Query - A
Business Level (L4) query and out of band email (where registered to receive) is to be sent to the
Broker on behalf of the Lead Carrier. As per example 4.
Example 4:
Carrier

Role

Response

Carrier 1111

Lead

Agree Pay

XCS

XCS

Query

Business Level (L4) queries and out of band emails (if applicable) will be sent for Carrier 1111

The Business Level (L4) query will include a <QueryDescription> field which will identify that the response is
on behalf of XCS. The description will show “XCS Queried" followed by the relevant query narrative. These
details will be the last in the 'string' of narrative recorded in the <QueryDescription>.
Similarly, the out of band query will include a "Query Narrative" field which will also identify that the response
is on behalf of XCS.
Note: In the examples above, even where a Carrier has responded ‘Agree Pay’ the Business Level (L4)
Acknowledgement will not have been sent so a Business Level (L4) Query can be issued for the Carrier(s)
denoted in the examples.
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7.6.4.2

ILU

CLASS
Event

Role

Response

PbS Action

12

Lead

PEN

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Lead
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the query;
what the query is, and identifying the other Carriers that will be impacted
as a result of the query

15

Lead

AUT

A single email is generated showing the new position of all Carriers
within this bureau, as well as any narrative that the Carrier has supplied.

12

Agreement
Party

PEN

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Carrier

15

Agreement
Party

AUT

40

PbS

A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the query;
what the query is, and identifying the other Carriers that will be impacted
as a result of the query
A single email is generated showing the new position of all Carriers
within this bureau, as well as any narrative that the Carrier has supplied.
Transaction Complete: ACORD Business Level acknowledgement is
generated for all Carriers within the bureau
A single email is also generated indicating that the transaction has been
successfully processed
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7.6.4.3

LIRMA

CLASS
Event

Role

Response
Code

PbS Action

12

Lead

REJ

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Lead
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the query
and what the query is

20

Lead

CIR

A single email is generated to advise that the claim details have been
circulated

20

Lead

CAA

ACORD Business Level acknowledgement is generated for the Lead at
the end of the day (8pm)
A single email is also generated indicating that the Lead has accepted

20

Lead

INF

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Lead
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the query
and what the query is

20

Lead

FIL

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Lead
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the query
and what the query is

20

Lead

DIS

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Lead
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the query
and what the query is

20

Lead

ACC

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Lead
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the query
and what the query is.
The ACC response does not hold up settlement for other Carriers

20

Lead

No

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Lead
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the query
and what the query is.

20

Lead

Yes

ACORD Business Level acknowledgement is generated for the Lead at
the end of the day (8pm)
A single email is also generated indicating that the Lead has accepted
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CLASS
Event

Role

Response
Code

PbS Action

45

Lead

CAN

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Lead
A single email is also generated containing narrative indicating the
action taken by the Lead

20

Agreement
Party

CAA

ACORD Business Level acknowledgement is generated for the
Carrier at the end of the day (8pm)
A single email is also generated indicating that the Carrier has
accepted

20

20

20

20

20

20

Agreement
Party

INF

Agreement
Party

FIL

Agreement
Party

DIS

Agreement
Party

ACC

Agreement
Party

No

Agreement
Party

Yes

ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Carrier
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the
query and what the query is
ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Carrier
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the
query and what the query is
ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Carrier
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the
query and what the query is
ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Carrier
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the
query and what the query is
ACORD Business Level query is generated for the Carrier
A single email is also generated, indicating who has raised the
query and what the query is
ACORD Business Level acknowledgement is generated for the
Carrier at the end of the day (8pm)
A single email is also generated indicating that the Carrier has
accepted

40

PbS

Transaction moves to ‘complete’ when all of the Agreement Parties
have agreed.
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8

Specific Business Scenarios
Mid-Term Broker Change (MTBC)

The existing procedures for amending the Broker of Record for a contract (as detailed within the MTBC
Implementation Guide) will remain unaltered for PbS.
It is the Broker’s responsibility to ensure that all transactions have been completed for both the Premium and
Claims before transitioning the relevant UMR and/or UCR to the incoming broker. However, any uncompleted
transactions will not stop the UMR and/or UCR from being transitioned via MTBC to an incoming broker.
If there are uncompleted transactions, which are under the ownership of the Outgoing Broker, that need to
be updated, for this a temporary MTBC should be requested. The Outgoing Broker must then send the
necessary messages. If the Outgoing Broker sends a Cancel and Replace message on a transaction, prior
to executing a temporary MTBC, on a UCR the claim will be blocked to ensure that the Carriers do not act
on claim transactions which are incorrect. The claim be re-released for Carrier action only after a temporary
MTBC is performed and the Outgoing Broker resends the messages.

Submitting Transactions after a MTBC
PbS will support transactions against Risks and/or Claims transferred by a MTBC. This means that:
For Premiums:
•

A PbS risk can transfer from a PbS Broker to a Broker using a non-PbS channel

•

A PbS risk can transfer from one PbS Broker to another PbS Broker

•

A non-PbS risk can transfer to the PbS channel

A PbS Brokers will be able to submit any subsequent premiums via PbS.
For existing Claims:
•

There is no interchangeability between PbS and non-PbS channels for an existing claim after a MTBC.
Once a claim has started to be processed via PbS it can only be processed via PbS. (see below)

•

Subsequent transactions on PbS Claims transferring between two PbS Brokers can be processed
via ECF

•

Subsequent transactions on a Legacy Claim transferring from a Legacy Broker to a PbS Broker can
be processed via PbS

To process further transactions on an existing PbS claim where the new Broker does not use PbS, the PbS
claim must be closed by the outgoing Broker prior to the MTBC being administered. The incoming Broker
should then notify the claim again under a new UCR via legacy ECF processing.
For new Claims on a Risk that have been processed via PbS:
•

New legacy ECF Claim on a PbS Risk can be processed by the non-PbS Broker assuming
responsibility for the business.

•

New claims on PbS Risks transferring between two PbS Brokers must be processed via PbS
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To process new claims on a Risk (regardless of whether the Risk was processed via PbS or A&S/eAccounts),
the incoming Broker can use legacy ECF channels or use the PbS channel for claims.
Submission Via PbS
Brokers assuming responsibility following transfer of business are strongly encouraged to submit Proof of
Transfer and MTBC Instruction Form(s) via Xchanging (a DXC Company) Service Centre in advance of any
new PbS transactions being submitted (Service Centre contact details are noted in the PbS User Guide in
section 10.9 – Further Info & Help). The processing of the transaction(s) via PbS will not be possible until the
completion of the transfer activities highlighted above.
If the incoming Broker elects to submit a transaction (whether claim or premium) without having first
submitted the Broker change details described above and not having received confirmation about the
execution of the MTBC, an error will be detected owing to the sender not corresponding with the Broker of
record.
In the case of a premium submission, this will be automatically queried to the Broker who will be required to
send reversal messages to cancel the transaction submitted and contact the Service Centre to make
arrangements for the transfer to be instigated and completed or to check on its status. The transaction can
be re-submitted using PbS once the MTBC has been completed.
In the case of a claim, the submission will be automatically queried to the Broker, who will be required to
send cancellation messages for the transaction submitted and contact the Service Centre to make
arrangements for the transfer to be instigated and completed or to check on its status. The transaction can
be re-submitted using PbS once the MTBC has been completed.
Where the new Broker is reverting to old submission methods such as A&S or ECF2, the limitations of those
channels will apply. For example, if the new Broker wishes to process a claim through ECF2 that spans
multiple signings, they will be subject to the relevant ECF2 exclusion and would be forced to revert to paper
submission.
The standard MTBC procedures must also be used to transfer business from one Broking organisation to
another following mergers or acquisitions in relation to a new London Market Broker Code being required on
the accounting transactions. If, however, the merger or acquisition requires the DUNS code of the acquiring
broker organisation to be assigned to the original Broker code, then Service Centre should be notified of this
via completion of an updated PbS Service Registration form so that the Service Registration Data for the
DUNS code can be updated.
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Mid-Term Market Change (MTMC)
The existing procedures for Mid-Term Market Changes require Brokers to submit transactions covering all
Carriers associated with the impacted bureau(x). The PbS process could ultimately be simplified to only
require transactions in respect of the specific Carriers involved (i.e. those coming on or off risk), but this
option is not currently under consideration.
Submission through PbS will follow the existing A&S and eAccounts process, where a return premium will
be required to cancel the unused portion of the contract for all Carriers within the affected bureau (i.e.
including those that are not changing their lines). An associated entry should also be submitted to establish
the premium for the relevant Carriers that will be on risk for the remaining period of the contract. PbS
technicians will check for evidence of a MTMC and query back to the Broker if none is found.
For the avoidance of doubt, transactions should not be processed for Carriers in bureaux that are unaffected,
for example, a mid-term market change involving Lloyd’s Syndicates should not affect the transactions for
the ILU or LIRMA Carriers.
For complex submissions, it is recommended that Brokers notify the XIS Service Desk ahead of the
EBOT/ECOT transaction submission.
As per existing MTMC processes, outgoing and incoming Carriers will have access to all premium related
documentation loaded to the IMR (i.e. the MRC documents, policy documents and miscellaneous / historical
documents folders) both before and after the mid-term market change. The access given to each document
or folder (full or read only) will depend on the details contained within the MTMC agreement.
This will ensure that all Carriers have a copy of the full MRC for the claims agreement process and will
eliminate any exception scenarios e.g. an endorsement that effects cover from the inception of the risk loaded
after the MTMC.
As part of the MTMC process, Brokers should submit premium transactions covering all Carriers associated
with the impacted bureau(x) prior to a claim transaction being submitted. If the claim transaction is submitted
prior to the premium transactions, the new market will not exist in PbS and consequently a business level
query will be sent to the Broker. The Broker will be expected to reverse the claim transaction and then resubmit a new transaction once the MTMC premium has been processed.
Access to UCR content is driven by the business data sent from CLASS to the IMR, which determines the
relevant market based upon the Carriers on the claim, as provided by the Broker and prevents inadvertent
disclosure of claims data to Carriers not participating in a claim before or after the MTMC.
Note: No changes to the Access Control List will be made for confidential documents, the organisations
specified will retain access pre- or post-MTMC.
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Non Premium Endorsements
Processing requests for Non Premium Endorsements (i.e. contractual changes that do not affect the
premium) will not be supported via PbS. NPEs can however be associated with an accounting transaction
(premium or claim) in order to keep the Market Repository records up-to-date.
There is a direct load facility that allows the Broker to load NPEs onto the IMR and then submit a Work Order
to instruct XIS to check the endorsement(s). On completion of XIS business processing, an email is
automatically sent to the Broker to confirm that the endorsement has been checked.
For details on how to use the direct load facility, please refer to the Accounting & Settlement User Guide v5.1
(7.5.1).

Stage 2 Policy Checking / Production
As with NPEs, PbS will be unable to accept Stage 2 policy requests in isolation (i.e. they can be associated
with either a premium or claim accounting transaction). These should continue to be processed using A&S.

Consortia – Lloyd’s

Consortia Registration
The existing procedure for requesting a Consortium to be registered within the mainframe systems will remain
unchanged and it will not be possible to request the registration of a Consortium through TA or CM/TA
messages.
Where a new consortium arrangement requires to be registered, brokers should contact the DXC Service
Centre and provide the constituent syndicates and their shares, with a request that the consortium is
established in DXC systems to avoid Technical Account messages failing validation. Consortium
arrangements should be notified as early as possible, a 72-hour turnaround time will be targeted although
this will be impacted by other processing priorities at the time. Processing should only be attempted against
the new consortium after its set up has been confirmed to avoid unnecessary re-work and delays.

Message Information
When notifying a premium or claims transaction for a Lloyd’s Consortium the Broker will send one TA, one
CM or one set of CM/TA message for the Lloyd’s Consortium. The Consortium ID and YOA will be provided
in the incoming XML as outlined below.

Technical Elements
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Area

Field

Data
dictionary
ref.

Required Values

Classification

M

Header
- Party

(Re)
InsurerIdentificationAgency

C103

ID Agency = Lloyd’s

C479

(Re)Insured ID = Registered
Lloyd’s Consortia ID

Header
- Party

(Re)InsurerIdentification
(Id)

C102

(Re)Insured ID = Registered
Lloyd’s Consortia ID

M

Contract
Section

UnderwritingYear

D008

Incepting Year of the contract

M

C478

Premium Processing
PbS will support the processing of transactions which includes a Consortium which has been registered for
Lloyd’s.
The Broker will submit the Lloyd’s Bureau ID together with the Consortium ID and in the Underwriting Year
field of the TA message indicate the YOA for the Consortium. A Consortium is valid for a specific YOA and
can have different Carriers, Carrier Line Percentages and Carrier References for each year it operates.
Therefore, it is critical that the Broker indicates the correct YOA to use during the processing of the
transaction in the Underwriting Year field.

Original Premium Transaction
During processing of the incoming transaction, PbS will verify that the received combination of Lloyd’s ID (in
respect of the Consortium) and Underwriting Year has been registered in the Consortia table.
If the combination is registered, PbS will store this information received in the Incoming message and use it
in processes such as setting the Access Control List (ACL) and Issue and Query handling.
If the combination is not registered, PbS will then process the incoming message as if the Lloyd’s Id is related
to a Carrier. On processing failure, the Premium technician will raise a query with the broker to inform them
that the Consortium has not been registered.

Changing the YOA of the Premium Transaction
If the submitting broker wants to change the YOA used for determining the Consortium details, this must be
achieved by sending C&R messages. It is not possible for the Premium technician to change the YOA during
processing in downstream systems.
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Claims Processing
During processing of the incoming transaction, PbS will verify that the received combination of Lloyd’s ID
and Underwriting Year has been registered in the Consortia table.
If the combination is registered, PbS will store the information received in the Incoming message and use it
during Market Match to determine the correct Market Version.
If the combination is not registered, PbS will process the incoming message as if it was a message for a
Carrier. Since the check is preformed regardless of the value received in the (Re)insurer field this is the likely
outcome. If, however, the combination of Consortia ID and YOA has not been registered then the UMR will
also not have been processed.

8.5.6.1

Unsigned Risk

For Lloyd’s, Unsigned Risk processing is not supported, this means that there will always be a UMR to raise
the claim against, therefore the Consortium will always have been registered.
8.5.6.2

ECF Claims Details

In ECF as today, it will be clearly displayed that a carrier line is part of a consortium. The carrier lines will be
displayed in ECF in the order that they have been recorded in the Premium, except if the Bureau lead has
not been registered first – then it will be displayed first.
Consortium carrier lines relating to a claim will follow the sequencing as recorded in the parent Premium
transaction.
8.5.6.3

Out of Band Emails

In the out of band email where Carrier Details are displayed a new column has been added for Consortia
and will be populated with the Consortia ID if a Carrier ID is a member of a Consortia.

Consortia Query Related Information
In the PbS Query Portal – if the party types Owner, Assignee or Raised By are part of a Consortia, the
Consortia ID is appended to the Carrier Code.
8.5.7.1

Premium Query Process

A Premium technician will be able to raise a query to the following carrier permutations:
1) Consortia Lead or any other Consortia member
2) Some carriers within the Consortia – including the Consortia Lead
3) All members of the Consortia
The owner of the Query will be determined as per the existing rules.
8.5.7.2

Claims Query Process
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8.5.7.2.1.

Consortia member raises a query

If a Consortia member is the leader or the 2nd agreement party they will be able to raise a query with the
broker. In the OOB email that is sent in these instances the corresponding line in the email will have its
status set to ‘Query’ in-line with the existing implementation.
It will also show in the OOB email that a Carrier that is a member of a consortia has raised a query.
8.5.7.2.2.

XCS Technical Processing raises a query

If XCS Technical Processing raises a query how this will be handled with regards to the L4 Business
Queries and OOB emails will depend on the market on the claim. Below 5 different scenarios are outlined.
Scenario 1: The market on the claim is made up of 2 carriers, 1111 who is a lead, and 4444 who is a
follower. Additionally, there is one Consortia with 2 Carriers (2222 and 3333) who are followers. XCS TP
Queries the claim transaction.
Messages
Received

Carrier

Role

Consortia

Response

L4 Query
Messages Sent

CM1/TA1

Carrier 1111

Lead

Agree Pay

No Message Sent

Carrier 2222

Follower

9909

None

Carrier 3333

Follower

9909

None

Carrier 4444

Follower

None

XCS

XCS

Query

CM2/TA2

CM3/TA3

L4 Business Query
Sent
L4 Business Query
Sent

In this scenario 2 L4 Business Queries will be returned to the Broker, one for the message related to the
Consortia and one for Carrier 4444.
Scenario 2: The market on the claim is made up of 2 carriers, 1111 who is a lead, and 4444 who is a
follower. Additionally, there is one Consortia with 2 Carriers (2222 and 3333) and 2222 is an agreement
party. XCS TP Queries the claim transaction.
Messages
Received

Carrier

Role

CM1/TA1

Carrier 1111

Lead

Carrier 2222

Agreement
Party

9909

Carrier 3333

Follower

9909

Carrier 4444

Follower

CM2/TA2

CM3/TA3

Consortia

Response

L4 Query Message
Sent

Agree Pay

No message Sent

Agree Pay
No message Sent
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XCS

XCS

Query

In Scenario 2, due to both the Lead and the Agreement party having agreed the claim, the query will only
be raised against the CM/TA which have not been responded to, in this case CM3/FA3 for Carrier 4444.
Scenario 3: The market on the claim consists of one Consortia with 3 carriers. The Consortia Lead has
agreed (as the Bureau Lead), XCS TP Queries the transaction.
Messages
Received

CM1/TA1

Carrier

Role

Consortia

Response

Carrier 1111

Lead

9199

Agree Pay

Carrier 2222

Follower

9199

None

Carrier 3333

Follower

9199

None

XCS

XCS

L4 Query Messages
Sent

L4 Business Query
Sent

Query

In Scenario 3, the L4 Business Query will be raised against the single CM1/TA1 that was received from
the Broker, this is regardless of the Lead having agreed the claim. This is due to this CM1/TA1 message
being the only message received from the Broker.
Scenario 4: The market on the claim consists of one Carrier and one Consortia with 3 Carriers. One of
the Consortia Carriers is the Agreement Party. The Lead and the Agreement Party has agreed the claim.
Messages
Received

Carrier

Role

CM1/TA1

Carrier 1111

Lead

Carrier 2222

Agreement
Party

9199

Agree Pay

Carrier 3333

Follower

9199

None

Carrier 4444

Follower

9199

None

XCS

XCS

CM2/TA2

Consortia

Response

L4 Query
Messages Sent

Agree Pay

No Messages Sent

L4 Business Query
Sent

Query

In Scenario 4, the L4 Business Query will be raised against the CM/TA which still has followers which
have not responded to the claim, this are the followers within the Consortia. Therefore, the L4 Business
Query will be raised against CM2/TA2.
Scenario 5: The market on the claim consist of one Carrier and one Consortia with 3 carriers. The Carrier
that is independently on the market is also a Carrier that is participating within the Consortia. Additionally,
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this carrier is the Lead on the claim and has agreed the claim. There are no agreement parties on the
claim.
Messaged
Received

Carrier

Role

CM1/TA1

Carrier - 2222

Lead

Carrier – 2222

Follower

9199

None

Carrier – 3333

Follower

9199

None

Carrier - 4444

Follower

9199

None

XCS

XCS

CM2/TA2

Consortia

Response

Messages Sent

Agree/Pay

No message sent

L4 Business Query
Sent

Query

In Scenario 5, Carrier 2222 will show as having agreed the claim and no L4 Business Query will be sent
for this CM/TA pair when XCS TP Queries the claim. When XCS TP does query the claim the L4 Business
Queries will be sent to the Broker for CM2/TA2 and the response status for the followers will be none.
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9

General Information
Implementation Permutations

This section provides some clarification to assist Brokers with assessing the implementation options available
when adopting EBOT and ECOT messaging for PbS as outlined in this Interface Specification. In line with
the details below, it is possible for Brokers to elect to migrate a subset of their business at any given time.
1. The use of EBOT and ECOT messaging can be treated separately. That is, just because premium
transactions against a risk are submitted using the EBOT messaging channel, there is no
requirement to submit claim transactions against the same risk using the ECOT messaging channel.
2. Once Brokers have migrated to the EBOT messaging channel for premium transaction submissions
against a particular risk, it will not normally be possible to reverse this migration and submit follow
on transactions for that risk via previous methods (eAccounts / A&S). N.B. This does not prevent
Brokers migrating in a blockwise fashion, for example, migrating different classes of business in
stages.
3. If a claim advice has been submitted using PbS, then this channel must be used throughout the
entire remainder of the claim agreement process for that specific claim, i.e. until the claim is closed.
See excluded from scope items in section 9.2.2 for exceptions to this.
4. The migration of an existing claim to the new channel will be supported and encouraged, but if an
individual transaction is in progress it will need to be completed via the previous submission method
(LIMCLM) before a subsequent transaction on the same claim can be advised via ECOT.
Where Brokers have elected to use the new channels for premium submissions while retaining existing
processes for claim transactions, they will need to continue supplying the relevant signing numbers and dates
for the claims submissions. The current eAccounts service offers a report in csv file format that provides a
mapping between Broker and Carrier level signings, so that the Carrier signings can be provided with any
subsequent claims submission. The same file will be made available to PbS Brokers, so that they can attach
the appropriate OSNDs to the claims submission, allowing Carriers to identify the risk.
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Legacy Risks
Legacy risks are defined as those where transactions (premium and/or claims) were originally processed
through channels other than PbS (i.e. A&S / eAccounts / CLASS / ECF2 / Paper).

Background
CSRP introduced the ability for subsequent Premium Transactions to be processed through PbS where the
previous Premium Transaction was also processed through the PbS channel. This is known as PbS Premium
on PbS Risk.
The project further introduced the ability for Claims Transactions to be processed through PbS where the
first Claim Transaction and the Risk to which it attaches, was processed through the PbS channel. This is
known as PbS Claims on PbS Risks.
Now PbS capability has been extended to be able to process PbS Premium Transactions on Legacy Risks,
PbS Claims on Legacy Risks and PbS Claim Transactions on Legacy Claims.

Scope
The scope for PbS Legacy is:
Included in Scope:
•

PbS Premium on Legacy Risks
o PbS Subsequent Premium Transaction on an existing Legacy Risk

•

PbS Claim on Legacy Risks
o PbS First Advice Claim Transaction, where there have been no previous Claims on the same Risk
o PbS First Advice Claim Transaction, where there have been previous Claims on the same Risk
advised via the legacy method

•

PbS Claims on Legacy Claims
o PbS Subsequent Claim Transaction (advice / settlement) on an existing Legacy Claim

•

Reversion of PbS Premium / Claim back to Legacy submission route in accordance with existing
arrangements for the PbS Service and available to be used only by exception.

Excluded from Scope:
•

Claims which are currently excluded from ECF

•

Claims which are not supported by the PbS Service *

•

Premium transactions which are not supported by the PbS Service *

•

Legacy Risks which are outside of the scope of the PbS Service

•

PbS Claim transaction submissions while there are incomplete Non-PbS Claim Transaction(s) (inflight)
against the same Claim (UCR)
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•

PbS Claim transactions on unsigned legacy risks

•

Legacy Claims where the first PbS Claim transaction submission is auto queried by PbS.

∗

Please refer to Sections 2.3 for PbS Scope. All excluded items should continue to be handled by the
existing legacy channels.

Submission Sequences including Legacy
In these processes the blue arrows indicate the new transaction sequences that will be catered for by the
PbS Service.
Risk Established via Legacy Submission
Key
Premium Transaction– Legacy Channel
Premium Transaction– PbS Channel
Subsequent Premium
Transaction
(Paper / A&S / eAccounts)

Claim Transaction – Legacy Channel (Paper)
Claim Transaction – Legacy Channel (ECF)
Claim Transaction – PbS Channel

Subsequent Premium
Transaction
(PbS)

Transition from Paper To ECF
New Transaction Sequence

1st Premium Transaction
Risk Established
(Paper / A&S / eAccounts)
Subsequent Claim Advice
(Paper)
1st Claim Advice
(Paper)

Subsequent Claim Advice
(ECF)
Transition To ECF
(Skeleton CLASS Record)
Subsequent Claim Advice
(PbS)

Subsequent Claim Advice
(ECF)
1st Claim Advice
(ECF)
Subsequent Claim Advice
(PbS)

1st Claim Advice
(PbS)
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Risk Established via PbS Submission
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Party Identification – Use of Bureau Stamps or DUNs codes
Party Identification has a material impact on two areas, the ability to
i.

automatically route the message to the correct recipient and

ii.

identify the legal entity that is participating on the contract.

For routing purposes, the PartyId must always be a DUNs code, but for identifying the legal entity, it may be
specified as either DUNs or Lloyd’s / ILU / LIRMA codes (see section 10.1 for further information). If DUNs
code is used for both routing and identifying the legal entity, the code used must be the same for both
purposes and must be registered with TMEL.

Routing of Messages
With EBOT/ECOT messaging being transmitted via The Message Exchange Limited (TMEL) for both bureau
and non-bureau implementations, a means of differentiating between the two is required. This is so TMEL
can direct messages to the Central Services gateway (XAG), as required for bureau submissions, and
Carriers’ own gateway for non-bureau submissions.
Messages intended for Central Services (Xchanging Ins-sure Services) must contain a specific DUNs code
(236196817) in the Ultimate Receiver PartyId of the End Point Addressing aggregate (as highlighted below).
<wsa:EndpointReference xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">
<wsa:Address>http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/anonymous</wsa:Address>
<wsa:ReferenceParameters>
<ac:Sender>
<ac:PartyId>urn:duns:111111111</ac:PartyId>
<ac:PartyRoleCd>Broker</ac:PartyRoleCd>
<ac:PartyName>Broker A</ac:PartyName>
</ac:Sender>
<ac:Receiver>
<ac:PartyId>urn:duns:236196817</ac:PartyId>
<ac:PartyRoleCd>ServiceProvider</ac:PartyRoleCd>
<ac:PartyName>Xchanging Ins-sure Services</ac:PartyName>
</ac:Receiver>
</wsa:ReferenceParameters>
</wsa:EndpointReference>
Central Services will address response messages to Brokers by reversing the Sender and Receiver Party
details in the SOAP message header above. The forwarding of Broker ECOT/EBOT messages to Carriers
once they have been received by Central Services will be considered in future releases.
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Identifying the Legal Entity
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

ReceiverIndication

C079

TA|FA|CM: Receiver

(Re)InsurerIdentification

C478
/
C102

TA|FA|CM: (Re)Insurer/Party/Id

(Re)InsurerIdentificationAgency

C479
/
C103

TA|FA|CM: (Re)Insurer/Party/Id/@Agency

(Re)InsurerName

T230
/
T017

TA|FA|CM: (Re)Insurer/Party/Id/Name

Londo
n
M

Note: Central Services will only process ECOT / EBOT message(s) submitted by the Broker with
ReceiverIndication populated with “insurer” or “reinsurer”. If any other values are populated then the
response will be an application level rejection.
The EBOT / ECOT Guides contain a number of elements to identify the parties associated with the message
(including name and address). One of the elements is a coded identification, and ACORD recommend the
use of Dun & Bradstreet (DUNs) codes for this element. An alternative option is the Lloyd’s Syndicate/Broker
number or IUA Carrier stamp. Both of these options will be available for EBOT / ECOT messages submitted
for processing in Central Services. Although the ACORD standard would allow multiple ID Agencies to be
provided, CSRP expect to receive a single item.
The possible scenarios can therefore be split into two categories:
Standard Practice
Submissions using Lloyd’s, ILU or LIRMA codes
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and the Broker number and/or Carrier stamp
details would be automatically recorded in Central Services systems.
Submissions using Dun & Bradstreet numbers
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and for a first submission, the Broker number
and/or Carrier stamp details would be identified by reviewing the Service Registration Management (SRM)
database to identify how many numbers and/or stamps are associated with the DUNs code. Then:
Where there is a single number and/or stamp registered, the relevant details will be recorded
Where there are multiple number and/or stamps recorded, the list of possible results will be
displayed, and an Xchanging technician will review the MRC and select the appropriate details.
On a subsequent submission, the correct Broker number and/or Carrier stamp details would be
identified via Risk History.
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Multi Stamp or Multi Line Placements
The business processes for ACORD messaging are defined on the basis that there is a single sender and a
single receiver. However, the use of multi stamps or multiple lines with the same stamp is not uncommon in
the London market.
For accounting and claim purposes, the relevant shares must not be combined; an EBOT / ECOT message
would be expected for each share, even though the Carrier DUNs code may be the same for all participations.

Note:
Multi stamps apply when one underwriter writes a contract section with two or more stamps. The stamps
may be ‘combined’ and operated together as a group (as is the case for Beazley, where the majority of
business written is via a single stamp containing Syndicates 623 and 2623) or, the underwriter may write
their lines by applying separate ‘individual’ stamps together (e.g. Chubb divide their participation on aviation
risks between their Lloyd’s stamp 2488 and LIRMA stamp A2807). In either case, there are multiple Carrier
entities, but they are operated by one underwriter ‘in tandem’ with a single underwriting decision. Despite
there being a single underwriting process, the subsequent accounting and claims processes require amounts
to be specified for each individual Syndicate or Carrier Stamp.
The multiple line scenario occurs when one Carrier writes more than one line on a contract section using the
same stamp. This is generally when a line has been written at the start of a placement, but the Broker later
asks for an additional line to complete the placement.
PbS expects the Broker to send in one message per Carrier line, so if the Carrier is present more than once
on the same risk, the Broker will send in a message for each instance. PbS will identify that it has received
two or more distinct messages and use these messages to match to the Carrier lines that are on the relevant
market version. If the Carrier ID and Carrier line percentage does match to more than one Carrier line, the
Carrier reference will be used to perform the final match between the message and the risk Carrier line.
If the Broker does not submit separate uniquely identifiable messages, then the transaction will fail market
match because there will be too few messages received. This will result in PbS triggering operational
intervention.
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References
This section includes details on how Central Services will treat references, including those provided in a
format that cannot be processed through central systems. It should be noted that where any mention of
altering a senders’ reference is made, the intention is to store the data received in its original format and then
to create an additional data item that can be used for processing purposes (i.e. Central Services will never
modify the data received, just store an alternative value and apply cross referencing between the two values).
Any subsequent correspondence with the sender that includes their reference would contain the original
(unaltered) data.

Broker Contract Reference (UMR)
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

Londo
n

BrokerContractReference

R008

TA|CM: /Contract/BrokerReference

UMR

Assumption: The UMR construct will remain in use in the London market for the foreseeable future (at least
until after the handling of EDI messages has been changed or are no longer required).

In the London market, the Broker contract reference must be supplied in a specific format (known as the
Unique Market Reference (UMR)). It consists of the Lloyd’s Broker Number (i.e. 4 digits prefixed with a B),
followed by up to 12 alphanumeric characters, which must be unique within the Brokers system (e.g.
B0123ABC15DEFWXYZ).
The Broker Contract Reference within the EBOT / ECOT standard can contain up to 255 characters of any
type (i.e. including special characters like ‘&’ or ‘#’). Future phases of CSRP will remove the reliance on a
reference of this precise UMR format, at which point the ACORD standard could be accommodated. Until
that time, Central Services will take the following actions for the Broker Contract Reference:

Standard Practice
The Broker Contract Reference is supplied in the UMR format.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner. The
UMR as provided will be included in the UMR field of the BSM / USM / DSIGNS / CSM / IPCCSM /
IPCDSM and the UMR excluding Broker number would be in the Broker Ref 1 field. Additionally, it will
be used to search for existing risk records and to attach to documents in the Insurer’s Market Repository
(IMR).
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The Broker Contract Reference is not supplied in the UMR format.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services as a valid EBOT / ECOT message, but a query
would be returned to the sender advising that Central Services are unable to process the entry. The
sender would be expected to resubmit the submission to supply the Broker Contract Reference in the
UMR format. Where practicable, other aspects of the submission would be reviewed before generating
the query to ensure that there were no other issues evident at this point.

Broker Claims Reference (UCR)
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

BrokerClaimReference

R031

CM: Claim/BrokerReference
TA: Subaccount/IndividualClaimAmtItem/
Claim/BrokerReference

Londo
n
(M)

UCR

CM

Assumption: The UCR construct will remain in use in the London market for the foreseeable future (at least
until the dependency on EDI messaging has been removed after the full CSR programme has been
implemented)

In the London market, the Broker Claim reference must be supplied in a specific format (known as the Unique
Claim Reference (UCR)). It consists of the Lloyd’s Broker Number (i.e. 4 digits prefixed with a B), followed
by up to 12 alphanumeric characters, which must be unique within the Brokers system (e.g.
B0123ABC15DEFWXYZ).
The Broker Claim Reference within the ECOT standard can contain up to 255 characters of any type (i.e.
include special characters like ‘&’ or ‘#’).
Central Services will take the following actions for the Broker Claim Reference:
Standard Practice
The Broker Claim Reference is supplied in the UCR format.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner
The Broker Claim Reference is not supplied in the UCR format and is of 12 characters or less in length
The submission would be accepted into Central Services as a valid message. An attempt to create a
valid UCR would be completed by appending the Broker claim reference to the Broker number. The
Broker number would be determined by either; extracting from the UMR, looking it up using the DUNS
code or reviewing the MRC. Should the Broker reference be unable to be derived from these codes, a
query will be raised. Where practicable, other aspects of the submission would be reviewed before
generating the query to ensure that there were no other issues.
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Currently there is an open discussion regarding how the UCR is to be replayed back to the sender, as
it cannot be sent via EBOT / ECOT messaging. Further details will be communicated and expanded
upon in a subsequent version of the User Guide.
The sender may continue to submit messages not in the UCR format and as such the process above
will be repeated for subsequent messages.
The Broker Claim Reference is not supplied in the UCR format and is more than 12 characters in length
The submission would be accepted into Central Services as a valid message, but a query would be
returned to the sender advising that Central Services are unable to process the entry. The sender would
be expected to resubmit the submission to supply the Broker Claim Reference in the UCR format. Where
practicable, other aspects of the submission would be reviewed before generating the query to ensure
that there were no other issues.
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Transaction Reference
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

Londo
n

TechnicalAccountEntryBroker
Reference

R248

TA:
Subaccount/TechAccountEntry/BrokerReference

O Prm TR

ClaimEntryBrokerReference

R167

CM: ClaimEntry/BrokerReference

O Claim
TR

BrokerAccountTransactionRe
ference

R020

TA: /BrokerReference

M

BrokerClaimTransactionRefer
ence

R036

CM: /BrokerReference

M

Note: The definition of an ACORD transaction is different to the definition of a transaction within the London
Market.
An ACORD transaction relates to an individual message sent to a single Carrier, with the transaction
reference being unique for each specific message. Hence BrokerAccountTransactionReference and
BrokerClaimTransactionReference.
A London Market transaction relates to an individual message (Work Package / LIMCLM) sent to potentially
multiple Carriers, with the transaction reference being unique to the specific message and the same across
all Carriers.
With the implementation of PbS a number of ECOT/EBOT messages, and therefore ACORD transactions,
may be used in the formation of a single London Market transaction, for Central Services processing. This
will be done on the basis of TechnicalAccountEntryBrokerReference (or ClaimEntryBrokerReference) not
BrokerAccountTransactionReference (or BrokerClaimTransactionReference).

The processing of these transaction entry references will be essentially the same for both TA and CM
messages. While the transaction entry references are optional field in the ECOT / EBOT quick reference
guides, they are required for Central Services processing. Therefore, if it is not provided with PbS
submissions, a business level query would be raised with the Broker to establish the correct London Market
transaction reference.
The Broker transaction entry references can contain up to 12 characters for Central Service submissions,
but within the EBOT / ECOT standard, may be up to 255 characters. Additionally, the Central Services
mainframe systems and the EDI messages limit the characters used to being from A-Z, 0-9, / and trailing
spaces, while EBOT / ECOT would accept a much wider range of special characters (e.g. & or #).
Although the EBOT / ECOT standard specifies that a maximum of 255 characters can be used, there is no
validation in place to verify this and messages would reach Central Services irrespective of the number of
characters present. The options can therefore be split into two categories:
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Standard Practice
The Broker transaction reference is 12 characters or less and contains no unsupported characters.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner, with the
reference included in the Carrier EDI messages (see below).

The Broker transaction reference is more than 12 characters and/or contains unsupported characters.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services as a valid EBOT / ECOT message. The
Broker’s registration preference (see Section 10.1 Service Registration) would determine whether:
1.

A query would be returned to the Sender advising that Central Services are unable to process
the entry. The Sender would be expected to resubmit and supply the Transaction Reference in
the acceptable format; or

2.

Processing rules would be applied in this order to amend the reference in the following order:
a. Remove any unsupported characters; then
b. If the resulting reference is still more than 12 characters in length, it would be truncated to
12 characters. The Broker’s registration choice will determine whether truncation will retain
the first or last 12 characters.
For a PbS submission, the truncation option will be restricted to retaining the first 12
characters, the option to retain the last 12 will be introduced in a future release.

This standardised 12-character reference would be used in; BSM / USM / CSM / DSIGNS / IPCCSM /
IPCDSM. It would also be used in the SCM / LIMCLM as Broker Reference 2. Additionally, it will be
included as Transaction Reference in the Carrier LIMCLM header, but in this case, it will be prefixed
with “B” and the four-digit Broker number.
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Carrier References
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

(Re)InsurerContractReference

R009
/
R116

TA|CM: Contract/(Re)InsurerReference

Londo
n

Within the London bureau market, it is mandatory for Carriers to complete their reference(s) on the MRC,
and consequently any submissions to Central Services that has a Carrier reference missing from the MRC
would be returned to the Broker. For non-bureau business these Carrier References may not be supplied on
the MRC and therefore Brokers may not know the reference when generating messages.
There will also be instances where a Carrier has applied multiple references to an element that the Broker
wishes to account as a single entry, this can occur in both bureau and non-bureau submissions.
When the transaction relates to a pre-existing risk, Central Services will use an automated process to verify
that the Carrier reference supplied by the Broker exists on the applicable risk history record, for the Carrier
code and Carrier line percentage. However, Central Services will not always be able to verify that it is
precisely the correct Carrier reference for the applicable section.
Where the incorrect reference has been used for premium submissions, Central Services will amend the
reference according to the MRC. For claim transactions, it is expected that the Carrier would submit
corrections via ECF2 (online or via Write Back). The PbS response to the Broker would contain the correct
Carrier reference and the Broker should update their records accordingly. The corrected Carrier reference
will be used on all subsequent notifications and advices submitted by Central Services on behalf of the
Broker.
In the event that the Carrier stamp on the MRC does not contain any reference (i.e. it has been omitted in
error), then submission would be accepted into Central Services as a valid ECOT / EBOT message.
However, a query would be raised with the Broker to establish the reference(s) that should be captured.
Carrier references can contain up to 12 characters for Lloyd’s or LIRMA and up to 15 for ILU. Additionally,
the Central Services mainframe systems and the EDI messages limit the characters used to being from AZ, 0-9, / and trailing spaces. If the reference used from the MRC does not conform to the agreed format for
bureau processing, a query will be raised with the Carrier.
Note: In order to uphold EBOT / ECOT protocols, receipt of an amended reference should trigger an action
for the Broker to update their records and use this in subsequent associated transactions.
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Management Information
For PbS, new management information reports were delivered to cover the following only:
PbS activity. For Service Monitoring (by Service Boards) and for internal XIS business
operations use only.
A new PbS Broker Daily report. Where Brokers elect to supress PbS items from the existing
BSM daily report, a new PbS Broker Daily report provides the same content as the existing
BSM report for PbS items. Brokers will need to opt-in to receive it.

Premiums
A market workshop was held to review the proposals regarding management information for Premiums. The
changes discussed included:
A requirement to differentiate between eAccounts, A&S and PbS submissions
A requirement to add the UMR and Broker Reference 2 as PbS submissions no longer contain Signing
Number & Dates

Claims
A subsequent market workshop was held to review the proposals regarding existing management information
that Xchanging own and produce to the market for Claims. The changes discussed included:
A requirement to differentiate between ECF2 and PbS submissions
Possible new definition of Presentation Date in claims
Possible new definition of Settlement date for delinked claims
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Following further consultation with the market, Xchanging have identified a number of external reports that
would benefit from changes in support of CSRP. These are listed below.

Reallocation of Company Stamps for Settlement

DL5005

Reallocation of Company Stamps for Settlement

DL6006

Company Transaction Level Reporting Service

DL6001

Company Transaction Level Reporting Service

DL6009

Overseas Premium Tax & OPT Listing Reporting
Service

DL6078, DL6103

Overseas Premium Tax & OPT Listing Reporting
Service

DL6135, DL6180

UK Insurance Premium Tax Quarterly Service
UK Insurance Premium Tax Reporting Service

DL6010

US Reporting Electronic Syndicate Reconciliation
Quarterly Service
Broker On-time Early warning

DL5064

Broker Lates Early Warning

DL5065

List of Broker Late Signings

DL5011

US Syndicate Information Statement
Daily Syndicate Opt-Out Report (BSM Supplementary
File)
Deferred Account Scheme - SDD Amendments
Reporting Suite (Lloyds Managing Agents)

DEV1170

Lloyd's Central Accounting Balances Report

DEV1509

Overseas Premium Tax Reporting Service (Lloyds
Market)

In addition to this, Xchanging are working with the ECF User Group on changes to the ECF reports and
creation of new reports in support of CSRP.
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Use of BSM
The Bureau Signing Message (BSM) is the existing EDI message used to advise Brokers of premium and
claim accounting transactions. It has been agreed that during an initial period the BSM will only be advised
to those Brokers who have registered to receive it. The purpose of this is to assist Brokers with their
reconciliation in the shorter time and to provide the Actual Payment Date which is not currently provided via
the TA or FA acknowledgement.
For premiums the BSMs will be generated from PbS at the Broker signing (BSND) level, in the same way as
they are today from eAccounts. One BSM will be produced per BSND, with the relevant financial amounts
aggregated over all the Carriers in each bureau represented in the corresponding EBOT messages in the
Broker submission.
For claim transactions BSMs will be generated at the Carrier signing (CSND) level. Because the claim
submissions to PbS will be independent of any signings, the level at which the Broker submits claim
transactions may differ from the level at which the BSMs are returned. Nevertheless, it will be possible to
reconcile the Broker submissions to the BSMs using common references such as the Broker Transaction
Reference: details are given in the section below on Reconciliation Options.

BSM Suppression
Brokers will have the ability to suppress BSM messages (on request) for PbS premium and claim
transactions. This gives the option of separating premium and claim transactions processed via the PbS
(ACORD) channel from those processed via other channels. Along with the option for BSM suppression a
BSM replacement report will be available, for the purposes of reconciliation. Details are given in Section
9.6.4 below.

Actual Payment Date
During the PbS Process Group sessions in 2016, Brokers were asked to advise on the data elements within
the BSM that they’d like to retain. The resulting feedback confirmed that it is only the Actual Payment Date
(date on which Central Settlement debits / credits Brokers accounts) that would be required.
The proposal for incorporating this data element has been approved at BIG and the <ActualPaymentDate>
(D139) will be used by PbS to provide details in acknowledgements to Brokers on Cash TAs and FA items.
The ACORD standard now includes the Actual Payment Date in both 2015-04 and 2016-10 versions.
However, this functionality is only required by Brokers who do not want to receive the BSM. Its inclusion will
require Broker back office settlement and reconciliation processes to be aligned with this change. No early
adopters of PbS have expressed an interest to supress BSMs or for this functionality.
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Reconciliation Options
For premium transactions, the existing Bureau Signing Messages (BSMs, IPCBSMs) and OSND files will
continue to be generated following the overnight batch process and at the same level of granularity as they
are today, to advise all settlements for a given day. Brokers will therefore be able to continue reconciling their
accounts as they do currently.
For claim transactions, it will generally be possible to use the Broker Transaction Reference to reconcile the
financial amounts in the Broker submissions to the amounts shown on the BSMs. The Broker Transaction
Reference will be submitted in the ACORD field <BrokerClaimReference> and will be output to each BSM.
In the case of a multi-currency claim transaction the Broker may have elected to use a different Broker
Transaction Reference for each currency (although that is not preferred practice). If each such Transaction
Reference covers the same set of Carriers then PbS will only be able to carry forward one of the Transaction
References, and consequently only one of them will be present on the BSM. The Broker will then need to
aggregate the financial amounts by Broker Transaction Reference and currency in order to reconcile the
claim submission to the BSMs.

BSM Replacement Report
A daily “BSM Replacement” report (in CSV format) is available with all the fields in the current BSMs (plus
some extra data fields – see table overleaf), and Brokers will need to register to receive this report. The
registration options for the BSM and BSM replacement report are included in the PbS Registration pack.
This data will be available through Xchanging Data Services via QlikView and can be emailed out to
registered Brokers (on request) on a daily basis.
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Field

Length

Required on
Report

Report Field

Report Length

Bureau

Not output on
BSM/IPCBSM

Yes

Bureau

2 (SY, IL, LI)

Settlement Currency
Abbreviation

3

Yes

Settlement Currency

3

Broker Number

4

Yes

Broker Number

4

Unique Market
Reference

12

Yes

UMR

12

Broker Reference 1

12

Yes

Broker Reference 1

12

Broker Reference 2

12

Yes

Broker Reference 2

12

Entry Type

3

Yes

Transaction Type

3

Closing Currency
Abbreviation

3

Yes

Original Currency

3

Exchange Rate

16 (7
significant
figures, 8
decimal
places)

Yes

Rate of Exchange

16 (7 significant
figures, 8
decimal places)

LPSO Date

6 (YYMMDD)

Yes

Broker Signing Date

8 (CCYYMMDD)

LPSO Number

5

Yes

Broker Signing Number

5

Original LPSO Date

6

Yes

Original Broker Signing
Date

8 (CCYYMMDD)

Original LPSO Number

5

Yes

Original Broker Signing
Number

5

Instalment Number

2

Yes

Instalment Number

2

Actual Payment Date

6 (YYMMDD)

Yes

Actual Payment Date

8 (CCYYMMDD)

Closing Amount

16 (13
significant
figures, 2
decimal
places)

Yes

Original Currency
Amount

6 (13 significant
figures, 2
decimal places)

Settlement Amount

16 (13
significant
figures, 2
decimal
places)

Yes

Settlement Amount

16 (13
significant
figures, 2
decimal places)

Splits Flag

Not output on
BSM/IPCBSM

Splits Flag

1 Y if split N if
not split
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Use of Delinked, Settled Direct or Cash Submissions
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

PaymentMeans

C148

TA: Payment Terms/PaymentMeans

SubaccountBalanceDue(By|To)
SenderTargetCurrencyAmount

A400/
A401

TA: Subaccount/BalanceAmtItem
[@CcyIndic=’target_currency’]

BalanceDue(By|To)SenderIn
TargetCurrencyAmount

A389/
A390

TA: BalanceAmtItem
[@CcyIndic=’target_currency’]

Londo
n

Delinking is the legacy term used in the London market to describe the separation of the processes for
i.

the submission of technical accounting and

ii.

the instruction to settle the transaction.

In EBOT terms, it represents the same separation of Technical Account and Financial Account processes.
The vast majority of premium business processed via Central Services and non-bureau EBOT messaging is
submitted on a delinked basis. The notable exceptions to this within Central Services are return premium
and bordereau submissions which are more likely to be submitted for immediate settlement (i.e. a Cash
submission); and claims.
Brokers, including Service Companies acting as Brokers, also have a requirement to settle direct rather than
via Central Services, whilst still using Central Services to process and record the transactions.
The April 2015 version of the EBOT standard restricted the ability to settle direct and cash transactions, some
of which are currently used in Central Services. The Ruschlikon community have noted the relevance of
these alternatives to the London bureau market and have agreed changes to the standard to accommodate
Cash submissions in specified circumstances and more recently also direct settlements.
The changes revolve around the use of a <PaymentMeans> field contained within the Technical Account,
which identifies what settlement approach should be taken, if any. The ACORD standards provide a number
of options for Payment Means. Values used by PbS include:
as_per_financial_account
This is the value that would be selected to indicate that the Technical Account will be followed by a
Financial Account to trigger settlement once funds have been received. The Financial Account cannot
be submitted until the Technical Account has been agreed (i.e. an accepted business response has
been received for the Technical Account).
in_cash
This value is primarily used where funds have been received by the Broker before the submission of the
Technical Account or where a Broker knows that funds will be received shortly and wants to trigger
settlement at the point agreement of the Technical Account occurs (e.g. due to the imminent expiry of a
payment warranty or a prompt payment discount). It is also used in cases where a Financial Account is
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not appropriate (e.g. Nil Adjustment transactions, through Nil Premium Adjustments can also be
submitted using a TA/FA combination) or where funds are due to the sender (e.g. a return premium or
claim). The Cash TA option was initially introduced in respect of claim transactions only however it has
been extended to premium transactions as well.
settled_direct
This value signifies for Lloyd’s that a transaction must not be settled centrally, and that funds are to be
transferred directly between the Broker, Service Company or Policy Holder and the (Re)Insurer. A
similar capability will be considered for the Company market in a future release if there is demand, since
ILU and LIRMA direct settlements are substantially lower volumes.

Settled Direct
Settled Direct refers to the ability to submit accounting transactions (both premiums and claims) where
settlement has already occurred. Central settlement will therefore not be invoked. Any subsequent FA
submission will be rejected, and Cash TA is not a valid submission type for a Settled Direct item.
This business scenario is variously referred to as ‘settled direct’, ‘direct settlement’ or ‘non-cash’ transactions.
For clarity, this document does not use ‘settled direct’ to refer to the business process whereby XCS are
requested to pay monies direct into a specific bank account.

Reasons for Introducing Settled Direct
Although a broker may have settled a transaction directly with the (re)insured, carriers still require the
transaction to be recorded in Central Services. This is so that their advices, transaction statuses and audit
trail are maintained. In addition, for Lloyd’s, this ensures central Trust Funds, Tax and Regulatory Reporting
can be serviced by the Corporation.
Settled Direct transactions are also required to support the processing of Lloyd’s Service Company business,
to ensure this comes into PbS scope. Service Companies submit transactions in the same way as Brokers.
With regards to claims, PbS will always invoke the claim agreement process. If a Service Company does not
want to trigger the claims agreement process they must submit claims via email as per the current process.
Settled Direct will be available in PbS. Demand for IUA business to have a Settled Direct or “opted out of
central settlement” capability was very low; therefore, such Company submissions cannot be made via PbS
and must continue to be processed outside of central systems. Central Services validation will auto query
any Settled Direct transactions received for IUA carriers.

Settled Direct Process
PbS can identify whether a Technical Account relates to a transaction not requiring Central Settlement
because the <PaymentMeans> element will contain a value of ‘settled_direct’ for submissions from Lloyd’s
Brokers/Service Companies. Carriers and Brokers will continue to be advised via current methods that the
transaction is “non-cash”.

Correcting Submitted Settled Direct Transactions
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Where Payment Means needs to be changed, the Broker will need to re-submit the transaction via C&R, in
accordance with the established PbS principle that key information (e.g. fundamental data) must be provided
in the ACORD messages by the Broker. For clarity, Xchanging technicians are unable to change Payment
Means for any payment type. C&R would need to occur where, for example, a Carrier requests direct
settlement via a query, or the Broker indicates non-cash settlement in the narrative but has not set Payment
Means to ‘settled_direct’, in which case an XCS technician will similarly query it back to the Broker.

General Principles
The following items are principles that will be applied to the use of settled direct TAs within PbS, including
both claims and premiums unless otherwise stated:
The <PaymentMeans> for all TAs that make up a single transaction must be consistent (i.e. all
“settled_direct”). Any submissions that do not meet this rule will be queried.
Transactions with a <PaymentMeans> of “settled_direct” will not be released to Central Settlement.
Financial Account Items sent for settled direct TAs will be rejected with standard messages indicating
that the FA Items are not expected (Messages received are “Signing was not de-linked” and
“Referred Technical Account not acknowledged or already settled”).
Cancel and Replace processing can be applied to direct settlement for both premium and claim. For
claims, Payment Means must be ‘settled_direct’ on the cancellation (reversal) TAs if it is
‘settled_direct’ on the original transaction TAs, and vice-versa.
Settlement groupings are supported, including simultaneous re-instatement premiums and bulk
accounting simultaneous settlements.

The BSM (Bureau Signing Message) will supply detail of any settled direct item as per the existing process.
The L4 business acknowledgment message provides an indication that a transaction has settled. Settled
direct items will be included on the relevant EDI messages, which for Lloyd’s is the USM (Underwriter Signing
Message). For both BSMs and USMs, the ‘Accounting Type’ field indicates whether it is a non-cash
settlement.
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Cash TA
The Cash TA process was originally scheduled to form part of PbS. The functionality was introduced early
in respect of claims transactions to provide a mechanism to support convertible currencies and will be
available for use against any claim submission other than SIMRIPs. The functionality to support Cash TA
premium submissions is part of PbS and SIMRIPs will be excluded until it is delivered as part of BAU.
Claims submissions to Central Services are currently always on a Cash basis (i.e. as soon as the relevant
claims agreements have been received, the claim is automatically submitted to Central Settlement). Within
PbS, Brokers have the option of using the delinked or Cash TA process for claims. This functionality is
extended to premium too.
In order to avoid any delay in settlement for LIRMA claims submitted through the PbS channel, Brokers are
advised to use Cash TAs.

Why is it Required?
The two-phased approach used for submissions is suitable in most premium scenarios, but there are
occasions when use of this process would have a negative impact on the speed in which funds are settled
in London Central Services.
The London Central Service function includes an overnight batch process, where completed submissions
are ‘signed’ and responses are made to the Broker at the beginning of the next working day. The Broker
cannot submit a Financial Account (FA) message to instigate the settlement process until an
Acknowledgement has been received for the associated Technical Account. Therefore, the overnight batch
process prevents settlement being triggered on the same day that the Technical Account is Acknowledged,
thereby adding a day to the settlement cycle.
Once full CSRP has been implemented the batch processing requirement is likely to be lifted, and at this
point the utilisation of the Cash TA will be re-considered.
For claims, the TA / FA approach should not introduce significant delay in the settlement cycle when used in
conjunction with the Lloyd’s and ILU Claims Agreement Schemes, assuming that Brokers submit the FA item
promptly on receipt of business acknowledgement for the TA. However, there are a few scenarios that are
encountered when applying the LIRMA Claims Agreement Scheme that create a similar delay to that in the
overnight batch process for premiums (thereby adding a day to the settlement cycle).
Note: Non-central settlement claims are currently out of scope for PbS for company business but are part of
the scope for Lloyd’s business. If a Company Market Carrier on a PbS claim has a requirement for noncentral settlement, then Brokers are advised to close the PbS claim and revert to legacy channels.

Convertible Currency Claims
In the delinked scenario, the Technical Account does not currently identify the claim amount in target
currency, and therefore PbS would be unable to calculate the rate of exchange used. The rate of exchange
is a mandatory piece of information in releasing the CLASS / ECF2 transaction and consequently it will only
be possible for PbS to support convertible currency claims that are submitted as Cash TAs, where the TA
does identify the amount in target currency.
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For this reason, an auto query will be generated for any claim with a different reference and target currency
that does not contain a <PaymentMeans> of ‘in_cash’.
Note: Reference and Target currency in ACORD terms equates to Original and Settlement currency in
bureau terms.

Cash TA Process
This process applies to both claims and premiums. The receiver of a Technical Account can identify a Cash
TA by reviewing the <PaymentMeans> element, which will contain a value of ‘in_cash’.
The diagram below is a representation of the traditional Technical Account process, with the changes to
accommodate a Cash TA in Central Services shown in red.
Cash TA – For use in Broker to Service Provider Relationships (e.g. CSRP) Only

Generate data
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End
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Prepare TA
(with Payment
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query and mark both
TA’s (reversal and
original) as completed
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needed

End

Await
business
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ACK
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TA = ‘reversal’
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which is not yet complete at
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level
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to correct TA prior to
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Reversal only
needed

Mark relevant TA as paid
once Actual Payment
Date is notified (see
note)

End

Determine TA
correction needed
Contact
receiver

TA Message
Initiate central
settlement
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E
C
E
I
V
E
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ACK application validation
rejected message

Prepare reject
Ack

TA technically
valid?

ACK application validation
acknowledged message
Prepare
accept Ack

No

ACK business validation
acknowledged message

TA = ‘reversal’
AND relates to an item
which is not yet complete at
business validation
level

Yes

TA needs
correction?

ACK business validation
query message

Prepare
accept Ack

Note: Actual Payment Date (the date on which funds will
be debited / credited from /to the sender) is not currently
an element that is supplied in EBOT, the CSRP solution
provides the data through other means.

Clear any outstanding
query and mark both
TA’s (reversal and
original) as completed

No

TA business
valid?

No

End

Technical validation

No

Prepare
query Ack

Yes
Yes

Yes

If an item is queried the receiver will hold
it in suspense pending response from
sender. If necessary the sender will
contact the receiver to agree next steps.
Next steps could be:- query resolved without being corrected
- reversal TA needed to cancel item
- reversal and new TA needed to cancel
item and send corrected account

Business validation

The 2016-10 version of EBOT will include specific elements to facilitate Cash TAs. CSRP have made
arrangements with Ruschlikon to adapt the 2015-04 ACORD validator so that parties can use these new
elements for submissions to CSRP within the 2015 standard. These new elements are:
Sub Account
A400/401 - <BalanceAmtItem Type= ‘technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_by
/to_sender’><Amt> in target currency
Outstanding Balance
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A389/390 - <TechAccount>
<BalanceAmtItemType=’technical_account_settlement_balance_due_to/ by_sender’> in target
currency.

General Principles
The following items are principles that will be applied to the use of Cash TAs within PbS for both claims and
premiums:

Where a Cash TA is used and the reference and target currencies are different, a balance amount
in target currency must be specified.
The <PaymentMeans> for all Carriers and currencies on TAs which constitute a single transaction
will be the same (i.e. all in_cash or all as_per_financial_account). Any transactions that do not meet
this rule will be queried.
Transactions with a <PaymentMeans> of in_cash will be released to central settlement in line with
existing processing rules for each bureau (e.g. rules in respect of the various claims agreement
practices)
If any Financial Account Items are received within Settlement messages for entries that were
processed as Cash TAs, the FA Items will be rejected with an appropriate reason (e.g. already
settled)
Premium TAs submitted as part of a SIMRIP package or for simultaneous settlement binders may
not be submitted as a Cash TA until the full SIMRIP solution is delivered as part of BAU.
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Currencies
This section covers the implications relating to the use of different currencies.

Convertible Currency Submissions
This relates to circumstances where the premium or claim settlement must be made in a different currency
to that in which the limits are expressed and/or the claim advised. In most cases this is because the currency
of the risk is a currency in which the London Market Bureaux do not settle, but it can also include conversion
from one London Market Bureaux settlement currency into another London Market Bureaux settlement
currency.
For premiums, an agreement is reached between the stakeholders about the exchange rate at which the
settlement is achieved if the rate of exchange submitted by the Broker is outside agreed tolerances.
Under the current ECF process, the exchange rate is fixed by the Broker when the settlement is notified and
agreed by the Carrier as part of usual claims agreement process. This process will be replicated for PbS
through the use of Cash TAs for convertible currency claims.

Premium and Claim Submissions relating to Multi-Currency Risks
This relates to risks that have limits expressed in multiple currencies, most frequently seen on but not limited
to Non- Proportional Treaty contracts. Usually this results in the limits and deductibles being pro-rated across
the different currencies in proportion to the underlying premium and claim amounts. The frequent reapportionment means that it is often necessary for the submissions in the different currencies to be processed
and settled at the same time, particularly for claims.

Claim Submissions relating to Multi-Currency Claims
This relates to claims where different aspects are payable in different currencies, even when the policy limits
and premium are in fewer different currencies. For example, a marine hull risk whose limits and premium is
in GBP may experience a claim that requires temporary repair in an overseas port, attracting some claim
payment in Euro and the remainder in GBP.
In this case there are often regulatory and financial regulations that restrict the extent to which indemnity
amounts can be accounted in a different currency to the premium, but where these restrictions do not apply,
the methods described in the following sections may be used to submit the claims advices and settlement
requests. For example, if the Premium is settled in GBP or USD, indemnity claims have to also be settled in
that currency due to Lloyd's trust fund rules. This is currently under market review, so this restriction may be
lifted in the future.
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Settlement (Target) Currencies
The following Settlement currencies are used by Lloyd’s and IUA and no others are currently supported;
GBP / USD / CAD / EUR / CHF / NOK / SEK / DKK / SGD / JPY / HKD / AUD / NZD / ZAR
The Settlement (Target) currency options are restricted further by Lloyd’s and IUA when converting from an
Original (Reference) currency. In these cases, the Settlement currency options are GBP; USD; CAD or EUR
in line with existing market restrictions.
The EBOT Quick Reference Guide states that the Settlement currency must be a valid ISO currency code,
thereby allowing a much wider range of currencies to be used. Although currencies outside of the 14 specified
would constitute a valid EBOT / ECOT message, Central Services would be unable to process the
submission. In the event that Lloyd’s and IUA extend the range of currencies in the future, Central Services
would then support those new currencies.
The five scenarios that could materialise are identified below, together with the actions that Central Services
would take.
Standard Practice
The Settlement currency provided is one of the 14 nominated Settlement currencies and it is the same
as the Original currency.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner.
The Settlement Currency is; GBP, USD, CAD or EUR and the Original currency is different but still a
valid ISO currency code.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner.
The Original currency is a valid ISO currency but is different from the Settlement Currency. The
Settlement Currency is one of the 14 nominated settlement currencies, but is NOT GBP, USD, CAD or
EUR.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services as a valid EBOT / ECOT message, but a query
would be returned to the sender advising that Central Services are unable to process the entry. The
sender would be expected to resubmit the submission with a Settlement currency that Central Services
would be able to process (i.e. reversing the previous settlement and providing new settlement figures
with a ‘valid’ currency). Where practicable, other aspects of the submission would be reviewed before
generating the query to ensure that there were no other issues.
The currency code is not a valid ISO currency code
This error is highly unlikely to occur in practice, but if it did materialise, the message would not reach
Central Services as it would be rejected by TMEL (with effect from April 2015 it would fail the ACORD
validator). Note: Participants using the ACORD validator in their gateway should not be able to issue
such incorrect codes.
Note: Reference and Target currency in ACORD terms equates to Original and Settlement currency in
bureau terms.
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Currency Scenarios

9.10.2.1

De-Linked Submission

Where Claim settlements are presented on a delinked basis (i.e. there is an expectation that a TA followed
by an FA item will be submitted), PbS will only support the currency scenario where the Settlement currency
provided is one of the 14 nominated Settlement currencies and it is the same as the Original currency.
This is because the rate of exchange between an original (reference) and settlement (target) currency is not
included within a CM or TA, and the balance is not expressed in both currencies to enable the rate of
exchange to be calculated prior to CLASS load without manual intervention.
CLAIMS - The scenarios that could be encountered for Claims, and the Central Service actions that would
follow are:
Standard Practice
The Claim Settlement currency provided is one of the 14 nominated Settlement currencies and it is the
same as the Original currency.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner.
The Claim Settlement Currency is; GBP, USD, CAD or EUR and the Original currency is different but
still a valid ISO currency code.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services as a valid EBOT / ECOT message, but an
auto query would be returned to the sender advising that Central Services are unable to process the
entry. The sender would be expected to resubmit the submission with either:
o

A settlement currency that Central Services would be able to process, or

o

As a Cash TA submission.

PREMIUMS - Premium settlements that are presented on a delinked basis can support scenarios where a
Settlement currency and original currency differ.
The scenarios that could be encountered for Premium, and the Central Service actions that would follow are:
Standard Practice
The Settlement currency provided is one of the 14 nominated Settlement currencies and it is the same
as the Original currency.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner.
The Settlement currency is one of the 14 nominated settlement currencies and the original currency is
different, but still one of the 14 nominated currencies
The submission would be accepted into Central Services, but the submission would be routed to a PbS
technician who would trigger an L4 Query asking for the original and settlement currencies to be aligned
or for the settlement currency to be changed to one of CAD, EUR, GBP or USD.
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Standard Practice
The original currency is not one of the 14 nominated settlement currencies, but is a valid ISO currency,
and the Settlement currency is either GBP, USD, CAD or EUR.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services, and an exchange rate would be retrieved from
the XIS databases and applied to calculate the settlement amount. On receipt of the FA item, the
settlement amount will automatically be updated by PbS to be the figure supplied in the FA item. At this
point, the rate derived from the FA item would be compared with the rate stored in XIS databases to
ensure that it is within 10%. If the difference exceeds the 10% tolerance allowed by Carriers, then the
entry would be subject to investigation by a technician (see section 7.4.4 settlement blocks).

The original currency is not one of the 14 nominated settlement currencies, but is a valid ISO currency,
and the Settlement currency is one of the valid 14 settlement currencies – but not GBP, USD, CAD or
EUR.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services but would be routed to a PbS technician who
would trigger an L4 Query asking for the settlement currency to be either GBP, USD, CAD or EUR or
for the settlement currency to be aligned to the original currency.

Note: A mechanism to remove the limitation of using the same original and settlement currency in de-linked
TA’s have been implemented in the ACROD 2016-10 standard. Discussions, have concluded successfully,
with the Ruschlikon community to allow (but not enforce) the data elements from the Cash TA process to be
applied against a de-linked TA, which would provide the means of calculating the rate of exchange.
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Cash TA Submission
The Cash TA section identifies the requirements for Cash TA submissions, the details below are just to
confirm the currency combinations that are supported by the Cash TA process.
Cash TA is available for claims and premiums individually. Cash TA for simultaneous reinstatements will
delivered as part of BAU.

Standard Practice
The Settlement currency provided is one of the 14 nominated Settlement currencies and it is the same
as the Original currency.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner.

The Settlement Currency is; GBP, USD, CAD or EUR and the Original currency is different but still a
valid ISO currency code.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner.

Changing Claim Currency
In the event that a change is required in the currency in which a claim is being reported (e.g. an initial advice
in GBP, followed by an advice in IDR converted to GBP), the action taken by the Broker will depend on the
state of the transaction:
if the transaction is still in a replaceable state, the original submission(s) currency can be cancelled and
replaced
if the transaction is not updateable (e.g. fully authorised for Lloyd's), the currency position can be closed
down by submitting a transaction with Zero financials. A new transaction should then be submitted for
the revised currency.
Once a currency has been assigned, it will contribute to the total count of currencies as described below
relating to the maximum of three currency combinations, even if that currency is then replaced.
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Multiple Settlement Currencies

Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

ClaimMovementGroupReference

R137

CM: GroupReference

O

BrokerClaimReference

R031

CM: Claim/BrokerReference

(
M
)

TA: Subaccount/IndividualClaimAmtItem/
Claim/BrokerReference

Londo
n

Multiple settlement currency circumstances are where the claim (and in particular the limits and deductibles)
are apportioned across more than one currency. It is therefore important that the advices and settlements
for the component currencies are processed together.
The ECOT guide states that a CM message can only have one reference currency, so a separate CM
message must be sent for each of the currencies in the claim notification. Therefore, the use of
<GroupReference> to associate multiple currencies is recommended for PbS submissions.
There is a limitation in CLASS which prohibits submissions being made for more than three currency
combinations (i.e. an original currency paired with a settlement currency). There is also a restriction on the
original currency being repeated (e.g. IDR converted to GBP and IDR to USD). Where there are more than
three currency combinations on a contract, Brokers have traditionally converted as many currencies as
necessary to reduce the maximum to three before making a submission to Central Services. The PbS
Process Group have agreed to continue with this process until such time as the mainframe systems are
updated or replaced.
The possible scenarios can be split into the following categories, where a claim involves:
Standard Practice
Up to three currency combinations, the submission for which is either grouped or contains the same
transaction reference for each currency
The submission would be deemed as valid and a single CLASS record would be created for all
currencies.
More than three currency combinations, but the Broker has converted the lesser used currencies and
amounts into one of the three chosen currencies and those values aggregated for the transaction, before
making the submission which is either grouped or contains the same transaction reference for each
currency
The submission would be deemed as valid and a single CLASS record would be created for all
currencies.
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More than one currency combination, but the submission is not grouped, and each currency contains a
different transaction reference.
The messages would be deemed as valid, and a separate CLASS transaction record would be created
for each currency submitted. Note, that whilst a separate entry will be created for each currency, CLASS
will pull forward details from prior transaction(s) on the other currencies. When Carriers subsequently
review the CLASS records, they are likely to raise a query asking the Broker to combine the multiple
records. In this instance, Brokers without the grouping function are advised to close the PbS claim and
revert to legacy channels.
If a PbS claim started as single currency and then a subsequent advice introduced an additional
currency, Brokers without the grouping function are advised to close the PbS claim and revert to legacy
channels.
More than three currency combinations, and the submission is either grouped or contains the same
transaction reference for each currency.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services as the EBOT / ECOT messages would be
valid, but an auto query would be returned to the Broker advising that Central Services are unable to
process the entry, and so the Broker should submit the additional currencies under a new UCR.

Number of Currency Combinations
Additionally, if a claim has been previously submitted with three or less currency combinations and then a
new submission attempts to introduce a fourth currency combination, the new transaction would be queried
by PbS as above, but the Broker may additionally need to cancel the ECF2 claim and revert the claim to
paper, if the claim genuinely has more than four active currency combinations that cannot be reduced to
three via currency conversion. If the maximum number of currencies on the UCR has been reached because
the currencies have been replaced, a replacement UCR can be established.

Submission of Sub-Set of Established Currency Pairs
Once multiple currencies have been established on a claim, if subsequent submissions do not include an
update for all currencies, PbS will assume the financial position has not changed for the ‘missing’ currencies
and will re-state the previously advised amounts, for the silent currency/s i.e. data fields will be persisted
from Claim History and the details from Claim History will be used to restate the reserve amounts in that
currency as per the last advised transaction for that currency.
PbS will not assume that the absence of messages for a currency means that that currency is now nil. Brokers
wishing to close a currency down, will need to do this by submitting a transaction for the nil currency with a
zero amount (not a “no-amounts” CM).
Where PbS receives a set of messages containing zero amounts on one or more currency and actual
amounts for another currency, PbS will pass forward to CLASS an outstanding qualifier of “N” for those
currencies with zero amounts. Brokers should avoid using the closed indicator on a currency, if there is a still
another currency open on the claim. The closed indicator can only be applied on the CLASS submission
when it is the intent to close the whole claim
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Operational Interventions
Operational Intervention occurs when a submission is received and PbS is unable to automatically generate
the CLASS load file due to having insufficient information available.
In these situations, a PbS technician will review the submission and determine whether:
o

the data can be enhanced to allow processing to continue, or

o

a business level query should be returned to the Broker.

Principles
The following intervention principles will be adhered to:
PbS will only intervene where it cannot definitively establish the market on a risk.
The number of interventions will be kept to a minimum. This would usually entail a single intervention
on a particular advice.
For a multi bureaux claim, the intervention will only hold up release of the advice for the affected
bureau(x).
The processing time of an intervention will be within the limits specified in the agreed SLA as defined
in the LPSO, LPC and IMR Agreements.

Operational intervention Scenarios
Currently there are only two circumstances that would lead to operational intervention, being instances where
a risk record cannot be found (an example is an unsigned risk) and where PbS cannot establish the correct
market based on the messages received relating to the risk history.

9.11.2.1

Unsigned Risks

The unsigned risk scenario occurs when a claim transaction is submitted for which there has not been a
corresponding premium submission. When the premium is subsequently signed, the risk record will be
updated with the market. If the Broker sends through a subsequent advice with a different market to that on
the first advice, this will be identified during the market match process. Any mismatch will be queried back to
the Broker. If it is established the market on the initial advice is incorrect, the Broker will be required to close
the original claim and re-advise under a new UCR.
Advice
PbS will be able to support the processing of advices against all bureaux irrespective of whether a premium
has been processed. This could include Lloyd’s participations (which are processed on paper in the current
environment) if information is made available in ECF2 and Write Back to indicate to Lloyd’s Carriers that an
advice is against an unsigned risk.
The process flow illustrated is for first advices only, subsequent advices would automatically retrieve the
relevant details from claim history, making Operational Intervention unnecessary.
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The scenarios that will be encountered for first advices, and the Central Service actions are:
Standard Practice
The Premium has been processed by Central Services.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner.
The Premium has not been submitted to Central Services.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and the Operational Intervention process
would be instigated (following the green highlighted route). A technician would enhance claim data with
the relevant risk record details, and then re-start processing. If no document is provided, the PbS
technician will send a business level query to the Broker.
The Premium has been submitted to Central Services, but processing is not yet complete.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and the Operational Intervention process
would be instigated (mainly following the green highlighted route, but with a slight deviation as a risk
record would exist). A technician would enhance claim data with the relevant risk record details, and
then re-start processing. If no document is provided, the PbS technician will send a business level query
to the Broker.
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Note: Should a Broker submit an advice against an unsigned risk for Lloyd’s, this would go into Operational
Intervention and the PbS technician would query back to the Broker indicating that this submission is not
currently supported through ECF2.

Settlement
First submissions that are settlements received prior to a premium signing may be subject to Operational
intervention.
The scenarios that will be encountered for first submissions that are settlements, and the Central Service
actions that will follow are:
Standard Practice
The Premium Transaction has been processed by Central Services.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner.
Note: a claim settlement transaction cannot be loaded to CLASS if the corresponding premium is not
settled in line with existing processing restrictions.
The Premium has not been submitted to Central Services.
The submission would be auto-queried back to the Broker.
The Premium has been submitted to Central Services, but processing is not yet complete.
The submission would be automatically pended. Processing of the claim would recommence
automatically once premium processing had completed for the corresponding risk.
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Risk Data Required for CLASS / ECF Transaction
As a minimum, the data contained within the claim movement message(s) will be supplemented with the
data shown in the table below in order to facilitate load of the advice into ECF2. This data will be taken from
the MRC that the Broker must load to the IMR in advance of submitting the advice, along with explicit
reference to the fact that the claim can be submitted against an unsigned risk. If the MRC cannot be found
the submission will be queried to the Broker.
Data Attribute

Source

Bureau

Risk Code

Manually select via intervention

Lloyd’s

Business Class

Manually select via intervention if unable to map directly

LIRMA

Year of Account

“Underwriting Year” - mandatory field in the CM message

Lloyd’s

Slip Lead

Manually select via intervention

All Bureaux

Bureau Lead(s)

Manually select via intervention

All Bureaux

Broker Code

If London Broker code is not used, then manually select based All Bureaux
on DUNS code lookup

Carrier Code (s)

If London Carrier code is not used, then manually select based All Bureaux
on DUNS code lookup

If any errors are made in the enhancement of the claim record with risk data, they can be corrected as follows:
Data Attribute

Correction method

Risk Code

Lloyd’s Lead can correct risk code as part of response to first advice.
Subsequent advice will pick up any changes made on the first advice.
LIRMA Lead can correct Business Class as part of response to first advice.
Subsequent advice will pick up any changes made on the first advice.
Lloyd’s Lead can correct YoA as part of response to first advice.
Subsequent advice will pick up any changes made on the first advice.
Can be amended through Change of Lead functionality.
Subsequent advice will pick up any changes made on the first advice.
Can be amended through Change of Lead functionality.
Subsequent advice will pick up any changes made on the first advice.
Operational intervention to amend the Broker of Record on the claim (MTBC).

Business Class
Year of Account
Slip Lead
Bureau Lead(s)
Broker Code
Carrier Code (s)

This would require the cancellation and replacement of the claim in order to ensure
that access to documents and data is limited to the right carriers.
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Association of Claim to Applicable Part of Risk
For settlements only, in a scenario where the risk record has more participants than the set of messages
received from the Broker, after the agreed accumulation wait time has passed (currently set at one hour) the
submission will be routed to operational intervention to establish Broker intent.
Note: submissions where there are more participants than expected or the market cannot be matched at all
will be auto-queried to the Broker.
The business scenarios that may cause too few messages to be received are:
Commutation or partial market for any bureau (the assumption is that this will only be supported for
settlement transactions for LIRMA and ILU (in line with ECF restrictions)
Note: If a PbS Broker were to submit a partial market for Lloyd’s, this will be routed to Operational
Intervention and the PbS technician will query this back to the Broker who would need to revert to
the paper channel.
Mid Term Market Change or other endorsement not yet processed
Central services have made an error on the risk record
Broker error (incorrect Carrier, incomplete set of Carriers, incorrect UMR)

Operational Intervention has been identified as the solution where there is a market mismatch in order to
establish the Broker intent. It is expected that in many cases it will be possible to release the CLASS
transaction without recourse to the Broker, assuming that the Broker has supplied the supporting
documentation.
After a Partial Collection has been performed via PbS, it is possible to notify the full market or any market
subset on a subsequent transaction.
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9.11.3.1

Scenarios

The scenarios that will be encountered as a result of the Market Match process in PbS, and the Central
Service actions that will follow, are as follows:

Standard Practice
All expected Carrier messages are present and matched unambiguously against a single section risk.
Claim processing continues and claim is agreed.
A partial set of Carrier messages is received. The claim transaction goes to Operational Intervention
and Central Services determine that the reason for missing messages is Broker error.
A query is sent to the Broker.
A partial set of Carrier messages is received. The claim transaction goes to Operational Intervention
and Central Services determine that the reason for missing messages is a partial market on the claim
and the claim transaction is a settlement for ILU or LIRMA.
Central Services restart processing through PbS and the claim transaction is notified to the Carriers.
A partial set of Carrier messages is received. The claim transaction goes to Operational Intervention
and Central Services determine that the reason for missing messages is a Mid Term Market Change,
where the premium for the change is in progress.
Central Services pends the claim transaction and notifies the Broker for information. Claim processing
will be automatically restarted once the corresponding premium has been signed.

All expected Carrier messages are present but cannot be matched unambiguously due to a multi-section
risk. Disambiguation returns a candidate market but incorrect information e.g. risk code, year of account,
Carrier reference, lead.
Information is corrected as part of the claim agreement process. Details of how this information is
corrected during the claims, agreement process is covered in the Carrier Bulletin which is included as
an Appendix to the PbS Interface Specification.
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Market Match

9.12.1.1

Data Sources

Broker

The object of market matching is to identify the market associated with a given risk or claim from all the data
available. There may be several sources of historical market information, which need to be taken into account
in a set order of precedence: PbS must check each source, and if no usable market data can be found, move
on to the next one.

Receive query
and research

Broker submits
claim
movement
message(s)

Replacement
CMs required?

Receive L4
query advising
status

Risk record
found and
UMR validated

Accumulate
participants

Valid
participants?

Yes

Cancel and
replace

OOB response

Generate L4
query

No

Receive claim
message(s)

No

Yes

Expected
number of
participants?

Preprocessing
flow
continues

Yes

PbS

No

State set to
intervention
required
No

PbS Triage

XIS Workflow
item creation
triggered

Premium
signing
complete

Generate L4
query to
advise status

Receive and
assign XIS
workflow item

Receive XIS
workflow item

Determine root
cause; check
documentation
on IMR

Commutation
or other partial
market?

Yes

LIRMA or ILU?

Yes

Restart
processing
and close
workflow item

Receive OOB
response and
reopen
workflow item

PbS Technican

No

MTMC or other
endorsement
in progress?

Yes

Pend awaiting
completion of
premium
processing

Set cause to
broker error
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Associating Messages to Risk and Claim History
Pre-processing is the stage of Central Services processing during which the historic information held about
the risk and/or claim is used in conjunction with the messages received to confirm that the correct market
has been submitted and to source the relevant information from the risk record to use in the next stages of
processing.
The steps taken are as follows;
•

Identify the applicable risk record and claim history based upon the UMR and UCR identified within
the ACORD messages. Ensure the Carrier identified on the message does have that participation
on the risk. Associate the message with the applicable section(s) of the risk

•

Identify other messages that are likely to be of the same transaction. Match the resultant Carrier set
from inbound ACORD messages received against candidate markets held against that risk record.

•

Evaluate whether there is at least one section of the risk that is in common with the set of messages
identified. Where there are multiple sections with the same market, other criteria will be taken into
account i.e. Risk Code, Year of Account and Carrier Reference.

•

This is to identify that the Broker has submitted the correct messages to represent all of the pertinent
Carrier lines on the Risk. Market matching will employ a variety of techniques to determine this,
including
o examining Carrier lines held against the risk (UMR) for premium transactions within PbS,
LIDS and POSH
o examining Carrier lines advised on prior transactions for the same claim (UCR) within PbS
and CLASS. Where an appropriate market cannot be identified, an auto-query will be raised
and sent to the Broker.

•

If a change is identified after the first advice, the Lead Carrier can still request a change via the PbS
service. The change will be stored in PbS and applied to any subsequent transaction. Once the
validity of the market has been established, PbS will determine if a complete suite of messages has
been received from the Broker, taking into account that a complete suite of messages must include
a message for each Carrier on the market per currency advised. There are some exceptions
however: for example, it is recognised that particularly for ILU and LIRMA partial submissions to a
sub-set of Carriers on a market can be accepted. Submissions with fewer participants than expected
will be referred to Operational Intervention for investigation.

If there are any issues encountered as a consequence of pre-processing, then the status will be
marked accordingly. In most cases this will not prevent further processing at this stage, but the
system will retain details of the issue internally in case it eventually leads to a query being raised
•

In the case of a claim advice, certain information such as the identity of the slip and bureau lead, the
year of account and the applicable class of business codes will be derived from the selected section
of the risk and used in the construction of the ECF2 record.
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Exceptions
There are some instances where the message content alone will not be sufficient to determine the correct
information for a claim transaction, for example there may be a choice of applicable risk codes. It has been
decided that intervention to decide the correct code would cause an unacceptable delay. Instead the system
will make the best decision it can but facilitate correction by the leader during the claim agreement process
when the wrong one is selected.

Deriving related non-market data from Premium Contract History
Whenever Market data is derived from Risk History, other London-specific data is established at the same
time:
•

Risk Class (aka Companies “Class of Business”)

•

Risk Code (Lloyd’s)

•

Year of Account (Lloyd’s)

•

Bureau Lead Carrier*

•

Slip Lead

•

Slip Type

9.12.1.2

Partial Markets

PbS will identify a partial market on a claim settlement submission where fewer claim movement messages
are received than have been expected on the basis of Market Matching. The partial market could have any
of the following causes:
•

There is a requirement to advise only a subset of the market (e.g. a partial collection for ILU or
LIRMA), in which case supporting documentation should be used to explain the reason for only a
subset of Carrier lines being submitted

•

A mid-term market change has been processed

•

There is an error in the historic risk record held by Central Services or an endorsement changing the
market has yet to be processed

•

The Broker has made an error (e.g. an incorrect Carrier, incomplete set of Carriers, incorrect UMR).

The identification of a partial market will automatically lead to operational intervention.
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Zero Balance TAs
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

London

AccountPaymentMeans

C148

TA: PaymentMeans

SubaccountBalanceDue(By|To)
SenderTargetCurrencyAmount

A400
/
A401

TA: Subaccount/BalanceAmtItem

CM

BalanceDue(By|To)SenderIn
TargetCurrencyAmount

A389
/
A390

TA: BalanceAmtItem

CM

M

There are a couple of scenarios where details of an accounting entry need to be advised even if the
transaction contains a zero balance (i.e. nil adjustments and proportional treaty statements).

Decimal Places for Percentages
Percentage data items are typically used to calculate financial sums. Consequently, to safeguard against
reconciliation issues occurring between participants, specific treatment will be taken to prevent rounding
occurring.
9.14.1.1

Carrier Shares

Technical Elements
ACORD Name
(Re)InsurerShare
Percentage

Ref.
P037
/P046

XPath
TA: Subaccount/ContractSection/
(Re)InsurerSharePercentage/Rate

London
(M)

CM: ContractSection/(Re)InsurerSharePercentage/Rate

The EBOT and ECOT guides allow for Carrier participation to be expressed in up to 8 decimal places. A
restriction in messaging such as BSM / USM / CSM limits Central Services to 7 decimals, meaning that there
could be circumstances in which a valid EBOT / ECOT submission would not be able to be processed through
Central Services.
Although the EBOT and ECOT standard specifies that a maximum of 8 decimal places can be used, there is
no ACORD validator validation in place to verify this and messages would reach Central Services irrespective
of the number of decimal places used.
The possible scenarios can therefore be split into two categories:
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Standard Practice
Submissions containing 7 decimal places or less
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner.
Submissions containing 8 decimal places or more
The submission would be accepted into Central Services as a valid EBOT / ECOT message, and any
trailing zeroes would be removed in an attempt to reduce the number of decimal places to 7 or less.
If there are still 8 or more digits after the decimal point, a query would be returned to the sender advising
that Central Services are unable to process the entry because of the issue. The sender would be
expected to resubmit the submission to amend the number of decimal places. This may result in the
end user having to cancel and replace the entry within the Broker’s system. Where practicable, other
aspects of the submission would be reviewed before generating the query to ensure that there were no
other issues.
Note: PbS would verify the Carrier shares (signed lines) that are included in the EBOT message, against
those contained on the MRC or schedule included with the submission.

9.14.1.2

Other Percentages Data Items

Other percentages such as brokerage; overriding commissions; adjustment rates; location splits (e.g. for tax)
are accepted into PbS as received.
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Mixture of Business Types
Technical Elements
ACORD Name

Ref.

XPath

TreatyOrFacIndicator

C075

TA|CM: Contract/TreatyFac

London

Central Services have previously been unable to accept an eAccounts message containing multiple business
types and have mandated that the <TreatyFac> indicator must contain a value of ‘direct’, ‘facultative’ or
‘treaty’. Similarly, for A&S, the LPAN cannot be in respect of a mixture of direct, facultative or treaty business.
The EBOT standard contains some values that would indicate a mix of business types (‘Treaty/Fac’ and
‘Treaty or Facultative or Direct Contract’), and with the introduction of PbS, these values can now be
processed via Central Services.
The possible scenarios can be split into three categories:
Standard Practice
Submission containing individual values of ‘direct’ or ‘treaty’ or ‘facultative’.
The submission would be accepted into Central Services and processed in the normal manner.

Submission containing mixed values (i.e. ‘Treaty/Fac’ or ‘Treaty or Facultative or Direct Contract’)
The submission would be accepted into Central Services as a valid message, and Central Services
would apply the following rules to continue processing:
1. When Receiver equals ‘Reinsurer’ the item would be processed assuming a value for
TreatyOrFacIndicator of ‘facultative’.
2. When Receiver equals ‘Insurer’ the item would be processed assuming a value for
TreatyOrFacIndicator of ‘direct’.
Note: Any proportional treaty submissions would lead to a query being raised with the Broker.

Submission containing individual values of ‘Co-insurance’ or ‘Co-reinsurance’
These values are intended to be used in Carrier to Carrier messaging, but it would be possible for
them to be incorrectly allocated against Broker to Carrier messages. The ACORD validator would
identify that the value was not appropriate for Broker to Carrier relationships and an application
rejection message would be returned to the Broker.
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Data
Data Precedence
With the adoption of PbS, Brokers will be submitting EBOT / ECOT messages which will need to be used in
conjunction with other sources of information to construct a valid CLASS transaction. The sources of
information that must be considered include;
Each incoming message
The historic information about the risk
Any claim history information
Reference data
In some cases, the same piece of information will be available from different sources and principles are
required about which source to use, such as:
Data will normally be taken from the incoming message where it is available and in a valid format,
except in a few circumstances where data may be obtained from an alternative trusted source.
Where multiple messages exist on the same transaction, the message(s) for the Bureau Lead will
be the primary source of core claim data.
Where a linked CM and TA have been provided, data will always be taken from the CM
The option to submit a single TA relating to multiple CMs is not in scope for current PbS
implementation but will be considered for future releases. Once included, this principle will be
adapted accordingly.
Other trusted sources of data that may be used to either validate or populate by PbS are:
1. Claim History
2. Risk History
3. Leaving blank (where not mandatory)
Where CLASS load requires a default value, these will be populated based on the current CLASS
load default field values
Per currency on a claim, data fields will be persisted from Claim History (i.e. if an update is not
provided in a currency previously specified, the details from Claim History will be used to restate the
reserve amounts in that currency, as per the last advised transaction for that currency)
Where appropriate, qualifiers within EBOT / ECOT messages will be used to derive CLASS details
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Consistency
The importance of accuracy of data between messages varies, and the following scenarios will be
encountered:
1. All sources of information must be the same, and the data will be taken from a specific source
o

For example, the UMR and UCR must be the same across all messages. PbS will use the
value contained in a message for the Bureau Lead.

2. Sources of information are expected to be consistent, but not necessarily the same. In this case the
information will be taken from the nominated source.
o

An example would be the supply of a DUNs code in the message to identify a Carrier, and
PbS would record the stamp details held in risk history (and verify consistency).

3. Information will be taken from a specific source regardless of the values supplied in other sources.
o

The Carrier Reference is a classic example, which will be taken from the risk record (unless
the Carrier has requested a specific reference to be used), as the Broker may be accounting
at a different level to that required by the Carrier, and consequently may not provide all
relevant Carrier references.
Note: Claim Reference 1 is populated with the Carrier Reference 1 on the initial advice but
can be edited by the Carrier on-line during the agreement process. If it is updated, the new
Claim Reference 1 is persisted for subsequent transactions.

4. Information is only available from a single source (i.e. not part of incoming message)
o

For example, the Bureau Lead Id, which is to be allocated from Central Service databases.

The following rules will be applied in PbS to ensure data consistency. Where data items are found to be
inconsistent, the data precedence principles below will apply.
Financial fields must exactly match between messages that are part of a PbS transaction
Key data fields must be consistent between messages that are part of a PbS transaction. These key
fields include Party information; Contract Dates; Loss Dates and Amounts (in 100% terms).
For specific data items, there must be consistency between the values in the message and those
held in Risk History (e.g. Carrier share).
Integrity
Central Services will store the inbound ACORD messages received from a Broker and persist this data for
audit purposes.
Where Central Services need to use a different format to that which was received, such as during the process
of compiling the CLASS record (e.g. to remove trailing zeros in decimal places), an additional instance of
that data element will be stored rather than the Broker supplied value used. Subsequent correspondence
with the Broker that includes the specific data items would contain the original data.
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Claim Amount Fields
This section is intended to clarify the usage of the claim amount fields that can be supplied in Claims
Movement (CM) or Technical Account (TA) Messages. Although claim amount fields can be found in both
the CM and TA messages, not all of those used in CMs are available in TAs. Where appropriate, references
to both are made, otherwise only the field available in the CM will be referenced.
Claim Amounts Indicator
ACORD Name

Ref
.

Possible Values

Expected Financial Fields

<ClaimAmountsIndicator>

C4
99

Claim_no_amounts

No claim amount financial fields

Claim_amounts

Amount fields relating to claim amounts
not involving payment

Claim_payment

Amount fields relating to claim amounts
not involving payment and claim payment
amounts

Where more than one currency is present on a transaction, PbS will classify the CLASS submission as a
settlement when any currency has the claim amount indicator set to claim_payment.
If the indicator has a value of claim_payment, but no amounts relating to the Claim 100% amounts are found
in the message, a business level query will be issued to the Broker.
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LIMCLM Claim Amount Qualifiers
Claim Amount Qualifiers can currently be set by Brokers using the LIMCLM submission method. PbS will
allocate qualifiers in the following circumstances:
LIMCLM
Claim
Amount
Qualifier
T

Qualifier
Description

To Be
Advised

Condition

If the Claim Amounts Indicator value is “Claim_no_amounts” the
outstanding will be qualified by ‘T’
Note – if the advice is a subsequent submission using
claim_no_amounts, the ‘T’ qualifier can only be used by PbS if the
previous transaction used the qualifier ‘T’

N

C

Nil Amount

Claim Closed

If a zero amount is advised
ACORD Field

Ref

Expected Value

Closed or Reopened Indicator

C172

closing_advice

If Closed or Re-opened Indicator is present and has the value
“closing_advice”, and the Outstanding Amount (see financial fields
below) is zero, then this qualifier can be used.
Note: if the correction indicator on a CM is set to “replacement” the
presence of the closing_advice will denote a request to cancel as the
original was sent in error. If the original message also contained the
closing_advice indicator, this would denote a request to update
information.
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ECOT and EBOT Claim Amount Fields
The ACORD EBOT / ECOT Quick Reference Guides provide direction in terms of financial field content.
However, as the financial fields used are dependent on the business context of the message, there can be
no enforcement by the ACORD Strict Validator on the usage of these fields.

The principles which PbS will apply are as follows:
Where the separate Loss, Expense and Fee fields have been populated, these will be summed to
calculate the required claim amount for presentation in the LIMCLM.
Where either a Loss, Expense or a Fees field are supplied on their own, these individual amounts
will be used to populate the required claim amount in the LIMCLM.
Where a combined Loss & Expense field is used in conjunction with the associated Fees field, these
will be summed to populate the equivalent LIMCLM field
Where, in addition to the separate Loss, Expense and Fee fields a combined Loss & Expense field
is also provided, then PbS will exclude the value in the combined Loss & Expense field and will
calculate the required claim amount for presentation in LIMCLM. However, in addition, PbS will
confirm that the sum of the relevant individual Loss and Expense field values is equal to the
combined Loss & Expense field value and raise an issue that will lead to a Query if this validation
fails.
Claim Amounts that are presented in linked CM and TA messages will be compared to ensure that
they correspond to each other. If the linked CM and TA do not correspond, PbS will raise an issue
to Query with the Broker.
Note: The linking of CM to TA is an ACORD requirement, so if the linking is missing, the items will
be rejected at application level.
Claim Amounts in the CM are given as a 100% Amount that the Carrier Percentage Line can be
applied to, to work out the Carrier share.
TA amounts are expressed as the Carrier share amount.
Only the financial fields detailed in the following section will be detected and utilised by PbS.
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Calculations
In order to validate that a linked CM and TA correspond correctly, the amounts need to be comparable and
the following calculations enable this direct comparison:

Message
Type

ACORD Field

DD Ref

Carrier Amount Calculation

ECOT
CM

Reinsurer Share
Percentage

P037

Claim Amount 100% (Current Payment) *
(Re)insurer Percentage Share

Insurer Share Percentage

P046
Outstanding Amount * (Re)insurer Percentage
Share

EBOT TA

Reinsurer Share
Percentage

P037

Claim Amount 100% (Current Payment) *
(Re)insurer Percentage Share

Insurer Share Percentage

P046

Outstanding Amount * (Re)insurer Percentage
Share

Broker Share Percentage

P008
Or, where Broker Percentage Share has been
applied

100% Claim Amount (Current Payment) * Broker
Percentage Share* (Re)insurer Percentage Share
Outstanding Amount * Broker Percentage Share*
(Re)insurer Percentage Share
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Data Mapping
To support the principle that ‘data will normally be taken from the incoming message where it is available
and in a valid format’, a number of data mapping rules have been implemented. The following tables specify
the financial fields that will be used to populate the relevant LIMCLM financial fields, and illustrate some of
the areas in which these mappings will be applied.
The currency of the Claim Amount fields will be taken from the value provided by the Broker in C284 Contract
Reference Currency in the message
Financial field amounts are expected to be in a valid financial amount (up to 15 character numeric with 2
decimal places). Items not conforming to this will be business level queried.

LIMCLM
Field
Claim
Amount
100%

CM Field
A435

A433

Calculation
Loss and Expense

If provided, must equal the sum of A433 and A434

Current Payment Losses and
Expenses for Contract

If only this field is provided, PbS will use this value

Loss
Current Payment Losses for the
Contract

A434
A461

Expense
Current Payment Expenses for the
Contract
Fees
Current Payment Professional
Advisor Fees Current Payment

TA Field

If a single field is provided out of A433, A434 and
A461, PbS will use this value only as Claim
Amount 100%, except where A461 is provided
along with A435, when PbS will use the sum of
A461 and A435.
If more than one out of A433, A434 and A461 is
provided, PbS will sum them and use the summed
value as Claim Amount 100%.
Calculation

Loss and Expense
A160

Current Payment Losses and
Expenses for Contract
Loss

If provided, must equal the sum of A161 and A162

A161

Current Payment losses for
Field usage expected to match that provided on
Contract
the linked CM/s
Expense
Values must correspond to linked CM/s
A162
Current Payment Expenses for the
Contract
Fees
A455
Current Payment Professional
Advisor Fees Current Payment
The target currency for settlement will be taken from the linked TA message, from the field C131 Target
Currency.
For delinked messaging, where the reference currency and target currency are both supplied, they must be
the same, if they are not, a business level query will be raised. Convertible currencies can be handled via
Cash TA’s. If a PbS claim is initially advised with the same reference and target currency but subsequently
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this changes to require a convertible currency, Brokers without a Cash TA solution are advised to close the
PbS claim and revert to legacy channels.
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LIMCLM
Field
Outstanding
Amount

CM Field
A279

A273

Calculation
Loss and Expense
Outstanding after retention (i.e.:
final net amount)
Losses

Outstanding after retention (i.e.:
final net amount)
A276
Expenses
Outstanding after retention (i.e.:
final net amount)
A459
Fees
Outstanding after retention (i.e.:
final net amount)
TA Field (for payments)
A163

A164

A165

A453

LIMCLM
Field
Previously
Settled
Amount

Loss and Expense
Outstanding Loss and Expense
for Contract after retention
Losses
Outstanding Loss for contract
after Retention
Expenses
Outstanding Expense for contract
after Retention
Fees
Outstanding Professional Fees for
contract after Retention

CM Field
A288

A285
A460

If a single field is provided, PBS will use this
only this value
If more than one of these fields provided,
PBS will sum them and use this value

If provided must equal the sum of A164 &
A165
Field usage expected to match that
provided on the linked CM/s
Values must correspond to linked CM/s

Calculation
Loss and Expense
Previously billed after retention

A282

If provided, must equal the sum of A273
and A276

Losses
Previously billed after retention
Expenses
Previously billed after retention
Fees
Previously billed after retention

If provided, must equal the sum of A282
and A285
If a single field is provided, PBS will use this
only this value
If more than one of these fields provided,
PBS will sum them and use this value*

* PbS will also validate that the previously billed amount provided matches the CLASS view of the previously
settled amount. If the values do not match, a business level query will be sent to the Broker as the PbS
CLASS load would fail.
Note: The Broker can leave the previously billed amount blank, and PbS will populate the amount.
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LIMCLM
Field

CM Field

Calculation

Current
Estimate

A249

Loss and Expense Incurred for
the contract after retention

If Provided, must equal the sum of A245
and A247

A245

Losses incurred for the contract
after retention

If a single field is provided, PBS will use this
only this value

A247

Expenses incurred for the
contract after retention

If more than one of these fields provided,
PBS will sum them and use this value
(Note, current estimate cannot be less than
the sum of Outstanding, Current Payment
and Previously Settled Amount)

LIMCLM
Field

CM Field

Calculation

Current
Estimate
FGU

A237

Loss and Expense Incurred for
the contract before retention

If Provided, must equal the sum of A233
and A235

A233

Losses incurred for the contract
before retention

If a single field is provided, PBS will use this
only this value

A235

Expenses incurred for the
contract before retention
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ECOT Policy Amount Fields

LIMCLM
Field
Sum Insured

CM Field

Excess
Amount

A216

A215

Calculation
Contract Limit Amt

Contract Retention

Amount provided in message used by PbS

Amount provided in message used by PbS

The currency of the policy amounts will be taken from the currency provided with the amount tag.
The following CLASS fields cannot be sourced from the ACORD message information and will therefore not
be populated on Claims submitted through PbS. Detailed analysis of existing CLASS records identified that
these fields are rarely used, or when used, are populated with a default value (e.g. a dash):
Value of Interest
Original Sum Insured
Original Excess Amount
Reserve Retained Amount
Interest Amount
Tax Excluding

Data Restrictions
There are some restrictions on the data that can be loaded to CLASS. Brokers should be aware of the
constraints on the following fields and endeavour to submit data within the relevant ACORD tag that meets
these restrictions in order to ensure the data presented in CLASS to Carriers is as advised by the Broker.
1. <ContractPeriodDescription> (ACORD ref T394)
Only the first 30 characters are loaded to CLASS. Any additional characters are not loaded.
2. <LossDescription> (ACORD Ref T086) and Explanation (ACORD Ref T087)
Special characters that are not accepted by the mainframe are stripped out. The 20 special
characters that are accepted are sent through in LIMCLM (see list of supported characters below).
After unsupported characters are stripped out, the first 350 characters are loaded to CLASS. Any
additional characters are not loaded.
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3. Loss Location (determined from a combination of <LossLocation><Location><Supraentity>
(ACORD Ref C199) <LossLocation><Location><Country> (ACORD Ref C198) and
<LossLocation><Location><Subentity> (ACORD Ref C200)
All underscores (if a coded value is supplied) are converted to whitespace. Then any special
characters not accepted by the mainframe are stripped out. After unsupported characters are
stripped out, the first 70 characters are loaded to CLASS. Any additional characters are not loaded.

Supported Characters
The full list of supported characters for CLASS is shown below. Any characters not shown in this list (including
A to Z characters with accents, umlauts etc.) will be stripped out of incoming messages and not loaded to
the mainframe.
Space
0 to 9
A to Z
a to z
.
,
(
)
/
=
'
*
+
:
?
!
"
%
&
;
<
>
@
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10 Operational Considerations

Service Registration
Brokers wishing to register to use PbS services should contact the Xchanging help desk
(servicecentre@xchanging.com). An on boarding manager will be identified, who will provide an on boarding
plan and a registration pack containing several forms relating to access for a number of XIS applications and
services along with details regarding the on-boarding process and associated testing. Once the Broker has
registered, they must wait for full written confirmation from the Xchanging on boarding manager before
submitting any messages. If messages are submitted prior to this confirmation, the response will be an
Application Level Reject message from PbS.
Brokers will be able to register their preferences in respect of:
Message Wait Time – Either a 1 hour or 3 hour period
Out-of-Band Email Address - Used for out-of-band email notifications from PbS
Including Out-of-Band Email Address on all Queries – A Yes/No option (selecting No means that
queries will only be sent to the email address supplied on incoming messages, providing the email
address is consistent across all messages in the submission)
Transaction Reference Handling - Query or Auto-correct by Truncating (removing trailing characters)

The rules that will be applied when creating emails for Broker queries are as follows:
IF there is a mail address in the message and the Broker SRM Switch is set to ‘NO’ AND The email
address supplied is consistent across all messages THEN send the mail using the mail address specified
in the EBOT / ECOT message ONLY
ELSE if there is a mail address in the message AND the Broker SRM Switch is set to ‘YES’ then send
the mail using the mail address specified in the EBOT / ECOT message AND the central mailbox
configured in SRM
ELSE If the Broker SRM Switch is set to ‘NO’ and the mail addresses supplied by the broker are
inconsistent), THEN send to mail address specified in EBOT / ECOT message AND the central mailbox
configured in SRM
ELSE (i.e. no mail address in message field), send to mail address specified in SRM only.

PbS requires multiple party identifiers to be registered for a single organisation. Participants will use various
identification schemes (DUNS, Lloyd’s, ILU, and LIRMA) to identify Brokers and Carriers on incoming
messages. PbS will convert identifiers to and from the various schemes depending on the context of the
transaction.
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The Lloyd’s identification scheme will be registered separately for Brokers and Syndicates, and therefore
PbS will provide the option of five schemes, being:
DUNS Code
Lloyd’s Syndicate Number
Lloyd’s Broker Number
ILU Code
LIRMA Code

Identifier Type

SRM
Identification
Scheme Code

LIRMA

LIRMACOYCD

ACORD XML Agency (Codeset 3055)
london_insurance_and_reinsurance_market_association

ILU

ILUCOYCODE

institute_of_london_underwriters

Lloyd's Syndicate

LLOYDSSYND

lloyds

Lloyd's Broker

LLOYDSBRKR

lloyds (Broker/Party/Id/@Agency)

DUNS

DUNS

DUNS_dun_and_bradstreet

The master data source for the bureaux code sets will be the knowledgebase section of the XIS insurance
portal (https://insuranceportal.xchanging.com/).
The master source for DUNs codes will be the TMEL contacts database.

Carrier E-mail Notifications
All Carrier organisations registered with Central Services will be required to provide a central E-mail address
for each London Market Carrier Code applicable to their organisation. This E-mail address will be used to
communicate to the Carrier Organisation that:
1. Central Services have raised a Query and that one or more of the Issues within that Query have
been assigned to the Carrier who must make a response via the PbS Online application. (Please
note for claims this will be supported by a CWT / Writeback message, plus where available from
ECF2 the E-mail will be addressed to the individual Underwriter also.)
2. The Broker has made response within the PbS Online application to the Query the Carrier raised in
ECF2, but the Claim Transaction cannot be re-released and therefore the Carrier must view the
response in the PbS Online application. (Please note this will be supported by a CWT / Writeback
message)
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Service Availability
The monitoring of service levels will be based upon the following definition for service availability;

Core Service Hours:
•

Monday to Friday 07:00 – 19:00 GMT (excluding English public and bank holidays).

Non-Core Service Hours:
•

Monday to Thursday 03.00 – 07.00 GMT and 19.00 – 22.00 GMT.

•

Friday 03.00 – 07.00 GMT and 19.00 – 20.00 GMT.

•

Saturday 07.00 – 19.00 GMT (excluding English public and bank holidays).

During core service hours;
•

The PbS system will be available to accept EBOT / ECOT messages, but submissions from PbS to
CLASS or eAccounts will not be generated beyond 18:00.

•

The clock against any applicable SLA’s will be running.

•

XIS technical support will be available.

•

The statements above also apply to the PbS Online interface.

During non-core service hours;
•

The PbS system will be available to accept EBOT / ECOT messages, but this cannot be guaranteed.

•

The PbS system will be available to process EBOT / ECOT messages, but this cannot be
guaranteed. However, no attempt will be made to submit items to CLASS or eAccounts outside of
core service hours. On this basis, the PbS Online interface may be available, but this cannot be
guaranteed.

•

The clock against any applicable SLA’s will be stopped.

•

No XIS technical support will be available.

Outside core / non-core service hours;
•

The PbS system will be available to accept EBOT / ECOT messages, but this cannot be guaranteed.

•

The PbS system will not be available to process EBOT / ECOT messages.

•

The PbS Online interface may be available, but this cannot be guaranteed.

•

The clock against any applicable SLA’s will be stopped.

•

No XIS technical support will be available.

Note: Where services are mentioned as ‘may be available but this cannot be guaranteed’, they will not be
intentionally inhibited unless there is a specific reason to do so.
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Business Service Levels
Existing XIS service levels apply to the processing of PbS premium transactions. Service levels for claims
will be as defined in the relevant contract (e.g. IMR contract, LPSO contract, PSA contract).

Urgent Processing
In exceptional circumstances, if there is a requirement for XIS to process a PbS submission urgently, the
Broker should contact the appropriate XIS Team Leader, quoting the UMR and Broker Reference 2 details.
The request must be made on the day of submission and urgent status will be determined by agreement with
the XIS Team Leader.

Presentation Date
The main purposes of the presentation date are to monitor XIS / XCS performance against processing service
levels and to determine whether premiums have been paid on time. It is therefore important to understand
how presentation dates are established in PbS.
Premiums
For PbS submitted messages, the presentation date will be calculated on the point the first L3
Acknowledgement is sent back to the Broker for a group of messages within the agreed standard wait time.
If before 5pm then Presentation date will be today's date, if after 5pm then the Presentation date will be set
to be the next working day.
If an item is subject to query and/or cancel & replace at any point in the end to end process, it cannot be
deemed as error free. Brokers will be expected to respond to any queries raised by XIS within 2 working
days of notification.
If there is a business reason why the presentation date should be changed this will be dealt with under current
business practice and can be updated by the Xchanging technician.
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Late Payment Reporting and Premium Payment Warranties
In eAccounts, a Premium Payment Warranty or Settlement Due Date is judged to have been met if the
relevant Financial Account messages for delinked signings or the Cash Technical Account messages for
linked signings are received on or before the due date in accordance with the eAccounts Presentation Date
rules.
The same rules cannot be applied to PbS, as Brokers do not have the option of using a Cash TA and will be
prevented from submitting the FA items until XIS have completed processing the corresponding TA
messages (i.e. existing XIS SLAs allow up to 5 days for processing, and PPWs / SDDs could be breached
as a direct result of this).
For PbS submissions, the PPW or SDD for a delinked submission will be deemed to be met at the time that
the relevant TAs are received, providing that:
1. The TA entry is ultimately successfully processed (i.e. at business level), and
2. The corresponding FA is processed on or before the SDD. Note: this is in line with current late
settlement reporting. The future approach to SDD and associated reporting has been formally raised
with LIIBA for discussion with the market associations.
Where pre-signing corrections are required, the presentation date of the original TA will be retained providing
that any query is responded to in a timely fashion (period to be defined, but not expected to be greater than
48 hours).

Emergency Procedures
There may be circumstances whereby Brokers are unable to submit EBOT / ECOT messages to Xchanging.
Some of the possible scenarios are as follows:

The IMR is Unavailable – Brokers cannot submit new documents or view files that have previously been
loaded. Xchanging technicians cannot access PbS data and documentation;
Problems Relating to the Xchanging ACORD Gateway – Xchanging cannot process any Technical
Account, Financial Account or DRI messages that are received from Brokers;
Problems in Brokers’ Offices – The Broker cannot create or submit Technical Account, Financial
Account or DRI messages because their Gateway is down or because the Broker has other internal
systems problems.
Information regarding how Xchanging will advise and update customers when the IMR and/or PbS services
are not available and details of emergency procedures that Brokers should follow for urgent submissions can
be found in the A&S Section of the London Market Group website www.londonmarketgroup.co.uk
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Further Information & Help
Customers should contact:
Their Xchanging Customer Relationship Manager for any general questions;
The Xchanging Service Centre for any system problems with the Insurers’ Market Repository or the
Xchanging ACORD Gateway. The IMR core service hours are as defined in the IMR contract. Any user
related queries and problems reported to Xchanging Service Centre outside of the IMR core hours will
only be actioned during the core service hours. Service Centre contact details are as follows:
o

+44 (0)870 380 0830

o

+44 (0)1303 854854

o

email: servicecentre@xchanging.com

The Xchanging Enquire team for questions relating to premium and policy work submitted to XIS:
o

+44 (0)1634 887899

o

email: enquire@xchanging.com
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Appendices
Appendix A - PbS Carrier Bulletin
Brokers are currently exposed to London specific processes when making submissions to Central Services,
requiring them to operate in a different manner compared with peer to peer transactions. The Central
Services Refresh Programme (CSRP) is delivering a new channel for post-bind submissions to Central
Services, with transactions based on global insurance messaging standards (ACORD EBOT & ECOT)
EBOT/ ECOT messaging can be used today by Brokers to make efficient premiums and claims submissions
to non-bureau partners (Carriers). CSRP is allowing Brokers to submit to Central Services in the same way,
supporting the streamlining of Broker processes to have a single way of making post bind submissions
CSRP covers the full scope of post bind-submissions, with functionality being delivered across three releases
- Release 1.1a (premiums), Release 1.1b (claims) and Release 1.2 (binding authorities, query management
and other submission types). Delivery also includes the implementation of a new query handling process
whereby each query is directed to the party most appropriate to resolve it
This document highlights the impact to Carrier Interactions with Central Services that the new PbS
submission channel will introduce.

Claim Process overview – Carrier Perspective
This section provides an overview of the primary business process and highlights the main areas that Carriers
should be aware of.
Brokers will continue to supply all documentation relevant to the claim and have a number of options for
supplying them. Where documents are submitted separately from the EBOT / ECOT messages, Brokers
have been requested to ensure that they are loaded on to the IMR in a timely fashion.
The Central Service activities can be broken down into a number of segments, namely:
Message validation -application level
Document handling
Pre-processing
Processing
CLASS / ECF
Response handling
Response output.
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The elements that are invisible to Carriers (i.e. everything other than ECF / CLASS activities) are described
in the following sub sections.
TMEL

Application
Level

Document
Handling

Pre
Processing

Processing

Issue / Query
Handling

ECF / CLASS

Response
Handling

Response
Output

TMEL

Note: Carriers have indicated that should documents be loaded directly to the IMR after a claims submission
has been made, then the Broker must notify any Carriers that have made a response in line with existing
guidance in the SP&P. This could be completed by:
•

re-release of a claim (replacement CMs / TAs)

•

a new movement on the claim (new CM / TAs)

•

advising the Agreement Party of the new documents via means outside of ECF (e.g. telephone,
email etc).
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Message Validation - Application Level
Message validation (application level) includes:
ACORD validation of Claim Movement, Technical Account and Settlement (Financial Account)
messages to verify that they conform to standard and sender and receiver parties can be identified.
Additional PbS validation (i.e. over and above the ACORD validator checks), for example to ensure
the sender is registered for the service and/or the message type is supported.
Identification of other related messages where Broker grouping or CM/TA linking relationships are in
place, in order to apply consistent application level responses across the grouped / linked messages.
It is to be noted in the process flow below that there are two wait times. This relates to a single wait
time specified by the Broker at the time of PbS registration for two different reasons. They are either
one hour or three hours in duration and are maximum wait times. The first allows Claims Movements
to be linked to Technical Accounts messages. The second allows for all grouped messages to be
received. This is when a Broker has used the ‘Group Reference’ and ‘Items in Group, fields within
the ECOT/EBOT inbound messages. If all items have been received before the maximum wait time
has been reached, processing will continue immediately.
Responding with application level acceptance or rejection

Note: Application level validation does not consider the relationship between different Carriers on the same
transaction – this is addressed during pre-processing.
Application Level Stage - All types of messages
Application Level

Broker

Claim Advice
Received

Create Clai m
Transactions

Receive L3
Application Level
Rejection

Generate Message
Output
ECOT & EBOT Via TMEL

Receive L3
Application Level
Acknowledgment

Receive Handshake
Response L1

XAG

Generate L3
Application Level
Rejection

Generate Hand
Shake L1
Acceptance
Message

No

Valid
Submission?

Documents
Instream?

Yes

Yes

Detach D ocuments

Process L3
Application Level
Acknowledgement

Process L3
Application Level
Rejection

Transfer Message to
PbS

Generate L3
Application Level
Rejection For
Messages

PbS

Receive ACORD
Messages

No Action

No

Time Expires

Time Expires

No
Receive ACORD
EBOT / ECOT
Message

Valid
Submission?

Yes

Other Related
Messages?

Yes

Linked Messages
Complete?

Yes

Group Complete

Yes

Generate L3
Application Level
Acknowledgement

XMA

No

Receive Documents
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Document Handling
Document handling:
Identifies when a document with the same Unique Document ID is sent in more than one message
relating to the same risk, claim or transaction and only stores a single version on the IMR
Note: For a PbS submission, there is no facility for claims submissions to specify confidential documents.
Hence Brokers have been advised to use the existing online facility on the IMR for confidential documents,
as they do for ECF2.
Note: Write back Carriers using DRI will still be able to specify a confidential document loaded to a claim file
on the IMR (i.e. a document to which the Broker has no access). Carriers will not be able to restrict access
to other Carriers on the claim.
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Pre-Processing Stage
Pre-processing:
Identifies all information available (i.e. XIS risk history and claim history, reference data, message
content and supporting documents)
If a risk record is not found, implements processes described in the section below for Unsigned
Risks.
Accumulates messages relating to the same transaction reference (i.e. collates messages for all
Carriers on a transaction).
Collates messages linked through grouping
Assembles all information required for processing
Establishes transaction record (one per transaction reference, and cross referred when grouping is
supplied)
Instigates operational intervention when unable to find a risk record, or there are messages for fewer
Carriers than the risk record expects.
Pre-Processing Stage – Claims Movement and Technical Accounts
Phase

XAG

Broker

Receive L4 Busi ness
Query

Process Business
Level Query

Application

No

London Format
UCR/ UMR?

Manually Intervene
to Determine Cause

Generate Business
Level Query

No

Justification
Found?

No

Generate Business
Level Query

No
Yes

Yes

PbS

Manually Intervene
to Determine Cause

Look For Risk
History

Risk Record
Found?

Justification
Found?

Yes

Yes

Accumulate
Participant Carriers

Claims Case Created

Valid
Participants?

Update Records to
Reflect Intended
Approach

No

No

Create Risk Details

Yes

Expected
Number of
Participants?

No
Yes

Error Free

Yes
Look For Claim
History

Create Transaction
Record Ready For
Processing

Processing

IMR

Trigger IMR
Document Upload

Upload Documents

Note: Information relating to SLAs for actions such as operational interventions will be provided in a
subsequent publication.
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Processing Stage
Processing:
Validates the information received from all sources
Derives London Market specific information where possible. Where this is ambiguous (for example
there may be a choice of applicable risk codes), the system will make a selection based on the
available data (to avoid unacceptable delay) but facilitate correction by the Leader during the claim
agreement process if the wrong one is selected.
Applies precedence rules, where more than one version of the same information exists. This includes
the allocation of Carrier references (see section 5 for further information)
Uses data supplied and history to generate CLASS load file to create the required CLASS
transactions. The current timescales for loading transactions into CLASS will stay the same i.e.
currently between 15 minutes and 42 minutes, however, there is an initiative to reduce this load time
which will be delivered in a future release.
Includes correction process to update details following Carrier requests (e.g. reference allocations
and/or role changes).
Receives Carrier responses from CLASS / ECF and generates appropriate ACORD responses to
Broker (plus out of band notifications if registered to receive them)
Recognises key outcomes of claims handling and updates the PbS status and triggers any followon actions required (e.g. Lloyd’s lead response and Out of Band notification sent to the broker);
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Financial Account Processing Stage
Following application validation:
Checks transaction history and validates that transaction is ready for processing
Collates messages relating to all Carriers involved
Evaluates the status of the transaction to establish whether the transaction can be released for
settlement
Where settlement grouping has been applied to the corresponding TAs, holds FAs pending receipt
of complete group of messages
Generates ACORD business level rejection or acknowledgements
Instigates settlement

Pre-Processing and Processing Stage – Financial Account

Application
Level for FA

XAG

Broker

Phase

Receive Business
Level Rejection

Receive Business
Level Rejection

Receive Business
Level
Acknowledgement

Process Business
Level Rejection

Process Business
Level Rejection

Process Business
Level
Acknowledgement

Generate Business
Level Rejection

Generate Business
Level Rejection

PbS

No
Look For
Transaction History

Transaction
Found?

No

Yes

Validate Transaction
Ready For
Processing

Valid
Transaction

Yes

Evaluate Status of
Transaction(s)

Ready For
Settlement

Yes

Generate
Settlement Release
File(s)

Business Level
Acknoweldgement

ILU&LIRMA?

No
Yes
Hold Awaiting
Status Change

Function

No

XCS TP

CLASS Settlement
Release

XCS CLASS Auto
Release

Note: The Cash TA process does not involve the use of Financial Account messages. Cash submissions are
released to Central Settlement as soon as the claim entry has been agreed by the appropriate Carriers (i.e.
in accordance to the relevant claims agreement scheme). If it subsequently transpires that a Company
Carrier on a PbS claim has a requirement for non-central settlement, then Brokers are advised to close the
PbS claim and revert to legacy channels.
There are two Carrier impacts where a Broker elects to use the TA/FA approach:
1. LIRMA: the business acknowledgement of the TAs will only be sent at end of day at the start of the
overnight batch process. This is to accommodate the scenario where a LIRMA Carrier changes their
mind after the initial response in order to keep communication channels open with the Broker. The
FA would then only be processed in the end of day batch on the following day. TA/FA processing for
LIRMA therefore introduces a 24-hour delay in settlement.
Note: Lloyd’s and ILU transactions are not impacted by this delay
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2. The claim will not commence the 3-day Settlement process until the FA item has been received from
the Broker. Similarly, EDI messages (USM, CSM, DSGN and SCM) are not generated until the FA
items from the Broker have been successfully processed.

Removal of OSND
PbS Brokers will not supply an OSND in their submissions and therefore the Original Signing Number and
Date field in ECF will be blank for Lloyd’s claims (both advices and settlements).
Going forward, this will allow certain ECF exclusions to be accommodated through the PbS channel e.g.
claims spanning multiple OSNDs, partial markets and commutations (future releases). See ‘ECF Exclusions
which could be Supported in PbS’ for further details.
Although the OSND has been removed, Lead Carriers are still asked to validate that data typically associated
with a specific OSND i.e. Carrier Reference, Risk Code (Lloyd's), Year of Account (Lloyd's) and Business
Class (LIRMA) are correct.

Operational Intervention (Pre-CLASS Load)
Operational Intervention occurs when a submission is received and PbS is unable to automatically generate
the CLASS load file due to having insufficient information available.
For a multi bureaux claim, the intervention will only hold up progress of the messages related to the queried
bureau.
In these situations, the Xchanging technician will review the submission and determine whether:
o the data can be enhanced to allow processing to continue, or
o a business level query should be returned to the Broker.
Currently, there are only two circumstances that would lead to operational intervention, being instances
where a risk record cannot be found (unsigned risks) and where PbS cannot establish the correct market
based on the number of messages received (partial markets).

Unsigned Risks
ECF currently supports claim notifications being submitted ahead of a premium for the company market (a
process known as unsigned risks). The ECFUG has indicated that they are supportive of advices against
unsigned risks being processed for the Lloyd's market but have asked that an unsigned risk flag/warning is
implemented in ECF to allow Carriers to differentiate between a PbS claim without an OSND and an advice
against a genuine unsigned risk. This has been captured as a requirement and will be delivered in a future
release.
PbS is able to detect a possible claim against an unsigned risk when it is unable to retrieve the risk history. As
there are multiple business scenarios that will result in PbS failure to retrieve the risk history, PbS will look at
the advice type and status of the UMR to determine the resolution path. In some circumstances, Central
Services will need to intervene to perform a corrective action or raise an issue as a query to the Broker.
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The diagram below is an illustration of the relationship between the issue identified and the action taken by
PbS or Central Services.

Unsigned Risk Process Overview
Broker submits the claim and a PbS submission is generated
PbS checks Risk History which establishes whether a record exists
Where a UMR is found and processing is incomplete:
o

For a settlement (i.e. the claim amounts indicator has a value of ‘claim_payment’), PbS will
hold the claim in a pended state until the premium has been processed. A business level
(L4) query will be issued to the Broker to notify them that the claim is in a pended state and
will be released for processing once the premium is complete. The interim solution will create
an auto query resulting in the need for replacement claims messages to be submitted once
the risk has been submitted/processed.

o

For an advice, the submission will be routed to the operational intervention process where it
will be reviewed by a technician. The technician will capture minimal information about the
risk if supporting documentation is available on the IMR and proceed with processing or
generate a business level (L4) query to the Broker.

Where a UMR is not found:
o

For a settlement (i.e. the claim amounts indicator has a value of ‘claim_payment’), PbS will
issue a business level (L4) query to the Broker to notify them that the claim cannot be
processed until a premium has been received.

o

For an advice, the submission will be routed to the operational intervention process where it
will be reviewed by a technician. The technician will either capture minimal information about
the risk and proceed with processing or generate a business level (L4) query to the Broker.
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Carriers have asked CSRP to consider providing visibility of pended transactions, and this
request will be considered for future releases.

Broker Impact
In order to assist in processing claims against unsigned risks, the Broker should supply a supporting
document with the claim (usually the MRC), containing the following details:
Explicit reference that the claim should be submitted against an unsigned risk (e.g. through providing
supporting documentation on the IMR)
Risk Code – Lloyd’s bureau only
Business CLASS – LIRMA bureau only
Year of Account – Lloyd’s bureau only
Slip Lead – All Bureaux
Bureau Lead (s) - All Bureaux
Broker Code - All Bureaux where DUNS code is used
Carrier Codes (s) - All Bureaux where DUNS code is used
This information is required to establish that a claim was submitted against an unsigned risk and provide
additional risk detail for Central Services to process the claim. Failure to provide this information will result
in Central Services raising a business query to request the Broker to submit this information or cancel and
replace the claim.
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Partial Markets
PbS will identify a partial market on a claim settlement submission where fewer claim movement messages
are received than have been expected based on Market Matching. The partial market could have any of the
following causes:
•

There is a requirement to advise only a subset of the market (e.g. a partial collection for ILU or
LIRMA), in which case supporting documentation should be used to explain the reason for only a
subset of Carrier lines being submitted (e.g. a commutation)

•

A mid-term market change has been processed

•

There is an error in the historic risk record held by Central Services or an endorsement changing the
market has yet to be processed

•

The Broker has made an error (e.g. an incorrect Carrier, incomplete set of Carriers, incorrect UMR).

In these instances, PbS will intervene to establish the Broker intent. Valid submissions will be released into
CLASS without recourse to the Broker, the remainder will be business queried to the Broker. Partial markets
relating to settlement transactions for ILU and LIRMA will be pushed through for further processing (in line
with existing ECF restrictions).
Note: where there are more Carriers on the claim submission than on a candidate section of the risk, then
an auto-query will be sent to the Broker.

Carrier Role Changes
Under existing practices, the Broker explicitly identifies both the Slip and Bureau Leads and will instigate any
changes to these via the LIMCLM or On-line Broker CLASS system. These details cannot be supplied via
EBOT / ECOT messaging, and consequently Central Services will need to determine the Carrier roles in
PbS. The Carrier roles will be allocated based on risk information, which in most circumstances will return
the correct Lead. Where PbS does make the wrong allocation, the Change of Lead process described below
should be followed. For a PbS submission, the Slip and Bureau leads will be explicitly captured for risk
records created via PbS or eAccounts. For these risks PbS will not determine the Slip and Bureau lead
(except where the Slip Lead is Non-Bureau) and instead use the captured risk information.
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Change of Lead / Conflict of Interest
Currently Carriers are advised to contact the Broker if they are a Lead Carrier declaring an organisational
conflict of interest. If Carriers are aware that the conflict is for a PbS claim, they should contact the PbS
service rather than the Broker to instruct a change of lead.
Carriers are asked to contact the pbsclaims.query@xchanging.com address to instruct a correction to a PbS
claim in respect of a Change of Lead.
Carriers are requested to use “Change of Lead” as the beginning part of their subject heading of such email
requests to facilitate the timely allocation and resolution of the request.
Note 1: Carriers are asked to advise a Change of Lead before agreeing the initial claim transaction (Lloyd's
and ILU) or circulating the claim (LIRMA) and refrain from making any response until the correction has been
made. Changes notified after the transaction has been agreed or circulated will not be held in PbS and
therefore cannot be automatically applied to the next transaction. This will be covered in the functional
requirements when the integrated online solution is defined.
Note 2: In the current LIRMA implementation of CLASS, it is possible not to specify a Lead and for the claim
transaction to be automatically circulated. However, PbS will always pick a Lead and the designated Lead
would have to circulate.
Note 3: If a Change of Lead is notified for a cross-market claim and the Change of Lead applies to a Bureau
Lead who is also the Slip Lead, the Change of Lead can only be applied if all other bureaux are replaceable
in CLASS. For example, a request to change the Bureau Lead for Lloyd’s where Lloyd’s is also the Slip Lead
would be rejected if the other bureau(x) were in an irreplaceable state. In the unlikely event that this should
occur, Brokers would be asked to close the existing claim and resubmit under a new UCR. Carriers in all
bureaux should refrain from making a response under the new UCR until the Change of Lead has been
administered.
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Where XIS or the Lead Carrier identify incorrect Carrier roles, or the Lead Carrier wishes to declare an
organisation Conflict of Interest and elect a new Lead, the following process should be followed:
Send an email to a generic PbS mailbox (pbsclaims.query@xchanging.com) with the following
information for Central Services to process the request:
o

Unique Market Reference

o

Unique Claim Reference

o

Unique Transaction Reference

o

Reason for change (Conflict of Interest / Dispute of the Roles presented)

o

Details of who requested the change (Carrier Name / XIS)

o

Original Slip Lead

o

Requested Slip Lead

o

Original ILU / LIRMA / Lloyds Bureau Lead

o

Requested ILU / LIRMA / Lloyds Bureau Lead (If applicable)

Subject to validation, Central Services will correct the Carrier roles as requested. Carriers are asked
to advise a Change of Lead before agreeing the claim transaction (Lloyd's and ILU) or circulating
the claim (LIRMA) and refrain from making any response until the correction has been made.
Upon correction, PbS will check the status of the CLASS transaction for each bureau participating
on the claim to determine if it’s in a replaceable state - For Lloyds and ILU, the claim is deemed
irreplaceable if the claim has been “completed” i.e. fully agreed. For LIRMA, the claim is deemed
irreplaceable if the claim has been circulated
o

If the CLASS transaction for the bureau is in a replaceable state, an update CLASS
transaction is created

o

If the CLASS transaction for the bureau is not in a replaceable state, then Carriers should
notify the change of role during the agreement of the subsequent transaction

The agreement process will continue
Subsequent advices will show the corrected Carrier role

Notifying Brokers of Role Changes
When a change of Lead or Conflict of Interest request has been processed, an email will be issued by PbS
to the Broker notifying them of the change (the email address used will be the one provided by the Broker
during PbS registration). The email will contain the following information:
Date of request
Unique Market Reference
Unique Claim Reference
Unique Transaction Reference
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Details of who requested the change (Carrier Name or XCS)
Reason for change (Conflict of Interest / Dispute of the roles allocated)
Original Lead
Requested Lead
Original Bureau Leads
Requested Bureau Leads
Status of Lloyds Bureau (Replaceable / Not replaceable) if applicable
Status of ILU Bureau (Replaceable / Not replaceable) if applicable
Status of LIRMA Bureau (Replaceable / Not replaceable) if applicable

Carrier Reference Allocation
The Carrier references for CLASS / ECF entries are currently generated based on the Signing Numbers &
Dates (SN&D) provided by Brokers with their submissions. Brokers using PbS will no longer supply the
SN&D, and consequently PbS will use other information to derive the Carrier reference. There will also be a
mechanism for Carriers to request a correction where the reference has been incorrectly allocated.
The (Re)Insurer reference supplied by the Broker will be the most common source of the Carrier reference.
In some circumstances, PbS may use a different reference to that supplied by the Broker, including when:
The Carrier reference supplied is not consistent with that held against the risk record for a first advice
or held against a prior transaction on the claim for a subsequent advice.
The Broker only holds a single reference for the Carrier (e.g. due to accounting at a different level),
but the Carrier provided different references for sections of the risk.
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Resolution Process
In order to amend the Carrier Reference, an interim process will be implemented. It will be the responsibility
of the Lead Carrier to review the Carrier reference in ECF2 and notify Central Services prior to responding
to the claim to process the change.
Carriers are asked to contact the pbsclaims.query@xchanging.com address to instruct a correction to a PbS
claim in respect of a Carrier Reference Change.
Carriers are requested to use “Carrier Reference Change” as the beginning part of their subject heading of
such email requests in order to facilitate the timely allocation and resolution of the request.
Note: Carriers are asked to advise a Carrier Reference Change before agreeing the claim transaction
(Lloyd's and ILU) or circulating the claim (LIRMA) and refrain from making any response until the correction
has been made. Changes notified after the transaction has been agreed or circulated will not be held in PbS
and therefore cannot be automatically applied to the next transaction. This will be covered in the requirements
being defined under the queries workstream and will be delivered in a future release.
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If the Lead Carrier identifies that a correction is required, the following process should be followed:
Exit ECF without responding to the claim. Changes notified after the transaction has been agreed or
circulated will not be held in PbS and therefore cannot be automatically applied to the next
transaction.)
Contact Central Services via email (pbsclaims.query@xchanging.com) to provide the following
information:
o Unique Market Reference
o Unique Claim Reference
o Unique Transaction Reference
o Original Carrier Reference
o Requested Carrier Reference
o Any other details to assist Central Services in the identification of the segment of the risk
which the claim applies (e.g. Risk Code)
Central Services will correct the Carrier reference as requested
Upon correction, PbS will check the status of the CLASS submission for each bureau participating
on the claim to determine if it’s in a replaceable state - For Lloyds and ILU, the claim is deemed
irreplaceable if the claim has been “completed” i.e. fully agreed. For LIRMA, the claim is deemed
irreplaceable if the claim has been circulated
o If the CLASS transaction for the bureau is in a replaceable state, an update CLASS
transaction is created
o If the CLASS transaction for the bureau is not in a replaceable, Carriers should notify the
carrier reference change during the agreement of the subsequent transaction.
The agreement process will continue
Subsequent advices will show the corrected Carrier reference, no matter what reference the Broker
supplies
Carriers are advised that if the Market Version is incorrect, and the Version required has a different Carrier
percentage or different Carrier/s, then they should send a query to the Broker who should cancel and replace
with the correct market. XCS will be unable to action any changes where the Market Version on the claim is
incorrect.
Note 1: Followers will be able to make changes to their carrier reference through the same PbS facility with
authorisation from the Lead if required.
Note 2: There will be no ability to make the Carrier reference amendment request via Writeback. Carriers
will need to also contact Central Services via e-mail (pbsclaims.query@xchanging.com).
Note 3: There will be no ability to select a carrier reference set related to Additional or Return Premiums (AP
/ RP) – These can only be established for Lloyd’s. As per current processing, if a different reference is
required, the carrier must contact XCS TP and request the carrier reference is amended in XCS CLASS
against the UCR. This is done by as-is process via email (corrections@xchanging.com)
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Data Implications
With the adoption of PbS, Brokers will be submitting EBOT / ECOT messages which will need to be used in
conjunction with other sources of information to construct a valid CLASS transaction. A mapping exercise
has been undertaken as part of the analysis and design phase of R1,1b to ensure that Carriers will still
receive the level of data required to respond to a PbS claim.
The data section of the PbS User Guide includes details regarding data precedence and principles.

PbS Indicator
A new ‘PbS Indicator’ will be displayed in the Claim summary screen containing values of either PbS or Non
PbS as appropriate.

A market request to introduce the PbS indicator within the Write Back message has been implemented. In
addition, Write Back Carriers will be able to access the ECF screens to identify if a claim was submitted via
PbS.
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Risk Code, Year of Account and Business CLASS
As with Carrier reference allocations, there are other details that are currently generated based on the
Signing Numbers & Dates that will no longer be provided by Brokers with their submissions. The onus will
now be on the Carrier to check this information is correct. The signing numbers are used to derive certain
data attributes that are not provided via LIMCLM or the on-line Broker CLASS system.

These data attributes include Risk Codes, Year of Account and Line Reference for Lloyd’s, and Business
Class for LIRMA companies, which will be derived during the PbS Processing stage.
In some instances, for first advices, these data attributes could be derived incorrectly and presented to the
Lead Carrier in ECF2. When this occurs, the Lead Carrier will contact PbS in order to instruct a change to
the risk code, year of account and business class. This will be updated in the PbS database and the claim
re-released with the corrected data. These revised values will be stored for use on subsequent advices and
on subsequent advices the fields will be read only.
Note: The Lead Carrier will be able to directly amend the values in ECF2 in line with current functionality,
but this is not recommended as ECF2 will not be able to evaluate whether the revised code/year of account
is compatible with the broker submission and the market selected. The removal of this functionality may be
reconsidered in future releases. The ECFUG will be engaged to understand the market requirement and
impact of any such change to functionality.
If the Lead Carrier also wishes to make a change to the Carrier reference, this must be completed prior to
updating the Risk Code, Year of Account or Business Class.
Note: Business Class is not derived for ILU, as it is always selected by the Lead Carrier in ECF. This
functionality will remain.
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Auto Queries
During the PbS processing stage, the data received is validated. If the submission is found to have
inconsistent data (e.g. value in CM is different to that in linked TA) or is in a format that cannot be processed
by PbS (e.g. more than 7 decimals for Carrier Share percentages), then an automated query will be
generated.
A table highlighting the most relevant auto queries for both premiums and claims is included as an appendix
to the PbS User Guide.

Simultaneous Reinstatement Processing
Under PbS, Simultaneous Reinstatements will be notified by the Broker through the provision of a Settlement
Group Reference linking the premium and claim transactions that require simultaneous settlement.
Carriers should be aware of the following changes to the processing of Simultaneous Reinstatements
submitted via PbS rather than other channels:

•

The Simultaneous RIP Required flag/RIP Present flag will be set to ‘Yes’ and will be read-only when
Broker makes a SIMRIP submission through PbS

•

A control will be introduced on the Write Back Response service to ensure that Carriers responding
via Write Back cannot amend the SIMRIP indicator for a PbS claim

•

If any party (Carrier or XCS) disagrees with the Broker’s decision to process the claim with a
reinstatement, they can query the Broker within ECF during the claims agreement process as per
the standard query procedures

•

It is then the responsibility of the Broker to amend the SIMRIP grouping as required and resubmit
the claim and premium TA’s

Query Handling
Carriers will continue to raise queries with the Broker as they do today i.e. through the ECF2 screens or via
their own systems for Writeback Carriers.
PbS will generate an ECOT standard query message and return this to the PbS Broker, along with an out of
band email. The Query message will contain details of the Carrier who raised the query and of the query
itself.
On receipt of a query, Brokers may choose to respond in a number of ways:
•

Out of band communication e.g. phone call to the Carrier

•

Supplying supplementary documentation to the IMR

•

Through submission of a revised set of messages that will update the claim. This will effectively rerelease the claim for Lloyd’s and ILU (as per today’s process) for (re-)agreement by the Carriers and
XCS.

•

Response to the query via the PbS Online application to upload a document or provide a narrative
response.
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During Technical Processing XCS can raise queries to Carriers. In turn Carriers are notified of these queries
via CWS, CWT or Writeback, depending on their preferred channel. Carriers can register for a Carrier
Premium Query report to be informed of all queries related to risks they have underwritten. The Carrier’s
organisation can register to receive one report that covers all associated syndicates/company codes, or they
can choose to receive individual reports per syndicate/company code.

Carriers should be aware that the process of re-releasing a claim after a query might not be quite as
responsive as today’s process as Brokers will not have access to CLASS online to immediately re-release
the claim but have to do this via messaging. A future release will introduce a number of processing
efficiencies (e.g. iterative market match) that will bring the PbS solution more in line with the online solution
in terms of responsivity.

Potential LIRMA C&R Reconciliation Issue
There are certain C&R scenarios for LIRMA where the handling of replacement messages under the EBOT
/ ECOT model may cause issues around the communication of responses to the Broker and/or reconciliation
issues for the Carriers.
Once a replacement transaction is submitted by the Broker and accepted into PbS (i.e. application level (L3)
acknowledged), a business acknowledgement message cannot be sent for the transaction which it replaces.
Where possible, PbS will update the existing transaction with the information on the replacement, so that
there is not an issue with subsequent communication.
However, LIRMA transactions are not updateable once the Lead has circulated which will have the following
consequences for Advices and Settlements:

Advices
If the Broker submits a replacement message after the advice has been circulated, the replacement
will be queried back to the Broker but communication through the ACORD channel on the original
transaction will be closed
Carriers will still be able to respond to the original transaction through ECF2, but Brokers will only be
notified if they are registered for out of band email. A strategic solution for notification to Brokers will
be included in future releases
It is therefore strongly recommended that, where possible, Brokers contact the Lead to cancel the
original transaction in ECF before submitting a new claim movement with the correct claim position.
This will require the Lead to access the claim on ECF2 or within their own systems and submit
a cancel response.

Note: Bold text indicates specific Carrier impact, the Broker elements are included to provide context to the
scenario.
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Settlements
If the Broker submits a replacement/reversal message after the settlement has been circulated, the
information contained within the replacement/reversal will be used to generate a refund transaction
in ECF2 for all Carriers on the original transaction. The Carriers on the original transaction may be
in different response states – including having fully settled, having made no response, having
queried, or having responded but settlement not having completed.
From an ACORD messaging perspective, if a reversal is received for an original message that had
not reached a positive L4 Acknowledgement, the receiver (PbS in this instance) closes the
communication channel for both the original and reversal messages, thereby netting out the position
with no actual movement of monies.
From a CLASS perspective, Carriers will still be able to respond to the original transaction through
ECF2. However, due to the ACORD messaging protocol, Brokers will only be notified of this
response via email and only if they are registered for out of band email.
It is strongly recommended that if a Carrier has not made a positive response on the original
transaction, then they should not make a response on the refund transaction. Whilst PbS will
ensure that no money is moved on either transaction, this may cause reconciliation issues in
the Carrier’s own system.
Notes:
o

In line with existing system rules, the Lead will be required to circulate the transactions in
sequence

o

For Lead Carriers using Write Back where the circulation and agreement of the claim are a
single process, it is recommended that the responses on the original and refund transaction
are aligned

o

Following Carriers will be warned that they are responding out of sequence but will not be
prevented from making the response.

If a Carrier has made a positive response on the original transaction, they should also make
a positive response on the refund transaction. In this case, it is dependent on the underlying
ACORD messages as to whether monies are actually moved.
o

Where the transactions relate to de-linked ACORD messages, because the receiver has
closed communication channels for both the original and reversal messages (as per bullet
2), there will not be a L4 Acknowledgement and consequently the Broker system will not be
able to trigger the FA

o

In CLASS, this will leave the original settlement and refund settlement in a ‘pending’ state,
and no monies will move. This also means that no EDI messages will be generated (e.g.
DSIGN), which in turn may cause a reconciliation issue for Carrier accounts.

Note: Bold text indicates specific Carrier impact, the Broker elements are included to provide context to the
scenario.
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XCS Technical Processing
Although PbS introduces some changes to XCS Technical Processing the service levels will remain
unchanged. The following changes will be accommodated in the process as a result of removing the burden
of the “Londonisms” from the Broker and transferring them to central services:
•

Determine the OSND(s): OSNDs are required to create the XCR records in XCS CLASS but will not
be present on the ECF record as they are today

•

Create XCRs: Multiple XCRs being generated against a single UCR due to PbS supporting claims
that span multiple OSNDs. This is already done today for paper claims and as there will often only
be one OSND this will only be required by exception for PbS claims.

•

Reconciliation: where multiple XCRs are created, ensure that the financial amounts tie up to the
overall ECF record

•

TA/FA process: XCS will be able to process a subsequent transaction in XCS CLASS where a prior
transaction is pended awaiting FAs from the Broker. However, the transactions will only be settled
in the order in which they are processed in XCS CLASS. It should be noted that any delay in the
sending of the FA could impact the settlement or notification of subsequent transactions in the
following scenarios:
o

An outside authority claim for a Binder is submitted under a separate UCR in ECF but is
processed under the bordereau UCR in XCS CLASS where there is still a pended settlement
transaction on the bordereau claim (i.e. the Broker has not yet submitted the FA). The
outside authority transaction will not be settled until the Broker has sent the FA for the
bordereau.

o

A subsequent advice is submitted following a settlement where the settlement is pended
awaiting FA. The SCM will not be released to the Carrier for the advice until FAs for
settlement had been received

In these instances, the transactions will be processed in the order in which they are received by XCS
and the Broker is responsible for ensuring prior transactions are resolved (i.e. an FA is sent in a
timely manner) to avoid any undue delay in the notification or settlement of subsequent transactions.

Currency Conversion Service (Lloyd’s Only)
Currency Conversion Service (CCS) Exchange Rates are supplied by the Lloyd’s Treasury Department as
part of the end of day process using the market rates for the day. To complete a CCS transaction, the
transaction needs to have been processed through the end of day process and hence on to settlement in
order for the correct CCS Equivalent Amounts and CCS Exchange Rate to be calculated and populated in
XCS CLASS. Until that point, a subsequent transaction cannot be processed as it requires the financial
amounts in the prior transaction to be completed.
For a delinked claim, the end of day process will only be triggered on receipt of the FA. Therefore, the ability
for XCS to process subsequent transactions where a prior transaction requires the Currency Conversion
Service may be impacted if the FA is not supplied in a timely fashion.
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Quarterly Revaluation of Outstanding Losses
The Quarterly Revaluation of Outstanding Losses is an automated process that runs to identify where there
has been a significant change in the Rate of Exchange since the last movement on a claim. Where there has
been a significant movement, the Outstanding Amount (in Settlement Currency) is recalculated and readvised. This ensures that accurate amounts are posted on a Carrier’s books and they are adequately
reserved.
This would usually affect claims that have not moved recently. The more recent the latest movement, the
less likely it is that the ROE will have changed significantly.
It should be noted that delinked claims submitted via PbS which have been processed on XCS CLASS but
are awaiting FA will not be included in this process (along with any other unadvised or held over transaction
submitted via any channel). Given Brokers are expected to submit FAs in a timely manner, it is deemed
unlikely that the Rate of Exchange will have varied enough to generate a revaluation transaction anyway.

Grouping of Multi-Currency Transactions
Where Brokers supply an ACORD Group Reference for multi-currency submissions, PbS will generate a
single CLASS load file for the transaction. Similarly, if a single Broker Transaction Reference is used against
all currencies, PbS will be able to associate the messages and create a single record. However, if neither of
these methods are used, PbS would create separate CLASS submissions (i.e. one transaction per currency).
The ACORD EBOT / ECOT Quick Reference Guide recommends grouping in certain circumstances, but
does not go as far as to mandate it. Therefore if Brokers elect to submit a transaction un-grouped, the
submission would be valid and PbS would be required to process the messages, however, this would result
in a separate transaction in ECF2 for each currency. When Carriers subsequently review the CLASS records,
they are likely to raise a query asking the Broker to combine the multiple records. In this instance, Brokers
without the grouping function are advised to close the PbS claim and revert to legacy channels.
The Brokers attending PbS Process Group workshops have indicated that they will only introduce multicurrency transactions once they can ensure that the submission will generate a single CLASS record. The
following advice to Brokers has also been included in section 9.10.5 (multi settlement currencies) of the PbS
Interface Specification:
If a PbS claim started as single currency and then a subsequent advice introduced an additional currency,
Brokers without the grouping function are advised to close the PbS claim and revert to legacy channels.

Submission of Sub-Set of Established Currency Pairs
Once multiple currencies have been established on a claim, if subsequent submissions do not include an
update for all currencies, PbS will assume the financial position has not changed for the ‘missing’ currencies
and will re-state the previously advised amounts, for the silent currency/s i.e. data fields will be persisted
from Claim History and the details from Claim History will be used to restate the reserve amounts in that
currency as per the last advised transaction for that currency.
PbS will not assume that the absence of messages for a currency means that that currency is now nil. Brokers
wishing to close a currency down, will need to do this by submitting a transaction for the nil currency with a
zero amount (not a “no-amounts” CM).
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Where PbS receives a set of messages containing zero amounts on one or more currency and actual
amounts for another currency, PbS will pass forward to CLASS an outstanding qualifier of “N” for those
currencies with zero amounts. Brokers should avoid using the closed indicator on a currency, if there is a still
another currency open on the claim. The closed indicator can only be applied on the CLASS submission
when it is the intent to close the whole claim
The ECFUG have asked that the position on PbS rolling forward be revisited with the Broker and Carrier
community to avoid the possibility of double-reserving and queries. This will be considered in the analysis
for future releases.

ILU Objection Process
In the existing claims process, any ILU follower has a certain number of days (which varies based on Class
of Business) to ‘object’ to a settlement that has been agreed on their behalf. Upon receipt of the objection,
the Central Services corrections team raise a partial market refund.
This process is rarely used and will not be available for PbS submissions.

ECF Exclusions Which could be Supported in PbS
The types of claims that are not supported on ECF but are supported for PbS are:
Claims spanning more than one signing number and date. Specifically, where there is a single market
for the applicable section of the risk, but that market was signed over more than one signing due to
premium accounting requirements. The use of UMR referencing in PbS to associate the claim to the
risk rather than signing number and date removes the issue experienced in CLASS / ECF.
If this situation were to occur and resulted in incorrect data being presented to the Carriers (e.g. Risk
Code, Carrier References), the processes detailed in sections 5 and 6.6 will allow any corrections to
be made to ensure the claim is processed against the correct risk data.

The types of claims that are not supported on ECF but could be supported for PbS are:
Claim advices (not settlements) submitted ahead of a risk being submitted for premium technical
processing for the Lloyds market (i.e. in PbS an ECOT CM received before a premium TA). This is
also known as unsigned risks (see previous section on Unsigned Risks for further details).
The ECFUG has indicated that they are supportive of advices against unsigned risks being
processed for the Lloyd's market but have asked that an unsigned risk flag/warning is implemented
in ECF to allow Carriers to differentiate between a PbS claim without an OSND and an advice against
a genuine unsigned risk.
Commutations / Partial markets for the Lloyds market.
The ECFUG are supportive of partial market notification for Lloyd’s but need to collaboratively define
the process and working thereof. This functionality is not available as part of PbS. Until a decision is
reached, the process will not be supported and will result in operational intervention followed by a
business level query being raised. If the commutation has been submitted via endorsement, the PbS
solution will support commutation as another form of MTMC.
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The claim types that are not supported on Lloyd’s ECF and will remain unsupported on PbS are:
Claims Payable Abroad (CPA) – these are not submitted by Brokers but are handled on behalf of
Carriers by XCS. These will not be supported for Release 1 but it’s likely this submission type will be
migrated to PbS in the future.
General Average (GA) and marine salvage (where a guarantee is issued and administered by XCS)
- these are not submitted by Brokers but are handled on behalf of Carriers by XCS. These will not
be supported for Release 1 but it’s likely this submission type will be migrated to PbS in the future.

Broker Amendments to CLASS
The use of online CLASS allows Brokers to amend transactions / sequences in a way that will no longer be
available under PbS. These amendments are generally to accommodate Carrier requests to help provide a
better claims service to Clients and are as a result of the following circumstances:
To amalgamate sequences where more than one is incomplete (e.g. updates are received in quick
succession or an earlier sequence was queried and the later sequence provides the response) in
order to reduce adjuster workload
To amalgamate transactions to avoid a sequence following an earlier, still queried, sequence
showing due to the impact on ECF2 turnaround times.
The major impact of the above is that Carriers may have to agree a greater number of transactions than they
would do currently.

Carrier Line Sequence Number
The Carrier Line Sequence Number is used to differentiate more than one instance of the same Carrier line
and percentage on one risk or claim. A unique combination of Carrier code and line sequence number will
continue to be provided on existing Central Service outputs and consistency from advice to advice
guaranteed within each of the output channels. In exceptional circumstance the Carrier line sequence
number between different channels (e.g. premium outputs vs claim output) will not be consistent. This is in
line with today’s arrangements.

Lloyd’s Settle Direct Process
PbS supports the recording of non-cash payments, i.e. payments made outside of Central Processing, which
the Brokers and Carriers want to record in ECF. The Broker will supply the payment means as ‘settle_direct’
and will record as Non-Cash Statement in the Broker Narrative. This will allow XCS to record payments
processed outside Central Services for Lloyd’s claims.
However, if a Company Carrier on a PbS claim has a requirement for non-central settlement then Brokers
are advised to close the PbS claim and revert to legacy channels.
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Lloyd’s Consortia Premium and Claim processing.
PbS supports the creation of premium records and claims which include a Lloyd’s Consortia. The broker may
submit a TA with the Consortia ID and Year of Account. PbS will extract the Consortia Breakdown from the
Consortia Registration Table and use this information to create Premium and Claim submissions into
eAccounts and ECF respectively. For this process to work the Consortia must be registered for the relevant
Year of Account before the Broker submits the premium for signing.

Mid-Term Broker Change
PbS support processing of transactions on Legacy and PbS Risks where the Broker has changed during the
term of the contract. This is also supported for Legacy and PbS Claims. However, if a claim moves from a
broker that uses PbS to a broker that uses a Legacy channel, the incoming broker will have to create a new
claim. The process to request a MTBC is still the same however the MTBC must be completed successfully
on the mainframe before PbS can receive and process these transactions.

Nil Premium Amendments
PbS supports the processing of Nil Premium Amendments by allowing the broker to send in zero balance
TA. All existing restrictions as to when a broker can submit an NPA, still applies.
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Communication to all Carriers using ACORD4ALL.
Central Services Refresh Programme (CSRP) Pre-Bind Submission (PbS) will be introducing new code
values to the ACORD ECOT Claim Movement message (2015-04 standard) which may affect carriers who
receive both ACORD4ALL and ECOT messages.
These will be used to optionally classify Lloyd’s Bureau Binding Authority claims as either bordereau,
individual outside authority claims or loss funds. PbS will load these values to the CLASS mainframe tables.
At present ACORD messaging does not support grouped claims i.e. those classified as Master Cover or CoLead. Hence claims with this classification cannot be processed through PbS.
Brokers may choose to supply these values for ILU or LIRMA bureau claims, which PbS can accommodate.
In this case PbS will store these values but not load them into the CLASS mainframe tables.
Please note, where these values are loaded into the mainframe, they do not appear on any EDI messages
including the LIMCLM nor the SCM.
ACORD4ALL also uses this field to determine Claim Transaction Type. However, as the PbS fields do not
appear on the EDI messages, ACORD4ALL messaging out of the mainframe to the Carriers will not be
impacted.
Should brokers in future choose to supply non-Bureau ECOT messages directly to carriers, and where they
have used the ClaimsTranscationIndicator to classify Binding Authority claims, this may have an impact on
the carrier systems if they are configured to only accept the values defined for ACORD4ALL.

Area

Field

Data dict ref. New Code Values

Claim
Movement

CM:<ClaimTransactionIndicator>

C437

bulked_account,
coverholder_loss_fund
third_party_administrator_loss_fund,
complex,

Classif.
CM

exceeds_monetary_authority,
liability_claim,
no_handling_authority,
subrogation.
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Appendix B – ACORD DRI v1.2.3 Release Information
ACORD DRI 1.2.3 minor revision release information

Release package content
The release package contains the following file for download by members and non-members
- DRI_v_1_2_3.zip

Changes included in the DRI 1.2.3 minor revision release
The following changes are included in the DRI 1.2.3 package.
-

Changes to the DRI schema to create version 1.2.1: update the definition of <rlc:ReferredObjects>
by importing the RLC schema slice version 2008-1d. This change is concurrent with the release of
the RLC schema version 2008-1d. This change does not alter the definition of any elements or types
in the DRI namespace.

-

The RLC, DRI and AMS integration guide has been removed from the members only distribution of
DRI; it is now available as a standalone implementation guide as part of the RLC standard.

ACORD
Association for Cooperative Operations Research & Development
www.acord.org
ACORD Corporation
2 Blue Hill Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pearl River, NY 10965
(845)620‐1700
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Appendix C – Proposed ACORD Enhancements
CSRP have been working with ACORD and the Ruschlikon community to ensure that PbS aligns as closely
as possible to the Ruschlikon processes. A number of Ruschlikon representatives have attended CSRP
Steering Group; Management Group and Process Group meetings, and CSRP has representation at the
corresponding Ruschlikon groups. The range of issues identified and discussed with Ruschlikon’s Business
Implementation Group (BIG) are noted in below.

Two Way Messaging
Requirement
There is a need within CSRP to both initiate a message and receive a response to that message for scenarios
that are not currently catered for within Ruschlikon. The three strands to this requirement are in respect of
i)
ii)
iii)

Queries;
Status and
General Dialogue.

The existing query message usage within Ruschlikon is one way, where a query is instigated via message,
but the response to the query is made ‘out of band’ (i.e. via email; phone conversations or face to face
discussions).

Current Position at BIG
The discussions at BIG have been in respect of query messaging only.
The lack of a query response message within Ruschlikon does create problems for participants, and the
group have agreed that two way query flows between the TA or CM sender and receiver would be
advantageous.
The two way query processes and functions have been fully defined and incorporated in the 2016-10 version
of the ACORD standards.

Use of <SettlementGroupReference> for Simultaneous Settlements
Requirement
CSRP needs a grouping function that allows a Broker to identify a number of items that must be settled
together.

Current Position at BIG
It was noted that a facility to indicate at the TA stage that items should be settled together may also be
relevant for global implementers, though in their case the facility would be to indicate a desire to settle
together rather than ensuring simultaneous settlement.
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BIG suggested that CSRP consider using the SettlementGroupReference (data dictionary ref R138) in
conjunction with ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal (Q016) for this purpose, and this approach has been included
in the 2016-10 version of the ACORD standards. This has been implemented in PbS, please refer to section
7.2 and 7.3 for more information.
Ruschlikon also agreed to adopt an amended validator that has allowed CSRP to implement Settlement
Grouping against the 2015-04 standard.

Payment Warranty Process
Requirement
The existing Central Service arrangement includes the principle that the PPW is deemed to be met for a
Cash Submission at the time that it is received by Central Services, providing that the entry is ultimately
successfully processed (i.e. the work package does not get rejected).
A solution needs to be identified to cater for delinked submissions, as there will be occasions when the TA
is under query (possibly with the Carrier) and the Broker is prevented from submitting the FA to meet warranty
conditions until the TA is agreed.

Current Position at BIG
Where a payment needs to be made before a TA has been agreed, the existing Ruschlikon process suggests
circumnavigating messaging and advises the Broker to make a payment directly to the Carrier’s bank
account.
The Ruschlikon process is one that could not be adopted by Central Services, as we do not have the facility
for Brokers to deposit ad hoc funds into a Central Service bank account. We therefore need to find a solution
that accommodates delinked submissions, and consequently align with the conventional Ruschlikon process.
The proposal made to BIG was that CSRP should ask the associations to extend the current principle to
being that the PPW is deemed to be met for a Delinked Submission at the time that the TA is received by
Central Services (i.e. at Application Level (L3)), providing that:
1. The TA entry is ultimately successfully processed, and
2. The corresponding FA is received within a specified period of the agreed TA being received by the
Broker.
The Brokers present at BIG agreed with this principle as it avoids the alternative proposal of cancelling and
replacing the entries to re-submit as a Cash submission.
Brokers will generally have an automated FA process, so in most cases the FA would be released
immediately that the agreed TA was received. The specified period could be the end of the same working
day (if the Business Level (L4) Acknowledgements are sent first thing in the morning following the overnight
batch process), but it might be more appropriate to allow 24 hours to allow cash allocation procedures to be
completed in Broking systems (lack of cash allocation is likely to prevent the FA from being automatically
generated in most broking systems, and the cash allocation process could be completed in overseas
territories).
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Financial Instrument Process (LOC / OCA etc)
Requirement
The requirement for financial instruments is to identify a process for completing initial setup or amendment
of the instrument (i.e. an increase or reduction in the instrument terms), and then to advise of draw down or
payment. The financial instruments identified as requiring these facilities are Letters of Credit; Outstanding
Claims Advances; Premium Reserves and Loss Reserves.
The transactions concerned do not always result in a settlement with the Broker, and as the Broker is not the
party that amounts are due to or from, the process would not appear to be compatible with the current ACORD
standard.

Current Position at BIG
There is already some use of EBOT / ECOT messaging for financial instruments (primarily LOCs / OCAs)
and the group noted that it would be beneficial to have greater clarity around the processes to be used.
It was agreed in principle that:
When a Broker is aware of a draw down, they should send a CM/TA as applicable.
EBOT would be amended to use alternative payment means, allowing participants to easily identify
the intended process, and to develop workflow solutions around it.
The TA would conform to all other existing rules (i.e. would use standard amount codes and would
not contain a zero balance).

The question relating to whether a FA should be generated to complete the process remains outstanding. It
would be possible to generate an informational FA item to complete the process, but it is not yet known
whether a Broker would be able to trigger the FA at an appropriate point, and if not, the FA would be of no
value to Reinsurers.
It was also noted that there are occasions when the actual draw down made by the Reinsured is different
from the amount advised by the Broker, which may result in the need for a correction process to be applied.
This item is to be discussed further by BIG.

Claims Narrative Response
Requirement
The claims system within the London Bureau market (CLASS) includes a facility for Carriers to provide
instructions to Brokers when responding to claim advices and settlements. The most common use of this
facility is to note things like reservation of rights, and/or to instruct the Broker to appoint an expert such as a
loss adjuster or surveyor.
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Current Position at BIG
A proposal had been made to remove Acknowledgement Response Description from EBOT / ECOT, but it
was determined that this data item was used when creating incomplete grouping responses at application
level (L3), and therefore the data item would be retained. The same data item will be available in the 201610 version of EBOT / ECOT to communicate instructions in the business level acknowledgements.
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Appendix D – Deferred Scheme
11th December 2014
LIIBA 69/2014
Use of eAccounts To Facilitate the Discontinuation of The Deferred Scheme
Following extensive discussion over the past year and exploring many alternative solutions an agreement
has been reached between the LMA, IUA and LIIBA to enable brokers to withdraw from the automatic
debiting arrangements inherent in the user of the current Deferred Scheme for instalment premiums.
Brokers that wish to avoid the automatic premium debiting arrangements inherent in the Deferred Scheme
can do so by switching from the ‘old’ A&S process to the new e-Accounts system for premium submissions,
for all their business.
The attached outlines the background to the proposals that have been agreed, and the means by which they
can be implemented.
This arrangement re-affirms the desire to develop the electronic messaging submission channels into the
Central Services (Xchanging), starting with A&S moving forward to eAccounts with further developments
planned within the Central Services Refresh Programme in the near future.
Should you have any questions with regards to the attached or wish to discuss Implementation of eAccounts
please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.
James Livett
Associate Director
Use of Electronic Accounts for the Processing of Instalment Premiums
1. Introduction
1.1. Whilst the Deferred Scheme is recognised as a long established practice in the London market the
changing regulatory environment for brokers and the inconsistency of some aspects of the Scheme
with global processing standards has made it necessary to review the Scheme’s use.
1.2. Brokers who wish to avoid the automatic debiting inherent in the deferred process may do so by
using electronic accounts. In recognising that electronic accounts allows this usage, the
associations have made arrangements to ensure that the processing of instalment premium using
electronic accounts works optimally for both broker and insurer.
1.3. This statement, confirms the background to and detail of these arrangements.
2. Background
2.1. The Deferred Scheme is strongly supported by the carrier community as an effective mechanism
for the timely receipt of instalment premiums. However, it is unique to the London market and
brokers have persistently sought changes over the years, mainly through concern over the
automatic debiting of instalments regardless of whether they have received the premium from the
client, and the process required to postpone the debit and revise the due date in these
circumstances.
2.2. More recently, upcoming changes to the regulatory requirements regarding the treatment of client
monies, and continued increases in the number of postponements, has caused some of the larger
brokers to conclude that the automatic debiting principles are no longer sustainable. Although
difficult to evidence with relevant data, Xchanging has confirmed that brokers are increasingly
submitting instalment premiums as individual transactions outside the Deferred Scheme.
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2.3. For these reasons, last autumn LIIBA asked IUA and LMA to consider options by which the Deferred
Scheme could be discontinued and instalment premiums processed as conventional delinked
transactions by this summer.
2.4. In conjunction with Xchanging, a number of options have been reviewed and agreement has been
reached between LIIBA, IUA and LMA on an alternative solution.
3. Factors Contributing to the Need for New Arrangements
3.1. The main reasons for seeking new arrangements are as follows:
3.1.1. The postponement process referred to in 1.1 above remains cumbersome for brokers with the
potential for an escalation in costs for Lloyd’s carriers, which incur a transaction charge for
each change.
3.1.2. As a ‘Londonism’, the Deferred Scheme falls within the market’s commitment to remove or
nullify processes that differ from accepted international practices. Automatic instalment
debiting is not supported by the ACORD EBOT1 processing standards that are already used
by non-bureau markets and will be introduced under the Central Services Refresh programme
as part of London Market Group’s processing vision.
3.1.3. The incoming CASS 5a Client Money Rules will further reduce broker appetite to risk the
funding of client premiums. This will likely promote further postponements with the attendant
processing costs for brokers and Lloyd’s carriers alike.
4. The Alternative Solution
4.1. Brokers wishing to withdraw from the Deferred Scheme may do so by migrating all of their premium
processing to the e-Accounts platform under which the auto-debiting of instalments is not an
obligatory feature. E-accounts offers advantages over the historical ‘A&S’ process, including the
potential for improved premium flow for all types of business. The principle benefits of this solution
are as follows:
4.1.1. E-accounts ‘right first time’ advantages, together with delinked processing, speed up cycle
times and reduce errors and associated re-work costs.
4.1.2. Instalment premiums can be distinguished from conventional AP’s. This will allow for the
negotiating of a differential charging mechanism as part of the periodic review of the LMA and
IUA service contracts with Xchanging).
4.1.3. This additional incentive to broker adoption of e-Accounts further leverages the carrier
investment in the platform.
4.1.4. There are no additional processing or cost implications for the central e-Accounts platform or
broker adopters (beyond those already required to achieve ACORD messaging capability).
4.1.5. Brokers can (if they wish) submit premiums at the ‘fundamental’ level through e-Accounts and
leave Xchanging to create the non-fundamental splits.
5. Implementation Actions for Brokers
5.1. LIIBA requests that members support the adoption of the alternative solution as agreed by BASIC
and MRSG and endorsed by the LIIBA Board.
5.2. Brokers are strongly advised to withdraw from the Deferred Scheme for business incepting or
renewing post their adoption of the e-Accounts platform. Current business written with Deferred
Scheme provisions should run to expiry within the Scheme.
5.3. MRCs relating to business requiring instalment premiums should be suitably annotated and include
the instalment due dates, for processing as delinked items when submitted to XIS via the eAccounts process (NB any items submitted as cash – i.e. non-delinked – will be settled
immediately).
5.4. Brokers may be expected to consider premium payment terms proposed by carriers (see 6.4 below)
to support credit control. Every effort should continue to be made to collect and remit instalments
by the respective due dates.
5.5. Submission processes for brokers wishing to continue with the Deferred Scheme remain unchanged
for both e-Accounts and A&S.
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6. Implementation Actions for Carriers
6.1. IUA and LMA request that members support the adoption of the alternative solution as agreed with
LIIBA.
6.2. Carriers are requested to accept the alternative solution from brokers seeking instalment facilities
outside of the Deferred Scheme and that intend to present the business via the e-Accounts platform.
6.3. MRCs should be suitably annotated as in 5.3 above.
6.4. Carriers may wish to consider measures to help with timely premium payments, subject to
negotiation at placement / renewal in the normal manner.
7. Implementation Timescales
7.1. These arrangements are effective immediately, subject to the requirements outlined above, i.e.
7.1.1. Current business written with Deferred Scheme provisions should run to expiry within the
Scheme.
7.1.2. Brokers seeking withdrawal from the scheme are registered users of the e-Accounts platform.
7.2. Complete withdrawal of the Deferred Scheme will be aligned to the transition of the e-Accounts
platform to the ACORD EBOT international processing standard (largely requiring de-coupling of
some reporting data that is currently interspersed with ‘pure’ accounting data fields).
IUA / LIIBA / LMA
December 2014
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Appendix E – Ruschlikon / CSRP Variances
This appendix is intended to provide an overview of the variances in use of the EBOT / ECOT standards between Ruschlikon and CSRP. The vast majority of
these variances are minor in nature, with just a handful of significant items. The numbers associated with each of the items listed below are repeated in the
subsequent table which provides further details against each of the impacted attributes of EBOT / ECOT.

Significant Process Variance
1 – Cash TA
2 – Actual Payment Date
3 – C&R Process
4 – FDO Process
5 – ECF Binder alignment (proposed, not yet agreed)
Minor Process Variance (most of these remain Ruschlikon compliant, we just introduce some constraints)
6 – Document submission (URL option not supported)
7 – Single version of Standard (2015-04 supported)
8 – Our use of Broker Reference to synchronise processing
9 – Allocation of instalment number if i) not provided and ii) multiple instalments are on same day
10 – Use of Group Reference
11 – Use of Settlement Group Reference
12 – Identification of Parties using bureau stamps
13 – Limited to use of 14 Central Settlement Currencies
14 – Reference formats (UMR / UCR etc)
15 – Number of Decimal places allowed for Carrier Shares
16 – Restriction on type of FA used
17 – Limited to 3 currencies for claims
18 – Minor restriction on claim advice (first notification)
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Subscription Market Requirements (no negative implications to Ruschlikon)
19 – Supporting Document must always be provided (otherwise Central Services won’t know what they are processing)
20 – All Carrier messages have a consistent role (all insurer or all reinsurer)
21 – Settlement waits for receipt of all Carrier FA messages for a bureau
Clarifications (most would be appropriate for Ruschlikon)
22 – Validate the trading partner is legitimate
23 – Check that Unique reference (UUId) is actually unique
24 – Identifying Proportional Treaty specific items, which are not currently in scope for CSRP
25 – Highlighting the different contact details we would supply for queries, depending on whether the query is auto generated, raised by XIS/XCS or raised by
the Carrier
26 – Expectation that related CM/TA messages would contain a consistent carrier code and agency
27 – Additional grouping recommendation
28 – Highlighting that convertible currencies are not yet supported for Claims in CSRP
29 – CSRP not using Reserve Change Indicator (but accepting it if it is in the message)
30 – CSRP not using claim void indicator (which is being removed from the standard in 2016)
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To further assist in clarifying the significance of the variance, a category has been allocated, details of which are as follows:

Variance – Process. These are the main variances where there is a difference in process between CSRP and Ruschlikon. They include CSRP specific
items like Cash TA / FDOs / Service Company etc, as well as Ruschlikon processes that CSRP do not support, such as documents provided via URL,
or receiving FAs on a settlement advice basis.
Variance – Data. These are the items where the CSRP use of the data may not be consistent with Ruschlikon. Some examples would be Settlement
Group Reference (which CSRP allow against 2015-04, and Ruschlikon will introduce in 2016-10); CSRPs limitation on target currencies to 14 specific
values and additional options for identifying parties (DUNs plus Lloyd’s / ILU / LIRMA stamp codes).
Validation. There are a couple of validations noted that lead to L3 rejections for CSRP (e.g. Broker not being registered for the service or duplicate
UUIds being received), but most are in relation to bureau specific requirements and lead to business queries (e.g. not allowing a mix of insurer and
reinsurer messages for a transaction)
Format Restriction. These items are virtually all reference related (e.g. UMR / UCR), but also include number of decimals for carrier shares.
Supplementary Information. Anything else where a clarification on the CSRP position might be considered useful.
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EBOT
Technical Account - Conventions
Area

Statement

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Supporting
Documents

Supporting documents can be sent via DRI (Document Repository
Interface), URL, Out of Band or as part of the payload (in-stream).
Recommendation in Supporting Documents section – see later.

6 - URL option not supported by
CSRP. Any details supplied will be
ignored.

Supporting
Documents

Supporting documentation should be provided for adjustment
premium, reinstatement premium and profit commission TA's to
explain the calculation that has been used to derive TA amounts.

19 - A document must always be
provided for the transaction to enable
Central Services to understand the
processing request.

Category

Variance - Process

As per the existing premium
service and ECF Systems,
Processes & Procedures
guidelines

Supplementary Information

The 2016 fields outlined in the
variance table below will also
be allowed against the 2015
validator

Supplementary Information

This may be submitted in-stream, via
DRI or as a direct load to the
Insurers' Market Repository (IMR).

XML
Schema

In order to determine which schema version to use, contact your
business community or partners (e.g. for Ruschlikon implementers,
see the "Best Practices Guide" published at www.ruschlikon.com).
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Technical Account - Details
Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Header

<Sender>

C078

Validation

Header

<Receiver>

C079

22 - CSRP will validate that the
sender is registered for the PbS
service, and will issue a L3 rejection
if they are not.
20 - PbS processing includes a
check to ensure that all Carrier
messages within a bureau have a
consistent role of Reinsurer or
Insurer. If there is a mixture within
Bureau, a business level query will
be sent to the Broker

Header

<UUId>

R105

Validation

Header

<BrokerReference>

R020

23 - CSRP validates that the UUId
received is not a duplicate of a
previously received item. Any
duplicates are L3 rejected.
8 - Used by CSRP to associate
messages (e.g. for synchronised
processing)

Header

<CreationDate>

D022

9 - For premium instalments, the
date/time allocated by the Xchanging
ACORD Gateway (XAG) is used to
determine instalment number if R014
is not supplied separately and the
actual instalment dates are the same

Variance - Data

Header

<GroupReference>

R023

10
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Validation

Supplementary Information

CSRP will ensure that all TAs
containing the same group
reference will be processed
simultaneously
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Supplementary Information

Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Category

Header

<SettlementGroupReference>

R138

11 - New Settlement grouping facility
that will be introduced in 2016-10
standard, but can be used for PbS
submissions against the 2015-04
standard

Noted as a variance for 201504, but will be standard practice
for 2016-10

Variance - Data

Noted as a variance for 201504, but will be standard practice
for 2016-10

Variance - Data

Header

Parties

Parties

<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>

<Reinsurer>

<Insurer>

Q016

C102
C103
T017 etc

C478
C479
T230 etc

CSRP will ensure that all TAs
containing the same settlement
group reference will be settled
simultaneously.
11 - New Settlement grouping facility
that will be introduced in 2016-10
standard, but can be used for PbS
submissions against the 2015-04
standard
CSRP will ensure that all TAs
containing the same settlement
group reference will be settled
simultaneously.
Carriers can be identified using
either DUNs codes, or bureau stamp
details (Lloyd's, ILU and/or LIRMA
stamp codes).
Where DUNs code used, code must
be registered with The Message
Exchange Limited (TMEL), otherwise
a L3 rejection will be returned
Carriers can be identified using
either DUNs codes, or bureau stamp
details (Lloyd's, ILU and/or LIRMA
stamp codes).
Where DUNs code used, code must
be registered with The Message
Exchange Limited (TMEL), otherwise
a L3 rejection will be returned
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Variance - Data

Variance - Data

Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Parties

<Broker>

C092
C093
T006 etc

Acct Info

<TargetCurrency>

C131

CSRP will validate that the sender is
registered for the PbS service, and
will issue a L3 rejection if they are
not.
Must be supplied, and be one of the
central settlement currencies. If
reference currency different, target
currency must be one of GBP; USD;
CAD or EUR.

Acct Info

<CorrectionIndicator>

C073

Contract

<TreatyFac>

C075

Contract

<ContractNature>

C074

Contract

<BrokerReference>

R008

Conditions / Comments

If an 'invalid' settlement currency is
supplied, a query will be sent to
Broker advising that the submission
cannot be processed and requesting
resubmission with an appropriate
currency.
Brokers attending CSRP workshops
have advised that for claims, a
reversal TA will always be linked to a
replacement CM to cancel, and then
a new set of messages will be
supplied for the 'replacement'.
Proportional treaty is not currently in
scope, therefore proportional treaty
values will not be accepted
Proportional treaty is not currently in
scope, therefore proportional treaty
values will not be accepted
Must be UMR - format of B, followed
by the 4 digit Lloyd's Broker number
and then up to 12 alphanumeric
characters (restrictions apply to
special characters)

Validation

An implementation restriction
applies where, unless a Cash
TA is used, the target and
reference currencies must be
the same.
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Variance - Data

The currency restrictions are
existing constraints and have
not been introduced by CSRP

There are two processes
allowed within Ruschlikon, and
it is believed that all participants
use the same cancel followed
by new messages approach.

Query submitted to broker requesting
new submission with appropriate
UMR details
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Supplementary Information

Variance - Process

Variance - Process

Format Restriction

Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Category

Contract

<ReinsurerReference>

R009

Limited to 12 characters for Lloyd's &
LIRMA, 15 for ILU. Restrictions in
place on use of special characters.

Query will be directed to the
Carrier

Format Restriction

Query will be directed to the
Carrier

Format Restriction

Trailing zeros would be
removed in an attempt to
reduce to 7 decimal places. If
unsuccessful, query would be
sent to Broker advising that the
item cannot be processed.
Trailing zeros would be
removed in an attempt to
reduce to 7 decimal places. If
unsuccessful, query would be
sent to Broker advising that the
item cannot be processed.
Provision of this data item is
optional within Ruschlikon but
mandatory for CSRP.

Format Restriction

Contract

<InsurerReference>

R116

If more than allowed or special
characters are used, query raised
with the Carrier
Limited to 12 characters for Lloyd's &
LIRMA, 15 for ILU. Restrictions in
place on use of special characters.

Sub
Account

<ReinsurerSharePercentage>

P037

If more than allowed or special
characters are used, query raised
with the Carrier
Must be to 7 decimal places or less

Sub
Account

<InsurerSharePercentage>

P046

Must be to 7 decimal places or less

Acct Info

<TechAccountEntry><BrokerReference>

R248

Limited to 12 characters and
restrictions in place on use of special
characters.
If more than 12, registration
preference determines whether
reference is truncated or item is
queried

Used in CSRP to associate
related Carrier messages

CSRP preference is for the same
reference to be used across
currencies
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Format Restriction

Variance - Data

Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Sub
Account
Sub
Account

<ac:SupportingDocument><ac:DocumentURL/>

T016

<IndividualClaimAmtItem><Claim><BrokerRefere
nce>

R031

URL method is not supported, any
details supplied will be ignored
Must be UCR - format of B, followed
by the 4 digit Lloyd's Broker number
and then up to 12 alphanumeric
characters (restrictions apply to
special characters)

Sub
Account

<IndividualClaimAmtItem><ClaimEntry><Broker
Reference>

R167

Conditions / Comments

Category
Variance - Process
Format Restriction

If UCR format not supplied, PbS will
attempt to construct one. If that is
not achievable a L4 query will be
sent to Broker requesting
resubmission with valid reference.
Limited to 12 characters and
restrictions in place on use of special
characters.

Format Restriction

If more than 12, registration
preference determines whether
reference is truncated or item is
queried

Sub
Account

<BalanceAmtItem Type=
‘technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_b
y /to_sender’><Amt> in target currency

A400/401

CSRP preference is for the same
reference to be used across
currencies
Where a Cash TA is used and target
and reference currencies are
different, the balance amount must
also be supplied in target currency.

Cash TA are supported for
Premium & Claims. SIMRIP
Cash TAs will be unavailable
until they are delivered as part
BAU.

If balance amount is not supplied,
the item would be rejected at
application level (the appropriate
rules have been added to the
standard ACORD validator).
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Variance - Process

Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Category

Payment
Terms

<PaymentMeans>

C148

Cash TA defined as message
using value of in_cash

Cash TA are supported for
Premiums & Claims.
SIMRIP Cash TAs will be
unavailable until it is
delivered as part of BAU.
FDO submissions are
supported for Premium
submissions.

Variance - Process

Noted as a variance because
only the London market
bureau participants will be
using the facility.

Variance - Process

Cash TAs are supported
for Premium & Claims.
SIMRIP Cash TAs will be
unavailable until they are
delivered as part of BAU.

Variance - Process

Once a positive business
response is sent (i.e. business
level 'response' type with
acknowledged status), the item
will immediately be submitted for
settlement
Outstandi
ng
Balance

<TechAccount><BalanceAmtItem
Type=’technical_account_settlement_balance_d
ue_to/by_sender’> in reference currency

A013/
A012

Where a Cash TA is used and target
and reference currencies are
different, the balance amount must
also be supplied in target currency.
If balance amount is not supplied,
the item would be rejected at
application level (the appropriate
rules have been added to the
standard ACORD validator).

Outstandi
ng
Balance

<TechAccount><BalanceAmtItem
Type=’technical_account_settlement_balance_d
ue_to/by_sender’> in target currency

A389/
A390
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Financial Account (Settlement) - Conventions
Area

Statement

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Category

Timing

A financial account message can be sent on a one-by-one case or
alternatively once a day (end of day processing) or as per agreed
period.

All FAs relating to a premium or
claim transaction (i.e. for multiple
Carriers) must be received within a
specified time limit.

In certain settlement grouping
scenarios (e.g. simultaneous
reinstatements), the time limit
does not start when the first FA
item is received.

Variance - Process

Only 2015-04 supported for initial
releases

The 2016 fields outlined in the
variance table above will also
be allowed against the 2015
validator

Supplementary Information

Conditions / Comments

If a full set of carrier FAs are not
received, the FA Items that have
been will be L4 rejected
XML
Schema

In order to determine which schema version to use, contact your
business community or partners (e.g. for Ruschlikon implementers,
see the "Best Practices Guide" published at www.ruschlikon.com).

Financial Account (Settlement) - Details
Area

Field

Data Dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Header

<FinancialAccountType>

C310

Cannot accept value of settlement
advice. If received, an L3 rejection
will be sent as Central Services must
be able to provide a business
response to all FA Items received

Payment
Terms

<Settlement><SettlementDate><Date>

D067

Variance Process

The central settlement date (Actual Payment
Date) is automatically allocated and advised to
relevant parties via EDI messaging. A tactical
solution of advising dates via csv files and/or a
BSM report will be available and a strategic
solution that will provide Actual Payment Date in
a future release has been accepted by
Ruschlikon for inclusion in 2016-10.
We would be able to retro fit this into 2015-04 if
i) Brokers requested that and ii) Ruschlikon
allowed it.
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Supplementary
Information

Acknowledgement - Conventions
Area

Statement

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Category

Application
validation

Application validation must be based on the tests that can be applied
against the message content only, and rejections should only be for
conditions noted in the guides (i.e. M and CM items - BUT NOT R,
*CM or O items, unless stated elsewhere in the guide (e.g. grouped
items))

CSRP also applies application
validation to establish whether the
sender is registered for the service

Validation

XML
Schema

In order to determine which schema version to use, contact your
business community or partners (e.g. for Ruschlikon implementers,
see the "Best Practices Guide" published at www.ruschlikon.com).

Only 2015-04 supported for initial
releases

Supplementary Information

Acknowledgement - Details
Area

Field

Data dict ref

Conditions / Comments

Category

Parties

<Reinsurer>

C102 T017 etc

Contact details will vary
depending on when in the
overall process that the query is
generated. Details may be
supplied for a specific individual
(XIS / XCS technician or Carrier
contact) or possibly a service
for auto generated queries (e.g.
a Service Desk)

Supplementary Information

Parties

<Insurer>

C478 T230 etc

Contact details will vary
depending on when in the
overall process that the query is
generated. Details may be
supplied for a specific individual
(XIS / XCS technician or Carrier
contact) or possibly a service
for auto generated queries (e.g.
a Service Desk)

Supplementary Information
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Other Recommendations
Example of Party information

CSRP 'variance'

<Id Agency=”DUNS_dun_and_bradstreet”>

Carriers can be identified using
either DUNs codes, or bureau stamp
details (Lloyd's, ILU and/or LIRMA
stamp codes).

Checking of related TA/CM messages have both been received
Related TechAccount and ClaimMovement messages must not be acknowledged at
application validation level until both messages have been received. Additionally, if
both related messages have not been received within a time period agreed by business
partners then the message that has been received must be rejected at application
validation level.
Correction processing
A correction will be required where a previously sent electronic business transaction is
found to be incorrect, UNLESS a rejection Acknowledgement message has already
been sent/received for that transaction.

Conditions / Comments

Variance - Data

Where DUNs code used, code must
be registered with The Message
Exchange Limited (TMEL), otherwise
a L3 rejection will be returned
Related CM & TA must use the same
Agency and carrier code.

Validation

Any differences will result in a
business level query.

There are two processes allowed within
Ruschlikon for C&R, the first is with a reversal
TA for cancellation and a replacement CM
linked to a new TA for the replacement. The
second involves using a replacement CM and
reversal TA for the cancellation, followed by a
new CM/TA for the replacement.
CSRP will be supporting the second option, and
it is believed that all Ruschlikon participants use
the same cancel followed by new messages
approach.
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Variance Process

CSRP 'variance'
Correction processing where multiple claims involved
At the same time the sender must correct the TechAccount to reflect changes to the
related ClaimMovement messages (in line with usual processes this would be done by
sending a reversal of the original TechAccount, and then sending a new TechAccount
that contains cross-references to related ClaimMovement messages – which could be
a mixture of original ClaimMovement message/s that have not been queried and new
replacement ClaimMovement message/s).

Settlement
Financial account (Settlement) messages can be sent with FinancialAccountType =
remittance_advice, payment_request (or as an alternative to either payment_request or
remittance_advice, request_to_agree_listed_items can be used) or settlement_advice.

Grouping using GroupReference
Technical accounts may be grouped using the GroupReference. This indicates to the
receiver that certain technical accounts that are sent at the same time should be
considered together (the same reference is given in the GroupReference in each of the
messages, and the ItemInGroupTotal is also given to show number of messages in the
group). It is stressed that only items sent at the same time can be included in the same
group - therefore further items sent later may not be "added" to a previously sent group.
If a claim payment and related reinstatement premium are being sent at the same time,
the claim payment technical account and the reinstatement premium technical account
should be grouped (note that the claim payment technical account is crossreferenced
to the related claim movement message).

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Category

PbS will require all carriers within a bureau to
be cancelled and replaced. The facility to
amend individual carrier participations will be
considered in future releases

Variance Process

Conditions / Comments

Category

Cannot accept value of settlement
advice. If received, an L3 rejection
will be sent as Central Services must
be able to provide a business
response to all FA Items received

Variance Process

CSRP recommends using group reference for
cancellation (reversal) and replacement (new)
messages

Supplementary
Information

For SIMRIPs, CSRP recommends using the
new settlement group reference across
premium and claim TAs.

Supplementary
Information

To support processing, the preference for
CSRP would be to use one group ref for
premiums and a separate group reference for
claims (but other combinations will be
supported)
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Responses to Grouped Messages

CSRP 'variance'

When a sender has decided to group messages by including <GroupReference> and
<ItemsIngroupTotal> this is done for business reasons as described above.

The same rules will be applied to
messages grouped using
<SettlementGroupReference>

In such cases it is strongly recommended that the receiver takes the following
approach to ensure that the responses to all messages in the group are consistent.

Conditions / Comments

Supporting Documents
Options
There are four options for providing supporting Information for EBOT transactions. These are:
URL link to a repository
CSRP 'variance'
DRI
URL option not supported by CSRP.
Any details supplied will be ignored.

Category

Conditions / Comments

Category
Variance - Process

Conditions / Comments

Category

Out of band.

CSRP 'variance'
limited to 3 currency combinations for
claim.
A business level query will be
generated if 4 or more currencies (or
currency combinations) are received
under the same UCR
convertible currency not supported
for delinked claims (will be added in
future releases), therefore target and
reference currencies must be the
same for non-cash submissions
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Variance - Process

Variance - Process

ECOT
Claim Movement - Conventions
Area

Statement

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Category

Supporting
Documents

Supporting documents can be sent via DRI (Document Repository
Interface), URL, Out of Band or as part of the payload (in-stream). See
Supporting Documents section for Recommendations and rules for
individual elements.

URL option not supported by CSRP. Any
details supplied will be ignored.

As per the existing ECF Systems,
Processes & Procedures
guidelines

Supplementary
Information

A document must always be provided for the
transaction to enable Central Services to
understand the processing request.
This may be submitted in-stream, via DRI or
as a direct load to the Insurers' Market
Repository (IMR).

XML
Schema

In order to determine which schema version to use, contact your
business community or partners (e.g. for Ruschlikon implementers,
see the "Best Practices Guide" published at www.ruschlikon.com).

Supplementary
Information
Only 2015-04 supported for initial releases

Claim Movement - Details
Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Claim
Movement

<Sender>

C078

Claim
Movement

<Receiver>

C079

CSRP will validate that the sender is registered
for the PbS service, and will issue a L3
rejection if they are not.
PbS processing includes a check to ensure
that all Carrier messages within a bureau have
a consistent role of Reinsurer or Insurer. If
there is a mixture within Bureau, a business
level query will be sent to the Broker
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Category
Validation

Validation

Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Claim
Movement

<UUId>

R105

CSRP validates that the UUId received is not a
duplicate of a previously received item. Any duplicates
are L3 rejected.

Validation

Claim
Movement

<BrokerReference>

R036

Used by CSRP to associate messages (e.g. for
synchronised processing)

Supplementary
Information

Claim
Movement

<GroupReference>

R137

Claim
Movement

<ClaimAdviceInitialOrSubsequentIndicator>

C171

In certain C&R scenarios, there will be a disconnect
between the values stored by the Broker and Central
mainframe systems.

Claim
Movement

<ReplacementClaimTransactionIndicator>
<CorrectionIndicator>

C175

Brokers attending CSRP workshops have advised that
for claims, a reversal TA will always be linked to a
replacement CM to cancel, and then a new set of
messages will be supplied for the 'replacement'.

Claim
Movement

<ClaimAmountsIndicator>

C499

CSRP cannot currently support claim_no_amounts if a
currency is not supplied.

Variance Data

A business level query will be submitted to the Broker
to establish the currency concerned.
CSRP are not currently using this information, but it
will be considered in future releases

Supplementary
Information

CSRP are not supporting this item as it is due to be
removed from the standard for 2016.

Variance Data

Claim
Movement

<ReserveChangeIndicator>

C185

Claim
Movement

<ClaimVoidIndicator>

C173
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CSRP will ensure that all CMs
containing the same group
reference will be processed
simultaneously
When PbS queries an item before
loading to mainframe systems and
the Broker submits C&R
messages, the replacement from
the Broker will be a subsequent
advice but will be recognised by
mainframe systems as an initial
advice.
There are two processes allowed
within Ruschlikon, and it is
believed that all participants use
the same cancel followed by new
messages approach.

Category

Supplementary
Information

Variance Data

Supplementary
Information

Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Category

Claim
Movement

<ClaimTransactionIndicator>

C437

The London ECF Binders Group are implementing a
change in July 2017 that will allow Brokers to
categorise their Binder submissions. CSRP have been
asked to align with this new facility and would like to
accomplish that by using the
<ClaimTransactionIndicator> along with the following
values (some of which are new) for table A25:

The circumstances in which these
values are to be used are currently
being documented. They will be
provided to the PbS Process
Group shortly, and subsequently
added to the PbS Interface
Specification (User Guide).

Variance Process

Complex
Exceeds_Monetary_Authority
Liability_Claim
No_Handling_Authority
Subrogation
Coverholder
Third_Party_Administrator
Parties

Parties

<Reinsurer>

<Insurer>

C102
C103
T017 etc

Carriers can be identified using either DUNs codes, or
bureau stamp details (Lloyd's, ILU and/or LIRMA
stamp codes).

C478
C479
T230 etc

Where DUNs code used, code must be registered
with The Message Exchange Limited (TMEL),
otherwise a L3 rejection will be returned
Carriers can be identified using either DUNs codes, or
bureau stamp details (Lloyd's, ILU and/or LIRMA
stamp codes).
Where DUNs code used, code must be registered
with The Message Exchange Limited (TMEL),
otherwise a L3 rejection will be returned
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Variance Data

Variance Data

Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Parties

<Broker>

Contract

<Contract><TreatyFac>

C092
C093
T006 etc
C075

Contract

<Contract><ContractNature>

C074

Contract

<Contract><BrokerReference>

R008

CSRP will validate that the sender is
registered for the PbS service, and will
issue a L3 rejection if they are not.
Proportional treaty is not currently in
scope, therefore proportional treaty
values will not be accepted
Proportional treaty is not currently in
scope, therefore proportional treaty
values will not be accepted
Must be UMR - format of B, followed
by the 4 digit Lloyd's Broker number
and then up to 12 alphanumeric
characters (restrictions apply to
special characters).

Contract

Contract

<Contract><ReinsurerReference>

<Contract><InsurerReference>

R009

R116

Conditions / Comments

If not, a Query submitted to broker
requesting new submission with
appropriate UMR details
Limited to 12 characters for Lloyd's &
LIRMA, 15 for ILU. Restrictions in
place on use of special characters.
If more than allowed or special
characters are used, query raised with
the Broker
Limited to 12 characters for Lloyd's &
LIRMA, 15 for ILU. Restrictions in
place on use of special characters.

Validation

Variance - Process

Variance - Process

Format Restriction

Query will be directed to the
Carrier

Format Restriction

Query will be directed to the
Carrier

Format Restriction

If more than allowed or special
characters are used, query raised with
the Broker
If more than allowed or special
characters are used, query raised
with the Broker
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Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Category

Contract
Section

<ContractSection><ReinsurerSharePercentage
><Rate RateUnit='percentage'>

P037

Must be to 7 decimal places or less

Format Restriction

Contract
Section

<ContractSection><InsurerSharePercentage><
Rate RateUnit='percentage'>

P046

Must be to 7 decimal places or less

Claim

<ClaimEntry><BrokerReference>

R167

Limited to 12 characters and
restrictions in place on use of special
characters.

Trailing zeros would be
removed in an attempt to
reduce to 7 decimal places. If
unsuccessful, query would be
sent to Broker advising that
the item cannot be processed.
Trailing zeros would be
removed in an attempt to
reduce to 7 decimal places. If
unsuccessful, query would be
sent to Broker advising that
the item cannot be processed.
Provision of this data item is
optional within Ruschlikon but
mandatory for CSRP.

If more than 12, registration
preference determines whether
reference is truncated or item is
queried

Supportin
g
Document

<ac:SupportingDocument><ac:DocumentURL/
>

T016
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related Carrier messages

CSRP preference is for the same
reference to be used across
currencies
URL option not supported by CSRP.
Any details supplied will be ignored.
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Format Restriction

Variance - Data

Acknowledgement - Conventions
Area

Statement

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Application
validation

Application Validation is considered as mandatory element.
Recommended use: “acknowledged” and “rejected” status.

CSRP also applies application
validation to establish whether the
sender is registered for the service

XML
Schema

In order to determine which schema version to use, contact your
business community or partners (e.g. for Ruschlikon implementers,
see the "Best Practices Guide" published at www.ruschlikon.com).

Category
Validation

Supplementary Information
Only 2015-04 supported for initial
releases

Acknowledgement - Details
Area

Field

Data dict ref

CSRP 'variance'

Parties

<Reinsurer>

C102
C103
T017 etc

Contact details may be for a specific
individual (XIS / XCS technician or
Carrier contact) or possibly a service
for auto generated queries (e.g. a
Service Desk)

Supplementary Information

Parties

<Insurer>

C478
C479
T230 etc

Contact details may be for a specific
individual (XIS / XCS technician or
Carrier contact) or possibly a service
for auto generated queries (e.g. a
Service Desk)

Supplementary Information
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Category

Other Recommendations
Example of Party information

CSRP 'variance'

Conditions / Comments

Category

<Reinsurer><Party>
<Id Agency=”DUNS_dun_and_bradstreet”>480001163</Id>

Carriers can be identified using either
DUNs codes, or bureau stamp details
(Lloyd's, ILU and/or LIRMA stamp codes).

Variance - Data

Where DUNs code used, code must be
registered with The Message Exchange
Limited (TMEL), otherwise a L3 rejection
will be returned
Checking of related TA/CM messages have both been received
Related TechAccount and ClaimMovement messages must not be acknowledged at
application validation level until both messages have been received. Additionally, if both
related messages have not been received within a time period agreed by business
partners then the message that has been received must be rejected at application
validation level.
Correction processing
If a CM message needs to be corrected while it is still being processed (i.e. at any
time before a “business” level “acknowledged” ACK message has been received),
this is done by sending a replacement CM as shown in the process diagram earlier
in this guide.

Related CM & TA must use the same
Agency and carrier code.
Any differences will result in a business
level query.

CSRP have bureau specific processes for
correction processing due to differing
system requirements for LIRMA
companies

CM's may be grouped using the GroupReference. This indicates to the receiver that
certain CM's that are sent at the same time should be considered together (the same
reference is given in the GroupReference in each of the messages, and the
ItemInGroupTotal is also given to show number of messages in the group). It is
stressed that only items sent at the same time can be included in the same group therefore further items sent later may not be "added" to a previously sent group.

If this document is printed or emailed check that it is the current version.

Variance Process

CSRP recommends using group
reference for cancellation
(reversal) and replacement (new)
messages

Grouping using GroupReference
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Supplementary
Information

Appendix F – PbS ISSUES
The following tables show lists of issue descriptions that the PbS Service will output within Queries based upon the either an issue being automatically identified by the PbS application or through an issue being identified manually.
Against each Issue it states:
the Party that that Issue would be assigned to i.e. Broker or Carrier
the submission type it can be identified against Premium or Claim
the resolution options available to resolve the issue

-

Automatically Raised Issues
This is a list of Issues which will be automatically raised by PbS prior to loading the submission into eAccounts (premium) or CLASS / ECF (claims)
Issue Resolution Options

Party That Issue Is
Assigned To

Issue Category

Issue Description

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Target Currency is not accepted by Central Services

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

AccountPaymentType does not equal as_per_financial_account

Broker

Documentation

Doc referenced in TA not found within IMR

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Contract Start Date has not been provided in EBOT TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Contract End Date has not been provided in EBOT TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Contract Start Date provided in EBOT TA is invalid

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Contract End Date provided in EBOT TA is invalid

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Contract Start Date is after Contract End Date

Broker

Documentation

Document referenced with embedded URL

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

UCR is not in London Format

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Transaction Reference is not in London Format

Broker

Documentation

Document reference is missing from the incoming message

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Reference is not in the valid UMR format

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Issue with the incoming message. 1 or more application level validation failures

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Sender does not equal Broker

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Receiver does not equal Insurer or Reinsurer

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Financial Account Type Invalid

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Financial Account Type Balance Inconsistent

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Target Currency does not match Settlement Currency

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Reference and Target Currency are the same, but Amount is different

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Referred UUId does not match to an existing Technical Account

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Reference does not equal the referred TA Broker Reference

Broker

SRM

Broker Duns Code not found on SRM

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Sequence Number does not equal 1

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Amount Share Indicator value does not equal Receiver Share

Broker
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Cancellation &
Replacement
Messages

Response to Query
via PbS Online

Action required outside of
PbS Submission

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Premium

Claim

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Y
Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Notes

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

BROKER REFERENCE MISSING

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

PAYMENT MEANS INVALID

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Invalid value supplied within the Correction Indicator

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

A Treaty or Fac Indicator of Co-(Re)Insurance is not valid for PBS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

NO INSURER/REINSURER FOUND

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REINSURER CONTRACT REFERENCE SENT WITH INSURER PARTY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INSURER CONTRACT REFERENCE SENT WITH REINSURER PARTY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INSURER SHARE PERCENTAGE MISSING/INVALID

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INSURER SHARE PERCENTAGE SENT WITH REINSURER PARTY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REINSURER SHARE PERCENTAGE MISSING/INVALID

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REINSURER SHARE PERCENTAGE SENT WITH INSURER PARTY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Invalid Referred Tech Account UUid supplied

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

BROKERAGE PERCENTAGE CANNOT EXCEED 100%

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TAX PERCENTAGE CANNOT EXCEED 100

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

BROKER PERCENTAGE (ORDER) CANNOT EXCEED 100

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INSURER SHARE PERCENTAGE CANNOT BE GIVEN AS ZERO

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REINSURER SHARE PERCENTAGE CANNOT BE GIVEN AS ZERO

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

BROKER SHARE PERCENTAGE (ORDER) CANNOT BE ZERO

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INSURER MUST BE PRESENT FOR DIRECT INSURANCE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TA balance amount value cannot be zero

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Invalid TechAccountAmtItme Type Received

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SUB ACCOUNT BALANCE IN REFERENCE CURRENCY CAN ONLY BE SENT ONCE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TECHACCOUNTAMTITEM CURRENCY NOT EQUAL REFERENCE CURRENCY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

BALANCEAMTITEM CURRENCY NOT EQUAL REFERENCE CURRENCY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

AMOUNTS MUST NOT HAVE MORE THAN 2 DECIMAL PLACES

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TA BALANCE IN REFERENCE CURRENCY MISSING

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TA BALANCE NOT EQUAL SUB ACCOUNT BALANCE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TA BALANCE IN REFERENCE CURRENCY CAN ONLY BE SENT ONCE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TA BALANCE IN TARGET CURRENCY CAN ONLY BE SENT ONCE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

BOTH INSURER AND REINSURER CANNOT BE PROVIDED

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REINSURER MUST BE PRESENT FOR REINSURANCE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

<ReferredTechAccount><UUID> has not been supplied where <CorrectionIndicator> = 'Reversal'

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

<ReferredTechAccount><UUID> was not previously submitted into PBS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Invalid Referred Tech Account Broker Reference supplied

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TA BALANCE DUE DATE INVALID

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

A REVERSAL TA CANNOT BE REVERSED

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Data within the reversing TA is inconsistent with the TA being reversed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Transaction Reference is in an invalid format

Broker
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EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Carrier Percentage Line Percentage exceeds 7 decimal places

Broker

SRM

Broker Not Active PBS User

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

(Re)Insurer Share Percentage is more than 7 decimal places

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Sender of Message is not a Broker

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker does not exist on SRM

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

This item is rejected because a message in a CM/TA pair failed validation

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

This item belongs to a paring which is not complete

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Premium transaction is not found for the claim

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Partial Market of messages received

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker has advised more than 3 currencies on Claim

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

DUNs Code supplied for Insurer/Reinsurer Id is not present on the risk information held

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

UMR is not consistent across all carrier messages received for a single claim transaction

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Carrier Id not found on PBS Contract

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Carrier Id on Message not found in market on Claim History

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Sender Role in all messages is not Broker

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Receiver Role does not equal "Reinsurer or Insurer" across all messages within the Bureau Submission

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Year of Account is not consistent across all carrier messages received for a single claim transaction

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Contract Nature is inconsistent across messages within a Claims Case

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Class of Business is not consistent across all carrier messages received for a single claim transaction

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Insurer Party ID is inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an EBOT Claim TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Insurer Party Name is inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an EBOT Claim TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Loss Dates are not the same value in the Claims Case of message

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Cover Type is inconsistent across messages within a Claims Case

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Insurer Share Percentage is inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an EBOT Claim TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Reinsurer Party ID is inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an EBOT Claim TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Reinsurer Party Name is inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an EBOT Claim TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Reinsurer Share Percentage is inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an EBOT Claim TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Party ID is inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an EBOT Claim TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Party Name is inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an EBOT Claim TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The Tech account balance amount item does not equal the sum of the sub account items

Broker

Documentation

Document ID (R149) or Document Reference (R051) and/or Document Version (T282) missing

Broker

Documentation

Documents sent by Repository Link (URL) is not supported by PBS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

{Value1} cannot be calculated for {Value2} Currency

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Claim is Claim_Payment, but Claims 100% Amount cannot be derived from message

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Transaction Reference is not present in the message

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Receiver Role in all messages is not Reinsurer

Broker
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Business Level Error

Total Number of {Value1} Currencies in Claim exceeds three

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

{Value1} has not been provided

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Outstanding Amounts are inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an EBOT Claim TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Messages Received are not equal to carrier lines in Risk History

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

One or more Partial Matches found for Bureau {Value1}

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker agency is invalid

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Insurer/Reinsurer agency is invalid

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

No Reinsurer identifier code found

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Bureau {Value1} is present on the UMR, but no messages have been received

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signings cannot be determined for messages received across all Bureaux

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Claim 100% Amounts are inconsistent between a linked ECOT CM and an EBOT Claim TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

{Value1} is not consistent across messages within the Bureau Submission received for this UCR/TR

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Missing FA Items for carriers

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Outstanding Amount Exceeds number/decimal point allowed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Previously Settled Amount Exceeds number/decimal point allowed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Claim Amount 100PC Exceeds number/decimal point allowed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Current Estimate Amount Exceeds number/decimal point allowed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Current Estimate FGU Amount Exceeds number/decimal point allowed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Fees Outstanding Amount Exceeds number/decimal point allowed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Paid Claim Amount Exceeds number/decimal point allowed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing Claim Cash Amount derived exceeds maximum number/and or decimal point

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Convertible Rate of Exchange (RoE) is not supported by PbS for a Claim Transaction

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Insurer/Reinsurer code does not match technical account

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker code does not match technical account

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Duplicate amount type(s) present in the message(s)

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker indicated this is a subsequent advice, but no Claim History has been found

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Market Matching Failed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The Risk Code for the signings identified is inconsistent.

Broker

Market Match

Partial Match - Too many messages

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Risk Reference does not match the risk reference on the Initial Advice

Broker

Market Match

Partial carrier matches found for Bureau {Value1}

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Number of original currencies for the claim exceeds the limit of 3

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The contract reference currencies of a linked CM and TA do not match

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

PbS does not support convertible currencies on NON_CASH TA's

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker indicated this is an Initial advice, but Claim History has been found

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Number of original/target currency pairings for the claim exceeds the limit of 3

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Messages contain a Business Class that differs from the business class of the claim history

Broker
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EBOT / ECOT Data Content

It is not possible to submit messages across multiple signings

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Code supplied does not match Broker Code held on Risk Record - Mid Term Broker Change is not supported by PbS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

DUNs Code and Carrier Line Percentage is not present on the Claim History

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Duns Code supplied for Insurer/Reinsurer Id cannot be translated by PbS based on the Risk information held, please provide a London
Market Code for this message

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The year of account for the signings identified is inconsistent

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Inconsistent Claim Advice Initial or Subsequent Indicator found in Bureau Submission

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The Bureau Claim Transaction contained convertible currencies

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The Bureau Claim Transaction contained mismatching reference currencies between a linked CM and TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Agency Code and Reinsurer/Insurer ID are inconsistent within a linked CM and TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

UMR has not been found in Risk information held by PbS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

UCR has not been found in Claim Information held by PBS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Complete Market has not been received for all currencies.

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Code supplied does not match Broker Code held on Claim Record - perform Mid Term Broker Change against the UCR before
resubmitting transaction.

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Contract Reference on a replacement message must repeat the Broker Contract Reference on the message it is replacing.

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Claim Reference on a replacement message must repeat the Broker Claim Reference on the message it is replacing.

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The UCR has already been established under a different UMR. Transaction must be submitted under a new UCR.

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Replacement CM cannot be processed by PbS as messages have reached business acknowledgement

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

A Reversal Technical account linked to a Replacement CM must contain a contract reference currency and target currency that exactly
match the original messages to which they refer

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Code supplied does not match Broker Code held on Premium Record - perform Mid Term Broker Change against the UMR before
resubmitting transaction.

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Missing Messages: Replacement/Reversal messages must be submitted for all messages in the original transaction

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Replacement CM cannot be processed by PbS as original CLASS transaction has been cancelled by the lead

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TA cannot be processed by PbS as original CLASS transaction has been cancelled by the lead

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Out of Sequence Update Detected: Please submit updates in the correct sequence

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TA in error as linked replacement CM cannot be processed by PbS as messages have reached business acknowledgement

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SIMRIP's processed as Cash TA's are not currently in scope for PbS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Out of Sequence Delete Detected: Please submit reversal requests in the correct sequence

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Currency cannot be updated as the originally advised currency is present on previous transactions on the claim

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Code supplied does not match Broker Code held on Risk Record - perform Mid Term Broker Change against the UMR / UCR before
resubmitting transaction.

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Unable to infer the Replacement Reinstatement Premium/Claim for the Settlement Group

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Premium not found for the Claim

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

PbS cannot process a Claim with settlement until the Premium has been received/ A Claim has been submitted with the wrong UMR

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

This message is queried because linked message has an issue

Broker

Y

Y
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EBOT / ECOT Data Content

JVClassOfBusiness code used on the transaction is different from Risk data

Broker

Business Level Query

Settlement Currency is not a valid ISO currency

Broker

Business Level Query

Transaction Reference {Value1} has already been used under this UCR

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

FA Items are not allowed where paymentmeans is 'in_cash'

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The Target Currency amount is not present on a convertible currency TA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The Bureau Claim Transaction contained a Cash TA where the Target Currency amount is not present

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The payment means within a transaction must be consistent

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Where Reference and Target currencies are different then the paymentmeans must be 'in_cash'

Broker

EBOT / EBOT Data Content

The Bureau Claim Transaction contained a Cash TA where the Reference and Target currencies are different and the paymentmeans is not
'in_cash'

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Previously Billed amount differs from the previously settled amount held in CLASS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

A Previously billed amount has been provided, but the Transaction Type is 'Initial'

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Outstanding Loss and Expense Amount is not consistent across messages within the Bureau Submission received for this UCR/TR

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Outstanding Losses Amount is not consistent across messages within the Bureau Submission received for this UCR/TR

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Outstanding Expense Amount is not consistent across messages within the Bureau Submission received for this UCR/TR

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Outstanding Fees is not consistent across messages within the Bureau Submission received for this UCR/TR

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Unique Transaction Reference is not in a valid format

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Total Market Share exceeds 100%

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

UMR BROKER NUMBER INVALID

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

COMMUTED LINE CANNOT BE INCLUDED FOR ILU/LIRMA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Original Signing Number and Date has invalid status

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Original Signing Number and Date(s) blocked

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

No Single Effective Mkt - mixture of section & Account/Statement Mkts

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

No matching Market

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

BROKER TR NOT FOUND ON THE BROKER UCR

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE NO. HAS ALREADY BEEN USED ON ANOTHER OPEN UCR

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

CAUSE CODE NOT VALID FOR MARKET

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INSTALMENT NET PREMIUM MUST BE LESS THAN 10,000,000,000 FOR LLOYD’S

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

MORE THAN 99 CARRIERS FOUND FOR ONE PREMIUM ADVICE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TOTAL CARRIER LINES EXCEED 100% FOR ONE LPAN

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REINSURER IDENTIFIER CODE INVALID

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

BROKER IDENTIFIER CODE INVALID

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

ACCOUNT REFERENCE CURRENCY INVALID

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

ACCOUNT TARGET CURRENCY INVALID

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

NOT ALL TAS IN ORIGINAL SUBMISSION HAVE BEEN CANCELLED

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

CANCELLATION OF PAID SIGNING CANNOT BE DE-LINKED

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

CASH AP/RP NOT ALLOWED UNTIL ORIGINAL PREMIUM SETTLED

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Not all TA's for a Signing have been cancelled

Broker
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EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REVERSAL TECHNICAL ACCOUNTS HAVE ALREADY BEEN SENT FOR THIS WORK PACKAGE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REVERSAL & REPLACEMENT TECHNICAL ACCOUNTS MUST BE SUBMITTED TOGETHER UNLESS IN RESPONSE TO AN XIS QUERY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REVERSAL TECHNICAL ACCOUNTS HAVE NOT BEEN RECEIVED FOR THIS WORK PACKAGE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

BROKER IS NOT IN CENTRAL SETTLEMENT

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

CANNOT BE DE-LINKED IF SUBACCOUNT BALANCE IS ZERO

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TARGET CURRENCY INVALID FOR BUREAU SETTLEMENT OF REFERENCE CURRENCY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

BROKER DOES NOT HAVE A CENTRAL SETTLEMENT BANK ACCOUNT FOR THE SETTLEMENT CURRENCY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

COMPANY DOES NOT HAVE CENTRAL SETTLEMENT BANK ACCOUNT FOR THE SETTLEMENT CURRENCY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INSURER IDENTIFIER CODE INVALID

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Incorrect UMR format

Broker
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Premium – Manually Raised Issues
This is a list of Issues which will be manually raised in a Query by a Central Service Technician against a premium submission
Issue Resolution Options

Issue Category

Issue Description

SRM

Broker Duns Code has returned more than one Lloyd’s Code, and none match UMR

SRM

Carrier Duns Code has returned more than one Carrier Code

Legislation

Canadian legislation details incorrect or missing (Lloyd's Market)

Legislation

Swiss legislation details incorrect or missing (Lloyd's Market)

Legislation

French legislation details incorrect or missing (Lloyd's Market)

Legislation

US legislation details incorrect or missing (Lloyd's Market)

MRC/MRCE Additional Checks

Insufficient agreement supplied

MRC/MRCE Additional Checks

Policy addendum/endorsement required

MRC/MRCE Additional Checks

Declaration outside MRC terms

MRC/MRCE Fiscal and Regulatory Details

Country of Origin missing

MRC/MRCE Fiscal and Regulatory Details

Country of Origin incorrect

MRC/MRCE Fiscal and Regulatory Details

Country of Origin unclear

MRC/MRCE Fiscal and Regulatory Details

Overseas Broker details missing (Lloyd's market)

MRC/MRCE Fiscal and Regulatory Details

Overseas Broker details incomplete (Lloyd's Market)

MRC/MRCE Fiscal and Regulatory Details

Overseas Broker details not approved (Lloyd's Market)

MRC/MRCE Fiscal and Regulatory Details

US Classification incorrect

MRC/MRCE Fiscal and Regulatory Details

US Classification missing
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Cancellation &
Replacement
Messages

Response to Query
via PbS Online

Action required outside
of PbS Submission
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Party That Issue Is
Assigned To

Premium

Broker

Claim

Notes

MRC/MRCE Fiscal and Regulatory Details

Risk Code allocation missing or incorrect (Lloyd's Market)

MRC/MRCE Risk Details

Policy period incorrect or incomplete (or risk prior to 1992 (Equitas) Lloyd's Market)

MRC/MRCE Risk Details

Lineslip terms require clarification

MRC/MRCE Risk Details

Premium payment warranty breached

MRC/MRCE Risk Details

US TRIA exposure / premium allocation incorrect or incomplete

MRC/MRCE Risk Details

MRC/MRCE subjectivity outstanding

MRC/MRCE Security Details

Signed lines incorrectly calculated or missing

MRC/MRCE Security Details

Non-bulking Lineslip details missing or incorrect (Lloyd's Market)

MRC/MRCE Security Details

Underwriting stamp(s) incomplete

MRC/MRCE Security Details

Underwriting stamp(s) illegible

MRC/MRCE Security Details

Underwriting stamp(s) non-standard

MRC/MRCE Subscription Agreement Details

Settlement Due Date or Payment Terms missing

MRC/MRCE Subscription Agreement Details

Settlement Due Date or Payment Terms not agreed

MRC/MRCE Subscription Agreement Details

Settlement Due Date or Payment Terms cannot be calculated

MRC/MRCE Subscription Agreement Details

FDO agreement required / contract cannot be signed FDO

Premium

Profit commission details incorrect

Premium

Profit commission details missing

Premium

No claims bonus details incorrect

Premium

No claims bonus details missing

Premium

Portfolio transfer details incorrect

Premium

Portfolio transfer details missing

Premium

Premium transfer details incorrect

Premium

Premium transfer details missing

Premium

Premium reserve details incorrect

Premium

Premium reserve details missing

Premium

Fee details incorrect

Premium

Fee details missing

Premium

Premium adjustment details incorrect

Premium

Premium adjustments details missing

Premium

Premium has been paid in USD/CAD but return premiums are not being paid from the same Trust Fund (Lloyd's Market).

Premium

Net equivalent rate used but MRC/MRCE does not provide for net equivalent downwards.

Premium

Premium calculation not clear

Premium

Previous sequence not reinstated.
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Carrier
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Y
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Y
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Y
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Broker
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Broker
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Broker

Y

Yes

Yes
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Broker

Y
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Broker

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Broker

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Broker

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Broker

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Broker

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Broker

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Premium

Currency of reinstatement premium is not as requested by the lead or the currency of the original premium (M)

Premium

Currency of reinstatement premium not as requested by the lead or the same currency as the claim (NM or AV)

Premium

Policy being reinstated beyond the total reinstatement amount agreed on the MRC

Premium

Reinstatement premiums submitted but no evidence of the claim having been paid

Premium

Original currency and settlement currency not expressed as identified in MRC/MRCE

Taxation

Assured details/premium breakdown required

Work Package

MRC not submitted

Work Package

MRC pages incomplete

Work Package

MRC illegible

Work Package

MRCE (s) not submitted

Work Package

MRCE (s) pages incomplete

Work Package

MRCE (s) illegible

Work Package

Additional information/supporting documents not submitted

Work Package

Additional information/supporting documents incomplete

Work Package

Additional information/supporting documents illegible

Work Package

Broker No/Pseud not consistent across documents (& not business transfer or recognised/approved change/merger)

Work Package

Declarations relate to a Lineslip & copy not attached or UMR info not included

Work Package

Documents in work package do not relate to risk submitted/or submitted under wrong UMR.

Work Package

Duplicate documents submitted

Work Package

Accounting Transactions required not submitted.

Work Package

UCR not provided

Accounting Splits

MRC/MRCE details incorrect

Accounting Splits

MRC/MRCE details missing

Accounting Splits

Regulatory details incorrect

Accounting Splits

Premium calculation

Accounting Splits

Regulatory details missing

Accounting Splits

Fundamental Technical Account incorrect

Accounting Splits

Taxation details missing

Accounting Splits

Taxation details incorrect

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

Brokerage/commission incorrect

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

Calculated rate of exchange is outside expected tolerance

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

DEF or RES indicator Incorrect (Company Market)

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

Gross premium incorrect
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Y
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Y
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Yes
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Y

Yes

Yes
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Broker

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

One or more of the Carriers signed lines are incorrect

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

Original currency incorrect

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

Other deductions incorrect

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

Overseas added tax incorrect

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

Signed lines incorrect

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

Tax deductions incorrect

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

UK IPT incorrect

Accounting Transaction - Missing Data

Brokerage/commission missing

Accounting Transaction - Missing Data

Other deductions missing

Accounting Transaction - Missing Data

Overseas added tax missing

Accounting Transaction - Missing Data

Tax deductions missing

Accounting Transaction - Missing Data

UK IPT missing

MRC/MRCE Security Details

Syndicates not valid for year of account

Legislation

Any other country legislation details incorrect or missing

Payment Type

Payment type not provided for in MRC/MRCE

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

THE REFERRED OBSND FOR THE AP/RP IS CANCELLED

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SERVICE PROVIDER CONTRACT REFERENCE INVALID

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INSURER SHARE PERCENTAGE DIFFERS FROM ORIGINAL PREMIUM

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REINSURER SHARE PERCENTAGE DIFFERS FROM ORIGINAL PREMIUM

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INCONSISTENCY IN DATA RELATING TO ONE TRANSACTION

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REINSURER NOT INCLUDED IN ORIGINAL PREMIUM MARKET

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REINSURER NOT INCLUDED IN FACILITY FDO

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REFERRED UUID NOT FOUND

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REVERSAL INCONSISTENT WITH REFERRED TECH ACCOUNT

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

TRANSACTION TYPE IS NOT SUPPORTED

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Reversal not allowed while XIS processing is in progress

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INSURER NOT INCLUDED IN ORIGINAL PREMIUM MARKET

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INSURER NOT INCLUDED IN FACILITY FDO

CORRECTION

CORRECTION REQUEST FORM NOT PRESENT OR INCOMPLETE

CORRECTION

ACCOUNTING TRANSACTION INCLUDED DOES NOT RELATE TO A CORRECTION SUBMISSION

CORRECTION

CORRECTION ALREADY PROCESSED

CORRECTION

REASON FOR CORRECTION UNCLEAR

CORRECTION

CANCELLATION ACCOUNTING TRANSACTIONS HAVE NOT BEEN INCLUDED
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CORRECTION

RISK IS BEING CANCELLED AND DOCUMENTS CANCELLING THE POLICY HAVE NOT BEEN SUPPLIED

CORRECTION

CORRECTION NOT REQUIRED

CORRECTION

REPLACEMENT ACCOUNTING TRANSACTIONS SUBMITTED AS DELINKED, BUT PREMIUM RELEASED

MRC/MRCE RISK DETAILS

REGULATORY INFORMATION MISSING OR INCOMPLETE

MRC/MRCE SECURITY DETAILS

UNDERWRITER(S) LINE CONDITIONS / SUBJECTIVITIES OUTSTANDING

MRC/MRCE RISK DETAILS

PREMIUM ALLOCATION/ BREAKDOWN MISSING/ INCOMPLETE (E.G. COUNTRIES, PREMIUM TYPE, RISK CODE ETC)

MRC/MRCE RISK DETAILS

BREAKDOWN OF REGULATORY INFORMATION MISSING OR INCOMPLETE

PAYMENT TYPE

SUBSEQUENT AP/RP NOT SUBMITTED AS DELINKED AND ORIGINAL PREMIUM IS DELINKED

TAXATION

TAXATION DETAILS / CALCULATION INCORRECT, UNCLEAR OR MISSING

WORK PACKAGE

ACCOUNTING TRANSACTIONS NOT SPLIT AS REQUIRED

WORK PACKAGE

MIXED MARKET SUBMISSIONS SPLIT FOR DIRECT

Accounting Transaction - Incorrect Data

ACCOUNTING TRANSACTIONS NOT SPLIT AS REQUIRED

Premium

NPA CANNOT BE FIRST ADVISED TRANSACTION ON UMR

Premium

NPA ADVISED THAT DOES NOT MATCH MARKET ON OP
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Claim – Manually Raised Issues by Central Services
This is a list of Issues which will be manually raised in a Query by a Central Service Technician against a claim submission
Issue Resolution Options

Party That Issue Is
Assigned To

Issue Category

Issue Description

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SELECTED PAYEE BROKER IS NOT REGISTERED FOR A CASH PAYMENT

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SELECTED PAYEE BROKER IS NOT REGISTERED FOR SETTLEMENT CURRENCY

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REINSURER NOT INCLUDED IN ORIGINAL PREMIUM MARKET

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INCORRECT PROVINCE FOR THE SELECTED FIL CODE

Broker
Broker

Premium

Claim

Cancellation &
Replacement
Messages

Response to Query
via PbS Online

Action required
outside of PbS
Submission

Y

Yes

No

Yes

Y

Yes

No

Yes

Y

Yes

No

Yes

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Do you require an FDO to be set up
XCS TP

INCORRECT CLAIM CURRENCY SUBMITTED

Carrier

XCS TP

SURPLUS LINES, NAIC, PROVINCE DETAILS OR COO MISSING

Carrier

XCS TP

FINANCIALS UNCLEAR OR INCONSISTENT WITH NARRATIVE

Carrier

XCS TP

RESERVING UNCLEAR OR INCONSISTENT WITH NARRATIVE

Carrier

XCS TP

SUPPORTING CLAIMS DOCUMENTATION MISSING

Carrier

XCS TP

SUPPORTING CLAIMS DOCUMENTATION INCORRECT

Carrier

XCS TP

SUPPORTING CONTRACT DOCUMENTATION MISSING

Carrier
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Notes

Where the Brokers response is for Central Services
to create an FDO without them providing EBOT /
ECOT messages, Central Services will create the
FDO and then process the Claim Transaction

XCS TP

SUPPORTING CONTRACT DOCUMENTATION INCORRECT

Carrier

XCS TP

AGREEMENT OBTAINED INSUFFICIENT

Carrier

XCS TP

AGREEMENT OBTAINED INCORRECT

Carrier

XCS TP

ORIGINAL PREMIUM POSITION UNCLEAR

Carrier

XCS TP

ADDITIONAL PREMIUM POSITION UNCLEAR

Carrier

XCS TP

DUPLICATE CLAIM ADVICE SUBMITTED

Carrier

XCS TP

DUPLICATE SETTLEMENT SUBMITTED

Carrier

XCS TP

CLAIM OUT OF SCOPE FOR PbS

Carrier

XCS TP

UNCLEAR INSTRUCTIONS / NARRATIVE

Carrier

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Claim – Manually Raised Issues by Carriers
This is a list of Issues which will be manually raised in a Query by a Carriers against a claim submission
Issue Resolution Options

Party That Issue Is
Assigned To

Issue Category

Issue Description

ECF – LLOYDS

MISSING/UNREADABLE POLICY OR CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

MISSING/UNREADABLE CLAIM RELATED DOCUMENTS

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

MISSING POLICY DATA/UNSIGNED PREMIUM

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

INCORRECT BROKER LOADED CLAIM DETAILS

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

CLAIM OUT OF SCOPE FOR ECF

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

INCORRECT AGREEMENT PARTIES NOTED

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

INCONSISTENT FINANCIALS

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

INADEQUATE/INCORRECT DATA FOR XCS PROCESSING

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

QUERY RAISED WITH SETTLEMENT

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

PENDING MARKET DISCUSSION

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

DUPLICATE ADVICE/CLAIMS CREATED IN ERROR

Broker

ECF - LLOYDS

OTHER: NON-FUNDAMENTAL QUERY

Broker

ECF - LIRMA

LIRMA ISSUE

Broker

ECF – ILU

ILU ISSUE

Broker

ECF

Query Has Been Raised By Carrier

Broker

Settlement Release – Manually Raised Issues
This is a list of Issues which will be manually raised in a Query by a Central Service Technician against a settlement release submission
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Premium

Claim

Cancellation &
Replacement
Messages

Response to Query
via PbS Online

Action required
outside of PbS
Submission

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notes

Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
Lloyd's Claim
LIRMA Claim
ILU Claim

Issue Resolution Options

Party That Issue Is
Assigned To

Issue Category

Issue Description

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

The Financial Account item balance type (due by sender or due to sender) is not the same as the Technical Account

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing Cannot Be Released - PPW has expired

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing Cannot Be Released - Exchange rate is outside 10% tolerance

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing Cannot Be Released - Blocked for settlement

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing Cannot Be Released - Blocked by XIS for other reason

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SPECIFIED CLAIM TRANSACTION DOES NOT EXIST ON CLASS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SPECIFIED CLAIM IS NOT AN ECOT CLAIM

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SPECIFIED CLAIM TRANSACTION DOES NOT REQUIRE FA

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SPECIFIED CLAIM TRANSACTION IS ALREADY SETTLED

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SPECIFIED LIRMA CARRIER IS NOT PRESENT ON CLAIM TRANSACTION

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

INVALID REQUEST TYPE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

XCR IS STILL IN PROGRESS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

ONE OR MORE LINKED XCS CLASS TRANSACTIONS HAVE NOT BEEN PENDED

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing cannot be released exchange rate is outside 10 percent tolerance

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing cannot be released - blocked for settlement

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing cannot be released LLOYDS future year of account

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Reference currency amount does not match technical account

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

AP or RP signing cannot be released before original

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing cannot be released - PPW date expired

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing cannot be released - XIS release required

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Cancelled signing cannot be released

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

REQUESTED SUBMISSION ALREADY EXISTS

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

RIP REQUIRED IND MUST BE SUPPLIED WITH AN ADD REQUEST

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

RIP REQUIRED INDICATOR MUST BE Y OR N

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

UN-MATCHED SIGNING

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

CANCELLED, SIGNING CANNOT BE RELEASED

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

SIGNING CANNOT BE RELEASED EXCHANGE RATE IS OUTSIDE 10% TOLERANCE

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

AP/RP SIGNING CANNOT BE RELEASED BEFORE ORIGINAL

Broker
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Premium

Claim

Cancellation &
Replacement
Messages

Response to Query
via PbS Online

Action required
outside of PbS
Submission

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

Yes

Yes

Y

Yes

Yes

Yes

Y

Yes

Yes

Yes

Y

Yes

Yes

Yes

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Y

Y

Yes

Yes

No

Notes

Settlement Release – Business Validation Rejects
This is a list of Issues which will be included within the ACORD FA Business Rejection Message against a settlement release submission
Issue Resolution Options
Party That Issue Is
Assigned To

Issue Category

Issue Description

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Technical Account not matched

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Referred Technical Account not found

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Referred Technical Account not acknowledged

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Financial Account for Referred Technical Account already processed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker Party Id does not match ReferredTechnial Account

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Signing was not De-Linked

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Settlement Currency does not equal Referred Technical Account Target Currency

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Reference Currency does not equal Referred Technical Account Reference Currency

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Reference Currency Amount does not equal Referred Technical Account Reference Currency Amount

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Balance Amount Type does not equal Referred Technical Account Balance Amount Type

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Account target currency invalid

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Referred Technical Account has been Reversed

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Referred Technical Account is a Reversal

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Incomplete set of FA's received to settle Bureau Transaction

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Un-Matched signing in delinked signing database

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

AP/RP signing cannot be released before original

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Bureau Transaction has been cancelled and cannot be settled

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Bureau Transaction has already been settled

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Lloyd's signing cannot be released as it has a future year of account

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Broker requested rejection

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

XIS rejection - no response to query

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Technical account cancelled

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Linked Claim {Value1} {Value2} is not ready for Settlement

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

Linked Claim {Value1} {Value2} has already been settled

Broker

EBOT / ECOT Data Content

FA received for NPA processed as cash

Broker
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Premium

Claim

Cancellation &
Replacement
Messages

Response to Query
via PbS Online

Action required
outside of PbS
Submission

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

No

Y

Yes

No

Yes

Y

Yes

No

No

NA

NA

Yes

Y

Notes

Appendix G – Communication Diagrams / Tables
Premium Communication Message Outputs
The blue boxes below show the stages in the PbS premium process that could give rise to a Query. The coloured arrows show existing message types produced during the end to end premium process delivered as part of PbS.
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The table below provides a summary of the communication types in the above diagram.
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Premium Query Communication Message Outputs
The diagram below shows the various communications methods that will be used within the PbS Premium Query process as per the delivered functionality.
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The table below references the Query methods in the process flow above.
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Claim Communication Message Outputs
The diagram below shows the various communications methods that will be used within the PbS Claims Query process as per the delivered functionality.
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The table below summarises the messages detailed in the Claims communication outputs diagram above.
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Claim Query Communication Message Output
The process flow below shows the various communications methods that will be used within the PbS Claims Query process as per the delivered functionality.
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The table below summarises the messages detailed in the Claims communication Query message outputs diagram above.
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The tables below specify the content supplied in each of the E-mail communications. This relates to the E-mail communications in the diagrams / tables within the preceding pages of this appendix. Text highlighted in Bold indicates
default text for that specific E-mail type.
E-mail communication types and opening text:
E-mail Template

E-mail Communication Type (Trigger) Title

Opening E-mail Text

Broker 3
Broker 7

Query raised with the Carrier by Central Services
Query reassigned to Carrier by Broker

Issue(s) have been identified against the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above. The state of the query has been updated as per below
Query Status. Further details about the issue(s) / query can be found within PbS Online.

Broker 8

Query reassigned to Broker by Carrier

Broker 9
Broker 10
Broker 11
Broker 4 - Premium & Claim
from Central Services

Query raised with Carrier, now answered
Query raised with Broker, now answered
Query responses accepted and Query closed
Query Notification

Broker 4 Claim from Carrier(s)

Carrier response received, query raised

Broker 6

Central Services have raised a query with the Broker
relating to the settlement of a transaction

Broker 12 Claim

Business Acknowledgement

Broker 12 Premium
Broker 14

Business Acknowledgement
Central Services have created ECF transaction

Broker 15

Claims transaction updated by Central Services

Broker 16

Claim being held up due to premium not yet signed

Broker 17

Carrier response received, information sent

Carrier 1

Query raised with the Carrier by Central Services

Carrier 2

Query raised with the Carrier by Central Services

Carrier 3

Query raised with Broker, now answered

PbS Interface Specification v10.0 for CSRP Release 1
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Central Services have identified issue(s) related to the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above and the submission is held pending your
response to the Query. Please respond to the issue(s) / query via PbS Online or submit cancellation and replacement messages as your response. Further
details about the issue(s) / query can be found within PbS Online.
Central Services have dispatched Business Queries for Carriers highlighted below. Please respond to the issue(s) / query via PbS Online or submit
cancellation and replacement message as your response. Alternatively you may need to contact the Carrier(s) directly to establish resolution of the Query.
Central Services have identified issue(s) related to a settlement of a transaction against the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above and
the settlement is held pending your response to the Query. Please respond to the issue(s) / query via PbS Online. Further details about the issue(s) / query
can be found within PbS Online.
Central Services have returned Business Acknowledgements for the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above for the associated Carriers.
The latest Market position and Public Comments/Footnotes are summarised below.
Central Services have returned Business Acknowledgements for the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above for the associated Carriers.
Central Services are sending this email to advise you that there has been a successful load into CLASS of the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject'
header above.
Central Services are sending this email to advise you that there has been a successful update (re-release) into CLASS of the PbS submission detailed within
the 'Subject' header above.
Central Services have held up the PbS Claim submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above, until the PbS Premium submission which we have
received establishing the Risk details has been completed.
Central Services are sending this email to advise you that there has been a change in the position of the Claim transaction detailed within the 'Subject'
header above. The email is for information purpose only and does not require a response. The latest response date indicates the Carrier who has triggered
this email. Please contact the Carrier directly if you require any further information regarding the response.
Central Services have identified the issue or series of issues described below from the PbS submission detailed within the ‘Subject’ header above. The
issue(s) have been assigned to a query to which your organization needs to provide an answer. Please respond to the issue(s) / query via PbS Online.
Further details about the issue(s) / query can be found within PbS Online, where you can also provide your response.
The Broker has made a response through PbS Online to a query that your organization raised against the PbS submission detailed within the ‘Subject’
header above. The claim transaction cannot be updated (re-released) within CLASS because it has been circulated by the lead and therefore please review
the response to the query within PbS Online.
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Email Subject Lines:
E-mail
Template
Number

Premium

Claim

Premium

Claim

Premium

Claim

Premium

Premium

Premium

Claim

Premium

Claim

Broker 3

Broker 3

Broker 4 Premium

Broker 4 Claim

Broker 6

Broker 6

Broker 7

Broker 8

Broker 9

Broker 9

Broker 10

Broker 10

Structure of the E-mail Subject content

1) PbS [space]
2a) Premium [space - space]
3d) Status Update - Additional Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3d) Status Update - Additional Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2a) Premium [space - space]
3a) Query [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3a) Query [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2a) Premium [space - space]
3c) Status Update - Query [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3c) Status Update - Query [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2a) Premium [space - space]
3b) Status Update - Additional Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2a) Premium [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2a) Premium [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2a) Premium [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
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Example
PbS Premium - Status Update Additional Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Claim - Status Update Additional Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Premium - Query UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Claim - Query UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Premium - Status Update - Query
- UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 Query ID=QRY-1234

PbS Claim - Status Update - Query UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Premium - Status Update Additional Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Premium - Status Update - For
Your Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Premium - Status Update - For
Your Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your
Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Premium - Status Update - For
Your Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your
Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765 - Query
ID=QRY-1234
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Premium

Claim

Premium

Claim

Claim

Claim

Claim

Claim

Premium

Claim

Claim

Broker 11

Broker 11

Broker 12

Broker 12

Broker 14

Broker 15

Broker 16

Broker 17

Carrier 1

Carrier 2

Carrier 3

1) PbS [space]
2a) Premium [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2a) Premium [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3d) Status Update - Additional Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3b) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)

1) PbS [space]
2a) Premium [space - space]
3a) Query [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3a) Query [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)
1) PbS [space]
2b) Claim [space - space]
3c) Status Update - For Your Information [space - space]
4) UMR=[UMR value] [space - space]
5) UCR=[UCR value] [space - space] (only applicable for claims)
6) Query ID=[Query Id value)

PbS Premium - Status Update - For
Your Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your
Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Premium - Status Update - For
Your Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456
PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your
Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765

PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your
Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765

PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your
Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765

PbS Claim - Status Update Additional Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765

PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your
Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765

PbS Premium - Query UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Claim - Query UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your
Information UMR=B1234QWERTY123456 UCR=B1234ZXCVBN098765 - Query
ID=QRY-1234

Note that it was envisaged during market workshops that Brokers may want to automate email handling based on the contents of the subject line. The
following example is annotated with numbers to identify parts of the subject line that an email rule could utilise:

1. Indicates whether the message relates to a Premium or Claim transaction submitted to PbS
2. Message type:
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1. “Query” indicates a query to the Broker that the Broker needs to respond to. which is also conveyed by L4 query messages. This includes all queries
related to TA/CM messages.
2. “Status Update – Query” indicates a query raised with a Broker about a settlement, e.g. a rate of exchange moving outside the accepted tolerance.
This covers only queries related to FA items.
3. “Status Update - Additional Information” indicates an event that the Broker may wish to take action on. E.g. follow up a Carrier to ensure they respond
to a Query in a timely manner.
4. “Status Update - For Your Information” reports an event so the Broker is aware of progress. E.g. Claim transaction loaded to CLASS.
3. Broker can find emails related to a UMR, UCR or Query ID
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The following table details the contents of the email messages:

E-mail Communication Type (Trigger)
Broker

Section
Header in E-mail

Content
Heading

3

7

Senders Email address
N/A

8

9

10

11

6

Premium = pbspremiums.query@xchanging.com
Claim = pbsclaims.query@xchanging.com

15

16

17

pbs@xchanging.com

E-mail
subject line
[1]
Opening
text

4 - Central
Svcs

4 - Carrier/s

Premium =
pbspremiums.query@xchanging.com
Claim =
pbsclaims.query@xchanging.com

All PbS Premium or Claim Transaction details associated to the issue(s) / query
For the Carrier to whom the E-mail is being sent, all of that Carrier's
references associated to the Premium or Claim transaction associated to
the issue(s) / query
For Premium it will be the Carrier References from the Risk
For Claims it will be the Carrier Claim Reference(s) from the Claim

Query
raised
with
Carrier
by
Central
Services

Query
reassigned
to Carrier
by Broker

Query
reassigned
to Broker
by Carrier

Query
raised
with
Carrier,
now
answered

Query
raised
with
Broker
now
answered

Query
responses
accepted
and
query
closed

Central
Services
have raised
a query
with the
broker
relating to
the
settlement
of a
transaction.

Query raised with Broker

PbS Query ID associated to the
Query
PbS Query
narrative
associated to
the Query

PbS Query ID associated to the Query

Query
Narrative

PbS Query narrative associated to the Query

Issue
Category [5]
Issue or
CLASS
Query
Description
[5]
Issue
Narrative
[5]

No response
statement

pbs@xchanging.com

As per ACORD EBOT/ECOT message associated to the issue(s) / query

Query ID

N/A

Premium = pbspremiums.query@xchanging.com
Claim = pbsclaims.query@xchanging.com

3

PbS Claim details associated to the issue(s) / query (do not include for Premium cases)

Class of
Business [3]
Transaction
Reference(s)
[4]

Contact for
Central
Services
user

2

PbS Risk details associated to the issues(s) / query (May not be provided. E.g. in Broker 4 Claim from Carrier, 14 and 15 though is in email subject line)

Carrier
Reference(s)

Issue or
CLASS Query
Description(s)

pbs@xchanging.com

1

The Bureau to which the query applies, based upon the messages to which it is associated
Lloyd's / LIRMA / ILU

UCR [2]

Query Details

12 Premium

See E-mail Opening Text table above for details

UMR

Query
Status

12 Claim

See E-mail Subject Line table above for details

Bureau

Submission Summary

14

Carrier

Query raised with the Carrier by Central Services

Query raised with
Broker, now
answered

PbS Query ID associated to the Query

PbS Query narrative associated to the Query

PbS Issue(s) associated to the Query

PbS Issue(s)
associated to
the Query

Lloyd's Only Class query code

PbS Issue(s) associated to the Query

PbS Issue(s) associated to the Query

PbS Issue(s)
associated to
the Query

Lloyd's Only Class query
description

PbS Issue(s) associated to the Query

PbS Issue(s) associated to the Query

PbS Issue(s)
associated to
the Query

Name and Email address of
the Central
Name and E-mail address of the Central Service
Name and E-mail address of the Central Service Technician who raised the Query.
Service
Technician who raised the Query.
Technician
who raised the
Query.
Please do not respond to this email as the mailbox above is not monitored. In case of a query please contact DXC Xchanging Service Centre.
Email : Service.Centre@xchanging.com
Tel : +44 (0) 870 380 0830
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E-mail Communication Type (Trigger)
Broker

Section
Header in E-mail

Content
Heading

Carrier Response
Information

Claim
Transaction
Status

N/A

Disclaimer

Submission Summary

Date of
Load

Public
Comments/Footnotes
(Query Narrative)

Public
Comments /
Footnotes

3

7

8

9

10

11

6

14

15

16

17

4 - Central
Svcs

4 - Carrier/s

12 Claim

Carrier
12 Premium

1

2

3

Role,
Response,
Company /
Syndicate
Code [6] &
Name,
Contact
Role, Response, Company /
Name. Line
Syndicate Code [6] & Name,
%, Claim
Contact Name. Line %, Claim
Ref 1,
Ref 1, Claim Ref 2, Response
Claim Ref
Date, Carrier Name & E-mail
2,
& Phone
Response
Date,
Carrier
Name & Email &
Phone
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The contents of this email are confidential to the ordinary user of the email address to which it was addressed and may also be privileged. If you are not the addressee of this email you may not copy, forward, disclose or otherwise use it or any part of it in any form whatsoever. If you have
received this email in error please email the sender at Service.Centre@xchanging.com
Date and
Time
Stamp
when Load
into CLASS
/ ECF
occurred
Public
Comments
/ Footnotes
Public Comments /
from CLASS
Footnotes from CLASS / ECF
/ ECF at the
at the time of the Claim
time of the
Transaction response
Claim
Transaction
response

Notes:
[1] - Blank if data not available
[2] - Blank if Premium
[3] - From first associated message
[4] - Repeated per transaction
[5] - Repeated per issue
[6] – Where a Lloyd’s syndicate is acting as part of a Consortium, the Consortium ID will be included in parentheses next to the syndicate code. Where a syndicate is also acting independently on the same transaction, it will also
be listed separately without the Consortium ID.
Green cells denote data updated as part of the February 2018 Warranty Release.
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E-mail Examples
The following emails were generated during internal testing for CSRP. It should be noted that the text in
narratives, contact details and references was entered by system testers for functional testing and does not
necessarily reflect how these items would be worded in practice.
E-mail Broker 3 - Notification to the Broker when a Query is raised by Central Services to the Carrier
Subject: PbS Premium - Status Update - Additional Information - UMR=B0941UMR011253 - Query ID=QRY3214
Issue(s) have been identified against the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above. The state of
the query has been updated as per below Query Status. Further details about the issue(s) / query can be found
within PbS Online.

Submission Summary
Bureau :

Lloyd's

UMR :

B0941UMR011253

Class of Business :

Marine

Transaction Reference(s) :

LLcRQEY139

Query Details

Query ID

Query Status

Query Narrative

QRY-3214 Query raised with Carrier by Central Services

Issues

Issue Category
Accounting Splits

Issue
Description

Issue Narrative

MRC/MRCE
Accessori has been charged to the underwriters …
details incorrect

MRC/MRCE Fiscal
Country of
and Regulatory
Origin missing
Details

Please provide the address of the Reinsured, if this differs from the
Country of Origin shown in the Fiscal & Regulatory section if the MRC
please review and advise the correct country, please obtain agreement if
the MRC needs to change.

Query Raised By

Query Raised By

Email

PRM XIS TECHNICIAN1 Amber.Yates@xchanging.com

Please do not respond to this email as the mailbox above is not monitored. In case of a query please contact
DXC Xchanging Service Centre.
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Email : Service.Centre@xchanging.com
Tel : +44 (0) 870 380 0830
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The contents of this email are confidential to the ordinary user of the email address to which it was addressed
and may also be privileged. If you are not the addressee of this email you may not copy, forward, disclose or
otherwise use it or any part of it in any form whatsoever. If you have received this email in error please email the
sender at Service.Centre@xchanging.com

E-mail Broker 8 - Notification to the Broker when a Query is reassigned to the Broker from a Carrier
Subject: PbS Premium - Status Update - For Your Information - UMR=B0941UMR072252 - Query ID=QRY3269
Issue(s) have been identified against the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above. The state of
the query has been updated as per below Query Status. Further details about the issue(s) / query can be found
within PbS Online.

Submission Summary
Bureau :

Lloyd's

UMR :

B0941UMR072252

Class of Business :

Marine

Transaction Reference(s) :

LLcRQEY139

Query Details

Query ID

Query Status

Query Narrative

QRY-3269 Query reassigned to Broker by Carrier

Issues

Issue
Category
PAYMENT
TYPE

Issue Description

Issue
Narrative

SUBSEQUENT AP/RP NOT SUBMITTED AS DELINKED AND ORIGINAL
PREMIUM IS DELINKED

Query Raised By

Query Raised By

Email

PRM PBSTECHNICIAN2 kumar.manish@xchanging.com
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Please do not respond to this email as the mailbox above is not monitored. In case of a query please contact
DXC Xchanging Service Centre.
Email : Service.Centre@xchanging.com
Tel : +44 (0) 870 380 0830
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The contents of this email are confidential to the ordinary user of the email address to which it was addressed
and may also be privileged. If you are not the addressee of this email you may not copy, forward, disclose or
otherwise use it or any part of it in any form whatsoever. If you have received this email in error please email the
sender at Service.Centre@xchanging.com

E-mail Broker 9 - Notification to the Broker when a Carrier has responded to a Query that they were
assigned
Subject: PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your Information - UMR=B0941PBS16321 - UCR=B0941H036222 Query ID=QRY-3250
Issue(s) have been identified against the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above. The state of
the query has been updated as per below Query Status. Further details about the issue(s) / query can be found
within PbS Online.

Submission Summary
Bureau :

LIRMA

UMR :

B0941PBS16321

UCR :

B0941H036222

Class of Business :

Marine

Transaction Reference(s) :

B0941TR01

Query Details

Query ID

Query Status

Query Narrative

QRY-3250 Query raised with Carrier, now answered

Issues

Issue Category
XCS TP

Issue Description

Issue Narrative

DUPLICATE CLAIM ADVICE SUBMITTED

Query Raised By

Query Raised By Email
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PBS Technician

Venkata.Ramana@xchanging.com

Please do not respond to this email as the mailbox above is not monitored. In case of a query please contact
DXC Xchanging Service Centre.
Email : Service.Centre@xchanging.com
Tel : +44 (0) 870 380 0830
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The contents of this email are confidential to the ordinary user of the email address to which it was addressed
and may also be privileged. If you are not the addressee of this email you may not copy, forward, disclose or
otherwise use it or any part of it in any form whatsoever. If you have received this email in error please email the
sender at Service.Centre@xchanging.com

E-mail Broker 11 - Notification to the Broker when a Carrier response to a Query has been accepted and
the Query is closed
Subject: PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your Information - UMR=B0941PBS16321 - UCR=B0941H036222 Query ID=QRY-3251
Issue(s) have been identified against the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above. The state of
the query has been updated as per below Query Status. Further details about the issue(s) / query can be found
within PbS Online.

Submission Summary
Bureau :

LIRMA

UMR :

B0941PBS16321

UCR :

B0941H036222

Class of Business :

Marine

Transaction Reference(s) :

B0941TR01

Query Details

Query ID

Query Status

Query Narrative

QRY-3251 Query responses accepted and query closed Test

Issues

Issue Category
ECF-LIRMA

Issue Description

Issue Narrative

Query Has Been Raised By Carrier

Query Raised By
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Query Raised By Email
A0504

Please do not respond to this email as the mailbox above is not monitored. In case of a query please contact
DXC Xchanging Service Centre.
Email : Service.Centre@xchanging.com
Tel : +44 (0) 870 380 0830
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The contents of this email are confidential to the ordinary user of the email address to which it was addressed
and may also be privileged. If you are not the addressee of this email you may not copy, forward, disclose or
otherwise use it or any part of it in any form whatsoever. If you have received this email in error please email the
sender at Service.Centre@xchanging.com

E-mail Broker 14 - Notification to the Broker that a Claim transaction has been loaded into CLASS / ECF
Subject: PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your Information - UMR=B0941UMR458236 UCR=B0941UCRPP21MTH
Central Services are sending this email to advise you that there has been a successful load into CLASS of the
PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header above.

Submission Summary

Date of load:

2018-01-17 14:01

Bureau:

Lloyd's

UCR:

B0941UCRPP21MTH

Class of Business:

Marine

TR:

B0941TR01

Please do not respond to this email as the mailbox above is not monitored. In case of a query please contact
DXC Xchanging Service Centre.
Email : Service.Centre@xchanging.com
Tel : +44 (0) 870 380 0830
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The contents of this email are confidential to the ordinary user of the email address to which it was addressed
and may also be privileged. If you are not the addressee of this email you may not copy, forward, disclose or
otherwise use it or any part of it in any form whatsoever. If you have received this email in error please email the
sender at Service.Centre@xchanging.com
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E-mail Broker 17 - Notification to the Broker to update them on the status of the Claim transactions
following a response by a Carrier / XCS TP
Subject: PbS Claim - Status Update - For Your Information - UMR=B0941UMR458236 UCR=B0941UCRPP21MTH
Central Services are sending this email to advise you that there has been a change in the position of the Claim transaction
detailed within the 'Subject' header above. The email is for information purposes only and does not require a response.
The Carrier(s) highlighted have triggered this email. Please contact the Carrier(s) directly if you require any further information
regarding the response.

Submission Summary

Date of response:

2018-01-17 15:01

Bureau:

Lloyd's

UCR:

B0941UCRPP21MTH

Class of Business:

Marine

TR:

B0941TR01

Carrier Response Information

Role

Resp

Co/Synd
Code

Co/Synd
Name

Contact
Claim Claim Response
Line%
Name
Ref 1 Ref 2
Date

Carrier Details
Name
UAT TESTING
:

AGREEMENT AGREE
PARTY
PAY

5151

The
UAT
60
(re)insurer TESTING

TEST1

2018-01- Email
TEST@TEST.COM
17 15:01 :
Phone
123
:
Name
CSRP LLOYD'S US
:

LEAD

AGREE
PAY

0033

CSRP
The
LLOYD'S 40
(re)insurer
US

TEST1

2018-01- Email
TEST@TEST.COM
17 15:01 :
Phone
123
:

Public Comments/Footnotes (Query Narrative)

Public Comments
Testing for Broker-17 Template

Please do not respond to this email as the mailbox above is not monitored. In case of a query please contact DXC Xchanging
Service Centre.
Email : Service.Centre@xchanging.com
Tel : +44 (0) 870 380 0830
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The contents of this email are confidential to the ordinary user of the email address to which it was addressed and may also be
privileged. If you are not the addressee of this email you may not copy, forward, disclose or otherwise use it or any part of it in
any form whatsoever. If you have received this email in error please email the sender at Service.Centre@xchanging.com

E-mail Broker 4 - Premium - Notification to the Broker that a Query has been raised with them.
Subject: PbS Premium - Query - UMR=B0941PB44150118 - Query ID=QRY-3274
Central Services have identified issue(s) related to the PbS submission detailed within the 'Subject' header
above and the submission is held pending your response to the Query. Please respond to the issue(s) / query via
PbS Online or submit cancellation and replacement message as your response. Further details about the
issue(s) / query can be found within PbS Online.

Submission Summary
Bureau :

Lloyd's

UMR :

B0941PB44150118

Class Of Business :

Non-marine general and miscellaneous liability

Transaction Reference(s) :

44154415

Query Details

Query ID

Query Status

Query Narrative

QRY-3274 Query raised with Broker

Issues

Issue Category
EBOT / ECOT
Data Content

Issue Description
Broker is not
registered for PBS

Issue Narrative
As we are required to submit the full risk details for each Swiss
declaration to the Lloyd's Swiss Office please can you provide this
information.

Query Raised Details

Query Raised By

Email

PRM PBSTECHNICIAN2 kumar.manish@xchanging.com

Please do not respond to this email as the mailbox above is not monitored. In case of a query please contact
DXC Xchanging Service Centre.
Email : Service.Centre@xchanging.com
Tel : +44 (0) 870 380 0830
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The contents of this email are confidential to the ordinary user of the email address to which it was addressed
and may also be privileged. If you are not the addressee of this email you may not copy, forward, disclose or
otherwise use it or any part of it in any form whatsoever. If you have received this email in error please email the
sender at Service.Centre@xchanging.com

E-mail Broker 4 - Claim - Notification to the Broker that a Query has been raised with them.
Subject: PbS Claim - Query - UMR=B0941PBS113137 - UCR=B0941CLASTD9 - Query ID=QRY-3316

Central Services have dispatched Business Queries for Carriers highlighted below. Please respond to the
issue(s) / query via PbS Online or submit cancellation and replacement message as your response. Alternatively
you may need to contact the Carrier(s) directly to establish resolution of the Query.

Submission Summary

Bureau:

Lloyd's

UCR:

B0941CLASTD9

Class of Business:

Non-marine general and miscellaneous liability

Transaction
Reference(s) :

B0941TR01

Query Details

Query ID

Query Status

QRY-3316

Query raised with Broker

CLASS Query Description (Issue Descriptions)

Code

Description

10

Pending market discussion

5

Claim out of scope for ECF

Carrier Response Information

Role

Resp

Co/Synd Co/Synd Contact
Claim Response
Line% Claim Ref 1
Code
Name
Name
Ref 2
Date
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Name CSRP LLOYD'S
:
US
AGREEMENT AGREE
PARTY
PAY

0033

CSRP
The
LLOYD'S 10
(re)insurer
US

REINSURER

2018-0130 10:01

Email
TEST@TEST.COM
:
Phone
123
:
Name :

AGREEMENT AGREE
PARTY
PAY

5151

CSRP
The
LLOYD'S 10
(re)insurer
US

REINSURER

2018-0130 10:01

CSRP LLOYD'S
US

Email : TEST@XCH.COM
Phone
123
:
Name CSRP LLOYD'S
:
US

LEAD

AGREE
PAY

1007

CSRP
The
LLOYD'S 10
(re)insurer
US

REINSURER

2018-0129 16:01

Email
TEST@TEST.COM
:
Phone
123
:
Name
TEST
:

QUERY
LCO1
RETURN

TEST

2018-0131 11:01

Email
TEST@TEST.COM
:
Phone
5678
:

Public Comments/Footnotes (Query Narrative)

Public Comments
XCS Queried : test,
query raised by LCO user,
agreed by AP 0033,
agreed by AP 5151,
Query to Broker by LCO user

Please do not respond to this email as the mailbox above is not monitored. In case of a query please contact
DXC Xchanging Service Centre.
Email : Service.Centre@xchanging.com
Tel : +44 (0) 870 380 0830
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The contents of this email are confidential to the ordinary user of the email address to which it was addressed
and may also be privileged. If you are not the addressee of this email you may not copy, forward, disclose or
otherwise use it or any part of it in any form whatsoever. If you have received this email in error please email the
sender at Service.Centre@xchanging.com
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Appendix H – Claims Processing Times Within PbS
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Appendix I – Claim Transaction indicator Definitions
Value

Description

bulked_account

Where a claim relates to a Claim Bordereau and the financials
reflects summation of movements in the bordereau period

complex

Any claim that has any complex issues around quantum,
coverage, claims handling etc.

exceeds_monetary_authority

Any claims that exceeds the Coverholder’s or TPA's agreed
claims handling limit

liability_claim

Any claim that is made under a liability policy

no_handling_authority

The coverholder or TPA has no authority to handle any claims
on behalf of the underwriters

subrogation

Any loss where a full or partial recovery may be made from a
legally liable party

third_party_administrator_loss_fund

Where a Loss Fund relates to funds provided by Underwriters
to a Third Party Administrator

Coverholder_loss_fund

Where a Loss Fund relates to funds provided by Underwriters
to a Coverholder
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Appendix J – XML Snippets
The example XML snippets only cover that subset of the ACORD EBOT and ECOT tags that relate to
Contract Creation and Binding Authority Premium and Claim change defined in this document. For sake of
readability all other tags have been omitted.
For ease of understanding, UUID’s and Broker References have been simplified to illustrate cross
referencing. They have been italicized as these do not follow the ACORD format. Please continue to use
the format specified in the ACORD EBOT and ECOT guides.

Contract creation XML
Step 1: Brokers will supply the contract creation initial advice via ACORD EBOT TA.
ACORD EBOT TA

<TechAccount Sender="broker" Receiver="insurer">
<UUId>CC_TA_UUID1</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CC_TA_BR1</BrokerReference>
<AccountTransactionType>no_activity</AccountTransactionType>
<AccountPeriod>
<StartDate>2017-01-01</StartDate>
<EndDate>2017-12-31</EndDate>
</AccountPeriod>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Subaccount>
<ContractSection>
<CoverType>binding_authority</CoverType>
<ContractPeriod>
<StartDateTime>2017-01-01T00:00:00</StartDateTime>
<EndDateTime>2017-12-31T00:00:00</EndDateTime>
</ContractPeriod>
</ContractSection>
<TechAccountAmtItem Type="premium">
<Amt CcyIndic="reference_currency" Share="receiver_share" Ccy="GBP">0</Amt>
</TechAccountAmtItem>
<BalanceAmtItem Type="technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_by_sender">
<Amt CcyIndic="reference_currency" Share="receiver_share" Ccy="GBP">0</Amt>
</BalanceAmtItem>
</Subaccount>
<PaymentMeans>not_applicable</PaymentMeans>
<BalanceAmtItem Type="technical_account_settlement_balance_due_by_sender">
<Amt CcyIndic="reference_currency" Share="receiver_share" Ccy="GBP">0</Amt>
<DueDate>2017-01-01</DueDate>
</BalanceAmtItem>
</TechAccount>
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Step 2: Brokers can supply a new contract section via ACORD EBOT TA.
ACORD EBOT TA
<TechAccount Sender="broker" Receiver="insurer">
<UUId>CC_TA_UUID2</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CC_TA_BR2</BrokerReference>
<AccountTransactionType>no_activity</AccountTransactionType>
<AccountPeriod>
<StartDate>2018-01-01</StartDate>
<EndDate>2018-12-31</EndDate>
</AccountPeriod>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Subaccount>
<ContractSection>
<CoverType>binding_authority</CoverType>
<ContractPeriod>
<StartDateTime>2018-01-01T00:00:00</StartDateTime>
<EndDateTime>2018-12-31T00:00:00</EndDateTime>
</ContractPeriod>
</ContractSection>
<TechAccountAmtItem Type="premium">
<Amt CcyIndic="reference_currency" Share="receiver_share" Ccy="GBP">0</Amt>
</TechAccountAmtItem>
<BalanceAmtItem Type="technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_by_sender">
<Amt CcyIndic="reference_currency" Share="receiver_share" Ccy="GBP">0</Amt>
</BalanceAmtItem>
</Subaccount>
<PaymentMeans>not_applicable</PaymentMeans>
<BalanceAmtItem Type="technical_account_settlement_balance_due_by_sender">
<Amt CcyIndic="reference_currency" Share="receiver_share" Ccy="GBP">0</Amt>
<DueDate>2018-01-01</DueDate>
</BalanceAmtItem>
</TechAccount>
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Premium bordereau XML
Brokers will supply the premium bordereau via ACORD EBOT TA.
ACORD EBOT TA
<TechAccount Sender="broker" Receiver="insurer">
<UUId>PB_TA_UUID3</UUId>
<BrokerReference>PB_TA_BR3</BrokerReference>
<AccountTransactionType>account_statement</AccountTransactionType>
<AccountPeriod>
<StartDate>2017-01-01T00:00:00</StartDate>
<EndDate>2017-01-31T00:00:00</EndDate>
</AccountPeriod>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Subaccount>
<ContractSection>
<CoverType>binding_authority</CoverType>
<ContractPeriod>
<StartDateTime>2017-01-01T00:00:00</StartDateTime>
<EndDateTime>2017-01-31T00:00:00</EndDateTime>
</ContractPeriod>
</ContractSection>
<TechAccountAmtItem Type="premium">
<Amt CcyIndic="reference_currency" Share="receiver_share" Ccy="GBP">10</Amt>
</TechAccountAmtItem>
<BalanceAmtItem Type="technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_by_sender">
<Amt CcyIndic="reference_currency" Share="receiver_share" Ccy="GBP">10</Amt>
</BalanceAmtItem>
</Subaccount>
<PaymentMeans>as_per_financial_account</PaymentMeans>
<BalanceAmtItem Type="technical_account_settlement_balance_due_by_sender">
<Amt CcyIndic="reference_currency" Share="receiver_share" Ccy="GBP">10</Amt>
<DueDate>2017-01-31</DueDate>
</BalanceAmtItem>
</TechAccount>
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Claims – bordereau, loss fund, individual outside authority and cash losses XML
Step 1: Brokers will supply the claim bordereau first advice via ACORD ECOT CM.
This set of examples has a single carrier with 100% share. The Claim bordereau initial advice is processed
as UCR1 TR1.
ACORD ECOT CM

<ClaimMovement Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID4</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR4</BrokerReference>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_no_amounts</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>bulked_account</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR1</BrokerReference>
<LossPeriod LossDateBasis = “bordereau_period">
<StartDate>2017-01-01</StartDate>
<EndDate>2017-01-31</EndDate>
</LossPeriod>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR1</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ContractReferenceCurrency>
<Ccy>GBP</Ccy>
</ContractReferenceCurrency>
</ClaimMovement>

Alternatively, the broker can provide an outstanding amount (including a zero amount):
<ClaimMovement Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID4</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR4</BrokerReference>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_amounts</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>bulked_account</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR1</BrokerReference>
<LossPeriod LossDateBasis = “bordereau_period">
<StartDate>2017-01-01</StartDate>
<EndDate>2017-01-31</EndDate>
</LossPeriod>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR1</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>1000</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>0</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>0</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
</ClaimMovement>

Steps 2, 3, 4, or 5 can then take place multiple times and in any order
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Step 2: Brokers supply the loss fund via ACORD ECOT CM & EBOT TA combination or CM only messages.
In this example, the Loss Fund initial advice is processed as UCR2 TR1
ACORD ECOT CM
<ClaimMovement Sender="broker" Receiver="insurer">
<UUId>LF_CM_UUID5</UUId>
<BrokerReference>LF_CM_BR5</BrokerReference>
<ReferredBordereau>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID4</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR4</BrokerReference>
</ReferredBordereau>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_payment</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>coverholder_loss_fund</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR2</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR1</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ReferredTechAccount>
<UUId>LF_TA_UUID6</UUId>
<BrokerReference>LF_TA_BR6</BrokerReference>
</ReferredTechAccount>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>100000</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>0</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>50000</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
</ClaimMovement>
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ACORD EBOT TA
<TechAccount Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>LF_TA_UUID6</UUId>
<BrokerReference>LF_TA_BR6</BrokerReference>
<AccountTransactionType>claim_transaction</AccountTransactionType>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Subaccount>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type =
“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention" AmtStatus=”Informational”>
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>100000</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>LF_CM_UUID5</UUId>
<BrokerReference>LF_CM_BR5</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract
" AmtStatus=”Informational”>
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>0</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>LF_CM_UUID5</UUId>
<BrokerReference>LF_CM_BR5</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract ">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>50000</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>LF_CM_UUID5</UUId>
<BrokerReference>LF_CM_BR5</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<BalanceAmtItem Type = "technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_to_sender">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
"GBP">50000</Amt>
</BalanceAmtItem>
</Subaccount>
</TechAccount>
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Step 3: Brokers supply the subsequent claim bordereau via ACORD ECOT CM & EBOT TA combination
or CM only messages.
In this example, the Claim bordereau subsequent advice is processed as UCR1 TR2 for the value of £200
as January bordereau
ACORD ECOT CM

<ClaimMovement Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID7</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR7</BrokerReference>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_payment</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>bulked_account</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR1</BrokerReference>
<LossPeriod LossDateBasis = “bordereau_period">
<StartDate>2017-01-01</StartDate>
<EndDate>2017-01-31</EndDate>
</LossPeriod>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR2</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ReferredTechAccount>
<UUId>CB_TA_UUID8</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR8</BrokerReference>
</ReferredTechAccount>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>800</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>0</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>200</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
</ClaimMovement>
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ACORD EBOT TA
<TechAccount Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>CB_TA_UUID8</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR8</BrokerReference>
<AccountTransactionType>claim_transaction</AccountTransactionType>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Subaccount>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type =
“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention" AmtStatus=”Informational”>
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP">800</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID7</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR7</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract
" AmtStatus=”Informational”>
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP">0</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID7</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR7</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP">200</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID7</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR7</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<BalanceAmtItem Type = "technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_to_sender">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
"GBP">200</Amt>
</BalanceAmtItem>
</Subaccount>
</TechAccount>
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Step 4: Brokers supply the Individual outside authority claims via ACORD ECOT CM only messages.
In this example, the Individual outside authority initial advice is processed against UCR3 TR1 for £50 and
linked the claim bordereau UCR1
ACORD ECOT CM

<ClaimMovement Sender="broker" Receiver="insurer">
<UUId>IOA_CM_UUID9</UUId>
<BrokerReference>IOA_CM_BR9</BrokerReference>
<ReferredBordereau>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID4</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR4</BrokerReference>
</ReferredBordereau>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_amounts</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>exceeds_monetary_authority</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR3</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR1</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>50</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>0</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>50</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
</ClaimMovement>

Financials will be mapped to ‘For agreement only’ financials in the mainframe.
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Once the claim is agreed by the carrier and the next bordereau is due, the broker will need to supply the
claim bordereau via ACORD ECOT CM & EBOT TA combination including links to the IOA claim being
settled. In this example, the Claim bordereau subsequent transaction is processed against UCR1 TR3 for
the value of £200 for February and settling IOA UCR3 TR1
ACORD ECOT CM
<ClaimMovement Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID10</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR10</BrokerReference>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_payment</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>bulked_account</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR1</BrokerReference>
<LossPeriod LossDateBasis = “bordereau_period">
<StartDate>2017-02-01</StartDate>
<EndDate>2017-02-28</EndDate>
</LossPeriod>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR3</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ReferredTechAccount>
<UUId>CB_TA_UUID11</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR11</BrokerReference>
</ReferredTechAccount>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>2000</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>200</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>200</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
</ClaimMovement>
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ACORD EBOT TA

<TechAccount Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>CB_TA_UUID11</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR11</BrokerReference>
<AccountTransactionType>claim_transaction</AccountTransactionType>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Subaccount>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type =
“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention" AmtStatus="Informational">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>2000</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID10</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR10</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract
" AmtStatus="Informational">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>200</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID10</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR10</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>200</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID10</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR10</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract"
AmtStatus="Informational">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
“GBP”>50</Amt>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR3</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR1</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<BalanceAmtItem Type = "technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_to_sender">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
"GBP">200</Amt>
</BalanceAmtItem>
<Subaccount>
</TechAccount>
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Step 5: Brokers supply the Individual outside authority cash loss via ACORD ECOT CM and TA messages.
Individual outside authority cash loss initial advice on a new UCR4 TR1 for the value of £75 linked to the
claim bordereau UCR1
ACORD ECOT CM

<ClaimMovement Sender="broker" Receiver="insurer">
<UUId>IOA_CM_UUID13</UUId>
<BrokerReference>IOA_CM_BR13</BrokerReference>
<ReferredBordereau>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID4</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR4</BrokerReference>
</ReferredBordereau>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_payment</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR4</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR1</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ReferredTechAccount>
<UUId>IOA_TA_UUID14</UUId>
<BrokerReference>IOA_TA_BR14</BrokerReference>
</ReferredTechAccount>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>75</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>0</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>75</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
</ClaimMovement>
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ACORD EBOT TA

<TechAccount Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>IOA_TA_UUID14</UUId>
<BrokerReference>IOA_TA_BR14</BrokerReference>
<AccountTransactionType>cash_loss</AccountTransactionType>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Subaccount>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract ">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>75</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>IOA_CM_UUID13</UUId>
<BrokerReference>IOA_CM_BR13</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<BalanceAmtItem Type = "technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_to_sender">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
"GBP">75</Amt>
</BalanceAmtItem>
</Subaccount>
</TechAccount>

Once the IOA cash loss claim is settled, the broker will include the link to this claim in the next claim
bordereau via ACORD ECOT CM & EBOT TA combination (as an informational link). In this example, this
will be March bordereau which has a total outstanding of £150 on UCR1 TR5
ACORD ECOT CM
<ClaimMovement Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID20</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR20</BrokerReference>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_payment</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>bulked_account</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR1</BrokerReference>
<LossPeriod LossDateBasis = “bordereau_period">
<StartDate>2017-03-01</StartDate>
<EndDate>2017-03-31</EndDate>
</LossPeriod>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR5</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ReferredTechAccount>
<UUId>CB_TA_UUID21</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR21</BrokerReference>
</ReferredTechAccount>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>3500</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>75</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>150</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
</ClaimMovement>
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ACORD EBOT TA
<TechAccount Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>CB_TA_UUID21</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR21</BrokerReference>
<AccountTransactionType>claim_transaction</AccountTransactionType>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Subaccount>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>150</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID20</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR20</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract"
AmtStatus="Informational">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
“GBP”>75</Amt>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR4</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR1</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<BalanceAmtItem Type = "technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_to_sender">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
"GBP">150</Amt>
</BalanceAmtItem>
<Subaccount>
</TechAccount>
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Standard Claim Approach
For IOAs including Cash Losses where brokers have opted out of using the ECF enhanced approach,
Brokers must also ensure that claim financials are only provided within the claim narrative fields or in
supporting documents, for agreement by the Carrier.
ACORD ECOT CM
<ClaimMovement Sender="broker" Receiver="insurer">
<UUId>IOA_CM_UUID9</UUId>
<BrokerReference>IOA_CM_BR9</BrokerReference>
<LossDescription>Current outstanding £50; Settlement request £50</LossDescription>
<ReferredBordereau>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID1</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR1</BrokerReference>
</ReferredBordereau>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_amounts</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>exceeds_monetary_authority</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR5</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR1</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>0</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
</ClaimMovement>

Once the claim is agreed by the carrier, the broker will need to supply the claim bordereau via ACORD
ECOT CM & EBOT TA combination including links to the IOA claim being settled.
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Multiple individual outside authority claims XML
In this example two individual outside authority claims are raised to be settled in the March bordereau. This
is to demonstrate the repeating aggregate.
Firstly, brokers supply an Individual outside authority subsequent advice UCR3 TR3 for a value of £20
ACORD ECOT CM
<ClaimMovement Sender="broker" Receiver="insurer">
<UUId>IOA_CM_UUID18</UUId>
<BrokerReference>IOA_CM_BR18</BrokerReference>
<LossDescription>Current outstanding £20; Settlement request £20</LossDescription>
<ReferredBordereau>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID1</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR1</BrokerReference>
</ReferredBordereau>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_no_amounts</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>exceeds_monetary_authority</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR3</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR3</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ContractReferenceCurrency>
<Ccy>GBP</Ccy>
</ContractReferenceCurrency>
</ClaimMovement>

Which can alternatively be provided with 0 outstanding amounts as previously explained.
The broker then supplies an Individual outside authority subsequent advice UCR4 TR2 for a value of £30
ACORD ECOT CM
<ClaimMovement Sender="broker" Receiver="insurer">
<UUId>IOA_CM_UUID19</UUId>
<BrokerReference>IOA_CM_BR19</BrokerReference>
<LossDescription>Current outstanding £30; Settlement request £30</LossDescription>
<ReferredBordereau>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID1</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR1</BrokerReference>
</ReferredBordereau>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_no_amounts</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>exceeds_monetary_authority</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR4</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR2</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ContractReferenceCurrency>
<Ccy>GBP</Ccy>
</ContractReferenceCurrency>
</ClaimMovement>

Which can alternatively be provided with 0 outstanding amounts as previously explained.
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Once the both claims are agreed by the carrier, the broker will include these claims in the next claim
bordereau via ACORD ECOT CM & EBOT TA combination including links to the IOA claims being settled.
This is explained further in section 6.6.3. In this example, this will be March bordereau which has a total
outstanding of £150 on UCR1 TR6
ACORD ECOT CM
<ClaimMovement Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID20</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR20</BrokerReference>
<ClaimAmountsIndicator>claim_payment</ClaimAmountsIndicator>
<ClaimTransactionIndicator>bulked_account</ClaimTransactionIndicator>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR1</BrokerReference>
<LossPeriod LossDateBasis = “bordereau_period">
<StartDate>2017-03-01</StartDate>
<EndDate>2017-03-31</EndDate>
</LossPeriod>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR6</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
<ReferredTechAccount>
<UUId>CB_TA_UUID21</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR21</BrokerReference>
</ReferredTechAccount>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>3500</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>545</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
<ClaimMovementAmtItem Type=“current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Ccy=“GBP" Share="hundred_percent" CcyIndic="reference_currency”>150</Amt>
</ClaimMovementAmtItem>
</ClaimMovement>
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ACORD EBOT TA
<TechAccount Sender = "broker" Receiver = "insurer">
<UUId>CB_TA_UUID21</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR21</BrokerReference>
<AccountTransactionType>claim_transaction</AccountTransactionType>
<Contract>
<BrokerReference>UMR1</BrokerReference>
</Contract>
<Subaccount>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type =
“outstanding_loss_and_expense_for_contract_after_retention" AmtStatus="Informational">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>3500</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID20</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR20</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “previously_billed_loss_and_expense_for_the_contract"
AmtStatus="Informational">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>545</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID20</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR20</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy
= “GBP”>150</Amt>
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID20</UUId>
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR20</BrokerReference>
</ReferredClaimMovement>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract”>
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
“GBP”>70</Amt>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR3</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR2</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy = “GBP”>70</Amt>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR3</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR2</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
………………

Continued on next page
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<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract"
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
“GBP”>75</Amt>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR4</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR1</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract"
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy = “GBP”>75</Amt>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR4</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR1</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract"
AmtStatus="Informational">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
“GBP”>20</Amt>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR3</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR3</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<IndividualClaimAmtItem Type = “current_payment_losses_and_expenses_for_contract"
AmtStatus="Informational">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
“GBP”>30</Amt>
<Claim>
<BrokerReference>UCR4</BrokerReference>
</Claim>
<ClaimEntry>
<BrokerReference>TR2</BrokerReference>
</ClaimEntry>
</IndividualClaimAmtItem>
<BalanceAmtItem Type = "technical_account_subaccount_balance_due_to_sender">
<Amt Share = "receiver_share" CcyIndic = "reference_currency" Ccy =
"GBP">150</Amt>
</BalanceAmtItem>
<Subaccount>
</TechAccount>
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Multi-carrier and currency XML
For multi-carrier and multi-currency individual outside authority, cash loss or loss fund claims, each ECOT
CM submission should only reference the UUID and Broker Reference of the claim bordereau belonging to
the same carrier and currency.
In this scenario, we have 2 carriers (carrier 1 and carrier 2) and 2 currencies (GBP and PKR).
ECOT CM Claim Bordereau first advice

ECOT CM IOA/Cash Loss or Loss Fund

<UUId>CB_CM_UUID22
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR22
<Insurer…..5151…..<Name>Carrier 1
<Claim><BrokerReference>UCR1
<ClaimEntry><BrokerReference>TR1
<ContractReferenceCurrency><Ccy>GBP

<UUId>CB_CM_UUID26
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR26
<ReferredBordereau><UUId>CB_CM_UUID22
<Insurer…..5151…..<Name>Carrier 1
<Claim><BrokerReference>UCR2
<ClaimEntry><BrokerReference>TR1
<ContractReferenceCurrency><Ccy>GBP
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID27

<UUId>CB_CM_UUID23
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR23
<Insurer…..5151…..<Name>Carrier 1
<Claim><BrokerReference>UCR1
<ClaimEntry><BrokerReference>TR1
<ContractReferenceCurrency><Ccy>PKR
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID24
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR24
<Insurer…..0033…..<Name>Carrier 2
<Claim><BrokerReference>UCR1
<ClaimEntry><BrokerReference>TR1
<ContractReferenceCurrency><Ccy>GBP
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID25
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR25
<Insurer…..0033…..<Name>Carrier 2
<Claim><BrokerReference>UCR1
<ClaimEntry><BrokerReference>TR1
<ContractReferenceCurrency><Ccy>PKR
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<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR27
<ReferredBordereau><UUId>CB_CM_UUID23
<Insurer…..5151…..<Name>Carrier 1
<Claim><BrokerReference>UCR2
<ClaimEntry><BrokerReference>TR1
<ContractReferenceCurrency><Ccy>PKR
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID28
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR28
<ReferredBordereau><UUId>CB_CM_UUID24
<Insurer…..0033…..<Name>Carrier 2
<Claim><BrokerReference>UCR2
<ClaimEntry><BrokerReference>TR1
<ContractReferenceCurrency><Ccy>GBP
<UUId>CB_CM_UUID29
<BrokerReference>CB_CM_BR29
<ReferredBordereau><UUId>CB_CM_UUID25
<Insurer…..0033…..<Name>Carrier 2
<Claim><BrokerReference>UCR2
<ClaimEntry><BrokerReference>TR1
<ContractReferenceCurrency><Ccy>PKR
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Simultaneous settlement of premiums and claims XML
In this scenario, a premium bordereau and claim bordereau are to be settled simultaneously. The
submissions can be received in any order and all will state a Settlement Group Reference and the expected
number of submissions under this reference. Additionally, 2 Carriers and 2 currencies are involved.

EBOT TA Premium Bordereau

EBOT TA Claim Bordereau

Settlement Group Reference 1
<UUId>PB_TA_UUID30
<BrokerReference>PB_TA_BR30
<SettlementGroupReference>ref1
<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>4
<Insurer…..5151…..<Name>Carrier 1
<Contract><BrokerReference>UMR1
<TechAccountAmtItem>….Ccy=”GBP”

<UUId>CB_TA_UUID34
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR34
<SettlementGroupReference>ref1
<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>4
<Insurer…..5151…..<Name>Carrier 1
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUID>CB_CM_UUID22
<BrokerReference> CB_CM_BR22

<UUId>PB_TA_UUID31
<BrokerReference>PB_TA_BR31
<SettlementGroupReference>ref1
<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>4
<Insurer…..5151…..<Name>Carrier 1
<Contract><BrokerReference>UMR1
<TechAccountAmtItem>….Ccy=”PKR”

<UUId>CB_TA_UUID35
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR35
<SettlementGroupReference>ref1
<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>4
<Insurer…..5151…..<Name>Carrier 1
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUID>CB_CM_UUID23
<BrokerReference> CB_CM_BR23

Settlement Group Reference 2
<UUId>PB_TA_UUID32
<BrokerReference>PB_TA_BR32
<SettlementGroupReference>ref2
<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>4
<Insurer…..0033…..<Name>Carrier 2
<Contract><BrokerReference>UMR1
<TechAccountAmtItem>….Ccy=”GBP”

<UUId>CB_TA_UUID36
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR36
<SettlementGroupReference>ref2
<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>4
<Insurer…..0033…..<Name>Carrier 2
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUID>CB_CM_UUID24
<BrokerReference> CB_CM_BR24

<UUId>PB_TA_UUID33
<BrokerReference>PB_TA_BR33
<SettlementGroupReference>ref2
<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>4
<Insurer…..0033…..<Name>Carrier 2
<Contract><BrokerReference>UMR1
<TechAccountAmtItem>….Ccy=”PKR”

<UUId>CB_TA_UUID37
<BrokerReference>CB_TA_BR37
<SettlementGroupReference>ref2
<ItemsInSettlementGroupTotal>4
<Insurer…..0033…..<Name>Carrier 2
<ReferredClaimMovement>
<UUID>CB_CM_UUID25
<BrokerReference> CB_CM_BR25
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Appendix I – Carrier Query Report and Registration Form
Sample Query Report

Sample Carrier
Query Report v1.1 w ith test data.xlsx

Registration Form

Carrier Query
Registration Form.xlsx
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Glossary
Term

Definition

A&S

Accounting and Settlement
A generic term covering the processing of TAs (closings) and FAs (settlements)
between Broker and Carrier (or between Broker and XIS where the Carrier elects to
use XIS to perform this and other functions on its behalf).
For many years business processed via XIS was based on paper documents (LPANs).
The process is now predominantly based on document images loaded to the IMR –
sometimes the term A&S is taken to mean submissions specifically via the IMR (as
opposed to eAccounts).
From 2011, Accounting and Settlement has been increasingly based on the exchange
of ACORD standard electronic data messages (eAccounts).

Accumulation

Accumulation – Within Central Services
This term relates to how submissions covering multiple carriers (i.e. subscription
market) are treated in the internal processing of EBOT/ECOT messages within Central
Services. See section 7.2.

ACL

Access Control List
A list of the parties able to access a document and the rights each party has relating to
the document.

ACORD

Association for Cooperative Operations Research and Development
A global, non-profit standards development organisation serving the insurance industry
and related financial services industries. ACORD standards are the successor to the
LIMNET EDI standards adopted by the market in the late 1980s.
https://www.acord.org/Pages/default.aspx

ACORD
Messages

There are four XML messages that support accounting, settlement and claims:

BIG

The Business Implementation Group (BIG) forms part of the Ruschlikon governance
structure. The group report directly to the Ruschlikon Steering Committee and
coordinate changes across Ruschlikon communities to facilitate uniform adoption of
best practices and standards.

TechAccount – A TA message is used to advise details of an account that will
require settlement at a future stage. It can include a breakdown of amounts
which make up the balance of the account as well as reporting amounts that
are informational (e.g. premium or loss reserves). It supports DRI for
supporting documentation included with the message.
Settlement – The Settlement (FA) Message is used by the sender to advise or
request settlement, and includes a listing of entries (previously reported in
TAs) that go to make up the settlement balance amount. It supports DRI for
supporting documentation included with the message.
ClaimMovement – The CM Message is used by the sender for initial
notification of claims, advice of subsequent CMs, and to request payment for a
claim (supported in this case by the TechAccount). It supports DRI for
supporting documentation included with the message.
Acknowledgement – The Acknowledgement Message is sent as a response to
another message. It can be a confirmation or rejection, and can also be used
to raise queries.
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BSM

Bureau Signing Message
An EDI message used to advise premium and claims accounting information
transmitted to Brokers.

Bureau(x)

The colloquial name for the three back-office policy and claims processing operations,
each with slightly different methods of operation and performed by Xchanging Ins-sure
Services and Xchanging Claims Services for the London Carrier Market (consisting of
Lloyd’s, ILU and LIRMA and predominantly comprising the Lloyd’s Syndicates and IUA
Company Carriers).

CAS

Claims Agreement Screen
This is a user interface used in conjunction with other parts of ECF2 to enable the
carrier to review the electronic clam file and respond to claim advices.

Central
Services

The range of services provided centrally to the London Market operating the
procedures of the three Bureaux.

CLASS

Claims Loss Advice and Settlement System
CLASS enables Brokers to load claim data transactions and some supporting
information so that Carriers can manage the claims agreement process and trigger the
advising and settlement of claims using EDIFACT messages e.g. LIMCLM. Combined
with the IMR, CLASS underpins ECF.

CM

Claim Movement
The CM message is used by the sender for notification of first and subsequent advices
of a claim (including requests for agreement to settle when it will be accompanied by a
TechAccount).

CSM

Carrier Signing Message
CSM is a colloquial term for company market messages. The actual messages are
described below (see DSIGN, ILUCSM, IPCCSM and IPCDSM).

CSRP

Central Services Refresh Programme
The Central Services Refresh Programme is part of the overall London Market
Modernisation agenda and is part of the LMG’s plans for helping to secure London’s
competitive position.
CSRP is a collaborative cross-market Programme involving the International
Underwriting Association (IUA), the Lloyd’s Market Association (LMA), LIIBA (London &
International Insurance Brokers Association) and Lloyd’s. The Programme also works
very closely with XIS as delivery partner and with the Associations Administrations
Committee (AAC) to ensure clear definition of boundaries for projects sponsored by
AAC and CSRP.
CSRP aims to create and deliver change in line with a vision that bridges the gap
between current and future Central Services, with a customer benefits perspective.
CSRP is an opportunity to fulfil an agreed strategy, owned by the market, on what the
future of Central Services looks like for the benefit of the London Market. It has the
potential to make the London Market more attractive in order to retain and help
generate more business. The aspiration is the removal of process inefficiencies and
unique London market processes and practices where they add no value or indeed
create additional burdens to placing business into the London Market. This will ensure
that Brokers have the ability to interact in line with internationally accepted standard
processes and messaging.
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DRI

Document Repository Interface
An ACORD technical standard that supports the electronic interchange of free-format
documents between repositories including the IMR.

DSIGNS

The Daily Signings EDI message sent to LIRMA companies.

eAccounts

An initiative to replace paper and / or IMR-based premium submissions by Brokers to
XIS with submissions using ACORD structured data messages. This will ultimately
enable XIS to deliver the detailed accounting information required by Lloyd’s and some
other Carriers (non-fundamental premium accounting data), relieving Brokers of that
role and realising efficiencies through straight through data processing. The
combination of the two initiatives is referred to as Electronic Accounts. The difference
between eAccounts and EBOT submission is confined to the need for eAccounts to
comply with certain London specific submission protocols using a different definition of
the ACORD standard.

EBOT

Electronic Back Office Transaction
EBOT and ECOT are ACORD standard specifications. They document the business
data and rules required for conducting electronic business conversations from systemto-system.
EBOT stands for Electronic Back Office Transactions; it deals with the usage of
ACORD TA and FA messaging.

ECOT

Electronic Claims Office Transaction
EBOT and ECOT are ACORD standard specifications. They document the business
data and rules required for conducting electronic business conversations from systemto-system.
ECOT stands for Electronic Claims Office Transactions; it deals with the usage of the
ACORD Claims Movement message and links with EBOT for completing claims-related
payments.

EBOT / ECOT
Quick
Reference
Guides

The EBOT & ECOT Quick Reference Guides are documents produced based on views
and input from all current implementers of EBOT / ECOT messaging. They are
intended to give a snapshot view from the implementation community of the data and
processes being implemented for GRLC accounting, settlement and claims messages,
thereby giving a method for new implementers to quickly understand and source the
information they need to get implementations in place with their business partners.

ECF

Electronic Claims File
An integrated service for claims handling and processing delivered through a
combination of the Insurers Market Repository (IMR) and the Claims Loss Advice and
Settlement System (CLASS). ECF2 provides additional functionality to enhance the
underwriter use of the ECF platform. While some user functionality only exists in ECF2,
the terms ECF and ECF2 are inter-changeable in the context of the market’s ability to
process claims electronically.

EDI

Electronic Data Interchange

EDIFACT

Electronic Data Interchange For Accounting Commerce and Trade
A standard for the exchange of data between organizations by electronic means. It is
used to transfer information electronically from one computer system to another i.e.
from one trading partner to another. The London market adopted EDIFACT as its EDI
standard in the late 1980s. ACORD GRLC XML is the latest messaging standard that
will be rolled out over a period of time and will gradually replace EDIFACT.
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FA

Financial Account
The concept, developed under delinking, of separating the premium accounting data
(TA – TA) from the settlement transaction (FA – FA). Also see ACORD Messages.

Fundamental
Accounting
Splits

Fundamental accounting entries are so called as they relate to the fundamental
structure of the risk as determined by the requirements of the broker’s client or as
dictated by the conditions imposed by carriers and/or the EBOT and ECOT message
structure.

GRLC

Global Reinsurance & Large Commercial
Global Reinsurance & Large Commercial is one of the standards developed and
maintained by ACORD. GRLC is designed to provide seamless transfer of information
between Insureds; Brokers; Insurers and Reinsurers for non-life reinsurance and Large
Commercial Insurance lines of business.

ILUCSM

The Daily Signings EDI message sent to ILU companies.

IMR

Insurers’ Market Repository
The Insurers’ Market Repository is the document storage and processing used for the
London Market.

IPCCSM

A variant on the ILUCSM EDI message sent to ILU companies containing only delinked
signings for the day.

IPCDSM

A variant on the DSIGNS EDI message sent to LIRMA companies containing only
delinked signings for the day.

LIMCLM

The London Market EDI claims message used to send information from brokers to
Xchanging and also used to send claim information from Xchanging to ILU and LIRMA
companies.

LPAN

London Premium Advice Note
The standard format document that is used by the broker to give instructions about
how to structure and process a premium accounting record.

MRC

Market Reform Contract
The introduction of a placing standard - initially LMP and now MRC - has delivered
value to the London Market by providing a standard form of submissions. It offers a
clear structure and means that brokers present contracts in a consistent manner. This
in turn adds clarity to the broker/underwriter discussion and thus enhances the
efficiency of the placing process. The MRC has also delivered other advantages –
most notably ensuring the content was aligned with the needs of contract certainty.

NonFundamental
Accounting
Splits

The breakdown of a premium payment into smaller amounts to achieve a level of
transaction that meets Lloyd’s Tax and Regulatory requirements.

PbS

Post-bind Submission
In 2013 the London Broker community drew up a list of high level requirements which
would help align London and the rest of the world and remove many of the so called
‘Londonisms’ (London process differences).
In addition, the Carrier community developed a Future Service Register, a
comprehensive list of required features across the different business types.
Having analysed the root causes of these ‘Londonisms’ and assessed the service
drivers the Central Services Refresh Programme launched ‘Post-bind Submission’ to
simplify and standardise processes and remove the inefficiencies in the way that
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Brokers provide information post-bind and how the central processing could be made
more efficient. PbS, the first change delivery within CSRP, focuses on removing 15 of
the 30 ‘Londonisms’ (and 7 of the Top 10 in the 15 identified).
The PbS delivery will follow the overarching principle in LMG Future Process Review:
“Any insurer / service provider combination (including a bureau) will interact with
Brokers in the same way as other insurers i.e. not involving unique processes, data or
query types.”
Ruschlikon

Faster cash, higher efficiency, better information, enhanced client service – the
Ruschlikon Initiative enables leading players of the (re)insurance industry to improve
their back office processes for TA’ing, claims and settlement by using the ACORD
Global Reinsurance and Large Commercial (GRLC) Standards.
Rüschlikon is a small town outside Zürich, Switzerland. It was here that a group of
pioneering (re)insurers and brokers agreed to a common vision for reducing back office
frictional costs and streamlining processes for the (re)insurance sector by
implementing global ACORD data standards together with an agreed set of business
processes and rules. This initiative was named Ruschlikon in honour of its beginning.
ACORD facilitates the Ruschlikon meetings and provides the standards that
Ruschlikon uses, which are part of its Global Reinsurance Large Commercial
standards. Ruschlikon has its own Steering Committee, which provides the guidance
and strategy for the entire Ruschlikon family and its implementation communities.

Ruschlikon
Best Practice
Guide

The purpose of the Global (Re)insurance Best Practices is to provide overall direction
on implementation of the ACORD Global Reinsurance and Large Commercial
messages on a “global” basis. The intent of the Global (Re)insurance Best Practices
are to address electronic message exchange between a message sender and receiver
and provide direction on how to implement a set of ACORD messages to be fully
compliant with best practices.
It provides the context in which a set of Global Reinsurance and Large Commercial
messages are to be exchanged to be compliant with best practices. In addition, the
Best Practices are meant to be used in conjunction with the electronic Back-office
(EBOT) and electronic Claim (ECOT) Quick Reference Guides, which provide the
detailed-level implementation principles.

SCM

Syndicate Claims Message
The EDI claims message sent to Lloyd’s syndicates.

SMTP

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
An internet standard for electronic mail transmission.

TA

Technical Account
The concept, developed under delinking, of separating the premium accounting data
(TA) from the settlement transaction (FA). Also see ACORD Messages.

TLS

Transport Layer Security
Is a cryptographic protocol to provide communications security over a computer
network.

TMEL

The Message Exchange limited
The Exchange is a messaging service that enables Brokers, Carriers, Service
Providers, and IT Suppliers to send and receive information securely between multiple
parties, to one common standard through a single connection. Initiated by Lloyd’s, The
Exchange has been migrated to a mutualised market utility, The Message Exchange
Limited (TMEL)
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UCR

Unique Claims Reference
An agreed reference format that enables each broker to issue a unique reference to
identify a claim without the risk of them duplicating a reference issued by another
broker. Once issued this reference is intended to remain with the claim for its life.
It consists of the Lloyd’s Broker Number (i.e. 4 digits prefixed with a B), followed by up
to 12 alphanumeric characters, which must be unique within the Brokers system (e.g.
B0123ABC15DEFWXYZ).

UMR

Unique Market Reference
The primary reference created by Brokers and used by the Market to identify a
contract.
It consists of the Lloyd’s Broker Number (i.e. 4 digits prefixed with a B), followed by up
to 12 alphanumeric characters, which must be unique within the Brokers system (e.g.
B0123ABC15DEFWXYZ).

USM

Underwriter Signing Message
An EDI message used to advise premium and claims accounting transactions
transmitted to Lloyd’s Carriers.

XML

Extensible Mark-up Language
XML provides a basic syntax that can be used to share information between different
kinds of computers, different applications and different organisations without needing
to pass through many layers of conversion. Its purpose is to aid information systems in
sharing structured data, especially via the Internet.
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